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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

Visible Invisibility: Case of the Indians in Vietnam 
 

by 
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University of Calfornia, Riverside, June 2016 

Prof. Dr. Hendrik Maier, Committee Co-Chairperson 
Prof. Dr. Christina Schwenkel, Committee Co-Chairperson 

 
 

The “Indians” include people, who are (descendants of) those who, since the second 

half of the nineteenth century, migrated from French-British India to then-Indochina- 

Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. Although the Indians have been in Vietnam for 

generations and have participated in economic and political revolutions of Vietnam, they 

have always been perceived by ethnic Vietnamese as "kẻ hút máu" [bloodsucking beings] 

-- unwelcome migrants who are materialistic, exploitatory and most of all foreign. Many 

Indians have become Vietnamese citizens; arguably, they do not belong to any 

categorized ethnic groups of Vietnam.  

This dissertation assumes the virtual invisibility of the Indians in Vietnamese writing 

and society originates in the way Vietnamese nation-makers have made these persons 

visible in the wake of the formulaic metaphor "bloodsucking Indians" and the quest for 

national sovereignty and prosperity since the colonial time. The metaphor refers to the 

imagined association of the Indians with colonialism and capitalism – identified as "non-

socialist" and "non-hegemonic" state structures of Vietnam. The dissertation suggests a 
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complex view on colonial legacies in Vietnam: Vietnamese nation-makers retain the 

metaphor in attempts to retain the overriding socialist and independent goal of 

historically differing Vietnamese nationalisms and the concurrent invisibility of the 

Indians; as such, the remains of colonial knowledge are the strategic choice of 

Vietnamese nation-makers. Moreover, in making visible the Indians by presenting how 

they have been made invisible, the dissertation critically addresses current debates about 

postcolonial scholarship and the Others' visibility and audibility and about complex 

associations of literary studies, diaspora studies and ethnic studies with nationalism. 

The choice of Vietnamese writing as the primary source of this dissertation stems 

from the scholarship on the performativity of language and the Vietnamese traditional 

belief in writing as a sharp weapon in national and class struggles. Interview is also a 

source essential in examining material impacts of the metaphor of bloodsucking Indians 

in Vietnamese nation-building. The dissertation develops into seven chapters, analytically 

centering on the formation and continuation of metaphoric associations of the Indians 

with capitalism and colonialism, the main causes of the virtual invisibility of these people 

in Vietnamese writing and society.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Theă“Indians”,ăaăsmallăandămarginalizedăgroupăinăVietnam,ăincludeăpeopleăwhoăareă

(descendants of) those who, since the second half of the nineteenth century, migrated 

from French-British India to then-Indochina- Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. Although the 

Indian population has been in Vietnam for generations and has participated in the 

economic and political revolutions of Vietnam, they have usually been perceived very 

negatively by ethnic Vietnamese as "kẻ hút máu" [bloodsucking beings] -- unwelcome 

migrants who are materialistic, exploitative, and most of all, foreign. Many Indians have 

become Vietnamese citizens; arguably, they do not belong to any categorized ethnic 

group in Vietnam. To be precise, ethnic Indians have not been categorized as one of the 

ethnic minorities since the socialist Vietnamese government's systemizations of the 

"ethnic composition of Vietnam," initiated in 1958. They do not fit within the term 

"Vietnamese" that is used in the expression "fifty-four Vietnamese nationalities” (54 dân 

tộc Việt Nam). Members of the fifty- four ethnic groups, as described in the portal of the 

Committee for Ethnic Minority Affairs, share common blood ancestors.  Accordingly, all 

ethnic minorities are counted as "younger brothers" of ethnic King, the oldest brother, in 

the "brotherhood of fifty-fourănationalities"ăină“theănationallyăextendedăVietnameseă

family"ă( ại gia ìnhăcácădânătộc Việt Nam). As the myth suggests, they are "descendants 

of LạcăLongăQuânăandăÂuăCơ,ăhatchingăoutăofăaăhundredăeggs, half of them following 

their mother to the mountains, the other half accompanying their father to the sea" 

(CommitteeăforăEthnicăMinorityăAffairs’ăPortal). This criterion of family relations among 

ethnic minorities does not work for many (descendants of) of those who migrated to 
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Vietnam from British and French India. Moreover, participation of the Indians in 

Vietnamese revolution and nation-building has not given them the status of being 

members of "the great family of Vietnamese nationalities" either; the Indians are not 

categorized as an ethnic minority group within "the nation." The invisibility of "Indians" 

in Vietnamese society is even more questionable, given the fact that ethnic  Chinese  

(Hoa)  became one  of  54  ethnic minorities in Vietnam, following Kinh,  Tày and  Thai 

with  the  announcement  of  Decision 121 in March of 1979 (Pelley 290; Salemink, The 

Ethnography of Highlander 270). This questionable invisibility is the more intriguing 

given that the Chinese, similar to Indians, were categorized as “foreigners” in colonial 

Vietnam and as "Hoa kiều" (overseas Chinese) in postcolonial Vietnam (although this 

population received a good treatment in North Vietnam during the Vietnam War). All 

these ethnographic results suggest a certain attempt of nation-makers not to categorize 

Indian/Indian descendants as a separate ethnic group in Vietnam's ethnic minority family 

in particular and to make invisible this population in the Vietnamese public in general.  

This dissertation attempts to answer the question of why the Indians have been made 

invisible in the Vietnamese society and historiography. It will offer a complex view on 

the ways that colonial legacies were retained in the postcolonial nation-building of 

Vietnam, associated with works of making a specific ethnic group and an attached 

knowledge visible and invisible. In looking in Vietnamese writings for the Indians in 

colonial and postcolonial Vietnam, the dissertation assumes that the virtual invisibility of 

the Indians in the Vietnamese society originates in the way Vietnamese intellectuals and 

literati have made these persons visible, in the wake of the formulaic metaphor 
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"bloodsucking Indian" and the quest for national sovereignty and prosperity. The 

metaphor "bloodsucking Indian" refers toătheăassociationăofătheă“Indians”ăwithă

unwelcome migrants, colonialism, and capitalism – identified as "non-socialist" and 

"non-hegemonic" state structures of Vietnam. This association is metaphoric, largely 

maintained and constructed in colonial and postcolonial administrative, literary, and 

journalistic writing and in orally transmitted accounts since colonial times. Examining the 

recurrence of the metaphor "bloodsucking Indian" and attached nationalism in 

Vietnamese portraits ofă“Indians”ăsuggestsăaăvirtual invisibility of the Indians in 

Vietnamese historiography and society. More importantly, this invisibility is potentially 

indicative of the complexity of the widely perceived colonial legacies in postcolonial 

Vietnam: the metaphor of Indians as vampires (or bloodsuckers) forms a discursive 

practice that Vietnamese intellectuals -- nation-makers – take to retain in the public 

minds the overriding socialist and independent goal of historically differing Vietnamese 

nationalisms and the concurrent invisibility of the Indians. As such, the remains of 

colonial knowledge in Vietnam are, in this case, a strategic choice of Vietnamese 

intellectuals in their tireless participation in the struggles for the national sovereignty, 

unity and modernity. 

Institutional and academic discourses about Vietnam agree that postcolonial nation-

building of Vietnam relies heavily on colonial knowledge. Specifically, recent local and 

foreign studies on the cultural and economic links between India and Vietnam (Trung 

2009, Th c 1965,ăDoanhă2006,ăKamă2000ăandắarmaă2009)ălargelyăechoăearlieră

publicationsăbyăParmentieră(1909),ăMasperoă(1928)ăandăCœdèsă(1968)ăasăwellăasătheă
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Bulletins of the Hanoi-based French School of the Far East (EFEO). In these studies, 

‘India'ăremainsăprimarilyăan Orientalist construction, one often presented as a spiritual 

power in decline and of marginal importance in colonial projects of modernization. 

Presented in this way, the Indians are reduced to migrants whose contributions to colonial 

and postcolonial Vietnamese society can be disregarded. Publications about the Indians in 

Indochina (Thomson and Adloff 1955, Schrock 1966, Osborne 1979, Brocheux 1995, 

Brun 2003 and Pairaudeau, Mobile Citizens 2016) aim to deconstruct such colonial and 

postcolonial marginalizations by providing archival narratives on prosperity and political 

influence of this population in non-socialist Vietnam.  

This dissertation aims to make visible the Indians in Vietnamese history and society 

through an analysis of colonial and postcolonial construction of this population as the 

unwelcome migrant and the imagined target of national and class revolutions of Vietnam. 

While existing scholarships largely search for the visibility of the Indians in French 

archival discourses, which brings a completely different picture of this population, this 

dissertation largely focuses on images of the Indians as constructed in colonial and 

postcolonial Vietnamese wring.  In other words, while more research attempts to 

reconstruct the prosperity of the Indians as a fact in some pre-socialist Vietnam, this 

dissertation emphasizes the visibility of Indians as bloodsucking creatures, an imagined 

target and enemy of class and national revolutions in (post)colonial Vietnam. To be 

precise,ătheă“Indian”ăasăaăresearchăsubjectăofăthisădissertationăisămetaphoric;ăităappearsăină

colonial and postcolonial writings (and orally transmitted accounts) as subjects of 

colonialist and particularly nationalist projects. This portrayal is indicative of the 
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attempted invisibilization in the first place of the Indians in Vietnamese historiography 

and society regardless of the availability of portraits of these people in Vietnamese 

writing.ăMoreover,ătheăIndians’ăvisibility as a bloodsucking entity shapes the public 

perception and practice of colonial and postcolonial nation-building.  

This dissertation relies on the scholarship of the performativity of language: the 

metaphoric association between the Indians and the colonialism and related capitalism 

forms a cause of the invisibility of this population in the Vietnamese society and 

historiography. Marx and Engels write, "The problem of descending from the world of 

thoughts to the actual world is turned into the problem of descending from language to 

life"ă(118).ăLanguage,ăinăitsă"veryăbroadăandăinclusiveăway…[including]ăanyăsound,ă

word, image or object" (Hall 18-19) is no longer a tool to reflect and inflect "a reality 

which once existed,”ă"the thing that has been there" (Tagg 1) and the truth is out there. 

Language constrains itselfă"accordingătoăinstitutionalizedăformalărules…ăinăcertaină

contexts…ăonătheăbasicăofăhistoricallyăestablishedăconventions"ă(Taggă2).ăIn other words, 

language has the power of creating and maintaining a reality. Herbert P. Philips has 

suggested thatăwrittenăsourcesăareă“embodimentsăofăculture,”ă“integralătoăsocială

processes, as both historical precipitantăandăproduct”ă(3);ăaccordantly writers are   "key 

informants" whose work reflects and inflects the worldview, value system, and social 

change of their societies (3-4). According to Marian Tyler Chase, words form and 

preserve community because words carry from generation-to-generation common cultural 

codes that hold individuals of different times and spaces together (ix-12). The metaphor 

of "bloodsucking Indian" used in this dissertation also functions as a "word" or 
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a"(re)presentations" that has flowed through generations of Vietnamese writers and 

audiences, helping to maintain Vietnam as a solid nation of the Vietnamese people who 

share common knowledge and fear about the imagined association of the Indians with 

colonialism and capitalism. As will be indicated in this dissertation, the metaphoric 

association of Indians with colonialism and capitalism with bloodsucking has been used 

as a "language" by Vietnamese authorities – nation-makers – in their work of mobilizing 

the masses for class and national struggles. 

Particularly, the dissertation's assumption on the material impact of the literary 

image of the Indians upon the absence of the actual Indian migrants in Vietnam relies on 

the Vietnamese belief in words on paper as "a special, autonomous power to alter reality" 

and "to stipulate a sweeping transformation of society" (Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on 

Trial 336).  Vietnamese literati have appreciated the reflectivity and the performativity of 

writing in connection to the material reality in which that writing is born. As for the 

reflectivity,ăĐinhăC ng Viên in the thirteenth century wrote, "no one in this world knows 

all about change and destruction. That pen without mouth is still able to speak about 

emergence and collapse." Nhữ Bá Sỹ, a literati of Nguyễn Dynasty, emphasized "writing 

isătheărealityăofătheătimeăoutăofăwhichăităwasăborn"ă(v năchươngălàăhiện trạng c a một thời 

làm nên nó). As for the performativity of writing, Nguyễn Trãi, writer and official of the 

Lê dynasty (1427-1789),ăannouncedăthatăhisă" ạo bút" (moral of pens) aimed at 

contributing to the pacification of the northern invaders and the protection of the southern 

country. In the nineteenth century, NguyễnăĐìnhăChiểu, a celebrated southern author, 

challenged the colonial regime by his writings: "stabbing many dishonest guys, the pen is 
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stillănotăblunt"ă( âmăm y thằng gian bút chẳng tà). Phan Châu Trinh and Phan Bôi Châu, 

famous patriots of the early twentieth century, respectively declared: "pen and tongue 

want to turn around flood flow directions"ă(bútălưỡi muốnăxoayădòngănướcălũ)ăandă"a 

three-inch tongue is like sword and gun; a pen is like battle drum and gong" (Ba t călưỡi 

màăgươmămàăsúng,ămột ngòi lông vừa trống vừa chiêng). Particularly, since the 1920s, 

when Marxist-Leninist doctrine and related "Ch  nghĩaăhiện thực phê phán"  (realism 

criticism) was introduced in Annam, Vietnamese intellectuals have increasingly believed 

in the material impacts of writing upon class and national struggles. For long, Vietnamese 

intellectuals have believed in writing as a weapon in national and class struggles. High 

schoolăstudentsălearnedăbyăheartătheărhythmicăsentencesăbyăTrường Chinh, a revered 

revolutionary character:   

Using pen to put upside down the regime 
Each poetic verse [is] a bomb and bullet [able to] destroy power and authority 
(Dùngăcánăbútălàmă ònăxoayăchế ộ. 
Mỗi vầnăthơăbomă ạnăpháăcường quyền) 

 

Hồ Chí Minh also taught Vietnamese writers and artists: "The pen is a sharp weapon 

[used] in a career of supporting goodness and eliminating badness" (Ngòiăbútălàăvũăkhíă

sắc bén trong sự nghiệp phò chính, trừ tà) ad many generations of Vietnamese students 

have memorized this sentence. Backing the nationalist urge by using a discursive weapon 

was one way to subvert colonial political power. Vietnam was a relatively small country, 

lacking modern weapons and machines compared to its colonial enemies. But, as 

generations of Vietnamese intellectuals have been taught, Vietnam has had an 

exceptional strength of will, heart, and mind. This strength has historically helped the 
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nation kick out foreign invaders including China in earlier centuries and France and the 

United States in the twentieth century. Language (in written and oral forms) is considered 

as a main "food" to grow this vital will of the masses. And, the construction and 

continuation of the metaphor "bloodsucking Indian" in colonial and postcolonial 

Vietnamese writing form a means of Vietnamese intellectuals in their work of mobilizing 

the masses for the sake of class and national revolutions.  

The materialăimpactăofătheămetaphoră“bloodsuckingăIndian” in actual colonial and 

postcolonial nation-building of Vietnam and, the concurrently virtual invisibility of the 

actual Indian migrants required a critical and selective reading of writings (particularly 

literary, journalistic and reporting accounts) as the main method of this dissertation. In 

addition to writings, ethnographic findings form an essential source. The author of this 

dissertation carried out fieldwork in Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi at Indian religious 

centers and private houses with descendants of the Indians as well as with Vietnamese 

authorities in charge of managing this population. Ethnography means getting closer to 

Indian individuals to observe their daily political, economic and cultural practices and 

their ideas about their invisibility. The identity of the Indian individuals is formed not 

only through discourses about them but also through their socially produced activities 

including their "doing, seeing, hearing, tasting, feeling, and touching" (Mbembe5). Thus, 

ethnography is one effective way of collecting data about immediate experiences of the 

Indian migrants and their offspring. Additionally, ethnographically focusing on the Indian 

individuals' "meaningful human expressions" helps deconstruct derogative Vietnamese 

discourses about them. Not only being derogated, the presence of the Indians in 
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Vietnamese history and society has been ignored. Writing about their experience is a way 

to have them documented and presented, thus visualized. Furthermore, Indian individuals' 

discourses could help to critically examine the discourses about them, constructed by 

grand narratives. Writing about direct expressions of individual Indian descendants 

provides alternative ways of presenting histories of these marginalized people and the 

Vietnamese nation-state as well: not the stories of data, report forms, and scholarly 

discourse but personal, divergent and fragmenting narratives. Moreover, given the fact 

that human thought and the world "we live in" are "imprisoned" in language, an idea of 

language developed by the philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein (Pupavac 81; Pradhan 172), 

interviews of the Indian descendants and Vietnamese nation-makers do not go beyond 

boundaries of their external world with a specific system of language. Thus, Indian 

individuals' discourses also reveal long-standing Vietnamese nationalism, which points at 

the collective effort of Vietnamese intellectuals in constructing a hegemonic and 

democratic figure of the Vietnamese nation. 

Above all, the multi-disciplinary approach of this dissertation is shaped by the 

scholarship of discourses, in particular, by notions of dialogics and polyvocality –the 

heterogeneity of language and languaging as developed in the Bakhtinian School. Each 

presentation of reality carries on continual and constant conversations with other 

presentations. They talk to each other in implicit or explicit ways, so to speak. They are 

mutually comparable and communicable representations. Placing writings and 

ethnographic findings in mutually dialoguing positions helps to bring to the surface ways 
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through which Vietnamese intellectuals have invisibilized the Indians for the sake of the 

visibility of the national hegemony and prosperity.  

This is not a conclusive and comprehensive examination on the subject of the Indians 

in Vietnam. In a way, this limitation is historical, stemming from the Vietnamese 

government’săcensorshipăof certain publications in particular and of certain discourses in 

general. Specifically, library and archive sources that have been used were limited to 

those that were available for public access from Summer 2013 to Summer 2015. 

Interviews with people of Indian descent were sometimes conducted in the "random" 

presence of Vietnamese authorities; the other main informants of this researcher were 

Vietnamese officials, who are in charge of managing the Indians and have a knowledge 

of living Indians that remains limited to those who are living in cities and are primarily 

associated with Indian religious centers: those are the place where dynamic relations of 

the government and the Indians are still going on.   

In general, writing this dissertation has been inspired by notions of particularities ad 

specificities; or to paraphrase the words of Georges Condominas in his introduction to the 

book We Have Eaten the Forest: the Story of a Montagnard Village in the Central 

Highland of Vietnam (1977): the data of this dissertation were collected in a specific 

time, by specific people and through specific writings (xviii-xix). All these specificities 

form a specific body of knowledge consonant to a particular configuration of power, as 

suggested by Ann Laura Stoler (87). In a way, following mainstream Vietnamese 

knowledge of Indians, embodied in historically available library, archival and 

ethnographic resources, has led to certain incompleteness, inevitable and dynamic, in this 
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dissertation. For one, it is unclear if there are Indian descendants living elsewhere rather 

than in cities and around religious centers, and a description of their specific lives could 

lead to other pictures of this small group of Indian descendants. Perhaps, following a 

specific public body of Vietnamese knowledge about the Indians is itself indeed a method 

that brings evidence of how a specific knowledge about the Indians is made at a specific 

time for specific national projects of nation-building of Vietnam. To put it differently, an 

analysis of public knowledge is essential in understanding the association of the 

(in)visibility of the Indian migrants with Vietnamese nationalism.  

The dissertation consists of seven interconnected chapters; they center on the 

historically different discursive formations of the Indians in Vietnam, and their close 

associations with capitalism and colonialism, the main cause of the virtual invisibility of 

this ethnic group in Vietnamese writing and society.   

Chapteră1ădefinesăwhată“IndiansăinăVietnam”ăisăandăwhyăthe definition matters in 

understanding the complexity of colonial legacies, ethnicization, and nationalism in 

colonial and postcolonial Vietnam. The chapter suggests that the categorization of 

“Indians” in administrative reports is concurrent with the invisibilization of these people; 

the chapter also suggests the need of going beyond bureaucratic data and descriptions for 

further reasons why the Indians are made invisible in Vietnamese society and history.  

Chapter 2 examines literary and journalistic formations of the “bloodsucking 

beings,” a metaphor of Indians as enemy subjects in anti-colonial nationalisms in colonial 

Vietnam. Allegorically, these formations are attempts of Vietnamese intellectuals at 

constructing targets of the class and national struggle in colonial Vietnam. 
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Chapter 3 examines the continuity of the metaphor of bloodsucking Indians and the 

emergence of the metaphor of Indian guardians in Vietnamese writing published in South 

Vietnam. Historicizing these literary figures in the Republic government's national 

projects will provide more evidence of the virtual invisibility of the Indians in 

Vietnamese historiography and society. Indian figures are totally presented as imagined 

enemies and embodiments of the ongoing class, and national struggle in South Vietnam 

confronted with the United States' neo-colonialism. 

Chapter 4 examines attempts of socialist nation-makers (writers and administrators) 

at transforming images of the Indian migrants into subjects of the socialist revolution; 

proletarianization would end the visibility of the Indian population both physically and 

ideologically: many Indians actually left northern Vietnam and those who remained 

became members of the proletariat. The chapter suggests that the colonial category of the 

Indians as bloodsucking entities still functions as an imagined cause of the actual 

invisibilization of the Indians in the socialist nation-building of Vietnam.  

Chapter 5 analyzes images of the Indians in post-1975 Vietnamese writing inside and 

outside Vietnam in aims at further revealing ways through which the population of 

Vietnam is subjected to nationalism of Vietnamese intellectuals. The emergence of new 

presentations of Indian friends and Indian revolutionary heroes further indicates the 

invisible status of the Indians in the national historiography. The writings of Hồ Anh Thái 

and other socialist writers show that the metaphor of bloodsucking Indians does not only 

exist to glorify and sustain the triumphant Party in leading the people in a socialist, 
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nationalist revolution; it also shapes the anxiety of contemporary Vietnamese intellectuals 

about postcolonial nation-building of Vietnam, still lingering on colonial legacies. 

Chapter 6 examines contemporary Vietnamese accounts about the new Indians – 

members of the third wave of Indian migration to Vietnam to further explain how the old 

Indians -- members of the second wave (main subjects of this dissertation) -- are 

marginalized from mainstream Vietnamese historiography and society. In addition to 

economic, cultural and political disadvantages of the old Indian migrants and their 

descendants, the remains of the metaphor of bloodsucking Indians make these people 

unfit for the revised notions of "Indian" as well as notions of "industrialized Vietnam."  

In these notions, the new Indian migrants are seen as useful, thus they are made visible in 

public discourse whereas the old Indian migrants are seen as useless, thus they are made 

more invisible. Old Indian migrants belongs nowhere in the contemporary ethnic, 

national landscape of Vietnam.  

Chapter 7 examines oral and written Vietnamese discourses about Indian food 

practices and preferences, further deconstructing the complex relations between the 

absence of the ethnic Indians in the Vietnamese history and society and the rise of 

various projects of Vietnamese nation-building. More precisely, Vietnamese writings 

about Indian food and eating practices only aim at constructing a target and an instrument 

in national and class struggles of the Vietnamese. Understanding cultural practices of 

Indian descendants will provide more evidence of this population's assimilation into  

Vietnamese historiography and society. This assimilation indicates the haunting and 
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strategic remains of the Indian bloodsucker (vampire) metaphor in present-day 

Vietnamese nationalism that is still holding on to goals of class and national revolutions.  
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Chapter 1 

 
Categorization of “Indians” in Colonial and Postcolonial Vietnam  

 

Chapteră1ădefinesăwhată“IndiansăinăVietnam”ăisăandăwhyădefinition matters in 

understanding the complexity of the colonial legacy, ethnicization, and nationalism in 

colonial and postcolonial Vietnam. The chapter suggests that categorization of the 

“Indians” in administrative reports is concurrent with the invisibilization of these people; 

the chapter also suggests the need of going beyond bureaucratic data and descriptions for 

further reasons why the Indians are made invisible in Vietnamese society and history.  

1. Categorization of “Ấndians” in colonial Vietnam  

People from the Indian subcontinent migrated and continued to migrate to the area, 

presently called Vietnam, since the beginning of the Christian era (Coedès 11-48); this 

population occurs in pre-modern stories about Buddhist monks of the country named 

“thiênătrước/thiênătrúc”ă(Buddha’săplaceăofăbirth)1 such as those in Thiềnăuyểnătậpăanh 

(1337)2 and Đ iăViệtăsửăkýătoànăthư (1479).3 People migrated from this subcontinent must 

alsoăhaveăbeenăamongăthoseăwhoăcameăfromă“Chàăvà”ăoră“ĐồăBà”ă– some southern 

archipelago – and traded with kings and court officials as described in royal historical 

                                                           
1ThanhăNghị.ăTừă iểnăViệtăNam.Saigon:ăThờiăthế,ă1958,ăp.ă1319.ăThanhăNghịădefinesăthatăthiênătrúcăisă

an ancient name of India originated from Chinese texts.  

2 ReadăLêăMạnhăThát.ăNghînăćuăvềăThie ̂ năuye ̂ nătậpăanh.ăFirstăpublishedăină1976,ăreprintedăină[TP.ă
Ho ̂ ăChíăMinh]ă:ăNhàăxu tăb̉năThànhăpho ̂ ăHồăChíăMinh,ă[1999],ăp.ă104-105 

3 ReadăNgôăSĩăLiên,ăĐứcăThọăNgô.ăĐ iăViệtăsửăkýătoànăthư: dịchătheoăb năkhắcăinăn măchínhăhòaăth́ă
18 (1697).ăHàăNộiă:ăKhoaăhọcăx̃ăhội,ă1983.ăp.ă219 
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accounts such as Đ iăViệtăsửăkýătoànăthư (1479) and VânăĐàiălo iăngữă(1773)ă(Nguyễnă

ThịăPhươngăChi,ăNguyễnăTiếnăDũngă443-447; Laffan 17-64). In these Sino-Chinese 

writings, pre-modern Vietnam emerges as  results of the dynamic interactions among 

individuals and groups (Dutton 174-175; In-sŏnăYu 118-120; Salemink, The Ethnography 

of Vietnam 31). Nevertheless, such dynamic images were stifled by fixed ethnic 

categoriesăasăresultsăofăwhatăSaleminkăcalledă“tribalization”ăoră“ethnicization”ăofătheă

French colonial administration since the mid-1800s.ăThisă“classificatoryăregime”ăaimedă

at knowing and controlling the colonial population subjects; accounts about colonial 

VietnamăbyăWesternăethnographers,ămissionariesăandătravelersăfixedă“aăfieldăofăfluidăandă

multilayeredăinterrelationsăintoăaămosaicăofădiscrete,ăstaticăandăsingularăidentities”ă

(Salemink, The Ethnography of Vietnam26). In this context, the world of people 

associated with some southern archipelago – calledă“chàăvà”ăinăVietnameseă-- was fixed 

inătheăsolidăcategoryă“Malaisie,”ă“Java”ăoră“Malacca”(Bon,ăManuel de conversation 

Franco-Tonkinois 29; Vallot,Dictionnaire franco-tonkinois illustré  403; 

Vallot,Grammaire annamite à l'usage des français 106).  Jean Bonet in Dictionnaire 

annamite-français: (langue officially et langue vulgaire) (1899),4 providing the Annamite 

wordă“chàăvà”ăofăJavaăorăMalay,ăcontainedăaăcommentăthată“Cochinchineseăwronglyăusedă

thisătermă[chàăvà]ătoădenoteăIndians”ă(66).ăTheăadministrativeăperceptionăofă“Chàăvà”ăasă

Malay and Java was at the time more associated with inhabitants of Chà bàn – a Hindu 

state (Coedès 93-96), commonly seen to have once had brisk intercourses and trading 

relations with archipelago in the South. These inhabitants belonged to Champa minority, 

                                                           
4 This is the first Annamite-Frenchădictionaryăthatăincludedătheătermă“Chàăvà.”ă 
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one among many ethnic groups in the Central Highland that colonial administrators, 

missionaries, travelers, and ethnographers attempted to define in the nineteenth century 

(Pétrus Jean-BaptisteăVĩnhăKỦ,ăCours d'histoire annamite à l'usage des écoles 28; 

Aymonier 19-21; Paris ii, 93-94; Salemink, Vietnam’săCultural Diversity 65; Salemink, 

The Ethnography of Vietnam 35-45). People who are descendants of those, which Reddi 

V.ăMădefinesăasătheăfirstăwaveăofăIndianămigrantsătoă“Vietnam”ă(155)ăstillăformăanăethnică

minority in Vietnamese administrative writing aboută“theăgreatăVietnameseăfamily”ă

(Palley 374-391;ăCommitteeăforăEthnicăMinorityăAffairs’ăPortal);ăinăpostcolonială

Vietnamese textbooks, this ethnic minority is seen to follow Indian cultural practices and 

isăsupposedătoălookălikeă“Indians.”ă5 

Parallel to the process of ethnicizing people in the highlands, colonial writers also 

classified the lowland population as objects to be ruled (Salemink, The Ethnography of 

Vietnam26).ă“Indien”ăoră“Malabar”6 in French and the alternative quốcăngữă termă“Thiênă

                                                           
5. High-school textbooks on geography published in 1962, 1964 in the Republic of Vietnam describes 

Ch măasăoneăofătheăethnicăminoritiesăinăSouthăVietnam.ăNguyễnăV năMùi,ăauthorăofăĐịaălýăViệtăNam,ălớpă
ệăt́ă(.ăSaigon:ăKhaiăTrí,ă1962)ăevenăgaveăaănoteăonăaăphotoăofăCh măpeopleăthată“theirăfacesăandăoutfitsă

hadăsomeăfeaturesăofăIndians”ă(92).ăInă19ăDescendantsăofătheăsecond-wave of Indian migrants do not belong 
toăanyăethnicăgroupsăinăVietnam.ăTrầnăHữuăQủngăinăViệt-nam:ăhìnhăthể,ănhânăv n,ăkinhătếălớpă ệă2ă
(Saigon:ăNguyễnăDuăxu tăb̉n,ă1964)ăgaveăaăneutralăcommentăthatăăCh măonceăhadăaăgloriousăcivilizationă
that was influenced by Indian civilization (117). 

6 ContemporaryăEnglishmenăcriticizedătheăFrench’sădefinitionăofăanyăIndianăasătheăMalabarăasă“willfulă
carelessness,ăamountingătoăcontempt”ăbecauseăitămerelyăcountedăonăraceăandăpreviousăTurkishămistakes.ă
WhileăEnglishmenăusedătheăwordă“Malabar”ătoăreferălanguages from southern India to differentiate them 
with Hindustani, the French used it to denote the country, the people and the language of its domination in 
Indiaă(“CoromandelăcoastăandăTamilăcountry”).ăThisăso-called habitual mischief with Indian names had led 
to sequential wrongs, as seen by colonial Englishmen: in French colonies, the name was given to Indians of 
coolieăclassăandăEurasians,ăcolonsăasăwellăasăFrenchăsettlersăwithăIndianăblood.ArthurăMayallă(“TheăWidowă
ofăMalabar.”ăNotes and queries; a medium of intercommunication for literary men, general readers etc. 
London: Office Bream's Bouldings. 1902; pp. 446). Nevertheless, from other sources, the term Malabar 
among Englishmen was not always neutral. Sir John Barrow (1764-1848) in his travel logs to Cochinchina 
(publishedăină1809)ăexplainedătheăMalabarăasăaăpassive,ămildăcreatureăwhoăbetrayedătheiră“Hindoo”ăorigină
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trúc/thiênătrước,”ă“ năĐộ”ăandă“Chàăvà”ăfrequentlyăappearăinăearlierăcolonială

ethnographies about people from the Indian subcontinent living in the lowland of Annam. 

Early French-Annameseădictionariesăadoptătheătermsă“thiênătrước/thiênătrúc”ătoătranslateă

theătermsă“Inde” oră“Indien”ă(Manuel de conversation Franco-Tonkinois  29; Vallot, 

Dictionnaire franco-tonkinois illustré  404; Ravier 262).ăTheătermă“thiênătrước/thiênă

trúc”ăasă“India”ăoră“Indians”ăappearsătheămostăfrequentlyăinăSửăkýă iănamăviệtăquốcătriều 

(1885),ăanăaccountăofăNguyễnăÁnh'săattemptsătoăregainăpowerăwithăassistanceăfromătheă

Frenchăgovernment.ăAlthoughă" năĐộ"ăisătheăofficialătermăforă“India/Indians”ăină

postcolonialăVietnameseăwriting,ăităappearedălateăandăisălessăcommonăthanătheătermă“thiênă

trúc/thiênătrước”ăinăcolonialătexts:ăDictionnaire annamite - Đ iăNamăquốcăâmătựăvị.ăThamă

d ngăchữănho,ăcóăgi iănghĩa,ăcóădẫnăch́ng,ămượnă24ăchữăcáiăphươngăTâyălàmăchữăbộă

(1895) byăHuỳnhăTịnhăPaulusăC aă(1834-1907),ăaă“massiveăandăauthoritativeăquốcăngữă 

dictionaryăofătheăVietnameseălanguage”ă(Jamiesonă70),ăisătheăfirstăthatăcontainsătheătermă

“ năĐộ”ăandăusesătheătermă“thiênătrước”ătoăexplainăit. 7 Theătermă“chàăvà,”ădespiteătheă

geographic incorrectness as emphasized by French scholars, was still used to refer to the 

subjectăofătheăFrenchătermă“Indien”ăoră“Malabar”ăinăearlyăcolonialăadministrative,ă

journalistic writings in quốcăngữăsuch as LịchănamăthuộcăvềăsáuătỉnhăNamăKỳ.ăTuếăth́ăkỳă

tị byăTrươngăVĩnhăKỦă(1868,ăp.ă42-43) and LịchăAnnamătĥngăd ngătrongăsáuătỉnhăNamă

kỳ:ăTuếăth́ăKỉăM oă(1879) by Huc F (1879, p. 62).  

                                                                                                                                                                             
and were like black slaves (Read Sir John Barrow; Truter J Medland. A Voyage to Cochinchina in the Years 
1792 and 1793. London: Printed for T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1806; pp. 240.) 

7 ThanhăNghị’sădictionaryă(1958)ădefinesă“ năĐộ”ăisăaănewerătermăcomparedătoăThiênătrúc/tâyătrúcă
that all refer to India/Indians (ibid., 42) 
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Inăattemptsătoăaggregateăpeopleăintoăană“identityăofătype”ăforărulingăpurposes,ă

colonial ethnographers of the late nineteenth century emphasized racial characteristics 

and professional differences to construct ethnic identities of theă“Indians,” “thiênătrước”ă

oră“chàăvà.”8 Inătheăuseăofătheătermă“chàăvà”ătoăreferătoă“Indien”ăoră“thiênătrước,”ăearlieră

colonial authors maintained the black skin as a racial characteristic of this population 

(Trương,ăP.ăJ.ăB.ăVĩnhăKỦ,ăCổăphongăẢiaă ịnhăphongăc nhăvịnh 11; Émile 367; French 

Indochina, Manuelăoṕratoireăfrancoăannamiteă65).ăTheătermă“thiênătrước”ăalsoăreferredă

to black skin and other supposedly racial "strangeness," such as big earlobes with 

enormous earrings (Huình TịnhăPaulusăC a,ă325;ăFrenchăIndochina,ăManuelăoṕratoireă

franco annamite 65). On the other side, earlier colonial authors seem to have paid more 

attentionătoăbusinessăactivitiesăofătheă“Indien,”ăgivenătheăavailabilityăofămanyăaccountsă

aboutăthisăpeople’săwayăofăearningăaălivingăinăAnnam.ăInătheăGeographyăSociety’să

Bulletin (volume 2, 1882) and in Revueădeăl’ăAnjou (1899), people from the Indian 

subcontinent were described as the fourth populous group in Saigon following 

Annamites, Chinese and French; Malabars worked as public horse drivers, cow herders, 

guardians (policemen) and money lenders.9  Particularly, these ethnographic writings 

                                                           
8 Salemink and Pels emphasize that  it is impossible for ethnographers to be  detached outsiders in 

relations to contemporary institutionalized knowledge formed from sources of missionary rather than 
scientific societies, colonial rather than metropolitan bureaucracies, commercial rather than intellectual 
economies, a military rather than research engagement" (Pels and Salemink, "Introduction: Five Theses"  1-
34; Salemink, The Ethnography of Vietnam 8).  

9 As described, the Malabar lent their money to the Chinese. If the Chinese did not repay on time, they 
would be forced to compensate the Indians with their houses and lands. Moreover, with a simple loan 
procedure, the Indian could still win more customers, regardless of their high interest. Meanwhile, French 
bankers required complicated procedures such as committed estates, property,ăandăintermediateăagencies,ă
whichăresultedăinătheirădifficultyăinădevelopingăbankingăbusinessăinătheăregionă(Socít́ădeăǵographieădeă
Lille.Bulletin (vol. 2). Lille : Imprimerie L. Danel, 1882) 
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coinedătheătermă“cinqă- six; dix – douze”10 whichăreferredătoăIndians’ăusuriousăratesăandă

has kept the same meaning in present-day Vietnamese about Indian money-lenders.11 The 

chapteră“B̉năcácăxeăchàăvà”ăinăLịchănamăthuộcăvềăsáuătỉnhăNamăKỳ.ăTuếăth́ăkỳătịă(1868), 

forăinstance,ădetailsăchàăvà’săhorseădrivingăservices.12 Besides,ătheădictionaryăofăHuỳnhă

TịnhăPaulusăC aă(1834-1907) contributes to solidifying the association of the Indian 

population with the money-lendingăbusinessăbyăprovidingătheăidiomă“NóăcóăhỏiăbạcăChàă

vàăthìălàăcóăvayăbạcăchàăvà”ătoăexplainătheătermă“bạc”ă(438);ătheăidiomăcanăbeătranslatedă

asă“heăasksăforăsilverăfromăChàăvà,ăwhichămeansăheăborrowsăsilversăfromăChàăvà.”ă

Additionally, by providingătheăidiomă“mayăv̉iăthiênătrước”ă(sewingătextilesăofăthiênă

trước)ătoăexpandămeaningsăofătheătermă“may”ă(sew),ăthisădictionaryăemphasizesătextileă

related-businessesăasăaăprofessionalătypicalityăofătheă“Indien”ăpopulationă(534).ăInăRecueil 

des compositionsădonńesăauxăexamensădeălangueăannamiteăetădeăcaract̀resăchinoisăauă

Tonkin (1899), Ch́onăJeanăNicolas also describes textile selling as a typical business of 

"chà và" (4). In a way, colonial writers codified professions including money-lending, 

driving service, cattle herding, guarding, and textile business as ethnic particularities of 

the Indian population living in Annam.   

                                                           
10 Thisămeansă“Lendingă5ătakingăbackă6ăandălendingă6ătakingăbackă12”ăVietnameseăhaveăbeenăstillă

usingăthisăformula,ăinătheăversionă“xanhăxítă ítă ui,”ătoăreferătoăIndianămoneylendersă(chettiarsă)ăwithă
derogatoryăconnotationă(Nguyễn,ăHữuăPhước.ăTiếngăViệtăngo iăquốc.ă[U.S.]ă:ă[NguyễnăHữuăPhước],ă2006,ă
p. 141). 

11 Iălearnedăthisătermă"cùngăsítă ítă ui"fromăMr.ăMouttayaăandăhisăsonăinăourăpersonalăcommunicationsă
on July 23, 2013.   

12 As recounted, Customers who did not use service up to one hour still had to pay for one-hour fees; 
customers still had to pay two-way round even though they did not take the return. 
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What is more important is that this ethnicization leads to a more concrete meaning of 

theăcolonialăuseăofătheătermsă“Indienă/Malabar”ăandă“Chàăvà”/thiênătrúc/ năĐộ:”ăTheseă

terms only refer to the Indians who do not hold French citizenship. To explain, in the 

second wave of Indian migration to Vietnam that as defined by Redd V.M began with the 

establishment of French rule in Indochina (155), there are two main groups of people 

migrating to colonial Vietnam from the Indian continent. The first group includes Indians 

who gained French citizenship by renouncing their native laws or through French Indian 

paternity. The French of Indian origin largely worked in the French colonial 

administration, in French firms, and in the French military, as tenders, running 

commercial enterprises, tax collectors and teachers (Brocheux, The Making Delta: 

Ecology, Economy and Revolution 103-104; Pairaudeau, “IndiansăasăFrenchăCitizens” 85-

127; Marie-Paule H 103-104). In 1880, the French migrants of Indian origin obtained the 

MinistryăofăColonies’ăapprovalătoăreceiveăbenefitsăsimilarătoăFrenchăbureaucratsăinătheă

colony; this approval also defined that the Indian French were not the same as the natives 

in particular and as Asians in general (Peters 201).The second group mainly includes 

British Indians and French subjects of India, who refused to renounce their native laws; 

this population mostly ran their own businesses in Indochina (Pairaudeau, “Indiansăasă

FrenchăCitizens” 14-18; Chandra 31-32). The French terms “Malabar/Indien” and the 

associated quốcăngữă “Chàăvà/thiênătrước/ năĐộ”ăofăearlierăcolonialăethnographiesă

obviously did not include any professional details of French citizens of Indian origin. 

Instead, earlier colonial writers used those terms exclusively to refer to Indians without 

French citizenship, people who alongside the Chinese formed the most powerful 
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obstacles to the French domination of the colonial economy. The economic power of 

Indians who were not within the colonial system as Indian Frenchmen must have made 

the French administrators decide to identify them as a separate ethnic group.  

As observed by Charles Reboquain in The Economic Development of French 

Indochina (1939), the number of Indian migrants was negligible, less than one percent, 

compared to Chinese. However, in Saigon, before 1939, Indians owned one third of the 

main shopping streets in Saigon and occupied the large piastres advanced as credit by 

non-governmental agencies in Indochina. In its early colonization, the French introduced 

a number of policies to compete with Indians and Chinese in colonial Vietnam. 

ConcurrentăwithăReboquain’săaccount,ătheăVietnameseăhistorianăNguyễnăKhắcăĐạmăină

the textbook Nhữngăth ă o năbócălộtăc aătưăb năPhápă ăViệtăNamă(HàăNội:ăNhàăxu tăb̉nă

v năsửă ịa,ă1957)ăinsistsăthatăthe French government in its first step of colonizing 

Indochinaăissuedăpoliciesătoăcompeteăwithă“tưăb̉nă năkiều,ăHoaăkiều”ă(overseasăChineseă

and Indian capitalists). One of the most important policies was the establishment of the 

Indochina Bank in 1875 and of other banking organizations in consecutive years (217). In 

1887, to defeat Chinese and Indian businessmen who succeeded in selling goods from 

theirăownă“countries,”ătheăFrenchăauthoritiesăinitiatedătheăimportătaxăsystemăwhichăgaveăaă

high tax for goods from countries other than France (see moreăinăNguyễnăV năKhánhă31-

32; NgôăVĩnhăLong,ăBefore the Revolution 89; Brocheux, The Mekong Delta 70-105; 

Thompson and Adloff, 130-131; Hue-Tam Ho Tai 123).  
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Demographic calculations and designs form a crucial instrument in constructing and 

maintaining the economic and political dominance of ruling groups (Hirschman 555-7). 

Demographic reports, presently stored at the Archive Center I (Hanoi), indicate the 

Frenchăgovernment’săattemptsătoăcategorizeătheăIndiansăwhoădoănot hold French 

citizenship as a single group different from those with French citizenship. The census 

reportă“Protectoratădeăl’ăAnnamăetăduăTonkin”13 (April 9, 1890) categorizes the Malabar 

alongăwithăTonkineseăandăChineseăunderătheăumbrellaălabelă“indigenes”14 The 1896 

census report classifies the Indians of non-Frenchăcitizenshipăinătheăgroupă“foreignă

Indian”ăamongăotherăethnicăforeigners:ă67ăIndianămales, 9 Indian females and 9 infants. 

Theseăreportsărevealătheăcolonialăadministration's’ădefinitionăofătheă“Indiens”ăasăone 

among groups that are more invisible than and particularly separateăfromă“us”ă-- the 

French and the Indian French. This practice of ethnicizing non-French citizens of the 

IndianăcontinentăisăwithoutăFrenchăadministrators’ăeffortăofăknowing,ădealingăwithăandă

controlling their economic opponents to maintain the French domination over the colony 

(c.f Salemink, The Ethnography of Highlander 26; Cohn 16-50).  

The so-called modern govermentality, impliedăinăcolonialăethnicizationăofă“Indien,”ă

“thiênătrước/thiênătrúc”ăandă“chàăvà,”ăisămoreăexhaustiveăinătextsăinăcolonialăVietnamă

since the early twentieth century onwards. In later colonial accounts, the non-French 

citizens of India gradually transformed from people with a certain association with other 

                                                           
13 PhilippeăPapinăinătheăchapteră“HanoiăÀăl'HeureăFrancaise”(Histoire de Hanoi, Paris: Fayard, 2001; 

pp. 238) says there were 23 Indians in Hanoi in 1890. 

14 PhilippeăPapinăinătheăchapteră“HanoiăÀăl'HeureăFrancaise”(Histoire de Hanoi, Paris: Fayard, 2001) 
listed that there were 23 Indians in Hanoi in 1890, 75 in 1913, 238 in 1930, 375 in 1930 (238). 
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ethnic groups into a singular foreign population. For example, colonial reports issued in 

Tonkin at the turning point of the century disclose Frenchăadministrators’ăfurtheră

invisibilization of non-French citizens of India by ethnicizing these people as discrete, 

static, fragile and controllable Indian foreigners. In the 1900s, colonial administrators 

implementedătheăcategoryă“Asianăforeigners”ătoăcategorize the Indians; numbers of this 

population are usually small:15 ină1902,ănumberăofă“Indianăstrangers”ăwasă50ăwhileăthereă

were 120000 Annamese, 1900 Chinese and 51 Japanese;16 theă“Indien”ă(thiênătrúc/thiênă

trướcăandăchàăvà)ăwasăseenăasăoneăamongăforeign Asians. In 1904 and 1905, the colonial 

administrationăapparentlyăcontinuedătoăseparateătheă“Indien”ăinăAnnamăfromă“us;”ă

presenceăofăthisăforeignersăareărecordedăasănegligible:ănumbersăofă“indigenousăFrenchă

subjects”ă(Frenchăsubjects)ăwereă37ăandăofă“indigenousăforeignăsubjects”ă(Britishă

Indians)ăwereăă71ă(69ămales,ă1ăfemale,ăandă1ăinfants);ăină1905,ătheăcategoryă“Indianănonă

assimiless” appeared with the numbers of 106 males and 5 females. In 1910s, colonial 

authoritiesăalsoăgroupedă“Indiens”ăamongăother “foreignăAsians”ăincludingăAnnameseă

(Central Vietnamese), Cochinchinese, Japanese, Laos and Cambodian. The number of 

Indian subjects is still seen as insignificant: in 1910, there were 170 Indians (89 men, 33 

                                                           
15 Theăarticleă“FrenchăIndo-China:ăDemographicăImbalanceăandăColonialăPolicy”ă(Population Index, 

Vol. 11, No. 2 (Apr., 1945), pp. 68-81) contains the point that demographic projects of Indochina were not 
trustful before 1936. Dennis J. Duncanson further asserts that no proper census was ever taken to be 
confident about provided number of population in colonial Vietnam between 1870 and 1950 (Government 
and Revolution in Vietnam. London: Oxford U.P., 1968, 104). 

16In 1902, the colonial governor initiated a new format of reports of residents in Tonkin that followed 
four categories: French, European, Asian strangers and indigenous. However, the actual census reports of 
this year did not follow that design. 
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women, 48 infants); in 1911: 46 (37 men, 2 women and 7 infants),17 in 1912: 25 (15 men, 

7 women, 1 boy, 2 girls),18 in 1913: 75,19  and in 1918: 41.20  On the base of this number, 

apparently, the French could safely assume that the Indians were invisible, thus were not 

competitive in the economic exploitation.  

Journalistic, ethnographic and literary writings of this time confirm the difference 

andăseparationăofătheă“Indien”ăinătheăpublicăminds.ăInămajorăquốcăngữăjournals including 

N̂ngăCổăMínăĐàmă(1901-1923), L cătỉnhătânăv n (1907-1921), and Nam Phong t păchí 

(1017-1934),ătheăperceptionăofă“Indians”ăasăthoseăwhoădoănotăparticipateăinăbusinessesăofă

                                                           
17 Ină1911,ătheăIndianăwasăputăinădifferentăcategories.ăTheăTableăIă“population”ăcountedăAsiană

strangers (Indian : 37 men, 2 women, 4 boys and 3 girl along with numbers of Cambodians, Chinese and 
Japanese) and of Métis. The total of Asian stranger is 51897 in which Chinese is the largest proportion. 
Another report dated 9/2/1911 in handwriting counted asiatique strangers that there were 2048 Chinese, 
106 indians (72 men, 24 women and 10 infants) and 83 Japanese. This report is a supplement to the Table 
1.ăăTheătableăX,ăindigenousăpopulation”ăcountedă46ăIndiansă(37ămen,ă2ăwomenăandă7ăinfants),ăChineseă
(1088, 208, 339), Japanese (35, 26, 5), Cochinchina (34, 51, 45) and Annamite. It is interesting that 
Chinese and Indian were the first categories of the group indigenous population in this Table.  

18 Ină1912,ătheăcategoryăofă“Indian”ăăwasăinătwoătables.ăTableăIăhasăEuropean,ăindigenesă(protectedă
French and French subjects) and Asian strangers. The last category included 25 Indian (15 men, 7 women, 
1 boys, 2 girls and the total is of 25), Cambodian (2 men, 1 women and three girls), Chinese (1568 men, 
435 women, 554 boys, 2908 girls) and Japanese (33 men, 33 women, 1 boys and 3 girls). Table X, 
“indigenousăpopulation”ăhasăemptyădataăaboutătheăIndian.ăTheătableăXIIăindicatesăthatăthereăwasăoneăIndiană
infant died in the year.   

19 TheăstatisticăofăIndiansăinăHanoiăină1913ăisăfromăPhilippeăPapin,ă“HanoiăÀăl'HeureăFrancaise”ă
(Histoire de Hanoi, Paris: Fayard, 2001; pp. 238).  

Nevertheless, 1913 French statistics, stored at the National Center of Archive 1, are the most 
troublesome. There are four different reports providing different statistics. Out of four, three documents 
share the same format but give different numbers: one notes that there are totally 7 Indians (3 men, 4 
women); the other one has the number of 75 Indians (43 men, 5 women, 15 boys and 12 girls); and the 
other has 25 Indians totally (15 men, 7 women, 1 boys and 2 girls). Among these three documents, only the 
oneăwithătheănumberăofă7ăIndiansăhasăstampă“ResidenceăMairieădeăHanoi.”ăTheăFrenchăscholarăPhilippeă
Papin in his book about the history of Hanoi did not used this stamped statistic. Instead, uses the number 75 
of a unofficial-looking document. The fourth document provides the number of 110 Indians in which there 
were 30 French subjects and 80 non-French subjects. 

20 The report is followed: Annamite (99896), Cochinchinese (141), Japanese (77), Indian (41), 
Chinese (3271), Laotien (?). This statistic is from the Center Comission of Police.  
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the colonial government is sharper. These journals provided accounts of techniques in 

money-lending,ărealăestate,ătradeăandăevenărếăcakeăandăsoupăsellingăofăa group of people 

interchangeablyănamedă“chàăvà”,ă“ năĐộ”ăandă“thiênătrước/thiênătrúc.”ăTheăcolonială

ethnicization of the Indians is more intensive in these journals: contributors circulated 

slogan-likeăphrasesăsuchăasă“Bọnăchà,ăbọnăchệt,”ă“ ánhăthằngăchệt, uổiăthằngăchà”ă(hită

theăchệt,ăexpelătheăchà),ăandăăhọaăChệt,ăhọaăChàă(theăcatastropheăofăChệtăandătheă

catastrophe of Chà) parallel to creative accounts of rich, successful and restless money-

makingă“chàăvà”ă– theyăallăemphasizeătheăstatusăasă“them”ăofătheă“Indian”ăpeopleăină

Annamă(PhạmăQuỳnh,ă“PhápăduăhànhătrìnhănhậtăkỦ”ă345-67; Pairaudeau, “Indiansăasă

FrenchăCitizens” 223-224).ăTheăuseăofătheătermă“Chàăvà”ăinătheăemphasesăonătheă

foreignness of the Indians in this time must have echoed colonial French scholars’ă

interpretations of pre-modern Sino-Chinese writings by Vietnamese royals. Colonial 

ethnographers, in addition to pointing out the geographic incorrectness of the Vietnamese 

use of the term “chàăvà,”ăexplainedăthată“chàăvà”ă(oră“Chàăbà,”ăă“ ồăbà”)ăin royal 

historiographiesăactuallyăreferredătoăpeopleăislandăinătheăSouthănamedăă“CônăLôn”ăwhoă

invaded Annam (Romanet du Caillaud 252-261; Variétés tonkinoises 136; Maybon 91-

93).ăTheăcirculationăofătheătermă“chàăvà”ăinăaccountsăofătheă“Indians”ăofătheăearly 

twentieth century strengthens their status as the unwelcome migrants or foreigners in 

Annam, giving normative associations, motives and characteristics of the term/name that 

have been constructed since the early colonial period (cf. Bhatia8).  

Certainly, racial difference of the Indian population must have been emphasized in 

theăcontinuingăuseăofătheătermă“chàăvà”ăandă“thiênătrước”ăinăcolonialăwritingsăpublishedă
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in Annam in the early twentieth century. Emphasis on physical differences of Indians is 

the mostăobviousăinătheătermă“tâyă en”ă(blackăwesterner)ăinăcontemporaryătextsă(Boutchetă

59). Images of  “Tâyă en”ăoră(chàăvàăwithădarkăskin)ăwithăwhiteăsilverăcoinsăprevailăinăaă

number of literary works such as the novel ảàăảươngăphongănguyệt (1914) by the 

prominentăwriterăL.HăMưuăandăNguyễnăKimăĐính;ătheălongăSino-Nom poem named 

“Chuyệnă ồngătiền”ă(“StoryăofăMoney,”ă1918)ăbyăNguyễnăTrungăTín,ăandă“Côătâyă en”ă

(1918),ăaă“sẩm”ălyricăbyăT̉năĐà.ăăTheseăliteraryărepresentationsăhighlightătheăconflicting 

paradoxical image -- silver coins (money) and black westerners; black skin and pink 

cheeks (and pink thread); and bronze statue (euphuism of black skin people) and 

beautifulănativeăgirls.ăTheăresultingădifferentiationăofă“Indians”ăfromă“us”ăisăclear: 

“Indians”ăareăsupposedătoăbeăassociatedăexclusivelyăwithămoney-lending, wealth and 

particularly inferiority, given the contemporary textbook picture in the inherence of black 

race with low intellect and low morality (TrầnăV năThôngă32). Earlier nationalists such 

asăPhanăBộiăChâu,ăTrầnăV năThông,ăandăNguyễnăAnăNinhăcirculatedăthe racist 

categorization of the non-French Indians in attempts of constructing yellow skin as a 

racial characteristic of the Annamese, an embodiment of a superior race  compared to the 

Indiansă(TrươngăBửuăLâmă87,ă107).ă 

Since the 1920s, writings published in Annam fixed images of British Indians and 

French subjects into identities of unwelcome migrants. Colonial demographic reports 

issued during the 1920s and the 1930s categorized the Indians under the singular label 

“Hindu,”ăwhichăseems to have emphasized the status as foreign nationals of the Indians, 

given the rising Hindutva ideology in 1930s that advocated “aănationăofăHinduăraceăandă
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culture”ă(Bapu,ăHindu Mahasabha in Colonial North India 180; Bapu, Khaki Shorts and 

Saffron Flags 20). Under the new category, the number of “Hindu”ăwasălargeră(217ăină

1929, 238 in 1930,21 no data for the year of 1931 and 288 in 1932). The administrators 

were even able to count Indian residents living in specific locations of Hanoi.22 During 

the 1930s, colonial authorities also constructed accounts about the "Muslim Hindu" 

population and "Chettiar Hindu" population -- in Hanoi with details about their religious 

activities, incomes, and real estates.23 During the first half of the 1940s, colonial 

administrativeătextsăcontainedădescriptionsăaboutăSikhismăandăMuslimăassociations’ălegală

obligationsăofăreceivingătheă“protection”ăofătheăFrenchăgovernment,ăsocialăresponsibilityă

of giving charity to the local population and cultural practices.24 (Catholic Indians are 

                                                           
21 Philippe Papin also used this figure in his mentioned book.  

22 In 1932-1933,ă169ăIndiansălivedăatăHàngăĐào;21ăată“Duc-Vien”,ă10ăatăHàngăTre,ă10ăatăHàngăBông,ă
9 in Hàng Da, 3 in Hàng Đồng,ă2ăatăHàngăLược,ă3ăatăHàngăThan,ă3ăatăRueăduăGandăBouddhaăetăannaexesă
(?),ăă1ăatăNguyễnăTháiăHọc,ă3ăatăLươngăYên,ă2ăată“routeădeăSánh-Tuăetăannexes”10ăatăRueădeăNgocăThanhă
etăannexes,”ăandă1ăată“rueădeăDong-tamăetăannexes.” 

23 In the report about religious associations in Hanoi issued on Mai 7, 1931 by the Commission Center  
and the Central Commission of Police, Muslim population occupied the Mosque located at 6-14 No Sông 
TôăLịchăstreet.ăTheămosqueăwasărepairedăină1902;ăownershipăofătheămosqueălandăwas not in administrative 
charge yet. Head of the Muslim congregation was an Indian named Mohamed Said, living at 100 Street de 
la Soie. The leader of worshiping rituals was ABDEL MEDZIBE. He stayed in the mosque. In addition to 
the mosque, the Muslim association also owned a building at No. I, street Paiers and two other buildings at  
8 and 10 rue de la Poissonerie. Incomes from the property amounted to fifty dollars a month which will be 
used to cover ritual costs. The Muslim pray every day but the most important time of praying was on 
Friday.  

File Autorisationădeăfunctionerădeăl’ăassociation( D62, dates extreme 1937-1939. No 2916) at the 
National Center of Archive 1 contains correspondence from 1937 to 1939 between Chettiar « Hindu » and 
local authorities on the establishment of the Indochina Association of Mattukottai Chettiars. 

24 Take the letter by the vice- president J.Kewalram of the Sikhism Association as one example. The 
later, dated July 9, 1945, had a criticism that the government did not protect Sikhism festival as it did for 
the Muslim Mosque which was protected by three policemen. Kewalram requested three policemen for his 
pagoda on July 10, 1945 in the morning to avoid possible disorders. Moreover, on Jul 23, 1945, a letter sent 
to the Police Department of Hanoi by the president of the Indian Association in Hanoi asking permission to 
organize a Mass on the street in one month of Ramadan, from August 9 to September 9, 1945.  The letter 
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totallyăabsentăinăcolonialărecordsăaboută“Indien,”ăgivenăthatăthisăpopulationăisălargely 

French (Pairaudeau, “IndiansăasăFrenchăCitizens 53-60; 246-248;ăPhanăPhátăHuồnăC.SS.Ră

404)).25 Moreover, every migration of individual Indians within, from and into Indochina 

was recorded in travel documents.26 This bureaucratic scrutiny might reflect attempts of 

the colonial government at improving healthcare and tax collection of the region 

(Robson, Yee 6; Duncanson 135).This scrutiny might also mean more surveillance and 

controlăwhichătheăFrenchăadministrationăimposedăonătheă“Hindu,”ăparticularlyăgivenăthe 

fact that during the years of Great Depression, many Indian money-lenders went bankrupt 

and failed to pay their debts to colonial banks (Gunn 36-38). And more importantly, the 

scrutiny solidifies the difference in cultural and material practices of Indian residents, a 

difference that highlights the status of this population as migrants or foreigners in 

Annam. Towards the end of the colonial empire (1945), images of non-Frenchmen of the 

Indian subcontinent tend to form a separate and foreign group. More precisely, later 

colonial accounts completed classifying non-FrenchăcitizensăofăIndiaăasă“foreigners,”ăor 

“migrants”ăinăAnnam,ăaăstatusăthatăwouldămakeătheirăsettlementăinăAnnamăandătheiră

                                                                                                                                                                             
revealed that the Indian people had good connections to other ethnic residents. (National Center for 
Archive 1.Autorisationădeăfunctionerădeăl’ăassociation.  D62. No 2916).  

25 This population must have been privileged and crowed so much that in 1932, as recorded by Phan 
PhátăHuồnăC.SS.Răină1962,ăWednesdayălecturesăaboutătheăVirginăwereăorganizedăonlyăforă“ năkiều”ă(404)ă
in Saigon.  

In another source, the Virgin related lectures in the Catholic portal ĐồngăĈng maintain a story about 
Catholic families and individuals in Central Vietnam in the 1920s who witnessed and received miracles 
from the Virgin (http://www.dongcong.net/MeMaria/ThangManCoi/12.htm) (I learned about this source 
through Natasha Pairaudeau's dissertation). 

26. Secimens des permis de sejour des asiatiques etrangers en Indochine  (National Center for Archive 
1, No 3704. F73) contains applications for travels and travel cards of individual Indians who move through 
different areas in Indochina.  
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businesses illegitimate and vulnerable; this benefits the French attempts at achieving 

control over the resources of Annam and expanding their French economic and political 

power (Murray 101; Cooper 79-81; Wheeler 748-749).  

Particularly, journalistic and literary writings during this time solidified the identity 

of the Indians as illegitimate residents in Annam with representations of exploitative, 

greedy “chà và,” “tâyă en” andăinăparticulară“śtăty”ă(ch́t-ty; xã tri). Novels published in 

the 1920săandă1930săbyăHồăBiểuăChánhă(1884-1958),ăaăsouthernăauthor,ăaboută“bạcăchàă

và,”ăoră“vayăchàăvà”ă(coinsăofă“chà và”; borrowing money from “chà và”) and journalistic 

writingsăaboută“vayătâyă en”ă(borrowingămoneyăfromăblackăwesterner)ăbyăVũăBằngă

(1913-1984)ăandăNguyễnăĐìnhăLạp (1913-1952),27 northern authors, further strengthened 

and confirmed the image of Indians as greedy, exploitative migrants. Especially, the term 

“chàăvà,”ăasăseenăinăHồăBiểuăChánh’sănovels,ăbecomesăaăsolidăreferenceătoăgreedy,ă

dangerous money-lenders and debt-collectors, a signal of unavoidable bankruptcy of the 

Annamese people.ăInăHồăBiểuăChánh’sănovel,ă“Chàăvà”ădoănotătalk;ăinstead,ătheyăareă

pictured only as creditors. Their silence leads to the constant feeling of not knowing 

anything about them. The Indian migrants appear in the public mind only as signaling 

danger, greed and cunningness. For example, in the novel ătheoăth i,ăNh tăPhátăsaysă

thatăheădoesănotăknowăwhyătwoă“Chàăvà”ăpeopleăcomeătoăhisăhouse;ăĐốcăhọcăimmediatelyă

respondsăinăterror:ă“Didăyouăborrowămoneyăfromăthem?”ăĐốcăhọc’săautomaticăreactionă

suggestsăthată“Chàăvà”ăsignifiesănothingăbutăavarice.ăMoreăevidenceăarrivesăinătheă
                                                           

27 MostăjournalisticăandăliteraryăworksăwillăbeăanalyzedăinăChapteră2.ă:Inădebt”ătoăChàăvà,ăasăobservedă
by J. Marquet in 1920, is the tip of the tongue,ăbizarreăandărepetitive,ănextătoăAnnamese’ăearsă(inăPhạmăCaoă
Dươngăă85) 
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narrationăflow:ăleavingătheăconversation,ănh tăPhátăcomesăbackătoăhisăhouseăwhereătwoă

“chàăvà”ăareăsittingăwaitingăforăhim.ăTheănarratorăpicturesătheăChàăvàs’săgestures,ă

ignoringătheirăconversations.ăInăotherăwords,ătheănarratorăreducesătheă“Chàăvà”ăintoă

voiceless actors, thus highlighting their inhuman greed. The resulting image of the 

“Indians”ăisănothingămoreăthanătheăunwelcomeămigrantsăassociatedăwithăwhatăS.ăMuthiah,ă

a leadingăjournalistăonătheăChettiarătopics,ăcallsă“aărareăfinancialăacumen”ăoră“theăinnateă

financialăsixthăsense”ă(viii).ăăThisănegativeăethnicizationăisăintensifiedăinătheăVietnameseă

authors’ăconstructionăofăcharactersăcalledă“sét-ty.” “Śt-ty” is a Vietnamese 

pronunciationăofă“Chettiar,”ăname of people in the south of Tamil Nadu state, who are 

famous for numerous and marvelous Hindu temples and particularly for their talent of 

trading and financial lending. “Śt-ty”ăinăVietnameseăwritingăină1910sălargelyăreferred to 

theăprofessionăofă“money-lending.”28 BeforeăHồăBiểuăChánh’sănovels,ăthisătermăwasă

definedăwithănegativeăepithetsăsimilarătoătheătermă“chàăvà:”ăHồăBiểuăChánhăusesătheătermă

sét-tyăinterchangeablyăwithă“chàăvà;”ăhis “śt-ty”ăcharactersăpossessătheăsame moral 

qualities as of money-lending “chà và.”   

Towards the late 1930s, the moral, political stereotypes associated with the term  

“chàăvà,”ă“sét-ty”  and “Tâyă en” -- as used in Vietnamese writing  -- and the terms 

“Indien”ăandă“Hindu”ăă-- as used in French administrative record – become more fixed 

                                                           
28In 6 1919 NamăPhongăT păchí (volumeă24),ăHoàngăĐạoăalsoăaddressedăchettyăasăaăbusiness:ă“Àăthôi!ă

Cóănghềănàyăchóngăgiầuămàănhàn:ănghềă“śt-ty”.ă(Ohăno!ăThereăisăaăjobăthatăcanăbeărich quickly, that is 
“śt-tyăjob”).ăNguyễnăMạnhăBổngă(inătheăpennameăNguyễnăSongăKim),ăalsoăwroteăinăNamăPhongătạpăchíă
(volumeă16,ăissuedăin10.1918)ăthatăM yăbọnănhàădầuănghệăśt-ty/Boăboăgiữăc aăcóălàmăchi?ă(Richăgangstersă
who hold the business of sét-ty; what is the meaning of just keeping on hold of their property?) (Also read 
in  http://tunguyenhoc.blogspot.com/2014/05/nghe-xet-ty-la-nghe-gi.html) 
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than ever before. Recorded Indian individuals might have their own specific names, but 

they still bear unfavorable moral, political qualities that are stereotyped as associated 

with those terms. Not given names but categorized epithets matter in the public 

perceptionăofă“Indians.”ăTheădominationăofăthisăcompletedăethnicizationăisăobviousăinătheă

storyă“Trướcăvànhămóngăngựa” (1938)ăbyăHoàngăĐạoă(1907-1948), a core member of Tựă

lựcăv nă oàn (Self-Reliance Literary Group).  His character has the name Singh; 

presentations of this protagonist tend to conform to contemporary categorized 

characteristicsăofă“theăIndian.”ăAsănarrated,ăSinghăbeginsăaălawsuităthatăhisăVietnameseă

wife,ăThịăNam,ăyanksăsomeăwhiskersăofăhimăinăaăfight.ăInăfrontăofătheăjudge,ăThịăNamă

accuses Singh of having an affair and having kicked her out of their house; Singh insists 

thatăThịăNamăisănotăfaithfulăandădeservesăbadătreatments.ăSinghăcontinuesăthatădespiteătheă

separation,ăThịăNamăkeepsăcursing him and even beats him, but he would not have sued 

his wife, had not she yanked some of his whiskers. The sarcasm is obvious: the Indian 

man is actually the subject of a game being played by members of the court and even by 

the narrator: Indians are ridiculousăinăcharactersăandăbehaviors.ăThịăNamămakesătheă

hilarious comment that although Singh loses half of his beard, he does not look different; 

and the judge assures him that the whiskers will grow again; Singh is a big boy, how he 

can allow a small native woman to take away his valuable beard. In response, Singh 

behavesăinăaăfeminineăway:ăheăsullenlyălooksăatăThịăNamăandăsaysăthatăhisăbeardădoesănotă

grow well particularly in autumn. More, the narrator explicitly makes fun of the name 

“Singh”ă-- “suchăaăcuteăname”ă-- andăadds:ă“thisătâyă enăhasăaătowelăaroundăhisăheadălikeă

aăpileăofăcloth,ăhisăfaceăisălikeăblackăbronze,ăhisăbigăbearăalmostăcoversăhisămouth…ăhisă
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figureăisălikeăanăelephant.”ăWordsăofăSinghăcreateăanotherălaugh:ă“myăwhiskersăareăveryă

valuable.”29 In short, Indians are ridiculous: the story reads like a summary of the 

colonial knowledge about the non-French population from India.  

Colonialăformationăofăknowledgeăaboutătheă“Indians”ăisătheămostăevidentăinătheă

ethnography TúiăB căSaigonă(Hanoi: Trungăbắcăthưăx̃,ă1941)ăinăwhichăVũăXuânăTự,ăaă

journalist, incorporates most of terms that have been used to name the Indians in colonial 

writing, but it discloses the rising common use of the term “ n” or “ năĐộ” as a 

Vietnamese word for the Indian people. Particularly,ătheăchapterănamedă“Saigonăvớiă nă

họa”ă(SaigonăwithăDangersăofăIndians)ăprovidesăexhaustiveăportraitsăofăculturalăhabits,ă

social relations and jobs of different groups of Indians living in different corners of 

Saigon (Box 1),30 ultimately constructing an identity of this population as being not only 

                                                           
29 QuotesăareăfromăTrịnh BáăĐĩnhăEd.ăV năhọcăViệtăNamăthếăkỉăXX- T păv năvàăcácăthểăkĩăViệtăNamă

1900-1945,ăquyểnă3,ătậpă2.ăHàăNội:ăNhàăxu tăb̉năV năhọc,ă2007;ăp.ă163 

30 TheăIndiansăenteredăWesternăvillagesă(Dână năĐộăvàoălàngăTây):ăTheseăpeopleăareăfromăfiveă
French-colonized provinces of India. They went to Western villages, becoming soldiers and obtaining 
interestsălikeăthoseăofăFrench.ăMostăofăthemăworkăasă“phắcătơ”ădeliveringălettersăorăofficesăofăgovernmentală
sectors or in business companies; they reside separately in Lagrandière Street. - Gate Guarding Black 
Westernersă(Tâyă enăgácăcổng):ăTheyăareăBengaleseă– theăSaigoneseăusuallyăcallăthemă“hạch-gác-dang”ă– 
who are professional in gate keepers in government offices or private houses. Their salaries reach 60 per 
month. Not only in Saigon but entire Indochine, are these people skillful in raising their credibility and 
reputation so that they are monopolistic in the gate keeping job. Few among them run the business of 
selling leather hats or rain coats. - Black Westerner selling textiles:ăăWearingă“fez”ăhatsăonăheads,ătheyă
monopolize the business of selling textiles while these textiles are traded right in Saigon, of Dumarest, 
Frexor, and Pachod Frères branches. In sewing techniques, they usually make difficulty for shop runners 
when these runners run out of clothes products. They cooperate into inter leagues so that they can invest to 
gain bigger interests.  Beside the Indians selling textiles in the Western Street, there are Black Westerners 
selling ba-da products and exchanging piatres for foreign currencies. - Bombay Indians: Bombay Indians 
sellăsilkănearăBếnăThànhămarket.ăForăcurrentăseveralăyears,ăBombayăproductsăareăfriskyătradable.ăTheă
Bombay Indians dare to give customers credits of thousand or to cede houses being in use to customers to 
open more shops.  

- Chettiesărunningăbusinessăofămoney:ăăGangsă(T i)ăofăchettiersă(śt-ty) (also called xã-tri hay tào-kê) 
almost do not exist in Tonkin. At Chier Street, they erected a very big pagoda and construct rows of house 
around it. Theyălendămoneyăwithăveryăhighăinterestăwithătricksăskillfulăenoughătoăavoidăauthorities’ăeyes.ă
Forăexample,ăyouăareăaăgovernmentalăofficeăorăyouăhaveăpaddyălandăsoăyourăpropertyăareăequalătoă300 ăyouă
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separateăfromăbutăalsoădetrimentalătoă“dânăViệtăNamăta”ă(ourăVietnameseăpopulation).31 It 

isăanăethnicizationăthatăconcursăwithătheăcolonialăadministration's’ăattempts to single out 

theă“Indians”ăfromăthe rest of the population in Annam, which in turn would 

ideologically restrain the economic domination  and even eliminate the presence of this 

group of people. In short, colonial knowledge has created the image of the Indians as 

unwelcome migrants; being made visible in such certain way, the Indians in colonial 

Vietnam are primarily absent in colonial writing.  

2. Categorization of “Ấndian” and Postcolonial Nation-Building 32 

Colonialăvisibilizationăofătheă“Indians”ăandăotherăethnicăcommunitiesăinăAnnamă

aimed at serving the organization and development of Indochina (c.f Salemink, The 

Ethnography of Highlander 178). Categorization of ethnic minorities in the highland and 

                                                                                                                                                                             
want to borrow from chetties, you have to pay them in advanceăofă60 .ăButăinăfrontăofăaălegală
representative,ătheăchettiesăwillălendăyouă360 ăandămakeătheăbusinessăpaperăwithăinterestăthatăisăinăaccordantă
to state decision based on such amount of money. Thus, you have more debts and bear the interest of your 
60 ă(VũăXuânăTựă22-28) 

31“…ăBlackăoccupantsăinăSaigonăareămostlyăIndians.ăTheyăliveăisolately. Between them and 
Vietnamese, there are a few daily encounters. Even among their compatriots, they scarely communicate 
with each other. They have a separate pagoda to worship; they have separate pubs and restaurants for 
eating and drinking; they have separate streets to reside and to do business. Scarcely, they ever gathered in 
our fun, music and singing selling places. Occasionally, there is one out of twenty Indians get married to a 
Vietnameseăwife.”ă(VũăXuânăTựă22) 

32 Iăamăidentifyingătheăsubjectă“IndiansăinăVietnam”ăinăprojectsăofănation-building of postcolonial 
Vietnam. Accordingly, data related to the Indians of this chapter are limited to their availability at archive 
centers of Vietnam including three National Archive Centers and the Archival Centers of People 
Committee of Hanoi and HCMC. At the National Center for Archive 2, there are no censuses of Indian 
residents under French government and the Republic of Vietnam although there are a number of documents 
related to economic activities of this population. Information about Indians in Hanoi after 1945 should have 
been located atătheăNationalăCenterăforăArchiveă3,ăasăannouncedăinătheăDecisionă13/QĐ-LTNN issued by 
theăMinistryăofăStateăArchiveă(C călưuătrữănhàănước)ăonăFebruaryă23,ă2001.ăNevertheless,ătheăFondeăofă
Prime Cabinet, which potentially contains information about the Indian in northern Vietnam, is not yet 
“deconfidentialized,”ăthusănotăforăpublicăaccess.ăMostădataăaboutăIndiansăinătheăNorthăofăthisăchapterăareă
fromătheăArchiveăCenterăofăHanoi’săPeopleăCommittee.ăă 
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lowland usedătheămetaphorăofătheăfamilyătoăshapeătheăideaăofă“ethnicăsolidarity,”ăinăwhichă

all ethnic groups are seen as savage children of a civilizing French father; this 

ethnicization aimed at creating military and economic alliances and coalitions for the 

French colonizers in the face of constant resistance from the ethnic majority, the 

Annamese (cf. Anderson, The Spectre of Comparisons 320-326; Salemink, The 

Ethnography of Highlander 270). Whereas, colonial administrators and ethnographers 

categorize diverse highlanders and lowlanders into separate small ethnic groups in order 

to prevent them from being on the side of the ethnic Annamese and to make sure that 

theyăareăloyalătoătheăFrench,ăgoodăexampleăofăaăcolonialăpolicyăofă“divideăetăimpera.”ă

Reversely, the colonial ethnicization of the Indians (and in lesser degree Chinese) 

highlights their socially, politically and culturally single, migrating existence, eventually 

excluding this population from alliances with other ethnic groups. Specifically, the 

Indians (and Chinese) were not seen as members of the metaphoric colonial family, 

overseen by the Great French Mother. Prosperous, competitive and dominant Indians 

(and Chinese) formed obstacles to the French colonization of Annam. Moreover, 

postcolonial scholars and administrators of Vietnam adopt ethnographic data and 

categories constructed by colonial writers and administrators to form the essential unity 

and homogeneity of Vietnam and its indomitable resistance against foreign aggression 

(Pelley 374-391; Salemink, The Ethnography of Highlander 270; Chiengthong 153; 

Lentz 68-105). Accordingly, ethnic minorities categorized by colonial writers and 

administrators are included as younger brothers of ethnic Kinh in the metaphor of 

Vietnamăasă“anăextendedăfamilyăofăVietnameseănationals”ăenvisioned by successive 
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Vietnamese regimes (Salemink, The Ethnography of Highlander 270; Chiengthong 153; 

Lentz 68-105;ăBộăphátătriểnăsắcătộcă8).ăInăthisăstrategică“ethnicăsolidarity,”ăpeopleăthată

colonial administrators and writers categorized as unwelcome migrants are not seen as 

family members of Vietnam.  Status as dangerous migrants or foreigners makes the 

Indians the targets of postcolonial Vietnamese nationalisms, projects of constructing a 

homogenous, sovereign and democratic figure of the Vietnamese nation. The 

consequence, as analyzed in this dissertation, is the gradual disappearance of the category 

“Indians”ăinătheăethnicăformationsăofăpostcolonialăVietnam.ă 

In most administrative records of postcolonial Vietnamese regimes, theătermsă“ nă

Độ”ă(Indians)ăoră“ năkiều”ă(overseasăIndians)ăareăusedătoăaddressătheăpeopleăthatăcolonială

administratorsăcategorizedăasă“Indien,”ă“Malabar” or “Hindu.” The use of these terms 

emphasizes their status as foreigners, a status that signals their vulnerable residence and 

ultimate invisibility in the image of postcolonial Vietnam. Archived documents of État du 

Viêt Nam at National Archive 2 in Ho Chi Minh City indicate the struggles of Indian 

residents in justifying their residence and employment in Vietnam during the first 

Indochina War. As recorded, on May 8, 1951, Indians in Saigon submitted a petition to 

the Director of Municipal Police to give legal status to the association of Indians called 

“Hộiăxáă năKiềuăTrungăương,” an association that included Indians in Vietnam, Laos, 

Cambodia, and Thailand. The petition was denied, witness the letter sent on July 16, 1951 

by the Préfet of Vietnam in Saigon to the president of État du Viêt Nam. For the 

Vietnamese authorities, members of the group did not show any attachment and 

contribution to Vietnam: India has not recognized Vietnam; rights of Indians in Vietnam 
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are guarded by the Consul; and they only gather information useful for themselves and 

for Indian authorities.33 Similarly, Indian residents in Hanoi asked permission to form an 

administrative office of Muslims: On March 29, 1952, Hadji Abdul Kader asked the 

President of État du Viêt Nam for the legal status of “HộiăÁiăHữuă năKiềuătạiăHàăNội” 

(Association of Overseas Indians Friendship in Hanoi).  The Préfet of Northern Vietnam, 

on April 30, 1952, issued a letter (number 5986/PTH/HC-1) to the president of État du 

Viêt Nam urging for the agreement. The letter uncovers that Indians in Hanoi 

increasingly owned land, thus, a legal status of their own association would allow them to 

communicate with the local government about matters of territorial conflicts and taxes. 

The permission was not issued,34 which indicates the vulnerable presence of the Indians 

in the national image of postcolonialVietnam. 

 During the Vietnam War, the Indians gradually disappear from the ethnic 

categorization of postcolonial Vietnam. Demographic data about this population in 

mainstream texts published in South Vietnam tend to picture the Indians as foreigners as 

a certain fact, presenting the collapse of Indian presence in Vietnam. Textbooks on 

geography for elementary and high school students present the Indians as the third most 

                                                           
33  FondăPh ăTổngăthốngăquốcăgiaăViệtăNam,ăNoă3013,ăNational Archive Center 2, Ho Chi Minh City  

34 The latest letter in this file is dated July 5, 1952; it still contains requests of the Indians about the 
establishment of their association in Hanoi. As proposed, the association would be led by Hadji Abdul 
Kayder (20ăduăHàngăNgangăstreetăHanoi,ăpresident),ăAbdulăSahibă(94ăHàngăĐàoăstreet,ăHanoi,ămember),ă
N.DaoutăMaideeenă(20ăHàngăNgangăstreet,ăHanoi,ămember),ăAbdulăWahabă(30ăHàngăĐào,ăHanoi,ămember)ă
andăA.ăAbdullatifă(30ăHàngăĐào,ăHanoi,ămember).ă(ReadăFondăPh ăth ătướngăquốcăgiaăViệtăNam,ăNatională
Archive Center 2, number 3434, Ho Chi Minh City). 

Moreover,ă“Indiansăhadăsmallăschoolă“belongingătoătheăchurchă[?]"ă(ph ăthuộcăvàoănhàăthờ)"ăthată
officials of DRV, "at present, it is not clear about the condition" (Hanoi CenterăofăArchive.ăFondăSởăngoạiă
v .Numberă312,ăpage.ă14) 
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populous among foreigners in Vietnam, following the Chinese and French,35 but the data 

about this population follows the same pattern: many in the past and very few at present. 

NguyễnăV năMùi in ĐịaălýăViệtăNamă ệăt́ă[Vietnam Geography, forth level] (Saigon: 

Nhàăxu tăb̉năKhai trí, 1962) affirms that there are very few Indians in Vietnam, they are 

scatteredăinăbigăcitiesăsuchăasăHanoi,ăH̉iăPhòng,ăandăSaigonăandăworkăasătradersăoră

moneylenders (83). And in ĐịaălýăViệtăNamălớpăĐệănhịă[Vietnam Geography, second 

level]ă(Saigon:ăNhàăxu tăb̉năSốngămới,ă1963),ăT ngăXuânăAnăprovidesăstudentsăwithătheă

information that in 1953 there were 4299 Indians in Vietnam (3833 in southern Vietnam, 

384 in Northern Vietnam and 82 in Central Vietnam), most of them were textile sellers 

and money lenders; some raised cows for milk or worked as guardians in night time at 

villas. After the Genève Conference (July 1954), 90% of the Indians left the North for the 

Southă“becauseătheyăcannotăliveăwithătheăCommunists”ă(120).ăTrầnăHữuăQủng’săĐịaălýă

ViệtăNamălớpă ệănhịă[VietnamăGeography,ăsecondălevel]ă(Saigon:ăNhàăxu tăb̉năNguyễnă

Du, 1964),ăsimilarly,ăassertsăthatăthereăwereămanyăIndiansăinăbigăcitiesăsuchăasăHàăNội,ă

H̉iăPhòngăandăSàiăgòn,ăbutăpresentlyăthereăareăveryăfewăleftăinăsouthernăVietnamă(2424ă

in 1959); they worked in businesses of trading, money-lending, castle farming and gate 

guarding. Moreover, administrative records issued in the late 1950s and in the 1960s 

indicate that numerous Indians receive Vietnamese citizenship; this assimilation means 

theădisappearanceăofă“Indian”ăasăanăidentityăinătheăethnicălandscapeăofăsouthernă

Vietnam.36 Documents in the late 1960s and 1970s show many naturalized Vietnamese 

                                                           
35 Read EmăhọcăĐịaălýălớpăba.ăSáchă ịaălýăbậcătiểuăhọc. Saigon:ăBộăgiáoăd căxu tăb̉n.ă1965;ăThanhă

Giang.Giúpătríănhớă ịaălỦălớpă ệătứ.ăSaigon:ăNhàăxu tăb̉năBôngăLau.ă1963. 

36FondăPh ătổngăthốngăĐệănh tăcộngăhòa,ăNumberă5554.ăNationalăArchiveăCenteră2,ăHCMC 
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submitted requests to be able to have their original Indian citizenship returned and go to 

India: a vast number of Indians moved out of Vietnam during this time, in particular out 

of southern Vietnam.37 Figures of Indians in these mainstream texts conform to the 

colonialăconceptăofătheă“Indien,”ă“chàăvà,”ăśt-ty,”ăoră“tâyă en,”ăparticularlyăinătermsăofă

political status (migrants) and profession.  

Whileătheătermsă“ năkiều”ăoră“ năĐộ”ăareăcommonlyăused in administrative 

documents, “Chàăvà”ăandă““śtăty””ăexclusivelyăappearăinăliterary and journalistic writing 

toăreferătoăIndians.ă“Chàăvà”ăandă““śtăty””ăappearătheămostăinăsouthernăwritingsăaboutătheă

Indians in Vietnam; they embody more than political status (migrants) and profession -- 

national attachment – as a prominent identity that makes this population unwanted and 

disrespected by the Vietnamese public. In other words, the categorization of Indians in 

South Vietnam tends to emphasize the lack of national belonging as an identity or 

ethnicity of this population, a lack, which is supposed to be associated with inhuman 

nature. Duyên Anh (1935-1997),ă“aăwell-knownăwriterăandăjournalistăinăSouthăVietnam”ă

(Lek Hor Tan 27), is among southern authors who construct Indian characters as stateless 

and inhuman. In Nướcmắtălưngătròngă(1971), a novel about Indian guardians, the author 

definesă“Chàăvà”ăasăpeopleănotăhavingăaăsenseăofănationăandărace.ăEducatedă“chàăvà”ăareă

scoundrels, smugglers, and cheaters and they are the one who betray theirădads’ăandă

moms’ăhomeland;ăuneducatedă“Chàăvà”ăareămaquereauă– embodiments of Indian 

guardians who are professional in beating and punching -- all do not need love, but only 

money. The more the homeland of their fathers or mothers abandons the Indians, the 
                                                           

37FondăPh ătổngăthống,ăNumbersă20028,ă20032.Andă20601.ăNationalăArchiveăCenteră2,ăHCMC 
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more ruthless they become, and the more ruthless they are, the more violently they beat 

others (18). The narrator believes in national detachment as the origin of the uncivilized 

characters of this population, characters that have been constructed as including greed, 

cunningness, and savage since the colonial time. 

 The association of not belonging to a nation with being immoral is the most obvious 

in the dysfunction of the given name of Indian characters in the novel. At the climax 

scene – in the prison, one Indian guardian is killed by Vietnamese ethnic prisoners -- the 

“Chàăvà”ăguard screams in panic name of anotherăIndianăofficeă“GaneshăSang?!!”ăwhenă

he realizes that the corpse, stuck to the detention ground at the far corner, is his 

colleague.ăTheănameă“GaneshăSang”ăshocksătheădetaineesăbecauseătheyăhabituallyăcallătheă

Indian descendantsă“Chàăvà”ăinăfullăoră“Chà,”ăinstead. However, hilarious laughs at and 

utterancesăofătheănameă“GaneshăSang”ăsuggestăthatăthisănameădoesănotămakeăanyăsenseătoă

the Annamese characters. In other words, this given name does not create other images of 

theăIndiansăthanăimagesăthatăareătraditionallyăattachedătoătheăgeneralănameă“chàăvà.”ă

Accordingly, the Indians are depicted exclusively in the aspect of arts of torture: in the 

custodyăroom,ăaă“Chàăvà”ăguardăputsăoutăaăburningăcigaretteăonăĐạm’săarms.ăThisă“chà”ă

detainerăfiercelyătwistsăĐạm’săhandsăcontinuouslyăthreeătimes.ăIgnoringătheădetainee’să

scream,ătheă“Chàăvà”ăofficerăkeepsădoingăhisăjobăquietly,ăpatiently,ăandăsmoothly.ăTheă

tortureăhappensăinăaăfixedăorder,ăasăexperiencedăbyăeveryădetainee:ătheă“Chàăvà”ăofficeră

takes off his uniform, standing there half-naked with a chest full of hair. Then, he starts 

experimenting with his talent in torment. The detention room is empty and muted, thus 

highlightingăsoundsăofăhardăpunchesăandăcries.ăThreeăotheră“Chàăvà”ăpoliceătakeăturnsă
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persecuting dozens of gangsters. These mercenaries wrestle the victims with special 

torturing skills so they will not die or faint but writhe in agony. These sadistic 

interrogatorsăenjoyăwatchingăandălisteningătoătheirăvictims’ăpainsăandăhowls,ăseeingătheiră

suffering and cries as great achievements of long training and experience in acts of 

torture.ăForătheseă“chàăvà”ăcharacters,ătortureăisăreallyătheăpassionăandătheăentertainment.ă

In short, regardless the Indian name, figure of the Indian migrants is visible through 

epithetsăconventionallyăassociatedăwithătheănameă“Chàăvà”ăsuchăasăsavage,ăforeignness,ă

and greed – all stems from the stateless status of this population.  

This critique on national detachment as unwelcome characters of the Indians actually 

conformsătoănationalismăofătheăRepublicanăgovernment.ăNgôăĐịnhăDiệm persistently 

strived to construct the economic, political and cultural sovereignty and unity of Vietnam 

embodied in his ideology of Asiatic Vietnam.38Among policies issued for the presided 

national image of Vietnam is the Decree 58 that prohibits foreigners in Vietnam from 

eleven jobs.39 It would aim at limiting the dominance of foreigners, particularly Indians 

                                                           
38MoreăaboutăNgôăĐìnhăDiệm’săattemptsătoăconstructăaăVietnamăasăaănationăofăVietnameseăinăChapteră

3. 

39 DiệmăDecree 58 lists eleven businesses that foreigners are eligible to run. These businesses 
includedăăfishăandămeatăselling,ă"chạpăphô"ă(groceryăbusiness),ăcoalăandăwood,ăoilăexploiting,ăpawnshopă
running, textiles selling (under 10.000 meters), metal and bronze selling, rice grinding, grain selling, bus, 
train or boats transportation and mediating agent (with interest). At the time, Chinese were the most 
dominant in running the listed business.   

aimed to minimize at maximum foreigners' ownership of businesses that were essential to daily needs 
of Vietnamese population and to the national economy, promoting at best Vietnamese presence in all 
economic activities of the nation. The government must have implemented the degree so harshly that it 
occupied minds of contemporary people. Many Vietnamese people, aged around 60 to 80, from the South, 
immediately recalled the decree title and the number of forbidden jobs. 

TheăhistorianăTrươngăVõăAnhăGiang,ăagedă80,ăcouldăstillăfullyălistătenăjobsăthatăforeignersăwasăbannedă
from doing when I asked him why not his Indian father-in-law but his mother-in-law was the owner of the 
pawnshop located at the present-dayăNguyễnăTr̃iăstreet. 
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and Chinese, in essential economic activities of South Vietnam. The ultimate goal of this 

policy was to maintain the authority of Vietnamese in important economic sectors; this 

policy also aimed to force foreigners to confer Vietnamese citizenship, which also means 

the limit presence of the foreignness in the national image.40 Actually, this policy initially 

aimed to attack overseas Chinese, who were seen to form a threat to South Vietnam 

security, supposed that this population occupied important businesses and included 

citizens of communist China. Not until the early 1970s, when the Indian government and 

North Vietnam came closer to each other politically,41overseas Indians were seen as the 

most immediate target of nationalism in South Vietnam. This context resulted in the 

Republicăgovernment’săcategorizationăofăIndiansăasătheămostăthreateningăforeignersătoătheă

national economy and politics. A number of policies were issued in attempts of 

eliminating this supposedly threatening visibility. On May 22, 1972, the Prime Minister 

CabinetăaskedătheăMinistryăofăEconomyăandăofăFinanceă“toăsearchămethodsătoălimitătheă

IndianăresidencyăinăVietnam”ă(Noă6864/BTC/TV/M1). On June 12, 1972, the Ministry of 

Finance issued a three-page letter to the Labor Ministry and the Cabinet agreed with the 

scheme to restrict the presence of Indians in Vietnam.42  On January 24, 1973, the Vice-

President sent a confidential letter to the Presidentăsuggested:ă“Stopătheăimmigrationsăbyă

Indian citizens who want to come to Vietnam as owners of companies or by those who 

                                                           
40 More in Chapter 2 

41 More in Chapter 2" 

42In this letter, these governmental officials interpret the law on business operation payment in 1953 in 
the way that it can be coped with the scheme of limiting the immigration and presence of Indian people in 
Vietnam.ăTheăMinistryăofăFinanceăconfirmsăthată“TheăMinistryăofăDomesticăAffairsăcompletelyăhasăpowersă
andătoolsătoălimităbusinessesăofătheăIndianăpeople,ăwhetherătheseăbusinessesăneededăpermissionsăorănot”ă(Noă
074/BNV/XNDT/20/M dated on June 6, 1972) 
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are relatives of Indian owners in Vietnam because Labor Ministry eliminates these people 

from working inăVietnam”ă(Noă21/VP/Ph.Th.T/TT). In general, the non-resident status of 

the Indians and resulting increasing disappearance of this population from contemporary 

South Vietnam benefit the national homogeneity and sovereignty as the foremost goal of 

nation building of the Republic of Vietnam (RVN).  

In North Vietnam's texts, the migrant status of the Indians also caused the decrease in 

this group of people in the ethnic image of postcolonial Vietnam. In early days of 

constructing the independent, DRVN inherited perceptions of Indians from previous (pro-

) French regimes, particularly in terms of categorization. A number of documents issued 

by the Department of Foreign Affairs about confiscations of houses and land in Hanoi in 

1954-1955 further indicate the difference in categorizing the Frenchmen of Indian origin 

and citizens of British, French India.43 In these documents, Indian French are included in 

theăcategoryă“French” althoughătheyăhaveăIndianănamesăandă“presentăaddress”ăină

                                                           
43At the Archive Center in Hanoi, this file does not have number and stamp. 

Oneăofătheseădocumentsăisă“Danhăsáchăb tă ộngăs̉năc aăngườiăViệtăvàăngoạiăkiềuăquốcătịchăPhápăởăHàă
Nội”ă(1954).ăAsăwritten,ătheseăindividualsăhaveăaăconsiderablyălargeăamountăofălandăinăHanoi:ă21ălandă
piecesă(houses)ăinăĐồngăKhánh,ăHàngăNgang,ăPhúcăKiến,ăPhùngăHưng,ăKỳăĐồng,ăCửaăNam,ăTrầnăQuang 
Kh̉i,ăPhanăHuyăChú,ăKhâmăThiênăandăPhanăBộiăChâu.ăDataăofăthisădocumentăwereăsaidătoăreportăbyă
owners themselves.  

Data collected by officials of DRV were presented in another document, also in 1954, titled "Danh 
sáchăb tă ộngăs̉nă ượcăxácă ịnhălàăkhôngă úngănhưăngoạiăkiềuăPhápă ngăkỦ."ăDataăinăthisădocumentăwereă
lower than the previous ones. For example, the land owned by an Indian-FrenchăatăPhúcăKiếnăstreetăwasă
said to be "6 meters square instead of 25 like French documents noted" (Fond Department of Foreign 
Affair, Number 413, page 53). Also according to this document, three pieces of land owned by Frenchmen 
of Indian origin were sold to Vietnamese in September 1954. Moreover, columns listing houses and land 
owned by the Frenchmen of Indian origin had a remark "in dispute of proprietorship." UBND's 
announcement made an announcement on October 1955 that "The City's People Committee will be on 
behalf of owners to manage their houses if the ownership right is not clear and has not been judged by a 
judiciaryăoffice"ă(HanoiăCenterăofăArchive.ăFondăSởăngoạiăv ,ăNumberă691,ăpp.ă1).ăThisămeantăallăhousesă
in dispute would be owned by the state soon. 
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Pondicherry. These details suggest that recorded Frenchmen must have been Indians who 

renounced their cultural law to obtain French citizenship, who are not ever counted as 

“Indians”ăsinceătheăcolonialătime.ăMoreover,ătheseădocumentsăremindăthatătheăperceptionă

ofă“Indians”ăinăVietnamăsinceătheăcolonialătime exclusively refers to those who declined 

the renouncement law to keep Indian citizenship.  

The continuity of this perception in demographic practices of North Vietnam is 

obvious in attempts of administrators in making statistics of the Indians less visible and 

replacing theădominantăcategoryăofă“Indian”ăwithăcategoriesăthatăareălessăassociatedăwithă

capitalist practices of colonial regimes and more associated with the socialist figure of the 

nation.ăToăindicate,ătheăfirstădemographicărecordăofăHanoi’săAdministrative Committee 

( yăbanăhànhăchính,ăUBHC)44 that counts 210 Indians and 176 Pakistanis in Hanoi in 

195345was inherited from the previous (pro) French regimes.46 This data shows a 

                                                           
44 Onătheăfirstădaysăofă"inheritingăandămanagingătheăcapital"ă(tiếpăqủnăth ă ô),ăwhileăclearingăenemyă

remnants (pro-formerăgovernment)ăoutăofătheăcityăandătakingăpowerăoverădepartmentsăofăB̉oăĐạiăandă
Frenchăgovernment,ătheănewăgovernment,ăonăOctoberă9ă1954,ăsetăupătheăMilitaryăCommitteeă( yăbanăquână
chính) of Hanoi. This police and military organ was responsible for suppressing and eliminating all 
conspiracies against the new government, protecting the security and order of the capital. This committee 
wasătaskedătoăsolveăcivilăaspectsăofătheănewăgovernmentă( yăbanăquânăchính.ăDecisionă01/QĐ. October 9, 
1954. NationalăCenterăofăArchiveă3.ăFondăBộăNộiăV ,ă3627).ăWhenătheămilitaryăinstitutionăfacedădifficultyă
in realizing two tasks at the same time (constructing the city powers and solving administrative issues) the 
government set up another organ named The Administrative Committee (AC) on November 4, 1954. The 
Military Committee was tasked to protect the city, repressing anti-revolutionary power, anti-the people 
government, destructors of the city economy and the Armistice and solving important political and 
economic affairs of foreigners. The Administrative Committee was subjected to re-distribute offices, 
employees and property to appropriate offices, persuading French to return and commensurate for property 
they brought away or destroyed (National Center of Archive 3. FondăPh ăth ătướng,ănumberă99ăinăTrungă
tâmăv năthưăvàălưuătrũănhàănước.ăTrungătâmălữuătrũăquốcăgiaă3.ăHàăNội:ăSựăkiện-sựăviệcă(1945-1954) qua 
tàiăliệuălưuătrữ.ăHàăNội:ăNhàăxu tăb̉năquână ộiănhânădân;ăpp.ă444).ă 

45 Specifically, there were 2 legal non-residents female Indians above 60 years old, 148 non-resident 
male Indians from 18-59 and 16 permitted non-resident female Indians of from 18-59. At the age of 15 to 
17, there were 4 permitted non-resident male Indians and 2 females; at the age under 15, there were 17 
malesăandă21ăfemales.ăThereăwereănoăIndiansălistedăasă“refugeesăpermittedătoătemporarilyăresideăinăVietnamă
withăapprovedărefugeăcards.” 
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considerable number of Indians living in the North even after the Revolution. And, much 

lower numbers in sequent censuses of DRVN tend to indicate the evanescence of this 

population – an evanescence needed to depict the socialist figure of Vietnam.47 Data from 

the 1955 census provides that there were 90 Indians, the third populous foreign group in 

Hanoi, following Chinese (9264) and French (120). This calculation relied on the 

Indians’ăresidencyăregistrationsăandătheiră“familyăriceăcoupon”ă(thẻăgạoăc aăgiaă ình).48 

The number of the Indian population in Hanoi in 1956 was 63, as recorded in the 1957 

censusăconductedăbyăHanoi’ăDepartmentăofăPolice.ăNoticeably,ătheăcensusădoesănotă

mention private businesses (textile trading, cake shop, cinema running, and perfume 

shop)49 as professions that a handful of Indians remained in Hanoi must have been 

attempting to retain.50 Instead, the census lists professional statuses of Indians who were 

unemployed (36 out of which 20 are children), students (9) and superstitious practitioner 

(nghềămêătín)ă1.ăTheăabsenceăofăprivateăprofessionsăofăremainingăIndians reflects attempts 

of contemporary DRV government at transforming the North from an economy mainly 

                                                                                                                                                                             
46 Theădataăisăfromătheăfileă"Côngăv năc aăTyăphápăchínhăvềăviệcăthốngăkêădânăsốăÁăkiềuătạiăHàăNộiă

n mă1953."ăThisămeansăthatăthisădataăwasăproducedăbyătheăStateăofăVietnam.ăHowever,ăwhenăbeingă
preserved in the archive of UBHC, it was put in the file which includes data produced by UBHC about all 
foreign population in Hanoi.  

47 Another information provides that there were 500 Indians in northern Vietnam after the Revolution. 
As soon as the Geneva Agreement in 1954 was signed, 400 Indians left the North for the South, Laos, and 
Cambodia. In 1955, DRV forced to close sixty Indian firms in North Vietnam. (Chanda 33-34). 

48HanoiăCenterăofăArchiveăFondăăSởăngoạiăv ,ăNumberă312. 

49 Thirteen Indian shops and one Indian cinema remained to be in Hanoi until late 1954 (Hanoi Center 
ofăArchive.ăFondăSởăngoạiăv ,ăNumberăă691;ăpp.ă5).ăUnită1957, reports on business incomes of Indian 
enterprises in January, March, June and July of 1957 still mention details about bakery industry and cinema 
run by Indians. 

50 Until June 1956, Department of Foreign Affairs recorded that several Indians attempted to sell their 
shops while most of them secretly sold their good and left for the South or Cambodia (Hanoi Center of 
Archive,ăFondăofăSởăngoạiăv .ăNumberă312;ăpp.ă26). 
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based on private ownership of means of production to a socialist economy based on 

“nationalăownership”ăandă“collectiveăownership”ă(LêăDuẩn,ăOn the Socialist Revolution 

in Vietnam. Vol. 3 (“Reassessment of the Leadership”)ă41; Doan Trong Truyen, Pham 

Thanh Vinh,  “Completionăofălandăreform"ă55).ăAndăinăthisăexpectedăsocialistăfiguresăofă

the nation, "class viewpoint" would be the driving ideology to set up power to secure the 

leadership and interest of the "toiling masses," particularly, the working class. Without 

these classes, no material and technical bases could come into existence for the 

envisionedăsocialistăcountryă(LêăDuẩn, On the Socialist Revolution in Vietnam Vol. 1 93-

95).  

Thisă“classăstruggle”ăviewămustăhaveăresultedăinătheăemergenceăofătheăcategoryăofă

“ năkiều”ă(Indianăforeigners)ăasăworkersăinăcensusesăfollowingăyearsăofătheăsocialistă

nation-building.51The 1957 Report of Hanoi Tax Department about incomes of the Indian 

and other foreigner populations in Hanoi contains information about incomes of Indian 

enterprises in January, March, June and July of 1957. While bakery and cinema business 

maintainsătheăwordă“ năĐộ”ăinătheirăbranchănames,ăthese businesses owned by Indians 

areăcategorizedăinăsectorsăofătheăsocialistăeconomicăstructuresăincludingă“côngănghiệp”ă

(industry)ăandă“dịchăv ”ă(service).52 On February 21, 1962, the Ministry of Labor, 

MinistryăofăDomesticăAffairsăandăTổngăc căthốngăkêăissued the Instruction 03-LB/TT 

(thôngătư)ăaboută“sampleănotebookăofăworkersăandăofficials”ă(mẫuăsổăcôngănhân,ăviênă

chức)ăinăgovernmentalăsectors.ăThisăinstructionărevealsăthatăthereăwereăăChinese,ă“ nă

                                                           
51HanoiăCenterăofăArchive.ăFondă yăbanăhànhăchính.ăNumberă1166. 

52Hanoi Center of Archive Fond  Sởăngoạiăv ,ăNumberă312. 
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kiều” andăFrench…ăworkingăasă"côngănhân,ăviênăchức"ă(workers, officers) in the North. 

As instructed, their identity as foreigners must be mentioned in column 4: ethnicity and 

religionă(dânătộcăvàătônăgiáo)ă(outăofă23ăcolumnsăaboutăotherăaspects).ăTheăinstructionăforă

Columnă4ărevealsătheăforeignăstatusăofă" năkiều"ăandăotherănon-residents is covered in 

theăumbrellaăcategoryă"côngănhân,ăviênăchức,”ătheărulingăclassăinătheăsocialistăfigureăofă

Vietnam.ăThisămeansăthatăinăprinciple,ăcategoryăofă“ năkiều”ă(otherăforeignersălivingăină

the North) – embodiment of foreigners and capitalism53-- is transferred into a more 

socialism-associatedăcategoryă"côngănhân,ăviênăchức.”ă 

The 1973 police report about foreign residence provides a more systematic and 

descriptive picture of the socialist figure of Indians living in Hanoi. Thirty-six Indian 

individuals were living in Hanoi,54 many of whom worked in the state’săindustrială

sectors.ăSixăpersonsăworkedăasăpaintingăworkersă(thợăsơn)ăatătheăPharmacyăManufactureă

locatedăată1ăHàngăBột.ăOneăfemaleăworkedăasăaăworkeră(“côngănhân”)ăofăaăRoneo 

machine manufacturer; another female tailed as a tailor worker at the Company of Tailor 

(Côngtyămayămặc)ăată40ăHàngăTrống,ăoneămaleăworkedăatătheăCollectiveăGroupăofăHand-

MadeăNoodleă(Hợpătácăx̃ămìăsợiăgiaăcông).ăTwoămenăwere mechanics55. One Indian male 

worked as a selling staffer (nhân viên bán hàng) at the miscellaneous shop. One Indian 
                                                           

53 More in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 

54The number of Indian residents in Hanoi was seen the largest in comparisons with French: 8; 
Japanese: 11; Thai: 8, Laos: 5, Soviet 3 only?? Documents in the Archive Center show otherwise!; 
Indonesia: 1; Kampuchea: 1; North Korea: 5; Rumania: 12. 

55 The interview with Mr. Cuong, one of two persons mentioned as an individual machine fixer, 
reveals that the report was not correct.  Cuong said that he was not an individual car fixer but he worked as 
a trunk fixer in the company of sand investment. It was a governmental job. His older brother, the other 
person mentioned in the list was, truly, a car fixer. He was a member of a cooperative group. He was by 
chance hired by manufacturing companies to fix their cars or trunks.  
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femaleăwasăaăworkerăatătheăManufactureăofăIcyăWater.ăThreeăIndianămalesăworkedăasă“thợă

nề”ă[bricklayerăworkers].ă Oneăpersonăworkedăasă“thợămộc”ă[carpenterăworker].ăThe term 

“thợ”ă(skillful)ăin work titles of these Indians was definitelyăinătuneăwithătheăParty’să

vision about workers, the leading force of the socialist revolution.56 Theătermă“thợ”ă

attached to the jobs of the Indians indicates the ideological conformity of this population 

to socialist nation-makers’ăprojectsăofătransformingăpeopleăintoămastersăofăenterprises,ă

mines, industrial branches, communications and transports, who could perform the 

transformationăfromămanualălaborătoămechanization,ătheămarkerăofă“great industry with 

highătechnique”ă(LêăDuẩn,ăOn the Socialist Revolution in Vietnam Vol. 3 (“Reassessment 

ofătheăLeadership”)ă95;ăLêăDuẩn,ăOn the Socialist Revolution in Vietnam Vol.ă3ă(“Weă

MustăFosterăNewăThoughtsătoăBuildăupăSocialism’) 102-104).  

Although the data probably does not record other Indians who are possibly still 

around in Hanoi,57 they effectively portray the triumph of the socialist nation-building; 

theăabsenceăofădemographicădata,ăethnicăcategorizationăandăliteraryăworksăaboută“ nă
                                                           

56 Untilă1969,ăLêăDuẩnăstillăheldăonătheăideaăofăleadershipăofăworkersă(LêăDuẩn.ăRoleăofătheă
Vietnamese Working Class and Tasks of the Trade-Unions at the Present Stage. Hanoi: Foreign Languages 
Publishing House, 1969). 

57 There were foreigners who forged Vietnamese citizenship in order to avoid the government's 
restriction on their movability. The letter dated September 12, 1973, by Hanoi Department of Police, 
required a strict record of foreign identities of non-Vietnamese citizens in the city. The aim of this 
strictness was to ensure the security of areas that were not supposed for foreigners' accesses. The letter 
intensively ordered to fix Indian names and highlighted their foreignness. These foreigners must follow 
state regulations on their moving. Activities including coming to banned areas, going out of the city or 
going to provinces, changing living place and going to other places for a living must have the permission 
from the Hanoi Office of Foreign Affairs. Changes of jobs, working places and members in the family 
recordăbookă(suchăasămarriage,ăgivingăbirthăetc…)ămustăbeăreportedătoătheăHanoiăOfficeăofăForeignăAffairs.ă
On February 28, 1973 and April 10, 1973, Department of Police criticized that local police wrongly issued 
Vietnamese ID cards to foreigners and asked for a strict record of foreign identities of non-Vietnamese 
citizens in the city. The Department suggested that for the best result of demographic surveys, it would 
send to posts of local police CVs of every foreign resident and lists with details about the non-Vietnamese 
citizens.   
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kiều,”ăwho remain in North Vietnam regardless of all national revolutions, indicates the 

disappearance of this supposedly foreign population in northern Vietnam, which in turn 

will highlight the socialist form of postcolonial nationalism. This invisibility is also a 

principalăethnicăcharacteristicăofăsouthernăVietnamăresultedăbyătheănorthernăgovernment’să

implementationăofătheă“people’sănationalădemocraticărevolution”ărightăafterătheăFallăofă

Saigon.58 This revolution aimed to "root out the comprador bourgeoisie in urban areas, 

andă‘abolishătheăfeudalăsystemăofălandăownershipăandăputtingăăintoăeffectătheăslogană‘Landă

toătheăTiller’ăwheneverăthisăagrarianăproblemăisăstillăpendingăinăsocialălife’”ă(Vo Nhan 

Tri, 60). Under this revolution, the time of overseas Indians (and overseas Chinese) who 

largely ran private ownership-based businesses ends (Chandra 36; Pelley 390).59 The 

disappearanceăofătheăoverseasăIndians,ăonceădefinedăasă“ năkiều,”ă“Chàăvà,” “Tâyă en”ă

oră“ năĐộ”ă(andăoverseasăChinese)ăinăpost-1975 administrative, ethnographic and literary 

portraits of present-day Vietnam, conforms to the disappearance of foreign, capitalist 

population in the independent, socialist Vietnam.  

Nevertheless, this very invisibility or disappearance could be questioned, given the 

undeniable, actual existence of the Indians and their descendants in contemporary 

Vietnamese society. Ethnographic research conducted from 2013 to 2015 reveals cases of 

Vietnamese citizens of Indian origin living in HCMC, Hanoi and elsewhere in Vietnam. 

They are descendants of the overseas Indians whose presence in Vietnam is supposed to 

                                                           
58 More in Chapter 6 

59 More in Chapter 6 
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terminate with the end of colonial, capital regimes.60 As noted in ID cards and house/land 

ownership certifications, this population has Vietnamese citizenship but carries 

“ethnicities”ăofătheăIndianăsubcontinentăincludingăIndia,ăPakistanăandăBangladesh.ăEvenă

more, this population can speak only Vietnamese; they do not practice eating and 

religious cultures supposedly specific of India.61 This population largely adopts the 

mainstream political practices of present-dayăVietnam;ă“Indianăbloodăflow”ăsometimesăisă

brought up by this population as a strategy to secure some position in religious centers 

that the Vietnameseăgovernmentăattemptsătoămaintainătoăperformă“Indian-Vietnamese 

friendship”ă(Boxă1).62  

More intriguingly, contemporary nation-makers of Vietnam are not ignorant of the 

actual existence of the uncategorized population of Indian origin: some members of this 

populationăareăacknowledgedătoăhaveăparticipatedăinăprojectsăofă“ethnicăsolidarity”ăheldă

by the Party-led Vietnamese Fatherland Front (Box 2); contributions of some individuals 

to the Revolution are recognized nationally; they receive monthly supports from the state 

for their sacrifice to the national independence.63 Moreover,ă“chàăvà”ă– a traditional 

referenceătoăgreedy,ăblackăandăcunningă“overseasăIndians”ăăthatăhasăbeenăconstructedăină

Vietnamese writing since the colonial time – is still lively in the sense that Indian 

                                                           
60 More in Chapter 6 

61 More in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 

62 More in Chapter 6 

63 A number of Indian descendants received the governmental honors for their sacrifice to the nation. 
NgôăThịăBibiăisăaăveteran;ăNguyễnăTôăLiênăisăaămartyr;ăN măHà,ăwhoăwasăanăintelligenceăagentăforăNorthă
VietnamăduringătheăVietnamăWar,ăisă"anăimprisonedărevolutionist.” 
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descendants and the contemporary general public are familiar with the derogative 

denotation of it.  

OnăJulyă28,ă2014,ăansweringămyăquestionăonăwhată“Chàăvà”ăwas,ăaăVietnameseă
woman working at an Indian religious center immediately recollected her 
“experience”ăaboutăChàăvà.ăOccupyingăherămindăwasătheăimageăofă“Chàăvà”ăsellersă
who wandered like ghosts around corners of present-dayăBếnăThànhăward,ăwhereăsheă
had been living for almost seventy years. In a panic facial gesture, she told:  

These people had magic to make buyers unable to give up their debts.  It is very 
terrible! These people were always willing to allow buyers to keep silk pieces for 
sometime without asking them for money right away. The buyers could pay money 
toă“Chàăvà”ăanytimeălater. But, you know, how frightening it was! No one could quit 
theăloanăofă“Chà.”ăIădoănotăknowăwhyănoăoneăcouldăcheatăonă“Chà.”ăTheyăhaveăsomeă
magic witchcraft that buyers, even the buyers of first time seeing and of 
homelessness, automatically looked foră“Chà”ătoăreturnăthemătheăloan. 

OnăFebruaryă14,ă2014,ăIăaskedăaămotorbikeătaxiădriverăwhoătookămeăfromăTânăSơnă
Nh tăAirportătoăCáchăMạngăThángăTámăStreetă(Districtă3)ăthatăifăheăknewă“Chàăvà.”ă
Promptly, the man said that they were Indian people. He went on monotonously 
telling stories on how magical these people were. They were exceptional in making 
talismans. If we bought anything from them for later payment and planned not to pay 
it back, they would hide voodoo dolls in our stomach to torture us. Years ago, he 
said,ăinătheădailyănewspaperănamedă“CôngăanăthànhăphồăHồăChíăMinh”ă(PoliceăofăHồă
ChíăMinhăCity),ăthereăwasăaăcaseăofăaămanăwhoăwasăcursedăbyă“Chàăvà.”ăThisămană
wasăsentătoătheăhospitalăChợăRẫy,ăbecauseăheăhadăaăsevereăheadache.ăTheădoctoră
projected X-ray of his head and saw two needles in it. The man later shared with the 
doctorăthatăheăhadăaăconflictăwithăaă“Chàăvà.”ăProbably,ăthisăIndianăpersonăexecratedă
him by secretly hiding the needles to his brain. The male motorbike driver went 
further with hisăelusiveăbutăobsessiveămemoriesăofă“Chàăvà”’sămedicineătradingă
skills. He told that diseased persons could take medicine from Chà without paying 
money at the time of buying. The patients even did not have to pay the money back 
if they were not cured. However,ăthoseăpatients,ăwhoăwereărecoveredăwithăChàăvà’să
medicine but quitted the debts, would be cursed. By some unknown whimsical ways, 
“|Chàăvà”ăwouldăplantăaăneedleătoătheăfrontăchestăofătheăcheatingăpatients.ăEvenămore,ă
“Chàăvà”ăwouldămakeădishonestăpersons’ăstomachăendemicăandăswellăwithoutăseeingă
them in person. The motorbike taxi driver held on the details of amulet and needle 
throughout our around-thirty-minute-random talk. 
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In my meeting with Ms. Phuong on July 23, 2013, another female Indian 
descendant working in the Mariamman temple, I asked her if Indian origin-people, 
likeăher,ăwereăalsoăcalledă“Chàăvà.”ăSheăalsoăseemedătoăhaveătriedătoăpushăheră
uncomfortable feeling deep down to her chest. He saw her face lines tended to 
stretched. She lightly grounded her jaws together. Her eyes stopped looking at me as 
though she wanted to hide her discomfort. Patiently, she slowly and gently told me: 
“Chàăvà”ăisăaăbadăterm.ăItăisălikeă“mọi”ă“chệt”ăoră“baătàu.”ăRespondingătoămyăanxiousă
face gesture caused byămyăignoranceăofăallătheseăterms,ăsheăexplained:ă“Theseătermsă
are very offensives. They are used to insult people you hate. It is like your Kinh 
people who called Highlander savage. Like Khmer people called Vietnamese people 
asă“yuon.”ăThatăwasăbecauseăKhmer hate Kinh people. Likewise, people call gangs 
ofă“baătàu”ăorăgangsăofă“chệt.” 

All these ethnographic observations indicate a certain existence of the population with 

Vietnamese citizenship and Indian ethnicity in the present-day nation-building of 

Vietnam.  

Nevertheless, the existence of the foreign ethnicities and nationals is a striking 

surprise because they do not appear in official documents about groups of overseas 

populationăinăVietnamăfromă“ ổiămới.”64 Particularly, the ethnic Indians have never 

formedăanăethnicăminorityăinătheăsocialistăVietnameseăgovernment’săconstantă

systemizationsăofă“ethnicăcompositionăofăVietnam”ăsinceă1958.ăMoreăparticularly,ătheă

absenceăofă“Indian”ăasăoneăethnicăgroupăinănationalătextsămustăbeăquestionableăinătheă

context that in 1979, ethnic  Chinese  (as Hoa)  became one  of  54  ethnic groups in 

Vietnam, following Vietnamese,  Tày and  Thai with  the  announcement  of  Decision 

121 in March of 1979 (Pelley 290). This questionable absence is more intriguing given 

that Chinese, similar to Indians, was categorized as unwelcome foreigners in colonial 

Vietnamăandăasă“Hoaăkiều”ă(overseas Chinese) in postcolonial Vietnam during the 

                                                           
64 More in Chapter 6 
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Vietnam War (although this population received some good treatments from North 

Vietnam during the Vietnam War).65All these ethnographic results suggest a certain 

attempt of nation-makers not to categorize Indian/Indian descendants into a separate 

ethnicăgroupăinăVietnam’săethnicăfamilyăinăparticularăandănotătoăbroadenăpublicăawareăofă

the actual presence of this population in contemporary Vietnam.  

This dissertation looks forward to answering the question of why there are attempts 

to invisibilize actual Indians in Vietnamese society and writing. The observable small 

number of the population of Indian origin and particularly their assimilation to 

Vietnamese culture might form a reason of why nation-makers do not bother to make this 

population a separate ethnic category: this population with their Indian association will 

disappear soon, given social benefits that one regains if claiming Vietnamese 

citizenship.66 But more, the invisibility largely comes from metaphoric colonial 

associations of this population to colonialism, associations that are constructed and 

maintained in and by writing. Answers that might be found will offer a more complex 

view on colonial remains in postcolonial nation-building of Vietnam associated works of 

making (in)visible a specific ethnic group and attached knowledge. The resulting 

complex view, in turn, will suggest the continuity of postcolonial nationalism in 

contemporary Vietnam. 

                                                           
65 More in Chapter 4 

66Ms. Lan keeps resenting her Indian husband, who claim Indian citizenship of their children which 
results in their limits of approaching educational and professional opportunities. Her children do not have 
money to go the school; they cannot study in free-tuition universities. Currently, they are working as street 
vendors of old mobile sellers (Personal communication, July 2, 2014). 
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In short, this chapter defines the Indians in Vietnam as a subject of this research: this 

isăpeopleăthatăcolonialăadministratorsăcategorizeăasă“Indien,”ă“Malabar,” or “Hindu”ăandă

that (post)colonial local authorsăcallă"Chàăvà,"ă"tâyă en," "sét-ty,"ăă năĐộăoră" năkiều."ă

Historically, the population to which these concepts refer includes the British Indians and 

French subjects who do not hold French citizenship. This population has been 

constructed as unwelcome migrants associated with typical professional, moral and racial 

characteristics in colonial and postcolonial literary, journalistic writing. The status of the 

Indians as unwelcome migrants that this chapter identifies actually offers an explanation 

of why this population forms a target of being made invisible by postcolonial regimes of 

Vietnam. While contributing to solving the central theme of this dissertation – the 

questionable invisibility of the Indians in colonial and postcolonial society and writing of 

Vietnam -- this chapter further fosters the need of looking for more explanation of such 

invisibility of the Indians in Vietnamese writing by bringing up the contradiction of such 

ideological absence and the actual existence of the population of Indian origin in present-

day Vietnam. While analyses of such disappearance  in this chapter largely base on 

administrative texts; following chapters largely rely on other forms of writing (literature, 

journals, and archives with ethnographic reference in some cases), given that writing has 

been the ideological instrument of modern nation-building of modern Vietnam. 
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Box 1 

Z is currently a high leader of an Indian religious center. As an unwritten rule: in 
order to hold the leading position, one must be a mixed Indian, must understand 
rules of the religion of the center, must be enthusiastic in improving his/her moral 
and must have Vietnamese citizenship. In a diplomatic voice, Z told me that he did 
not agree with the ruleă“havingăIndianăblood”ăbecauseămostăIndianădescendantsădidă
not have a good education and good moral; they lack religious knowledge; and 
they are not moral. Morality and knowledge, rather than ethnicity and race, should 
be primary criteria, Z. asserted. However, Z. contrasted himself: he constantly 
attempted to perform himself as an appropriate leader of the religious center. He 
tried to impress public with his Indian blood connection with stories of his paternal 
and maternal lineages. In a formal interview, he said: 

My maternal grandfather was a pure Indian. He ran a textile business with his older 
brothers. Later on, he opened wholesale stores of goat meat. He met with my 
grandmother, a Vietnamese, and married her. My paternal grandmother was a pure 
Indian. She had worked as a helper in a French family. She got married to a 
Pakistani. I was the third generation of a multiple Indian blood family. 

 When I tried to count how many percentages of Indian blood he had, he 
immediately jumped into myăthroat:ă“seventy-five percent!”ăwithăaăsmileă
impossible to be prouder. When we were still enjoying the concluded Indian 
ethnicity of Z., two other Indian descendants came in. Z. introduced me to them 
whileăgivingăaănoteăthatăBa,ăoneăofătheătwoăpeople,ă“justăhaveăonlyătwenty-five 
percentăofăIndianăblood”ă(emphasisăadded).ăă 

The identity repertoire of Z. is more visible when looking at how he performed his 
Vietnamese identity, which is also without economic, political objectives. Z. and 
his father have been performing as a loyal Vietnamese citizen. Not more than one 
year ago, at the age of seventy-five,ăZ.’săfatherăjoinedătheăFatherlandăFront.ăZ.ătoldă
me that he must join the Front in order to hold the leading position. 
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  Box 1 (continue) 

Fillingăinătheăreligiousăcenter’săguestăroom,ăinsteadăofăimagesărelatingătoătheă
religion,ăwereăVietnameseăgovernment’săimaginary,ăhistoricăandăscholarlyă
propagandas. There were four photos of President Tr. shaking hands of Z. and his 
father. The absence of time and date note impressed audience about their eternity 
and timeless value of the photographed events. Five other photos were about the 
mosqueămembers’ămeetingăwithăpoliticiansăfromăIndia.ăTheseăphotosăwereă
apparently deified:  they were all put in gold-plated wood frames in 20cmx30cm 
and covered by glass pieces. They were all hung on top of a cupboard, which stood 
facing the main door. This decoration apparently aimed to catch minds and eyes of 
guestsăaboutătheămosque’săengagementsătoătheăstate.ăInăone section of the cupboard, 
the revolutionary books occupy the center position. The corner of the section is the 
book “HồăChíăMinh,ătheăHeroăofăNationalăFreedom” (ảồăChíăMinh,ăanhăhùngăgi iă
phóngădânătộcăvàădanhănhânăv năhóaăthếăgiới). Next to it, on the right, is “Heroes 
Living Forever at the Age of 20” (Nhữngăanhăhùngăsốngămụiă ătuổiă20). On the left 
is “The South, Twenty One Year ofăResistanceăagainstăAmericans”ă(MiềnăNam,ă21ă
n măkhángăchiếnăchốngăMỹ). Covers of these books had figures of Ho Chi Minh 
and revolutionary soldiers. Lying on the section bottom were two books, one of 
which was about Communist party and Ho Chi Minh. It had a big photo of Ho Chi 
Minh, filling the entire cover of the book. Moreover, Z. and his father did not only 
perform their subjugation to the main political ideology and the mainstream 
histories of the state. But also, they presented their concern about the very 
contemporary regional disputes over the Parcel Island as well as the South China 
Sea. There are a number of photos about the island with flying official Vietnamese 
flags.ăTheăguestăroom’sădecorationăprojectedăethnicăandănationalărepertoiresăofătheă
Indian descendants, were ambitious to keep hold on leading the mosque. They 
legitimatized their power over religious and economic center – the mosque - by 
actively conforming to mainstream national ideologies and causes. Indeed, the 
tactical repertoire of the national identity of Z. is more indicative of the 
evanescence than the liveliness of the Indian identity among Indian descendants. 
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Box 2 

IăvisitedăJ’săhouse,ălocatedăinătheăDistrictă2,ăonăanăabnormallyărainyăandăwindyădayă
inătheălateăJulyă2014.ăJ’săpaternalăgrandfatherăimmigratedătoăSaigonăinătheăearlyă
twentieth century from a place in the southeast area of India. J., her brother, and 
evenătheirăfatherăcouldănotărecallăthisăarea’săspecificăname.ăHerăgrandfatherăwasă
born to a family that had a long tradition of trading textiles overseas. His father and 
uncles, owned, since before anyone could remember, big silk shops in Saigon. Later 
onă(?),ăJ.’săgrandfatherăswitchedăbusinessesăandăbeganărunningăaăhalalăwholesaleă
butcher shop. J. also inherited her Indian blood from her maternal side. Her 
maternal grandmother had worked for a French family in Pondicherry. When this 
family moved to Saigon for work, she accompanied them. Later, she got married to 
a Pakistani man in Vietnam.  

That was the first time I met J.. Our communications were rather diplomatic. With 
an alert gaze and slowly controlled speaking pace, J. focused on her contributions to 
the community. She actively participated in the project launched by Fatherland 
Front,ăentitledă“ethnicăsolidarity.”ăEveryămonth,ărepresentativesăofăeachăethnică
group joined cultural reciprocities with members of the same ethnic groups from 
the other provinces. Additionally, the project aimed to promote cultural exchanges 
between ethnic groups by bringing numerous, diverse groups together to share 
culturalăexpressions.ăJ.’sănarrationsăturnedăreluctantăandăintrospectiveăwhenăsheă
talked about her interactionsăwithăotherăethnicăpersonsăofătheătargetăprovinces.ă“Ităisă
funny. My ethnicity is Indian. [Leading] people of FF did not find any Indian 
personsăinăprovincesătoămatchămeăwithăinăourăperformances.”ăThen,ăsheăsmiledă
slightly,ă“ităisăveryăweird…Ităisăfun,ăthough.ăIăjoinedăgroupsăofăBana,ăJarai,ăEde.”ăIă
askedăJ.ăifăpeopleăinăprovincesărecognizedăthatăsheăwasăanăIndianăperson.ă“Yes,ătheyă
did.ăButătheyăthoughtăIăwasăaăforeigner.”ăSheăseemedădistracted,ăpointingăout:ă“Iă
haveăaăVietnameseăIDăcard.”ăWhenăI asked about the ethnic (dân tộc) part of her ID 
card,ăsheăanswered,ă“Indian.”ăIăbroadenedămyăeyesăinăsurprise.ăNotingămyăreaction,ă
sheăresponded:ă“Ităisăaăsurpriseăforăme,ătoo.ăNoăoneăknowsăthatăthereăisăanăIndiană
ethnicity within Vietnam. I usually have to show my ID card to officers when I fill 
outăadministrativeăforms.”ăWithoutăreluctance,ăsheăreturnedătoăherăbedroomătoăgetă
her ID card, which she allowed me to photograph while she continued with her 
narrations. By the end of the interview, she had revealed that all of her family 
members had a similar ethnic designation on their IDs. 
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Chapter 2 

Constructing Enemies of the National and Democratic Revolution: Blood 

Sucking “Chà và,” “sét ty,” and "Tây en" as Metaphors of Colonial Capitalists 

This chapter examines the formation of the metaphor of “bloodsucking Indians” – 

vampires, or bloodsuckers -- in Vietnamese literary and journalistic writings during the 

French colonial period. Allegorically, this formation is an attempt of Vietnamese 

intellectuals at constructing targets of the class and national struggle in colonial 

Vietnam.67 

1. Constructing a Target of Reformist Anticolonialism: Modern and Foreign “Chà 

và,” “sét ty,” and “Tây en”  

In the first two decades of the twentieth century, Vietnamese intellectuals dealt 

seriouslyăwithăveryă“strange,ămomentousăquestionăofămodernizationăandăWesternization”ă

(Marr, Vietnamese Anticolonialism 5). These reformist intellectuals aimed at overturning 

French domination through modernizing the nation with the values of progress and 

democracy learned from the colonizer (Brocheux and Hémery 292-298; Marr, 

                                                           
67 Theătermă“colonial”ăusedăhereăleansăonăEllekeBoehmer’s perception of colonial discourse in her 

book Colonial and Postcolonial Literature: Migrant Metaphors (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995). 
Boehmerăemphasizesă“colonial”ăasăspaceăandăprocessăinăwhichăvoicesăofătheăcolonizedăandătheăcolonizeră
are interconnecting and communicable. The colonial discourseăisăcharacterizedăasăană“interconnectedăinter-
textualămilieu”ăbecauseăităcodifiesăallăforeignnessăintoăitsăcommonăcodes;ăallăforeignăregionsăareămadeăintoă
planet joining into the orbit of metaphors, definition, images, interpretations, or views surrounding the 
attractable and original center– the colonizer. The world is unified under common codes originated from 
British.ă“Colonialăspaces…ăbecameăfloodedăwithătheăsameăkindsăofăliterature.ăTheăimaginationsăofăreadersă
across the British Empire were led alongăparallelăgrooves”ă(55). 
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Vietnamese Anticolonialism 1885-1925 204-206).68 Although reformist intellectuals were 

open to using colonial liberal values in envisioning the modern figure of the Vietnamese 

nation, they never ceased to fight to overthrow French domination: reformist 

anticolonialismăreliedăonătraditionalăsentimentsăofă“anti-foreigner”ăandătheătraditională

response to foreign intervention (Marr, Vietnamese Anticolonialism 1885-1925ă5;ă

BrocheuxăandăH́meryă381-384). In other words, profiting from colonization did not stop 

native intellectuals from developing an awareness of colonial exploitation and initiating 

struggles for nationalăindependenceăasăwellăasăforă“seriousămodernization”ă(Marr,ă

Vietnamese Anticolonialism 1885-1925 80-81; Duiker 104-105).  

In this historical context, the literary and journalistic formation of images of Indians 

in the first two decades of the twentieth century is carried on two parallel intentions: first 

isătheăconstructionăofă“Chàăvà”ăcharactersăasăinvadingăforeignersăwithătheăaimăofăpubliclyă

promoting in public anti-French colonialism and the image of self-governed community; 

second is the constructionăofăindustrial,ăwealthyă“Chàăvà”ă– model capitalists --with the 

aim of highlighting the complex Vietnamese quest for modernity as a future of Vietnam 

                                                           
68 Mainstream Vietnamese historiography devalues all forms of reformist nationalism, and it sees 

reformistănationalistsăinappropriateăbecauseătheyăwereă"servants"ăofăFrenchă"alienărace."ă(ReadăNguyễnă
KhắcăViện.Tradition and Revolution in Vietnam. Berkeley: Indochina Resource Center, 1974).  

One of the central points of the communist Party since the time of its foundation in 1930 is "rally or 
draw rich peasants, bourgeois and middle capitalists to overthrow reactionary parties such as the 
ConstitutionalăPartyăetc…ăAnyăpartăofăthemă[richăpeasant,ămiddleăandăsmallălandlordăandăAnnameseă
capitalists] proves to be counter-revolutionaryă(theăConstitutionalăPartyăetc…ătheăPartyămustăoverthrowă
it)]" (75 Years of the Communist Party of Vietnam.ăHanoi:ăThếăgiớiăPublisher,ă2005,ă101-102). Members of 
the Constitutional Party are all seen as reformists by the Communist Party. 

“OneăfundamentalăpremiseăforăwinningătheăpopulationăandătoăbuildăaătrulyăBolshvikăpartyăisătoă
intensify the struggle againstănationalistăreformist,ăparticularlyăthe’ăleft-wing’ănationalistăreformists”ă(75 
Years of the Communist Party of Vietnam, 95). 
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and as a method of liberating it from the French oppression (c.f. Marr, Vietnamese 

Anticolonialism 1885-1925 5). These two intentions perpetuate the tradition of 

Vietnamese writing, particularly literary writing, in which creating indirect meaning is 

often a way of criticizing governmental officials in the sake of a better society. 

Specifically, the indirectness is a literary tool that has been a tradition in Vietnamese 

literature of social criticism. Royal authors expressed their concerns about destructible 

kingdomăandăsocietyăthroughădifferentătypesăofătheăindirectăfigureăincludingă“ẩnăd ”ă

(metaphor) and “hoánăd ” (metonymy)ă(TrầnăĐìnhăSửă35-50). Indirectness also forms a 

tradition of Vietnamese communication; this tradition refers to the way of addressing one 

thingăinăorderătoămeanăotherăthingsă(TrầnăNgọcăThêmă70-76). This indirectness is 

expressed in figurativeăidiomsăsuchăasă“vòngăvoătamăquốc”ă(meanderingă[asăthoughă

runningăaround]ăthreeăcountries)ăandă“nóiăbóngăgió”ă(insinuation).ăInăwriting,ăthisă

traditionăisăembodiedăinăliteraryădevicesăincludingă“hoánăd ”ăand “ năd ”ă(MinhăĐứcăHà,ă

ăBáăHánăLê,ăăPhươngăLựuă192).69 Economic dependency, political inferiority, and colonial 

government'săcensorshipămustăhaveăbeenătheăreasonăofăreformist’săindirectăresistanceă

against colonialism.70 With the tradition of indirectness, Vietnamese intellectuals likely 

united the Vietnamese people in a common hatred for Indian migrants in the ultimate aim 

of fostering a common hatred for the French.  

                                                           
69NguyễnăCôngăKhanhăanalyzesămetaphorsăofăVietnameseăresistingăagainstătheăFrench'săpresenceăină

Cochinchina in the documental postă"Chaăghẻ,ăconăghẻ"ă(Stepfather,ăstepson)ăinăDecemberă5,ă1907ăL cătỉnhă
tânăv n ( 35-37) 

70 See Shawn Frederick McHale. Confucianism, Communism, and Buddhism in the Making of Modern 
Vietnam. Honolulu: University of Hawai'I Press, 2004; pp 45-60 for descriptions of different methods and 
phasesăofătheăFrenchăState’sărepressionsăofăVietnameseăpublicationsăthatăwereăseenătoăthreatenătheăcolonială
regime’săexistence.ă 
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Two historical associations must have facilitated this move to associate the Indians 

with the French colonists. First, the historical association of Indian migrants/migration 

with French colonialism creates a condition for Vietnamese intellectuals to attack the 

French through attacking Indians. Specifically, the Indian migrants in Cochinchina were 

those who, as said in Chapter 1, were French citizens of Indian origin, obtaining French 

citizenship by renouncing their native personal laws, or by being recognized as having 

Indian paternity and Indian parentage. These citizens often served in the French 

administration in Indochina. Other migrating Indian groups included British Indians and 

French subjects of India, who declined the term of renunciation and maintained their 

native personal laws. They are largely involved in financial and trading activities, either 

private or French associated, which share the common objectives of exploiting the 

colonial population. TheăhistorianăPhạmăCaoăDươngăanalyzesăthatătheăFrenchăcolonială

government developed Indian migration (and Chinese) to Annam to make them 

mediators in businesses, particularly money-lending and tax collection, to exploit the 

colony’săpopulation.ăUsingăIndiansă(andăChinese)ăasămediators,ăasăPhạmăCaoăDươngă

argues,ăwasăFrenchăadministrators’ăandăbusinessmen’săcolonizingătactic:ăătheăFrenchăădidă

notăhaveătoăcontactădirectlyăwithă“dirtyănatives,”ăthusăanyăpossibleăresentmentăofănativesă

towards material losses would be addressed to the mediators. This means that the French 

stillălookedăgoodăinătheănatives’ăeyesăwhileătheyăwereăstillăsuckingătheănatives'ămaterială

benefits; the Indians (and Chinese) would be the only ones who were seen as causes of 

theănatives’ăbankruptcyăandădegeneration.ăConcurrentătoăPhạmăCaoăDương,ăGeoffrey C. 

Gunn specifies that French banks and credit organizations did not directly deal with 
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locals, particularly second classes such as farmers and landlords. Thus, indigent farmers 

and landlords mostly borrowed money from Chettiars, who ran their business based 

eitherăonătheirăownăsavingsăorăonăloansăfromătheăcolonialăgovernment’săbanks.ăTheă

consequence was that the chettiars were commonly seen by locals to have formed the 

direct cause of native population's collapses. Here, the chettiars must have been seen to 

degenerate native population, which definitely made members of the mercantile clan in 

South India seen similar to theăFrenchăcolonialistsă(Gunnă137).ăMoreover,ăasăDươngă

points out, the French gave the Indians (and Chinese) mediators certain privileges to run 

theirăownăbusinessesăinăorderătoăcompeteăandăthusătoăminimizeănativeăcapitalists’ă

economic potential, otherwise, the native capitalists would be strong and wealthy enough 

to govern the Vietnamese society, which would put French domination in danger (169-

170).  

This historical association facilitates the metonymic relations between images of 

Indian migrants and French colonizers in colonial Vietnamese writing:  Vietnamese 

intellectuals used the figure of speech in which French colonizers are addressed as targets 

of anti-colonial sentiments by the name of Indian migrants. In addition to the metonym, 

the French forceful colonization must have also invented a kind of public metaphor for 

colonizers’ăeconomicăexploitationăandăpoliticalădomination.ăThisăformedăaăsecondă

historical basis that allowed the refusal of French colonialism through refusing the 

Indians’ăpresence.ăWhileătheămetonymicărelationsăbetweenăIndianămigrantsăandăFrenchă

colonizers rely on supposed historical associations of the two parties, the metaphoric 

relations rely on the similarity between the two parties in supposed tactics and goals of 
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exploiting the natives. To be precise, in presenting Indians as economic exploiters and 

political dominants, Vietnamese intellectuals must have aimed at provoking in the public 

mind similar images of French colonizers, which would facilitate anti-French 

nationalism.ăTheăearlierăgenerationăofăreformistsăexacerbatedătheăIndians’ăpresenceăină

Annam lands, responding to the French civilizing phase of colonization (1870-1918).71 In 

this phase of capital accumulation, the French seized family individual and communal 

landătoădevelopăcashăcropsăandătoăexploitălocalăresourcesăandălaboră(NgôăVĩnhăLongă3-

42). Also for the purpose of land concession, the French government established 

Indochina Bank and other merchant capital activities in the colony, which forced natives 

into bankruptcy (Murray100-117; Roberts 613; Morton 279). Colonial land grabbing and 

resulting peasantry collapses took place earliest, most forcefully and most massively in 

Cochinchinaă(PhạmăCaoăDươngă53-57;ăNguyễnăKhắcăĐạmă68-70). Concurrently, 

resistance against the French presence likely never ceased since the earliest nationalist 

projects in the region.72 It is thus explainable why migrants, including Indians and 

Chinese, were depicted as the foreign and powerful migrants in Cochinchina and as such 

veryă“threatening.”ăThisădepiction,ătoărepeat,ăwouldăeffectivelyăstimulateăcommonă

                                                           
71 NguyễnăV năTrungăinăCh ănghĩaăthựcădânăPhápă ăViệtăNam:ăNhữngăhuyềnătho iăc aăch ănghĩaă

thựcădână(Saigon:ăSơnăNam,ă1963)ăarguesăthatătheăFrenchăcolonialismăbasedăitselfăonăeuphemismă(huyềnă
thoại)ătoăbeăsucceeded.ăThisăkindăofăeuphemismăappearedăinătheăFrenchăgovernmentătitlingăitsăcolonial 
policies as "mise en valeur" (khai hóa) and "French-Vietnam association" (Pháp-Việtă ềăhuề).ăTrungă
compared the French government's euphemism in documents issued for Vietnamese audience and the 
French's rationalism in publications for the French audience. While the former attempted to impress local 
population with the French will of bringing them to the area of progress, the later frankly revealed the 
exploitation goal of colonial policies for the wealth of French nation. 

72 The first Vietnamese newspaper ẢiaăĐịnhăbáo contained news and letters contributed by audience 
complainingăandăcriticizingă"nhàănướcăLangăSa"ă(Frenchăregime).ăForăexample,ătheăMarchă1,ă1870ăissueă
posted an anonymous letter collected by a local correspondent which used the image of a wild dog as a 
metaphor of  white French soldiers. This letter also revealed the constant doubts and resentments by locals 
toward the French's presence which was believed just to grab Annamese girls and women.   
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resentment about the French regime, the conditional foundation of Vietnamese 

homogeneity.73 

The early volumes of N̂ngăCổăMínăĐàmă(1901-1923, NCMD), an early Vietnamese 

newspaper, portrayed Indians as those who do not belong to the supposedly coherent 

Vietnamese community. On August 8, 1901, August 15, 1901 and November 14, 1901, 

for instance, N̂ngăCổăMínăĐàmăpublishedăcontributors’ăcriesăforăAnnameseăasăaănatională

“we”ăandăChà/Chệtă(Indian/Chinese)ăasăaănatională“they;”ă“Chà/Chệt”ăwasăusedă

interchangeablyăwithă“peopleăofădifferentăcountries”ă(Ngườiănướcăkhác),ă“peopleăfromăaă

strange/different nation-state”ă(dịăquốc),ă“peopleăwhoătravelăafarăfromătheirăhomeland”ă

(ngườiăthaăphương),ăoră“strangeăguests”ă(kháchălạ).ăMeanwhile,ă“we”ăappearedăină

association with terms that provoke mystical national images and cohesion, including 

“peopleăofăourăcountry”ă(ngườiănướcămình),ăandă“togetherăbelongingătoăaăsameă

organization,ăstateăorăgang”ă( ồngăbang).ăFromătheăturningăpointăofătheăcenturyăuntilătheă

1910s, Vietnamese speakers began consuming modern nationalist vocabularies --  “ái 

quốc” (patriotism), “quốcădân” (nation), “compatriot” ( ồngăbào),ă“ ồngătâm” (unity of 

hearts) and “ ạiă ồng” (great unity), and along with these terms came into existence a 

national mind-setăthatălookedăforwardătoă“anăidealizedătotalăcommunity”ă

(Marr,Vietnamese Tradition on Trial, 119-120; Brocheux and Hemery 293). Exuberant 

depictionsăofătheăIndiansăasă“foreigners”ăhighlightătheăinappropriateăpresenceăofătheseă

                                                           
73 As observed by Colonel Henri Frey and Dr. Jules Harmand the French domination would be 

constantly challenged by the natives because they had a long tradition of hatred of foreigners and 
patriotism.ăPossessingăaătraditionalăloveăforă“homeland”ăwouldăbeătheăelementădecisivelyăunitingăAnnameseă
together,ăwhichă“constitutesăaătrulyăfearsomeăentityăforăaăconqueror.”ă(inăPierreăBrocheuxăandăDanielă
Hémery 381-384). 
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people in the Annamese nation; Vietnamese audiences would then continue their 

historical xenophobia and endless struggles against foreigners, of which the most recent 

were seemingly undefeatable French colonizers, and detrimental loses of local material 

and moral values (Cooper 30; Marr,Vietnamese Anticolonialism 6;ăPhạmăCaoăDươngă

171-228).   

Issues that must be addressed are howăshouldătheăpresenceăofă“Chinese”ăbeăreadă

against the background of being made as migrants alongside Indian migrants, and how 

were the image of French colonizers possibly implanted in that process of creating 

national foreignness?74 For the first question,ătheăreformists’ăemphasesăonătheăChineseăasă

“migrants”ămustăhaveămeantăatătriggeringătheirăVietnameseăaudience’sătraditionalăhatredă

of and memories of foreign invaders. Moreover, French administrators constantly 

perceived the Chinese as obstacles in their colonization of Indochina (Khanh Tran 1-70; 

Marsot 35-55).75Thus, coupling Indians to Chinese in the same category of nationally 

unwelcomeăforeignersăwouldăhelpădriveăFrenchăauthorities’ăattentionăawayăfromăhiddenă

                                                           
74 AsăshownăinăChapteră1ă“chà,”ăandă“chệt”ă(Chinese)ăareăusuallyăcoupledă(seeămoreăină) 

75French colonization was parallel to the process of driving out Chinese influences and the process of 
promoting French ones in the colony. Until 1905, the use of Chinese characters was only for patriotism and 
in oral. French was the main language. Quoc ngu and French was official language of Cochinchina. From 
1905ăto1945,ăcolonialist,ăcollaborationistăandănationalistăexclusivelyăpromotedăquốcăngữ.ă(John DeFrancis. 
Colonialism and Language Policy in Viet Nam. TheăHagueă:ăMouton,ă1977).ăTheăFrench’săanxietyăaboută
the Chinese presence in colonial Vietnam is evidenced in ways that there were detailed descriptions about 
this diasporic population in the area. For example, a report published in Population Index (Vol. 11, No. 20, 
1945)ăconcludedăthatătheămostăthreateningăopponentăofăFrance’săhistoryăofăinăconqueringătheă“countryăofă
Annam”ăwasăChinese,ănotăanyăotherăgroups.ăFrenchăandăChineseăresidentsăformedăeconomicăconditionsăofă
the colonial Indochina: 

The history of the economic development of French Indochina in the last seventy five years is largely 
the history of the activities of the Europeans who constituted the small apex of a broad occupational 
pyramid, and of the Chinese middlemen , who organized and controlled the rice and made the 
subsistenceăgrantătoăpeasants”ă(72-3). 
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anti-French sentiments. For the second question, images of French colonizers were 

suggested not only through the constructed characters analogous to those of Indians but 

also through euphemisms: there were some attempts not to directly point to the French 

population in journalistic posts that listed unfavorable foreigners. Examples of this 

indirect anti-colonial sentiment are seen in the two following paragraphs:  

For a long time, I have discussed with you, native friends, the fact that eight 
out of ten special indigenous species of our oceans and land belong to foreign 
guests.ă…ă 

Thoseăfromăotherăcountriesă(Ngườiănướcăkhác)ăsuchăasăeasterners,ăChineseă
(khách), Indians, and Chà temporally settled in Annam to make a living. The 
diasporicăpeopleăwhoăcameăwithăemptyăhands,ăsoldăcakes,ăsoupsăandăbánẹhìmlớnă
[?] for several years and later they were able to open companies and build high 
houses (July 27 1912). 

Please all peopleăfromătheăsameăstate/communityă(“ ồngăbang”),ăpleaseăhaveă
a careful look to see if it is correct that all benefits produced each year in this 
native land belong to the native as much as they belong to wandering people, who 
are Chệtă[Chinese],ăchàă[Indians]ăetc.ă(Ph̉iăhọcăph́păbuôn,ăăJulyă6,ă1912)ă 

Theăgeneralătermă“foreignăguest”ămustăhaveăimpliedăFrenchăstrangers.ăThisăsuggestionă

obviously operated on the basis of metonymic relations between French foreigners and 

the group of foreigners. The suggestion is particularly sharp and effective because it 

referred to the Annamese as a race, as firmly asserted by Dr Jule Harmand in 1885 (in 

Brocheux and Hemery 183). Nevertheless, the influential shadow of French authority is 

obvious in the explanation of the termă“Ngườiănướcăkhác.”ăTheăexplanation,ăwhichălistedă

only “westerners,” “Chinese” and “Indians” as foreign invaders -- a description that 

sounds intentionally general -- denoted attempts of removing the possibility of being 

misinterpreted by authorities. Similarly, in the second example, the hint of reference to 

the French must have been in theătermă“etc.”ăăObviously,ătheăimagesăofăFrenchăcolonizeră
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are not visible in words, but their silhouette existed with and above the text; such 

existence was provoked in the image of Indian foreigners as well.  

Portraying the Indians as foreigners was actually a strategy for reformists to attack a 

central aspect of French colonialism: capital accumulation through land appropriation and 

high interest loans. Essays on NCMD issuedăinătheă1910săexaggerateăIndians’ălandă

grabbing. Measures of land lost to the Indians appeared in exaggerated terms, such as 

“eightăoutăofătenăingeniousăspecialăspeciesăofăseaăandălandăproductsăbelongătoăforeignă

guests”ăandă“thatăallăbenefitsăproduced each year in this native land belong to the native 

asămuchăasătheyăbelongătoăwanderingăpeople.”ăăInăadditionătoăexaggeratingătheăareaăofă

land owned by the foreigners, delving more deeply into the associated economic benefits 

also created more antagonism toward French colonialism. This is seen in the March 20, 

1912 issue of NCMD, which reports that foreigners occupied raw woods and lumber mill 

companies. Additionally, for generations, Annamese inescapably consumed Chinese 

daily supplies and borrowed capital from Indian usurers, as described in the March 3, 

1910 issue of NCMD.76 These descriptions are obviously analogous to the method of 

accumulating capital used by the French regime. In other words, the exaggeration of 

ChineseăandăIndians’ăownershipăofăland, banking and production to the level of national 

monopoly only functions as a figure of speech; the  exaggeration primarily refers to 

                                                           
76 Inătheăessayăcontributingătoătheăcolumnă“Nôngăthươngăyếuăluận”ă(DiscussionăaboutăArgricultureăandă

Trade),ăanalyzesăthatăităwouldăgoăinăvainăofătheănatives’ădreamăofăoperatingăsuppliesătrading and money-
lending like those respectively of the Chinese and the Indians to kick out these migrants out of the country. 
The reason is that the native would have to buy Chinese products for trade and would have to borrow 
money from xã tri for original capital. The only way to kick out these migrants is, as suggested, not 
consuming their products. 
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French colonizers: until the end of the colonial regime, the largest ownership of land and 

natural resources in CochinchinaăbelongedătoătheăFrenchă(NgôăVĩnhăLongă3-42;ăNguyễnă

KhắcăĐạmă28-70 ). Not only that, the exaggeration of Indian land ownership that implies 

and provokes anti-French sentiment also operated in the mechanism of metaphoric 

speeches:ătheăChineseăandăIndians’ămonopoly of money and supplies was  similar and ran 

parallelătoătheăFrenchăcapitalists’ăandăgovernment’săexclusiveăcontrolăandăpossessionăofă

trade and credit activities in the colony. The French regime accumulated capital by 

expanding enterprises and investments into the colony, which made locals consumers of 

metropolitan products and capital (Henchy 121-138). Additionally, money-lending and 

trading activities by Chinese and Indians were subordinate to larger scale metropolitan 

export-import houses and to theăFrenchăgovernment’săruleăofăcapitalăloansă(Murrayă101-

109,ăPhạmăCaoăDươngă169-170).77 Thus, visibilizing the Indians as exploiters of land and 

moneyăobviouslyăaimedăatăbringingăintoătheăpublic’sămindsătheălandălosses,ăstarvationăandă

hunger caused by the Frenchăregime’săcapitalăaccumulationăasăwell.  

The telling example of imagined associations between the image of Indians and that 

ofătheăFrenchăisătheăshortăstoryă“QuiăTáoăQuiă năĐộ”ă(AppleăDevil,ăIndianăDevil)ăbyă

novelistăandăjournalistăLêăHoằngăMưu.78 The story, which appeared in the 20 April 1915 

                                                           
77 NguyễnăKhắcăĐạmăisăconstantăinăhisăideaăthatătheăFrenchăestablishingăbankingăsystemăaimedătoă

compete with money-lending businesses of Chinese and Indians (Nhữngăth ă o năbócălộtăc aăch ănghĩaătưă
b năPhápă ăViệtăNam; pp. 211-218).ăTheăfamousăhistorianăTrầnăHuyăLiệuăanalyzedăthatăFrenchăcapitalistsă
secretlyăleadămostăboycottăChineseăproductsăinăHanoiăină1910să(TrầnăHuyăLiêu,ăet.al.ăLịchăsửăth ă ̂ăảàă
Nội.ăHàăNội: Nhàăxu tăb̉năsửăhọc,ă1960;ă166-167). 

78 When Canavaggio left for France in 1913, he lent the newspaper to his compatriot, Lucien Heloury, 
directorăofătheăFrenchătitleăL’ăOpinion.ăLucienăHelouryăstartedănewăeditingăboardăwithătheăhelpăofăNguyễnă
KimăĐính,ăthe legal owner of NamăTrungănhậtăbáo và Đ̂ngăPhápăth iăbáo (Le Courrier Indochinois). 
NguyễnăăKimăĐínhăappointedăLêăHoằngăMưuătoăbeătheăeditorăinăchief.ăLêăHoằngăMưuăwasăanăactiveă
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issue of N̂ngăCổăMínăĐàm, depicts the tactical generosity that one Indian money-lender 

employs to gain the trust of local Annamese. The money-lender would take advantage of 

thatătrustătoăgrabătheălocals’ăproperty, forcing them into bankruptcy. This generosity 

sounds similar to the humanist justification used when the French government established 

mutually beneficial financial organizations led by the Indochina Bank in Cochinchina. 

Mưu’săstoryăhasătwoălayersăofănarrative.ăTheăfirstălayerăemphasizesătheăIndians’ăskillsăină

makingătheălocalsăsacrificeătheirăpropertyătoătheăIndians.ăOneăday,ăasăMưuănarrates,ăană

Indian chettiar visits rich men in a village, asking to borrow money. Quickly, everyone in 

the village trusts him with their savings. They even sign sponsorship contracts to 

legitimateătheăIndianăchettiar’săcredit.ăWithătheăcollectedămoney,ătheăIndianămoneylenderă

disappearsătoăSaigonăasăthoughă“crocodilesăreturnătoătheăsea,ălionsăreturnătoăforests…ăInă

Saigon, even in the daytime, many apple devils [Indian men] sit under the shadow of 

trees; weăpassăbyăbutăareănotăableătoăseeăthem.”ăăHowever,ăemphasisăonătheăforeigners’ă

tacticăofăexploitationăisămoreăhauntingăinătheăsecondălayerăofătheăstory.ăInătheăstory,ăMưuă

describes how the Indian moneylenders cunningly use their souls and hearts to go into 

hearts and minds of targeted customers. Whenever being asked for money, the Indian 

chettiars immediately agree, just require small interest, or even waive contracts. Even 

sometimes, the Indian men generously offer to lend the locals their money; they lend 

others money easily, without asking for interest and paperwork. Even more, the Indian 

men seek out those who are not in need of borrowing money to turn them into their 

                                                                                                                                                                             
contributor to Matters of Argriculture in 1915-1916, before the newspaper came back to its founder in  
1916ăandăreinstatedăNguyễnăChánhăSắt,ăanăintellectualăwhoăwasăcommittedătoămodernizationăă(Peycamă
102-103) 
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customers.ăFirst,ătheyăvisitărichămen’săhouses,ăbeggingăthemătoăborrowămoney.ăIfătheărichă

men refuse the offer, the Indian chettiars would take a risk. They voluntarily leave the 

money with the locals, kindly saying that they could spend it anytime they need, or they 

could bring it back to the nearby market where the Indian men usually ran their 

businesses.ăWithă“honestăsouls”ăandă“generousăhearts,”ătheăIndianămoneylendersăgainătheă

trust of their customers; in the process, the Indians gain a larger amount of money than 

theyăgive.ăObviously,ătheăIndians’ăhonestyăandăgenerosityăareăbusinessătechniquesăratheră

than moral practices: they are nice on the purpose of completing their business deal; their 

generosity plays the game of investment, which would later bring them larger interest. 

Theănarratorăstates,ă“Ifăweăgiveăothersăourăgenerousăheart,ăallăourădesiresăwillăbeă

realized.”ăByăuncoveringătheăIndians’ăwaysătoăsuccess,ătheăauthorămustăhaveădrivenăhisă

audience in seeing the similar tactics used by the Indochina Bank since 1913 in extracting 

capital from the local population. The Indochina Bank also utilized the flag of kindness to 

draw more loans by sponsoring and financing associations of mutual assistance in 

agriculture (e.g. Société de Credit Agricole). The members of the financial organizations, 

largely farmers and small traders, obligatorily deposited a small amount of money each 

month,ăbutătheăIndochinaăBank’săfinancialăresourcesădominatedătheseăassociations’ă

budgets.ăOnceătheăIndochinaăBank’săgenerosityăcreatedătrust among members, it would 

aggressively offer loans to its members. As a result, members ended up being long-time 

debtors of their associations or going bankrupted, which would ultimately enrich the 

IndochinaăBank.ăTheăhistorianăNguyễnăĐứcăĐạmăarguesăthat this strategic generosity 
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offered the Indochina Bank the most relaxing and easiest way of increasing its capital 

(214-216). 

The Indian is made visible not only as exploiting foreign lenders but also as a model 

of modern characters in complex projects of national modernization in the early twentieth 

century.79 In other words, the images of Indian migrants in early Vietnamese writings 

seem to urge the public to be cohesive in the common goal of embracing cultural and 

economic liberalism. In return, a modernizing nation would create the conditions to clear 

out the French domination in the nation, as reformists hoped (Marr 205; Duiker 47-54).80 

And, the French colonizers were not ignorant of the dangers of progress and development 

in their colony; they systematicallyăpreventedăcolonialăsubjectsăfromăpursuingă“serious”ă

conceptsăofămodernismăandămodernityă(PhạmăCaoăDươngă169-170;ăNguyễnăThanhăĐạmă

148-149; Murray 101; Kelly, French Colonial Education 11-13). The authors of NCMD 

often took the Indian figure as a literary device to convey their ideas of modernizing the 

nation – the ideas, which, at some period, constituted a part of the dominant patriotic 

                                                           
79 David Marr constantly uses the term reformists to address those who pursed ideological projects of 

modernizing Vietnam as a way of kicking out Western influences. He resists calling reformists of 1900s as 
nationalists because Vietnamese nationalism did not appear until 1920s when young petit bourgeois 
absorbed and attempted to implement modern percepts of nation-state (Marr Vietnamese Anticolonialism 
6). Reformists largely targeted feudal culture and economy with models of modern culture and economy 
provided under the civilizing mission of the colonial French.  

80 The colonial regime attempted to abandon industrial compressive development in the colonial areas 
because this development would compete with cosmopolitan goods and capital. Furthermore, native 
becoming economically powerful would potentially become political leaders with the ambition of 
overthrowing the French domination ( 

: Essays on Vietnam and West Africa. Ed. David H. Kelly, New York : AMS Press, c2000)  
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movement,ă“DuyăTân,”ăledăbyăPhanăBộiăChâuă(1867-1940).81 In the first fourteen years, 

NCMD’s distributors constantly described rationality as a quality of modern subjects and 

aăbaseăofăIndianăandăChinese’săgrowingăwealth.ăInămanyăVietnameseăessays,ăIndiansăandă

Chinese appeared as successful merchants who created financial aid organizations and 

production/service cooperatives. Vietnamese intellectuals plant their reactions against 

colonialădiscoursesăaboută“uncivilized”ănativeămentalitiesăthroughăcreatingăanăimageăofă

Indianămerchantsăasărationalăandărich.ăInăNguyễnăAnăTâm’săessayă“Khuyênăngườiăx́tălại”ăă

posted in the November 22, 1910 issue of NCMD, there is a rhythmic prose that calls, in 

response,ăpeopleăofă“ ồngăbang”ă(peopleăofătheăsameăfetus)ăupătoăuniteătoădoăbusinessă

togetherăsoăthată“ChàăChệtădoănotălaughăatăyou,”ăandă“differentănationalsălikeă“ChệtăChà”ă

do not lookădownăonăus.”ăTheăessayăsuggestsăthatăsmartăscholars,ăvillageăofficialsăandă

landlordsăshouldă“takeăsomeălittleăgoodăwillătoăuniteăforăbusiness…ăsoăthatăpeople from 

the same country share the sameătradingăright.”ăAnd,ăinătheăfirstăvolumeăofăL cătỉnhătân 

v n (published in 1907), journalists called for the consolidation among natives to get rid 

ofătheirăinbornăsuspicionsătoăcompeteăwithămigrants’ăbusinesses;ălaterăarticlesăcomparedă

Vietnamese’ăcharactersăwithăIndiană(Chinese)ămigrants’ăcharacters:ătheămigrants run big 

businesses, they trust and embrace each other; whereas, locals just run small and 

                                                           
81 PrincipleăauthorsăofătheănewspaperăincludingăNguyễnăThànhăHiến,ăLêăQuangăChiểu,ăTrầnăQuană

V n,ăparticularlyăGilbertăTrầnăChánhăChiếuăfinancedăPhanăBộiăChâu’sămovement. NDMD also published 
authors’ăcollectionăofăpatrioticăpoemsinăCochinchinaă(NguyễnăCôngăKhanhă31;ăMarrăVietnamese,ă
Anticolonialism 136, 144-145).ăAccordingătoăNguyễnăQ.ăThắng,ăNguyễnăChánhăChiếuăăandăotherăsouthernă
intellectuals organized financial cooperatives and maintain running newspapers to seek for more financial 
resources to support students of Duy Tâ movements (Tiếnătrìnhăv nănghệăMiềnăNamă(V năhọcăViệtăNamănơiă
miềnă tămới).ăThànhăphốăHồăChíăMinh:ăV năHiến,ă1990.ăPp:ăă251-252).  
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fragment business, they do not support each other, even they destroy each other. 82 The 

VietnameseăreformistsălikelyăbelievedăthatăIndianăcharacters’ămodernămerits would help 

natives to develop industries that would compete with the companies and merchandises 

ofă“dịăbang”ă(foreignăstate)ăpeople.ăThisăwouldăpotentiallyăresultăinătheăconstructionăofă

national economic independence, which would constitute the greatest potential threat to 

colonization. So, metaphors, proverbs, and elegant comparisons: they are of a literary 

character, but they are also of an anti-colonial work: NCMD’s authors promoted the 

modern Indian business model to draw attention to contemporary efforts to finance 

political insurrections against the French destruction of rural lives.  Also, as historically 

recorded, the writings of journalists of NCMD and other presses could be read as tools of 

revolutionary propaganda. They provoked their audience to strive to accumulate capital, 

whichăwasăcriticalăforăexpandingătheărisingăpatrioticămovementăledăbyăPhanăBộiăChâuă

(Marr,Vietnamese Anticolonialism 144; Duiker 47-49).83 And as said, the French were 

not unaware of the anti-colonial implications of NCMD’s essays: the newspaper was 

forcedătoăcloseădownăină1914,ăandătheăprincipalădistributorăTrầnăChánhăChiếuăwasă

imprisoned (1908, 1913).  
                                                           

82 They were alsoăcalledăorientalistădiscourses,ăwhichădepictedătheăOrientalăasă“irrational,ădepravedă
(fallen),ăchildlike,ă‘different’”ăandătheăOccidentalăasărational,ăvirtuous,ămatureăandă‘normal”ă(Saidă40). 

The pervasion of so-called orientalist discourses in French colonization was so much that David Marr, 
in his book Vietnamese Tradition on Trial, 1920-1945 (1981), argued that the victory of Vietnamese 
nationalismsăalsoăincludesăaă“fullădevelopmentăofătheăindividual’sămental…ăandămoralăfaculties”ăandă
“masteryăoverănature”ă(2).ă 

83 AsăDavidăMarrădescribes,ăTrầnăChánhăChiếuăandămanyăotherăsouthernăintellectuals in Cochinchina 
citiesăopenedăcommercialăventuresătoăsupportăstudentsăstudyăabroadăunderăPhanăBộiăChâu’săpatriotică
program. The commercial ventures included running presses, founding hotel and industrial corporations.  
NCMD andăotherănewspapersăranăbyăTrần ChánhăChiếuăincluding L căTỉnhăTânăV n and Le Moniteur les 
Provinces was led to post essays and articles on matters of agriculture aid groups and financial cooperatives 
toăsupportăpoliticalăuprisingsăagainstătheăFrench’sădenialăofăfixingăruralăproblemsăă(143-145) .  
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While urging the public to think about values of wealth or self-interest, Vietnamese 

intellectuals also, through the metaphorăofăunwelcomeăwealthyă“śt-ty”,ă“chàăvà”ăoră“tâyă

en”,ăpresentedătheămoral,ăsocialădestructionsăofătraditionalăVietnamăinătheăfaceăofătheă

modernization instigated by French colonizers. The stories about interracial marriages 

between Indians and native women in the mid-1910s are indicative for anti-colonialism in 

the form of anti-modern sentiments. Such presented interracial marriages brought to light 

moral and racial disasters supposedly caused by colonial modernity. Radical anticolonial 

movements in the mid-1910săaroseăasăresultsăofătheăFrenchăgovernment’săpoliciesăofă

intensifying colonial exploitation to financially and materially prepare for the World War 

I (TrầnăHuyăLiệuăCáchăm ngăcậnă iăVolumeă3 78-130). Images about Indians form a 

literary device for intellectuals to express their concerns about the moral destructions 

causedăbyă“colonialămodernization.”84 The most obvious example of the anti-colonial 

suggestionăisătheă“singingărhyme”ă(vè)ă“Vèăgỉiăoanăchoăvợăchệt,ăvợăchà.”ăItsăauthor,ătheă

journalistăĐ ngăV năChiểuă(?-?) published this rhyme in the thin booklet titled V̀ăgi iă

oanăchoăvợăchệt,ăvợăchà.ăPhíaăsauăcóătĥmăv̀ăbụoăl tăn măThìn (Saigon: Imprimerie De 

L’ăUnion,ăOctoberă1915).ăThisăsingingărhyme,ăinăanăallegoricalăway,ăpointsăoutătheăriskăofă

losingătheăcommunity’săsovereigntyăcausedăbyămaterialismăandăcolonialămodernization.ă

The Indian migrant, in this poem, appears as a foreign exploiter, with whom any 

intermingling was seen to be an unacceptable national shame:  

 Our land it came 

                                                           
84 Theătermă“colonialămodernization”ărefersătoăprojectăofămodernizingăcoloniesăforăeconomică

development of colonizers – such understanding is borrowed from the theory of colonial modernization 
developed by Korean historians in the late 1980s (Read Susanne Weigelin-Schwiedrzik ed. Broken 
Narratives: Post-Cold War History and Identity in Europe and East Asia.Leiden ; Boston : Brill, [2014])  
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 Doing business of lending money 
 Saigon, Bình Tây 
 Chà Pagoda, Companies 
 Appropriating all  
 Annamese money 
 … 
 Six provinces, districts 
 People became exhausted 
 Love playing games 
 Not knowing business (4-5) 

Additionally, the poem analyzes unpleasant racial points of having physical relations with 

the Indians: 

 Marrying Chà 
 Everyone knows 
 It is not as salty-plain [intimate] as 
 Our own people having sex  
 Although being stupid, dumb people 
 They know that Chà 
 Curly hair, black skin 
 Wearing blankets and turbans  
 Eating without bowls 
 Grabbing [food] strangely 
 Lying without beds 
 Crawling on earth floor 
 Níăneăquậtăquậtă[imitatedăspeakingăsounds] 
 Rude in debates 
 Marrying them 
 How can it be salty hot [intimate] (5-6)85 

The described political inappropriateness and physical unpleasantness of marrying an 

Indian apparently emphasized the unacceptability of any intimate relations with people 

fromă“differentăstates”ă(ngoạiăquốc).ăThisăsupposedăunacceptabilityăpointsătoăanotheră

nation-related danger: driven by the rising greed for money brought about by modernity, 

                                                           
85 TheăpoemăhasăaălongerăpartădescribingăChệt’săgreed,ăwhoăonlyăthoughtăofăhelpingătheirăChineseă

relatives back in China instead of their Vietnamese wives.  
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Annamese women got married to foreigners at any price. This poem thus obviously 

signifies the danger of colonial modernization in destroying the racial and ethnic 

uniqueness of the Annamese nation. This theme of anti-colonialism/anti-civilization is 

also evident in the poem: 

 Cochinchina our area 
 Since the establishment 
 Displaying aspects of civilization  
 Many words for criticism and suggestion 
 … 
 Being born in Annam 
 Whyăloveă“differentăcountryăpeople”ă(ngoạiăquốc) 
 Dare to lose virginity  
 Just because of money (1-4) 

Theăpoemăthusădefinitelyăexpressesătheăintellectual’săawarenessăaboutătheăeconomică

exploitation of French colonizers in its civilizing mission.  

The criticism of colonial modernization in the name of national identity is the most 

vivid in the debates about getting married to the Indians in NCMD in 1915. During that 

year, NCMD launched a series of idea exchanges on the matter of whether or not native 

women should get married to Indian men. The debate apparently promoted a convincing, 

analytical perspective at addressing the issue of unacceptable interracial marriages with 

the Indians. The first poem, authored by Cô Ba, from Trà Vinh province, explains the 

interracial marriage with the Indians on the ground of the utopian belief in love and fate.  

Itădoesănotămatterăofă“chúkhách”ă[Chinese]ăorăanhchàă[Indians] 

I am happy to fall in love [with them] and do not think too long (I prefer to follow 
the destiny of belonging [to anhchà] to white silvers (Despite their skins being black, 
theyăareărighteousăandăbenevolentă(nghĩanhơn) 

Surrendering my body [to anhchà] leaning on their shadow 
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Complaining about my fate is just a light wind 
Whether anhchà is bad or good, God decides [me to get married with him] 
Iădoănotăcareăaboutăriceăcurryă[Karinị]ă(emphasesăareăadded) 

The poem is full of lamentation that the female character is passive about her marriage 

life.ăAsăshownăinăemphasizedăsentences,ătheăwomanălooksăatătheăunknownă“fate”:ăGodă

decides for her to get married to the Indian man. She also looks at the elusive concept of 

love: love is not predictable; it can be overwhelming at first sight, so she cannot but 

marry the Indian man. Then, she looks at the moral issue: although they are considered 

avaricious and foul smelling, they embrace the good deed ofă“our”ănationăthatăis “nghĩaă

nhơn”ă(benevolent).ăThen,ăsheăbringsăupăherăownăindifferenceăand outrage: she does not 

care what others say about the Indian smell and immorality. The good deeds by Indian 

menă(“nghĩaănhơn”)ăbecomeăisolated,ănotăstrongăenoughătoăprotectătheărightnessăofăheră

marriage, as demonstrated in the poem filled with undeniable beliefs and concepts. Being 

continuously attacked by the community through a number of other poems and essays, cô 

Ba published another writing in which she analytically pointed out the goodness of Indian 

men. In this second publication, cô Ba first presents herself as a modernized woman, who 

is excellent in debating and arguing to defend her own rightness. She uses transition 

terms such asă“first,”ă“second”ăandă“third”ătoăindicateăherălogic.ăSheăalsoădirectlyă

addresses specific critics without relying in the correct socially appropriate pronouns to 

make her argument more objective. She exuberantly lists important morals that her 

husband possesses in order to convince the public about her right marriage.  

I surrender my body to chà because chà know cang thư ngăchiă o [relations of 
king to follower, husband to wife, and father to son; loyalty and responsibility to 
parents; discipline, tenderheartedness, and trust] 
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I surrender my body to chà because chà know ngộ̂ngt́cnhược [unfamiliar 
word] 

I surrender my body to chà but I maintain TamăTòng,ăT́ Đ́c [obedience to 
father, husband, and son; skillful housework, beautiful appearance, polite 
conversation and chastity]  

I surrender my body to chà but I have all Công dung ngôn hạnhă[skillfulă
housework, beautiful appearance, polite conversation and chastity] 

I surrender my body to chà but I am happy with a life of one wife and one 
husband [nuclear family] 

In the matter of love, cô Ba also makes it concretely defined: she and her husband are 

like-minded; her husband maintains a peaceful and orderly environment in her family.  

Thirdly,ăyouăsaidăthatănoăkindăofă“nghĩaănhơn”ăisăcomparableătoăoură“nghĩaă
nhơn.”ăDearăMissăLiễu Xuân Hương,ănobodyăcanăsayăthatăonlyăAnnamăpeopleă
haveănghĩa nhơn.ăDearăMiss,ăchàăhaveăveryăhighănghĩaănhơn.ăMiss,ăforăexample,ă
myăhusbandăchàăisă“nghĩaănhơn”ătoăme…ă(Matters of Agriculture, July 21, 1915) 

Intelligently, cô Ba twists the universalăbeliefăthatăIndianămigrants’ănghĩaănhơnăisăinferioră

toă“ourănghĩaănhơn.”ăCôăBaăfirmlyătalksăback,ă“nobodyăcanăsayăthatăonlyăAnnamăpeopleă

haveănghĩaănhơn.”ăSheăcitesăherăhusbandăasăanăexampleăofăgoodăIndianăpeople.ăHowever,ă

the long and turbulent essay remains to prevail in lamenting tones.  Cô Ba cannot escape 

from the pervading tradition of believing in supernatural powers, which are anti-science 

and development. She grieves at being born as a female whose fate is decided by her 

parents. Whatever the fateăis,ă“eitherăpureăorădirty,”ăsheăisăwillingătoăfollowătheădestinyă

that is determined for her. This self-defined modernized woman sorrowfully admits that 

women cannot change their fate. Closing the essay, after presenting long enthusiastic 

arguments, Cô Ba returns to the point of fate – the fate of a pink cheek, a metaphor of 

beautiful female – whoădoesănotăhaveărightătoăchooseătheirălivesăonătheirăown:ă“Iăfeelăpityă

forămyăfateăofăbeingăbornăasăaăpinkăcheek!”ăInătheăthreeăpointsăthatăCôăBaăsummarizedă
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fromăherăessay,ăGod’săwordăisăputăinătheăfirstăplaceătoărationalizeăherămarriage.ăInă

response, E. Tam, another author, who composes a poem about the topic of marrying 

Indian men, feels pity for cô Ba. She blames God for having given cô Ba bad advice of 

getting married to the Indian man. It is obvious that modernized women still abide by 

sentiments as the channel to communicate and understand each other. All argumentative 

andălogicalăpointsăbecomeăuselessătryingătoăgainătheăcommunity’săsympathies.ăCôăBaăhasă

to return to the lamenting discourse of fate to win hearts. The debate, in which the 

lamentation and sentiment appear to be victorious, implies a conclusion: it is irrational, 

mentally weak to get married to Indians. This conclusion in turn definitely suggests a 

destructive consequence of the colonial modernization: locals would be willing to 

sacrifice their patriotism, the traditional hatred of foreigners, in the exchange of material 

fulfillment, and that is a serious threat.  

The urge to deny modernity in the name of the nation, which was deposited in the 

discriminatory visibilization of the Indians, is more direct in the image of materialist “b̉yă

chà” in the novel ảàăảươngăphongănguyệt byăL.HăMưuăandăNguyễnăKimăĐính.ăTheă

novel was published in Saigon by Imprimerie Saigonnaise L. Royer, in November 1914. 

TheăcentralăcharacterăofătheănovelăisăaăbeautifulămarriedăwomanănamedăHàăHương.ă

Becauseăofălackăofămoney,ăHàăHươngăhasătoăapproachă“B̉yăChà,” an Indian money-

lender, for help. “B̉yăChà” fallsăinăloveăwithăHàăHương;ăheăoffersăherăaăluxuriousălifeă

withăjewelryăandămoneyătoăconvinceăherătoăliveăwithăhim.ăHàăHươngăisăreluctantăbecauseă

of her married status but agrees eventually given that she needs money for living. Living 

with “B̉yăChà,” HàăHươngăneverăstopsăfeelingăsorryăforăherăAnnameseăhusband,ăwhomă
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she had married in accordance with traditional cultural customs. Although being offered 

more money from the Indian lover, she feels bad about her betrayal of the tradition of  

husband. In the end, she decides to take the Indian man's money and returns to her 

Annamese husband. Every day, she flirts with the Indian man to get secrets of codes to 

accessing places where he keeps his money. When the Indian man goes for a business 

trip,ăHàăHươngătakesăallăhisămoneyătoăgoăseeăherăhusband.ăTheăstoryăsuggestsătheădenială

of modernity to maintain the traditional moral values, which would imply a denial of 

colonial modernization. In the spirit of this anti-colonialism, Indians in the novel are 

portrayed as greedy and materialist: 

[B̉yăChàăconvincesăHàăHươngătoăleaveăherăhusband]Youăseeăalthoughămyă
face is black but I am full of white [coins].ăHữuăNghĩaă[HàăHương’săhusband],ă
despite his white face, his age is black [bad fortune]. You do not know that 
wanting to seek for coins must look for black; wanting to avoid black will face 
white [a different connotation of unluckiness] (84) 

The Indian character speaks philosophically; black and white refer to money and skin 

colors as well as the metaphors of misfortune. The speaking is thus able to haunt 

audiencesăaboutătheăIndians’ăgreedăandătheămetaphoricămeaningăofătheăcultural and moral 

destruction caused by colonialism. Here, the presentations of Indians rather conform to 

anti-colonialism instead of making them visible.  

Similarly, in Tonkin, many Vietnamese writings of the same time ridiculed the 

image of wealthy Indians, aiming to deny their presence in Vietnamese society. In 1918, 

tâyă enă(blackăwesterner)ăwithăwhiteăsilverăcoinsăappearsăinăNguyễnăTrungăTín’sălongă

Sino-Nomăpoemănamedă“Chuyệnă ồngătiền”ă(“StoryăofăMoney”).ăTheăsix-eight poetic 

lyric criticizes contemporary money-driven Vietnamese society,ăinăwhichăhumans’ăbodiesă
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and souls are sacrificed for business exchanges and money accumulation. The presence 

of rich Indians is seen to have contaminated Vietnamese blood; many Vietnamese women 

abandon their noble origin, offering their bodies to “black westerners” for money:  

Nàoăngườiăcháuădõiăconădòng 
Tâyă enălắmăchịă emălòngăthânăyêu 
Chỉăyêuăvìănỗiătiềnănhiều 
Th yă ồngăbạcătrắngăquyếtăliềuămôiăson 
[Many of those who were born in noble families 
Become friendly with black Westerners 
Just because they love excessive money ownership 
Seeing white silver coins, determined to [sacrifice] their red 

lips86 

Criticizing relationships between Vietnamese women and rich Indian men, Vietnamese 

authors must have consented to a supposed certainty that Indians with white coins 

belonged to the class that should be marginalized. In other words, the presence of rich 

Indians is seen as the presence of capitalism, which is in its turn viewed as destroying 

Vietnameseăsocialăharmony.ăăT̉năĐà,ăaăprominentăpoet,ăsimilarătoăNguyễnăTrungăTín,ăină

his sẩm lyricănamesă“Côătâyă en”ă(BlackăWesternerăMiss),ăemphasizesătheăpowerăofă

blackăwesterners’ămoney.ăThisăVietnameseăwriterăbelievedăthatămoney,ăunfortunately,ă

succeeded in driving Vietnamese women into accepting racial difference of black 

westerners:   

Nướcătrongăxanhălơălửngăconăcáăvàng,  
Câyăngôăcànhăbích,ăconăchimăphượngăhoàngănóămớiă ậuăcao.  

Anhătiếcăchoăemăphậnăgáiămáă ào,  
Thamă ồngăbạcătrắngămớiăgánămìnhăvàoăcáiăchú Tâyă en.  

Sợiătơăhồngăaiăkh́oăxeăduyên,  
Treoătranhătốănữ ứngăbênăanh tượngă ồng:  

                                                           
86 ReadăĐoànăThịăMaiăHương.ă“Truyệnă ồngătiền.”ăT păchíăảánăN̂m, volume 1 (50), 2002. 
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Chịăemăơi,ăbaăb̉yă ườngăchồng... (1918) 87 
(Green pure water yellow fish suspending 

Ngôă ồngătreesăemeraldăbranches,ăphoenixăbirdsăstandăonăhigh 
I feel sorry for you, the fate of pink cheek women 

Greedy for white silver coins, surrendering your body to chú black Westerner 
Pink thread: who deliberately spun your duyên [pre-life attachment]? 

Hanging picture of a beautiful girl with image of bronze statue 
Sisters, three or seven ways of getting married) 

Coupled contradictory images in the poems88 apparently aim at emphasizing money 

forces in breaking social norms, national and family unity and racial purity. It appears 

that reformist Vietnamese intellectuals did not only demand material advantages but also 

attempted to hold onto sorts of traditional morals and cultures to maintain the sovereignty 

of their supposedly cohesive community of locals. This vision of national cohesion and 

autonomy, as recorded by French authorities, is an endless demand of local population 

                                                           
87TuyểnătậpăT năĐà.ăHàăNội:ăNhàăxu tăb̉năV năhọc,ă1986;ăpp.ă128-129.  This poem first appeared in 

NamăPhongăt păchíăwith the titleă“Conăcáăvàng”ă(YellowăFish).ăInăthisăyear,ăT̉năĐàăchangedăitsănameătoă
“CôăTâyă en”ă(BlackăWesternerăMs)ăandăreprintedăinăoneăofăhisăcollections,ătitledăKhốiătìnhăconă(Small 
Love).ăLater,ătheăpoemăwithătheătitleă"CôăTâyă en"ăappearedăinăanotherăcollection ThơăT năĐà (T̉năĐàă
Poetry, 1925). In 1932, in his self-established newspaper, named AnăNamăT păchí,ăT̉năĐàăreturnătheănameă
“CôăTâyă en”ătoătheăpoemă(ReadăNguyễnăKhắcăXương.ăT năĐàăTuyểnătập,ăVolumeă1.ăHàăNội.ăNhàăxu tă
b̉năV năhọc.1986;ă417-418). 

TheăpoetăVũăChẩnă(1921-2006),ăfromăHàăNội,ăpublishedătheăpoemă“CôăTâyă en”ăină1953ăatăAnăPhúă
Press.ăThisăpoemăimitatesămanyădetailsăfromă“CôăTâyă en”ăbyăT̉năĐà.ăItăappearsăthatătheăVũăChẩn’săpoemă
refers more to African soldiers than to Indians  in Hanoi (ReadăTâyăbui.ăVũăChẩnă(1921-2006).  
http://taybui.blogspot.com/2009/01/v-chn-1921-2006.html). However, the last six sentences of the poem 
still remind audience of rich Indians in Hanoi:  

Tìnhăth yăhơiă ồng Côăl yăchồngăTâyă en Ngườiătaăl yăchồngăchoăbõăcôngămáăhồng Choăbõăcôngătắmă
rửaăbằngăxà-phòng Ca- um Màăsaoăcôălạiă emăt măthânăngọc ứngăbênăôngătượngădồng 

Inătheseăsentences,ătheăimagesăofăaăbronzeăstatue,ăparticularlyăofă"hơiă ồng"ă(money smell) are typical 
to the Indians who were seen to be stinking rich. 

In southern Vietnam, there is also a folk-song that that binds the image of black Indians with white 
silverăcoin:ăăAnhăb̉yă en,ă ồngăbạcătrắng,ăEmăhamăchiă ồngăbạcăconăcòăĐêmănằmăvớiănóă enămòănhưăc că
than!(black Seven brother, white silver coins. You are greed for white coins which are like white storks. 
Sleeping at night with him, dark like coal pieces).  (Read VòngăquanhăViệtăNam. 
http://vongquanhvietnam.com/xem-ca-dao/anh-bay-den-dong-bac-trang-em-ham-chi-dong-bac-con-co-
dem-nam-voi-no-den-mo-nhu-cuc-than-6696.html). 

88 More in Chapter 1 
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(Roberts 475-6). The resulting images of Indians are thus in tune with the relentless anti-

foreignăsentimentsăandătheă“idealizedătotalăcommunity”-related ideas: images of wealthy, 

materialistic Indians in the two poems embody members of the capitalist class, a class 

that emerged as a consequence of the establishment of colonial capitalism in Vietnam. 

The image of Indians as colonial capitalists and associated feudal landlords will be 

analyzed in the coming section.  

2. Constructing Enemies of National and Class Struggles: Formation of Greedy 

Bloodsucking “Chà và”, “Tây en” and “sét ty” as Metaphors of Feudal Landlords 

and Colonial Capitalists   

AforeămentionedădepictionsăaboutătheăIndiansăasăwealthy,ămodernă“śt-ty”,ă“chàăvà”ă

oră“tâyă en”ăactuallyăreflected and contributed to the marginalization of these people 

from colonial Vietnam, a political ethnicization by colonial administrators and writers as 

discussed in Chapter 1. Since medieval times, Vietnamese literati have appreciated the 

reflectivity and the performativity of writing in connection to the material reality to 

whichăthatăwritingăisăborn.ăAsăforătheăreflectivity,ăĐinhăC ng Viên in the thirteenth 

centuryăwrote,ă“noăoneăinăthisăworldăknowsăallăaboutăchangeăandădestruction.ăThatăpenă

without mouth is stillăableătoăspeakăaboutăemergenceăandăcollapse.”ăNgôăThời Sỹ, a 

literati living in the eighteenth century, believedăthată“writingărelatesătoătheăfateăofăitsă

time”ă(v năchươngăcóăquanăhệ với vậnă ời); Nhữ Bá Sỹ, a literati of Nguyễn Dynasty, 

emphasizedă“writingăisătheărealityăofătheătimeăoutăofăwhichăităwasăborn”ă(v năchươngălàă

hiện trạng c a một thời làm nên nó). As for the performativity of writing, Nguyễn Trãi, a 
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writer and an official of Lê dynasty (1427-1789),ăannouncedăthatăhisă" ạo bút" (moral of 

a pen) aimed at contributing to the pacification of the northern invaders and protection of 

the southern country. In the nineteenth century, NguyễnăĐìnhăChiểu, a celebrated 

southernăauthor,ăchallengedătheăcolonialăregimeăbyăhisăwritings:ă“stabbingămanyă

dishonestăguysătheăpenăisăstillănotăblunt”ă( âmăm y thằng gian bút chẳng tà). Phan Châu 

Trinh and Phan Bôi Châu, famous patriots of the early twentieth century, respectively 

declared:ă“penăandătongueăwantătoăturnăaroundăfloodăflowădirections”ă(bútălưỡi muốn 

xoay dòngănướcălũ)ăandă“three-inch tongue is like sword and gun; a pen is like battle 

drumăandăgong”ă(Baăt călưỡiămàăgươmămàăsúng,ămột ngòi lông vừa trống vừa chiêng).89 

And as David Marr argues, until the late 1920s, most Vietnamese intellectuals still 

believedăthatăwordsăonăpaperăhadă“aăspecial,ăautonomousăpowerătoăalterăreality”ăandă“toă

stipulateăaăsweepingătransformationăofăsociety”ă(Vietnamese Tradition on Trial 336). This 

belief must have been nourished during the 1920s, when Marxist-Leninist doctrine and 

communism-related news and essays were increasingly circulated among Annamese 

public (Duiker 191-194; Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial 358-360).90 

In part, the idea of class struggle in Marxist-Leninist doctrine had a deeper impact on 

Vietnamese intellectuals’ăideologyăaroundătheătimeăofăDepression;ătheăprominenceăofă

                                                           
89 These quotes derived mostly from my memory; they appeared in repetitive courses in literary 

theory (college level) and literature (high school and college levels). Read more about these quotes and 
associated points about the tradition of patriotic literature in the textbook in literary theory of the Hanoi 
UniversityăofăEducation,ăPhươngăLưu,ăet.al.ăEd.ăLý luậnăv năhọc. Hà Nội: Nhà xu t b̉n giáo d c, 1995. 
This is the fifth reprint of this textbook since 1985.  

90 In constitutionalists-led newspapers including  Đ̂ngăPhápăth iăbáo and ThầnăChung, news about 
communistăpartiesăinăFrance,ăandătheăSovietăUnionăappearedăsinceă1924ă(NguyễnăCôngăKhanhă53-110) 
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“ch ănghĩaăhiệnăthựcăphêăphán”ă(criticalărealism)ăinăcontemporaryăwritingsăisăanăexampleă

of an impact of Marxist-LeninistăinăcolonialăVietnamă(PhươngăLựuă136-137).ă"Ch ănghĩaă

hiệnăthựcăphêăphán" refers a type of realism promoted by Russian Marxists, particularly 

Maxim Gorky; this literary ideology emphasizes social conflicts between partisans and 

farmersăonătheăoneăsideăandăcapitalistsăonătheăotherăsideă(PhươngăLựuă136-137,ăLạiă

Nguyên Ân 254-256).ăăFrenchă“ŕalisme,”ăwhichăexclusivelyăhighlightsă“expressionsăofăaă

society,”ăisănotăsuitableăforăVietnamăinătheătimeăofănation-building and associated class-

strugglesă(ĐặngăThaiăMai,ăKháiăluậnăv năhọc 75).ăInstead,ă"ch ănghĩaăhiệnăthựcăphêă

phán," as believed among contemporary Vietnamese Marxists ("materialists"), underlines 

the material impact of forms of arts in the sense that art is a means to engineer the soul of 

the masses. Particularly, contemporary intellectuals emphasized that the work of 

engineering the soul must be subtle and indirect in order to stipulate mental changes in 

the masses and that this work must rely on the so-called objective reality instead of 

writers’ăsubjectivitiesă(Marr,ăVietnamese Tradition on Trial 365). Thus, since the early 

1920s, communist intellectuals strived to work from the Marxist idea of 

proletarianization,ăturningătheirămindătoăissuesăofăclassă“origin,ăwealthăorăsocialăstatus”ă

(Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial 31; 358-360; V̂ăs năhóaă1-10).  

In this context, literary and journalistic constructions of images of the Indians as 

bloodsucking creatures – metaphor of landlords and colonial capitalists -- are indirect 

ways of provoking in public minds images of ruins supposedly caused by feudalism and 

colonial capitalism. To indicate, in the mid-1920s, the visibilization of Indians as 

bloodsucking creatures prevails in journalistic writings, implying attempts of 
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contemporary intellectuals at reminding the local audience about colonial exploitation. 

On February 13, 1924, Đ̂ngăPhápăth iăbáo calculated that the Indians and Chinese 

brought back to their home country millions of piastre, which were exacted from 

Annameseăfleshăandăblood.ăTheăIndiansăandăChinese’ăs bloody exaction is more specific 

in the March 18, 1927 issue of  Đ̂ngăPhápăth iăbáo: Annamese are getting more and 

more deprived; whereas locals are bony, Chinese and Indians are fat; whereas labor 

belongs to the Annamese, profit-eating belongs to the Chinese and Indian migrants; 

whereas starvation belongs to the local, prosperity belongs to the Chinese and Indians 

migrants. The way of presenting the Indian as a bloodsucking entity is more explicit in 

the case of Indian tax collectors. On January 14, 1928, Đ̂ngăPhápăth iăbáo posted a story 

aboutăaă“x̃ătri,”ătax collector,ăgettingărichăbyăexploitingăpoorăpeople:ăTheăVĩnhăChâuă

district has a “xã tri” tax collector who collects taxes on time in January. However, he 

establishes a rule that people can pay tax in February or March, as long as they pay more. 

Anyone who doesănotăpayăthisăadditionalălateăfeeăwouldăbeăimprisoned.ăThisă“x̃ătri”ă

could exploit even more with their extortion tactics in land and boat taxes. When he is not 

a collector, he is very poor. Since he becomes “xã tri,” the extra income from late fees 

allows him to purchase a dozen houses and fields. He also takes part in financial 

cooperatives and sends his children to study abroad. The story demands: "Where does 

such big property come from? Are they from poor people's blood? Are they from tears 

and sweat of people?"   

Until the late 1920s, the image of Indians as bloodsucking beings – exploiters of 

local resources -- seems to be very common among Vietnamese intellectuals, who were 
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in favor of the idea of class struggle: in 1929, members of Đ̉ngăLaoăĐộng [Labor Party] 

confronted Rabindranath Tagore in his visit to Cochinchina: “Youăshouldăhaveăaălookăată

theăpeopleăwhoăcomeătoăthisălandătoăsuckăbloodă[ofăAnnamites]”ăandă“youăshouldăhaveă

shown gratitude to Annamite [labor], who offered you a great reception.”91 These sayings 

attacked Tagore's indifferent attitudes towards peasants and workers – he would only 

give a talk to the low-class people if they came to his luxurious hotel; otherwise, he 

denied going the dirty port theater. In another essay, posted in the May 23, 1929 Thầnă

Chung newspaper, the bloody image of an Indian tax collector appeared in a more direct 

anti-colonialăsentiment.ăăTheăessayăopensăwithătheăshortăsentence:ă“suchăaăbloodăsuckingă

kind”ăandăendsăinăaălamentation:ă“howămiserableăpeopleăfromăruralăareasămustăbe,ătheyă

areăsuckedăbyămanyăbloodăsuckers.”ăTheătargetăonătheăcolonialăregimeăisăpotentiallyă

concealed in the use of the abstract term "many blood suckers."  

All those descriptions likely echoed the widespread view about theă“vampiricănature”ă

of capitalists and particularly colonial capitalists who crossed national borders for 

economic exploitation in Western literature since the early eighteenth century as Aimé 

Césaire (1955) once described. Particularly, the image of vampire is common in writings 

of Marxist theoreticians such as Frederick Engels and Karl Marx; particularly Karl Marx 

compares that French bourgeoisie who exploits labor of peasants and workers is like 

vampires whose living depends on blood of other beings (Neocleous 669-684; Melton 

543; Robinson 107-108). Ho Chi Minh, in his Marxist analysis of French colonization, Le 

Procès de la colonisation française, published serially in France from 1921 to 1925, also 
                                                           
91“Ngoài cuộc tiếpărước thi si Tagore vửa rồi”ă[Anecdotesămarginalătoătheăceremonyătoăwelcomeă
Tagore].Đuốc Nhà Nam, July 2, 1929. This is my translation from Vietnamese to English. 
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describes that the French capitalists gain their wealth through blood and sweat of the 

colonized population. In this essay, he compares colonialism with a leech with two 

suctions: one sucks blood of workers in metropolis and the other sucks blood of workers 

in colonies (TrầnăV năPhòngă148). Copies of this pamphlet, as Charles B. McLane 

predicts, might have reached colonial Vietnam simultaneously, become an authoritative 

text of Vietnamese nationalists and stimulated pubic interest in Marxism (109). Although 

other bloodsucking creatures appeared previously – e.g. the image of lice in the reformist 

Phan Chau Trinh’s writings (Marr, Vietnamese Anticolonialism 169-170) -- in local 

scholar’săsubtle critiques on French colonization, the association of bloodsucking 

creatures with colonial capitalism is apparently the most obvious in Vietnamese writing 

since 1920s when Marxism is increasingly circulated. Given the fact that law for press 

freedom in Indochina did not come into effect until 1938 (DiệpăV năKỳ 3-4); it is 

understandable that no Vietnamese source that used the image of vampire to describe the 

French capitalists found; instead, the resentment towards French colonialism is planted in 

creations of the association of the Indians with bloodsucking entities.  The similarity 

between descriptions of bloodsucking works – exploitation of capital and land – of the 

Indians and those of French capitalists as circulated in contemporary Marxist writings 

published outside the colony must have evoked a public resentment towards the vampiric 

thirst of colonial capitalists, in which there must be French capitalists in Annam. 92 

                                                           
92 Image of bloodsucker is also associated with Jew (Andreas Musolff.  Metaphor, Nation, and the 

Holocaust: The Concept of the Body Politic. New York : Routledge, 2010). The novel Coco’săẢambit:ăAă
Novel (Authorhouse, 2016), by Peter T. Treatway, provides that Chettiars is a version of Jew, money men, 
who are hated by everyone.   
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Moreover, the presentation of bloodsucking Indians – constructed associations of the 

Indian migrants and colonial exploitation – must have derived from rising hatred for 

“foreigners/orămigrants” and from radical riots against the colonial regime around the 

time of the Great Depression (1929-1932) (Brocheux and Heessmeery 314-320; Duiker 

214-227). Vietnamese historiography gives the name "the period of a high level fight" 

(thờiăkìăcaoătràoătranhă u)ătoătheătimeăinăwhichăfarmers’ red Soviet upheaval in Nghệă

tĩnhăandăworkers’ăprotests exploded, as well as the time when the Indochina Communist 

Party was founded (TrầnăHuyăLiệuă40,ă56).ăUnderătheădominanceăofăLeninist-Marxist 

doctrine, Vietnamese intellectuals perceived increasing despair and beggar-hood of 

Vietnamese population as consequences of the worldwide capitalist economic system 

(Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial 347-352). The concurrent circulations and 

codifications of the Indians as bloodsucking entities -- – colonial capitalists --must have 

embodied the class struggle idea and anti-colonial sentiments: the emergence of images 

of greedily blood sucking Indians was primarily associated with growing pauperization in 

rural and urban areas supposedly caused by the colonial capital accumulation shift 

targetingăagricultureăfieldsă(TrầnăHuyăLiệuăvolumeă4ă10-17; Murray 123-125). These 

circulations and codifications must have also functioned as a strategy of mass 

mobilization of members of the Communist Indochina Party in the late 1920s and the 

early 1930s,ăoutăofăwhichă“ch ănghĩaăhiệnăthựcăphêăphán”ăemerged:ăhighlighting in 

public images of blood-sucking Indians, Vietnamese intellectuals must have aimed at 

“deepening” conflicts between partisans and workers on the one side and colonial 

capitalists on the other side in the sake of promoting interests of the workers and 
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peasants; that is a prolonged strategy of masses mobilization of Marxism-based 

Vietnamese nationalism (Brocheux and Hemery 318; Moise Edwin E.621-622). In detail, 

toă“winăoverătheămasses,”ăintellectuals of the Party highlighted class differentiation, in 

which that peasants and workers fell into bankruptcy was seen to have been caused by 

greedy wealthy landlords and capitalists. Emphasizing this economic inequality, the 

Party’săintellectualsăwouldăbeăableătoăincreaseătheămasses’ădiscontentăwithătheălandlordsă

andăcapitalistsăandăthusăwouldăbeăableătoăsharpenătheămasses’ăallianceăwithătheăParty.ăThisă

massesămobilizationăstrategyăwasăassertedăină“ThesesăofătheăParty’săDemocratică

Bourgeois Revolution,ăOctoberă1930”ăandăă“ResolutionăofătheăFirstăCongressăofătheă

Indochinese Communist Party 27-31ăMarchă1935,”ătheăearliestăkeyădocumentsăofătheă

Indochinese Communist Party (later Communist Party).93 In these documents, communist 

leaders emphasized a critical need of incorporating interests (e.g. landownership) of the 

massesăintoăgoalsăofăpotentialăMarxistănationalism,ăwhichăaimedăată“overthrowingă

imperialistsăandăfeudalistsăandăestablishingăaăSovietăgovernment”;  without supports from 

and without interests of the masses, a national revolution is impossible and meaningless 

(75 Years of the Communist 96). This belief led Vietnamese Marxist-Leninists to seek to 

create and value new statuses for the impoverished, to encourage them to resist social 

degradationăandătoăawakenăthemătoătheirăownă“materialăself-interest”ă(Marr,ăVietnamese 

Tradition on Trial 131). Contemporary Vietnamese Marxist-Leninists commonly 

                                                           
93 In 75ăYearsăofătheăCommunistăPartyăofăViệtăNamă(1930-2005), A Selection of Document from nine 

Party Congress  (Hanoi:ăThếăgiớiăPublishers,ă2005),ătheăessayăappearsăwithăaădifferentătranslationă“Politicală
ThesesăofătheăIndochineseăCommunistăParty”ă(pp.ă106).ăTrầnăPhúă(1904-1931),ătheăthesis’ăauthor,ăisătheă
first general secretary of the party. He composed the thesis in according to the Center Committee of the 
IndochineseăCommunistăParty’săorder.ă 
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believed that the more oppressed the Vietnamese majority was, the more they would 

support a coming national revolution, and eventually side with the Party (Marr, 

Vietnamese Tradition on Trials 352-359). In this context, Marxist-Leninists emphasized 

the excessive ownership of land and capital as politically sinful and presented those who 

were better off as national enemies (Marr, Vietnam State, War and Revolution 335-336, 

75 Years of the Communist 108-110). In the manner of characterizing capitalists as 

exclusivelyăexploitingăcharacters,ătheăParty’săintellectualsăperformedătheirăattachmentătoă

the sufferings and material dreams of peasants and workers, which ultimately helped to 

consolidate the Party (Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trials 386; Marr, Vietnam State, 

War and Revolution (1946-1946) 315; McHale 111). The visibilization of Indians as 

bloodsucking beings, embodiments of colonial capitalism, must have formed a way 

through which Vietnamese intellectuals upheld the national and class goal of a potential 

revolution.  

Theătermă“Indianăcapitalists”ăappearedăfirstăină“ThesesăofătheăParty’săDemocratică

BourgeoisăRevolution,ăOctoberă1930,”ătheăfirstăandătheămostăimportantădocumentăofătheă

Indochinese Communist Party. “Indianăcapitalists”ămentionedăhereădefinitely referred to 

Indiansăwhoăareătraditionallyăseenăasămoneylendersăinătheănameă“śt-ty”ăoră“chàăvà,”ă

those who accumulate financial ownership through charging high interest on loans, and 

thus, they, in mainstream Vietnamese historiography, belong to the groupăofă“tưăb̉năchoă

vay”ă(money-lending capitalists).94 Accordingly, in the minds of Vietnamese Marxists, 

                                                           
94 InstituteăofăLinguistics’săTừă iểnăTiếngăViệtă(Hanoi: Social Sciences Press and Center for 

DictionaryăStudies,ă2004)ădefinesătheătermă“tưăb̉n”ăasă“thoseăwhoăpossessăcapital,ăexploitălabors”ăandătheă
termă“tưăs̉n”ă(pp.ă1034)ăasă“thoseăwhoăbelongătoătheăclassăthatăoccupiedăessentialăproducingămaterials,ăliveă
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“Indianăcapitalists”ăform the foremost, implacable enemy of the masses, supposedly the 

backboneăofătheăParty’săstrength.ăAsăseenăinătheădocument,ăotherăgroupsăpresentedă

alongside the Indian capitalists include imperialists, other capitalists, landowners, and 

reformists.Presented in this way, the so-calledă“Indianăcapitalists”belongătoăfirmlyăanti-

revolutionary, anti-Party groups, and  are different from the petty bourgeoisies (traders, 

intellectuals, and national bourgeois) who the Party hoped would provide certain 

cooperation in theăfuture.ăPrecisely,ăinăcategorizingătheăIndianămigrantsăasă“Indiană

capitalists,”ătheăParty’săCentralăCommitteeămadeăăthisăpopulationăanăimmediateătargetăofă

the national revolution: the Indian capitalists, alongside Chinese capitalists and 

landowners, are seen to financially assist the French industrial capitalists, the supposed 

imperialists (75 Years of the Communist Party 112).  

Suchăwayăofăperceivingă“Indianăcapitalists”ăreflectsătheăfundamentalăproletariană

leadership of the Vietnamese revolution, which the document emphasizes in accordance 

withătheăcontemporaryăConmintern’săaffirmationăonă“communismăofăclassăstruggle”ă

                                                                                                                                                                             
andăenrichăbyăexploitingăhiredălabors”ă(pp.1035).ăTheătermă“tưăb̉n”ă(capitalist)ăisădefinedăasăthoseăwho 
own capitals (Từă iểnăTiếngăViệt.ăHanoi: Social Sciences Press and Center for Dictionary Studies, 2004). 
Đ iătựă iểnăTiếngăViệt (HàăNội:ăNhàăxu tăb̉năV năhóa)ăbyăNguyễnăNhưăụăshareăaăsimilarămeaningăăofătheă
termă“tưăb̉n”ă(capitalists)ăasăthoseăwhoă“possessăcapitalăandăexploitătheirăhireălaborers”ă(pp.1755). 

Suchădefinitionsăofătheătermă“nhàătưăb̉n”ăareăsimilarătoătheăcommonămeaningăofătheătermăśt-ty 
(Chetty) in Vietnamese dictionaries: they are Indians who run the business of money-lending with (very) 
high interest (KhaiăTríăTiếnăĐức.ăViệtăNamăTừăĐiển.ăSaigon:ăMặcăLâm,ă1931;ăLêăV năĐức.ăViệtănamătừă
iển.ăSaigon:ăKhaiăTrí,ă1970;ăThanhăNghị.ăTừăĐiểnăViệtăNam.ăSaigon:ăThờiăThế,ă1958.ăVũăCh t.ăTừă iểnă

ViệtăNam.ă(?);ăĐàoăV năTập.ăTừă iểnăViệtăNamăphổăthông.ăSaigon:ăNhàăsáchăVĩnhăb̉o,ă1951;ă Nguyễnă
Nhưăụ, Đạiătừă iểnăTiếngăViệt.ăHàăNội:ăNhàăxu tăb̉năV năhóa,ă1999;ăpp.ă1848).ăTheădefinitionsăaboută
chettiesăthatăemphasizesătheirăfinancialăownershipămakesăthemăfităinătheăperceptionăofănhàătưăb̉nă
(capitalist).  

Theăcommonădefinitionăofătheătermă“śt-ty”ăsimilarătoătheădefinitionăofă“tưăb̉năchoăvay”ăinăTừă iểnă
TiếngăViệt (ĐàăNẵng:ăĐàăNẵngăPress,ă2007,ăpp.ă1081)ăbyăHoàngăPhê.ăAccordingly,ă“tưăb̉năchoăvay”ătermă
refers to those who enrich themselves based on interests obtained through lending money. 
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(MarrăBrocheuxăandăHemeryă314;ăKimăKhánhăHuỳnhă131-133).95 In this historical 

context, literary representations of Indian capitalists and landlords form Vietnamese 

intellectuals’ăstrategyăofăacquiringămoreăsupportăfromăpeasantsăandăworkersă– the most 

populous force – for national causes (c.f. Rato 326). Accordingly, images of 

bloodsuckingăIndiansăoră“Indianăcapitalists”ăprevailedăinătheăpublic discourse in colonial 

Vietnam, particularly about the time of Depression. Moreover, material collapses across 

population groups supposedly causedăbyătheăDepressionăandătheăFrenchăgovernment’să

establishment of credit associations in agriculture facilitated the literary and journalistic 

presentations of Indian extortioners. In early 1930, facing bankruptcy, many Chettiars 

had to seize the property of their indebted farmers to pay off loans to the French 

agricultural banks and official credit organizations. This caused rising emotions running 

throughout farmers toward the chettiars.  Instead of resenting French capitalists, local 

farmers would raise to hate the chettiars, who were seen as the direct cause of their losses 

(Gunn 36-38).96Thus Vietnamese intellectuals, in constructing images of bloodsucking 

Indians,ă“Indianăcapitalists,”ădefinitelyăaimăatăexpressingătheirăsympathiesăforătheămasses. 

                                                           
95  Peasant revolts in the late 1920s and early 1930s in Vietnam and the Leninist scheme of "bourgeois 

revolution" drove the Indochinese Communist Party members' commitment to "class against class 
approach"ăsinceăOctoberă1930.ăMeanwhile,ăNguyễnăÁiăQuốc'săapproach advocated anti-colonialism 
revolution which would simultaneously be anti-feudal and anti-landlords, liberating "workers and peasants 
from the capitalist yoke" (75 Years of the CommunistParty101; Brocheux and Hémery 316-318;  
Duiker.222-227). 

96 Contemporary news revealed struggles that Indian money-lenders faced to running their business. 
One example is the case of Chà xã tri (Indian chetty) Candassamy left Saigon secretly because of 
bankruptcy in the 1920s and early 1931. July 17, 1931TrungăLập newspaper provided the news that 
Candassamy was a successful moneylender, for years, many Europeans had been deposited him their 
money for money interests, which were usually higher than the government bank. The economic crisis 
around the time of 1930 made Indochina currency's value fall; creditors of Candassamy were unable to 
return their debts. Candassamy fell into bankruptcy. The European depositors pushed him to pay their 
money back; even some of them threatened Candassamy with a gun. Candassamy had to escape from 
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Resulting presentations of Indians since 1930 onwards are allegories of destructible 

aspects of capital accumulation tactics. In the short period of its existence, ThầnăChung 

focused on analyzing profit-making tactics by criticizing the image of Indian magicians. 

In mid-1931, TrungăLập postedăaăserializedăessay,ătitledă“Nênăbiếtăquaăthuậtădốiă ờiăc aă

bọnăFakir”ă([Theăpublic]ăshouldăknowăgangsăFakir’săcheatingătechniques),ăexcoriatingătheă

so-called cheating methods of the Indians, who earned their living through magic 

performances. The July 1 and July 2, 1931 essays criticized the public for fearing the 

Indians’ămagicalăgamesăwithăaăjustificationăthatătheăgamesăareăjustădirty mean tricks by 

the Indians. The essays listed magic games of the Indians: they can dance with a bamboo 

rod, but after being covered by a scarf, the bamboo turns into a mango rod; they can stand 

on their heads; flowers could grow on their feet. The newspaper also illustrates the 

narratives with images of Indians standing in the middle of numerous snakes or standing 

byăaăbambooătree.ăTheăessay’sănarratorăassertedăthatătheseămagicăgamesăwereă“artfulă

tricks”ăofătheăIndians;ăheăwasădetermined,ăină“comingăvolumes”ăofătheăjournal,ătoă“bringă

intoălight” deceptions of the Indians so that audience "after reading this essay, would not 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Saigon, hiding in his friend house. This story also appeared on August 6, 1931 Ph ănữătânăv nă which 
added some other details. Actually, as narrated in the newspaper, Candassamy hid from creditors in his 
friend house. Getting to know that the creditors submitted a petition to bring him to court, he sent out a 
message that he did not intend not to pay back money; he was just trying to avoid the gun user. If creditors 
let him in peace, he would go out and try his best to return money to them. With the depositors' agreement, 
the court cleared the order of confiscating Candassamy's property and for Candassamy to gradually pay 
back the money. Saigon Opinion, as re-told on the July 29, 1931 Singapore Free Press and Mercantile 
Advertiser (1884-1942), gave prominence to the failure of the Hindu banker Candassamy. The bankruptcy 
caused the most terrors to European officials, circles, and functionalist. One functionalist, depositing 1000 
piastres to Candassamy, threatened him with a revolver. In the Singaporean newspaper's retold story, 
Candassamy drank rum and attempted to shoot himself. However, he did not know how to load the 
revolver. At this time, his friend from Phnom Penh came in and took him to that town, from there, he 
would slip through to Siam 
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be cheated." The narrator presents his abhorrence for the Indians in a strong commitment 

to busting the Indians' so-called cheating ways of earning money:  

Breaking rice cookers of a couple of cheaters to save the wallets of credulous 
people indicates our responsibility in protecting the common benefit of our 
society. We swear that whenever we have the chance [to break their rice cookers] 
we will never miss it.97 

The essay ends with the promise that the author will forever take any opportunities to 

stop Indians from taking money from his compatriots. Similarly, two months earlier, the 

April 9, 1931 volume announced that with efforts of staffers from L căTỉnhăTânăV n and 

TrungăLập,ătheăSaigonăgovernmentăbannedătheăgameă“th̉yăvòngăl yărượu”ă(throwingă

circles to take wine) through which the Indians succeeded in exploiting much money of 

locals.ăInăvolumeă5622,ătheănewspaperăpublishedăsimilarănewsăaboutătheăSaigonăcourt’să

sentence to fine andăstripăallăcitizenărightsăfromătheăfourăIndiansăwhoăillegallyă“‘eat’ă( nă

xới)ămoneyăofăSaigonăcity.”ăTheănewspaperăalsoăconcentrated on news and stories that 

portrayătheăIndiansăasă“inhuman.”ăItăcirculatedănewsăsuchăasă“Chuyệnăchàăvàă năthịtăconă

nítă ̃ăraătrướcăvànhămóngăngựa” [Chà và Eating Kids Brought in Trial, June 3, 1931], 

“V ăChàăvàăgiếtănhau”ă[Chàăvàăkillăeachăother,ăJulyă24,ă1931?],ăandă“Chàăvàă ánhăvợ”ă

(Chà và heat wife, August 4, 1931). Delivering “news”ăaboutăIndiansăisăaăwayăthată

Annamese journalists must have taken to demonstrate their national responsibility to 
                                                           

97TrungălậpăJulyă1,ă1931.ăTheăauthorăexplicitlyăexpressedăthatăheăwantedătoăfollowătheăFrenchăwriter,ă
namedăPaulăHeuze,ătoădestroyătheăIndians’ăactăofăcheatingăhisăAnnameseăcompatriots.ăAccordingătoătheă
essay,ăină1926,ăinăParis,ătheăLesắditionsădeăFranceăpublished the controversial booklet Fakirs, fumistes & 
cieă[Fakirsăareăknavishăpeople]ăbyătheăwriterăPaulăHeuźărevealingă"roguish"ăskillsăthatăKalfayan,ăaăFakiră
performer of magic, used to "foul" audiences in Paris theaters. This booklet caused Kalfayan to lose hisă
meansăofăexistence,ăasănoătheatersăinăParisăwantedătoăhireăhim.ăAlthoughăthereăwasăaăcourtăheld,ăKalfayană
failedătoăfindăPaulăHeuźăandătheăpublishingăhouseăguiltyăandătoăcompensateăhimă500ă000ăfrancs.ăTheă
essay's author encouraged that the booklet, which recapitulated all business strategies of Indian migrants 
and interpreted them as tricky ruses, seems to have played the role of a guideline book that could be used to 
understand every Indian migrant everywhere   
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eliminate so-called cheating bloodsucking Indians. This responsibility is critical, as 

stated, to save money for innocent compatriots and to protect the fame of Saigon as the 

most civilized city of an imagined Vietnamese nation. These analyses allegorically aimed 

atăattackingăFrenchăadministrators’ăincreasingăpromotionăofăromantic,ăsemi-erotic, 

superstitious publications and events. According to the historianăTrầnăHuyăLiệuă(1901-

1969), the French government supported publications about physiognomy, astrology, 

fortune telling and hypnosis and promoted entertainment activities in public. But a deeper 

motivation of journalist presentation ofăIndians’ămagicăskills was to nourish in public 

minds an awareness of bloodsucking colonial capitalism and resulting dispossession of 

groups of population in urban and rural areas. In this historical context, presentations of 

the magic Indians as exploitative foreigners –bloodsucking Indians -- must have aimed at 

glamorizingăpopulations’ăbitternessăandăangerăthatămightăprovoke more resistance against 

theăcolonialăregimeă(TrầnăHuyăLiệu, Volume 6 30-31). And this choice of depicting the 

Indian magicians for the anticolonial theme was actually in response to the French 

regime’săpoliciesăof tightening its control of intellectual activities more intensively since 

theă1930să(TrầnăHuyăLiệuăVolumeă6,ă30).ăă 

It is observable that literary imaginations of Indians in Vietnamese writings in the 

earlyă1930săonwardsăareăgettingăcloserătoătheăthemeăofă“classăstruggles”ăinăMarxist-

Leninist ideology.98 This also means that images of Indians tend to be more antagonistic; 

Indians are primarily presented as causes of a rise in the pauperization of the Annamese 

                                                           
98 Exchanges of newspaper between Hanoi and Saigon in the 1920s were described in details in the 

first volume of the long historical fiction Tu n,ăChàngătraiănướcăViệt,ăch́ngătíchăth iă ịaătừă1900ă ếnă1970ă
(Saigon:ăPublishedăbyătheăauthor,ăă1970)ăbyăNguyễnăVỹă(1912-1971). 
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population.ăTheăprominentăauthorăNguyễnăCôngăHoană(1903-1977) is the most open and 

frank aboutăhowătheăParty’să“classăstruggle”ăideologiesăinfluencedăhisăvisibilizationăofă

sét-ty in northern Vietnam. In the memoir Đ iăviếtăv năc aăt̂i (1971),99 NguyễnăCôngă

Hoanădisclosesăwhatăheăcallsăhisăpoliticallyăinappropriateăobsessionăwithă“śt-ty”ăinăhisă

celebrated novel Bướcă ư ngăcùng, published in 1938. Hoan admits that he had the 

intention to emphasize the landlord’s labor exploitation -- whichăheăseesăasătheă“rootăofă

feudalism”ă-- soăthatătheăpublicăwouldăbecomeămoreăawareăofătheiră“socialădegradation.”ă

This shared awareness would then unite his local public as a solid group able to get rid of 

feudalism. His initial intention derived from his will to repay his gratitude towards his 

communist brothers, who had brought him to the light of Marxist-Leninism. This also 

means that Hoan planned to depict the landlord in accordance with the contemporary 

“communist principles of classăstruggle.”ăHowever,ăHoanăconcedesăthat,ăalthoughăheă

intended to attack landlords, his novel ends up with a particularly extortionistic 

moneylenderăasăaăprominentăcharacter,ăwhomăheăcallsă“śt-ty,”ăandăwhoăis a major cause 

of the pauperization of peasants. As Hoan acknowledges, instead of attacking the policy 

ofă“landătax”ă( ịaătô)ăofătheăfeudalăregime,ăheăblamesătheăpeasants’ălossesăonămoney-

lendingăwithătheăchettiarsăasămainăculprits.ăHeăsays,ă“dueătoămyăshallowăunderstandingăofă

feudalism, in Bướcă ư ngăcùng, I did not properly beat the heads of the gang of 

landlords, but recklessly struck sét-ty”ă(NguyễnăCôngăHoan,ăĐ iăviếtăv năc aăt̂i 219). 

Hoan’săadmissionăreflectsăhisăattemptsătoăfollowătheăParty’să1930săproclamation,ăwhichă
                                                           

99 The author drafted this memoir in 1957, completed it in 1969 and published in 1971 by Literature 
Pressă(Nhàăxu tăb̉năv năhọc).ăRead:ăVươngăTríăNhàn.ă“NguyễnăCôngăHoanăvàăăcuốnăhồiăkỦă‘Đờiăviếtăv nă
c aătôi’.”ăVươngăTríăNhàn.http://vuongtrinhan.blogspot.com/2014/03/nguyen-cong-hoan-va-cuon-hoi-ky-
oi-viet.html 
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depictedăIndiansăasă“capitalists,”ăaăclassătargetăofătheănationalăRevolution.ăAsăevidence, 

Bướcă ư ngăcùng presents the haunting presence of Indian chettiars in the northern 

Vietnamese public. His reader will be unable to find an Indian character or name in the 

novel, but the Indian figure appears in an anonymous character with darker skin, an 

abnormally tall figure and an abnormally stony, strange face. This character appears at 

theădebtor’săhouseăinăaăthreateninglyăquietămanner,ăaskingăforătheădebtătoăbeărepaid.100 

Although this figure is not named as Indian, he appears in the novel in details that depict 

the Indian way of accumulating capital through lending money. Strikingly, this strategy 

was depicted by the authors of NCMD, as previously discussed.101 The village official 

characterăinăHoan’sănovelăobtainsăallătheălandăofătheăvillagersăwith the trick of offering to 

lend them money. Whenever farmers need money, the official easily and generously 

gives them money with a high-interest rate. This strategic generosity makes villagers 

graduallyădependantătoătheăofficial’sămoney.ăAsădescribedăin the novel, the official 

suddenlyăforeclosesăallătheălandăofătheăvillagers,ăresultingăinătheiră“dead-endăsituation.”ă

Theăofficial’sătrickyătrustăisăcompletelyăsimilarătoătheătacticăthatătheăIndianămoneylendersă

in Cochinchina utilized to bring villagers to bankruptcy, as analyzed by the journalist Lê 

HoằngăMưuăin the piece “RedăAppleăDivil” published in NCMD.  Nevertheless, Lê 

                                                           
100Again, the quiet, threatening and durable Indian sét-tyăwhichăappearsăinănovelsăbyăHồăBiểuă

Chánh’andăMargueriteăDuras.  

101 The term "sét-ty" has become a general noun referring to anyone who runs the business of money-
lending.ăInăhisăwritingăaboutăTúăXương,ătheăresearcherăinăSino-ChineseăTrầnăKhêăquotesăXương'săpoemă
"Đầuăn măbắtă ượcă ồngătiền"ă(pickingăupădroppedămoneyăinăthe lunar New Year). The poem has the detail 
thatăXương,ăfortunately,ăpickedămoneyădroppedăbyăsomeăunknownăandăheăwantedătoăspendătheămoneyătoă
payătheădebtătoătakeăbackăhisăforeclosedăhouse.ăTrầnăKhêăreadsăinăthisădetailătheăfactăthatăXương'săhouseă
was confiscated by "sét-tyăHaiăAn."ăItăisănotăclearăHaiăAnăwasăaăVietnameseăorăanăIndian.ă(ReadăTrầnă
Khê.NghînăćuăvàăTranhăluậnă(1965-1995).ăHàăNội:ăNhàăxua ̂ tăb̉năKhoaăhọcăx̃ăhội,ă1996). 
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HoằngăMưu,ălikeăotherăCochinchineseăauthors,ăsomehowăencouragesătheăAnnameseă

people to learn the Indian way of accumulating capital, whereas Hoan and other northern 

writersăemphasizeăpeasants’ăawarenessăofătheăexploitativeănatureăofăanyătypeăofă

capitalists, including Indian capitalists.102 

The cross-area circulation of news and discussions about communism allows a 

comparison between southern and northern authors in writings about Indian 

moneylenders.ăNguyễnăCôngăHoan andăHồăBiểuăChánhă(1884-1858) could be 

comparable, given that they are the most famous for writings about economic collapses in 

both urban and rural settings. The two authors engaged in contemporary nationhood 

formations through attempts at proletarianizing their own minds in relation to rural 

problemsăsuchăasăloansăandălandăconcessions.ăHồăBiểuăChánh was the most prominent 

author who implies anticolonialist sentiments in constructions of hateful images of Indian 

moneylenders:ăimagesăofăIndiansăinăHồăBiểuăChánhăareăcolonialăcapitalists.ăHồăBiểuă

Chánh  used alternative terms to refer to Indian moneylendersăsuchăasăă“x̃ătri”,ă“śt-ty”ă

oră“chàăvà”ăinămanyănovelsăsuchăasăTiềnăb c,ăb cătiềnă(1925), Khócăthầmă(1929), Con 

nhà giàu (1931), Mộtă iătàiăsắc (1935), ătheoăth iă(1935) and Ngư iăvợăhiềnă(?). The 

use of these terms apparently aimed at reminding audiencesăofătheăIndianămigrants’ă

foreignăstatusăandăexploitativeănature;ăHồăBiểuăChánh’săemphasesăonătheăcolonială

capitalistăstatusăofăIndianămigrantsăareămoreăobviousăinăhisănarrators’ăcomparisonă

between locals and Indian moneylenders. In the novel Khócăthầm, for example, the main 

                                                           
102 SuchăasăVũăBằngă(1913-1984) in his journalist writings published in TrungăBắcăch ăNhật (Hanoi) 

ină1940,ăVũăTrọngăPh ngă(1912-1939) in Quý Phái (1937).  
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character,ă“thầy hộiă ồng”ă(committee),ăaălocal moneylender and land leasing agent, 

claims thată“x̃ătri”ă(chettiars)ădoănotăsympathizeăwithăpoorăpersons,ătheyădoănotăputăanyă

consideration on family and national origin, they are cold-blooded. This claim is to 

respondătoăVĩnhăThái,ătheăsonăwho justifies his high interest in land leasing and money 

loans. In the novel ătheoăth i,ăanother example, although using the term “Chà và,” the 

seemingly familiar name in Southern Vietnam, the narrator still reminds the audience 

about the colonial status of Indian moneylenders by providing their foreign names: 

AnnouchettyăvàăIbrahamachetty.ăWhatămattersăisăthatăinăHồăBiểuăChánh’sănovels,ătheă

exploiting practices of chettiars are restricted to village officials,ăinsteadăofăfarmers.ăHồă

BiểuăChánhăisămoreăconcernedăaboutătheăpauperizationăofătheăhigherăclassesă(e.g.ă

landlords, district heads, subsistence farmers, teachers, and village scholars) in the 

countryside.ăHồăBiểuăChánh,ăsimilarătoăpreviousăsouthern authors, also conveyed his anti-

colonialism through portraying intellectuals as hostages of Western capital accumulation 

thatăisăembodiedăinătheăimageăofăIndianămoneylenders.ăWhereas,ăNguyễnăCông Hoan, in 

literary ways, grouped Indian moneylenders in a class identified as the foremost enemy of 

the communist revolution: Indian moneylender is a class of people similar to that of 

feudalălandlords.ăTherefore,ăimagesăofăIndiansăinăNguyễnăCôngăHoan’săwritingsăandăină

mainstream Vietnamese writing at large are covered by names and categories of 

feudalism and colonialist subjects. 

 Totally, in the 1930s, intellectuals of Annamese areas concurrently portrayed 

threatening prosperous images of Indians: money-lenders cornered most of the farmland 

and houses; they did business in cities and ports; they occupied large-scale trades and 
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also penetrated their exploitation into remote rural areas; they were mediators between 

naïve rural population and clever urban traders, particularly in rice trading in 

Cochinchina. They had boats to convey rice; they had places to store rice; they had 

companies to pound rice; they had business branches everywhere to directly do business 

with landlords and farmers. It is a common economic method the Indians (and Chinese) 

practiced all over Cochinchina,ăasăPhạmăCaoăDươngădescribesă:ătheyăparticipatedăinălocală

lives to create credibility, offering credit, advancing money to buy rice with low price and 

uniting to each other to keep hold on decided price (170). Emphasizing frightening 

growth of the Indian characters, Vietnamese intellectuals must have cautioned the public 

against growing colonial capitalism in contemporary Vietnam. 

Notably,ătheăambiguousăethnicityăofătheă“śt-ty”ăcharacterăinăBướcă ư ngăcùng 

suggests the growing use of the Indian way of accruing capital in colonial Vietnam. In 

depictingătheăIndians’ătacticăinăthisăway,ăVietnameseăwritersăaimedăatăintensifyingătheă

antagonism between proletarians and capitalists. This would result in a shared will of 

uniting with the Party among the Vietnamese proletarians, becoming dedicated to the 

revolutionary victory and advocating for the formation of a socialist society. In the early 

twentieth century, the wordă“śt-ty”ăinănorthernăwriting referred to the business of 

making profits through money lending. Vietnamese money-lendersăwereăcalledă“śt-ty da 

vàng”ă(yellowăśt-ty) in an antagonistic discursive style that is similar to the way of 

addressing Indian money-lenders as black sét-ty (or sét-ty).103 Vietnamese writers were 

                                                           
103 LếăV năĐứcăusesătermă““śtăty”ădaăvàng”ăhisădictionaryăViệtănamătừă iển. Saigon: Khai Trí, 1970; 

ppă1289.ăOtherănorthernăwriters,ăincludingăHoàngăĐạoă(1907-1948), a core member of Literary Group of 
Self-Reliance)ăandăNguyễnăMạnhăBổngăusedătheătermă“śtăty”ătoăreferătoăVietnameseămoney-lenders.  For 
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anxious about the economic collapse of the Vietnamese population as a consequence of 

theăincreasingăIndianăeconomicăpracticeăofăoccupyingăandăaccumulatingăland.ă“Vay tây 

en”ă(borrowingămoneyăfromăblackăwesterners)ămustăhaveăbecomeăaăhauntingătermă

among Vietnamese low-incomeăclassesăbeforeătheăRevolution;ă“vayătâyă en”ăconnotesă

the inescapable pauperization of native peasants, workers, intellectuals and other low 

classes.104 Inătheăcollectionăofăstoriesătitledă“Thanhăniênătr yălạc”ă(DepravedăYouth)ă

published in 1937 in Íchăảữu newspaper,ătheănarrator,ăNguyễnăĐìnhăLạpă(1913-1952), 

provokesăinăhisăaudience’sămindătheădangerăofătheăactăofă“vayătâyă en.”ăTheănarratoră“I”ă

is a close friend of the main character, a city intellectual, who falls into debt because of 

his gambling addiction. This intellectual decides to borrow moneyăfromă“tâyă en”ătoă

continue gambling toăregainăhisălostămoney.ăAsăsoonăasăthisăcharacterăshares,ă“you know, 

thisămorning,ăIăwentătoăborrowămoneyăfromătâyă en,”ătheănarratorăimmediatelyărespondsă

withăterror,ă“Vayătâyă en?”ăAdditionally,ăwhenătheăcharacterăadmits:ă“yes,ăheăpromisedătoă

lendămeăthreeăhundredă ồngăinătwoădays,”ătheănarratorăsuggests: 

You should not. You are not unfamiliar with this kind of sét-ty. It squeezes 
your anatomy and your neck [which means sét-ty take extremely high interest]. 
And, if you borrow, how will you repay them?  

                                                                                                                                                                             
example,ăHoàngăĐạo,ăină28-08-1938 Ngày nay newspaper,ăwroteă“Lạiămộtătênăx́tătyădaăvàngănữaăbịătùătội.ă
ĐóălàăLêăV năHuyếnălàmănghềăchoăvayănặngăl̃iăởăTháiăBình.”ă(Oneămoreăyellowăchettyăwasăimprisoned.ă
ThatăisăLêăV năHuyến,ăwhoăworkedăáăaăheavyămoney-lender in Thái Bình province). In 6 1919 Nam Phong 
T păchí (volumeă24),ăHoàngăĐạoăalsoăaddressedăchettyăasăaăbusiness:ă“Àăthôi!ăCóănghềănàyăchóngăgiầuămàă
nhàn:ănghềă“śt-ty”.ă(Ohăno!ăThereăisăaăjobăthatăcanăbeărichăquickly,ăthatăisă“śt-tyăjob”).ăNguyễnăMạnhă
Bổngă(inătheăpennameăNguyễnăSongăKim),ăalsoăwroteăinăNamăPhongătạpăchíă(volumeă16,ăissuedăin10.1918)ă
thatăM yăbọnănhàădầuănghệăśt-ty/Boăboăgiữăc aăcóălàmăchi?ă(Richăgangstersăwhoăholdătheăbusinessăofăśt-
ty; what is the meaning of just keeping on hold of their properties?) (Also read in 
http://tunguyenhoc.blogspot.com/2014/05/nghe-xet-ty-la-nghe-gi.html ) 

104 ThisăphraseăappearedăagainăinăNguyễnăCôngăHoan’sămemoirăăNhớăvàăghiăvềăảàăNội (1970). See 
Chapter 3 
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The conversation echoes a common fear about the certainty of losses when borrowing 

money from chetties. This journalistic writing concludes with the image of a homeless, 

collapsed intellectual.105 

“Vampire”ăis one of the most popular metaphors that highlight the so-called 

exploitative nature of the Indian sét-ty, and as previously discussed, this metaphor is 

indicative of Marxism-based anti-colonialism implied in Vietnamese presentations of 

bloodsucking Indians. VũăBằngă(1913-1984) associated the image of vampire, a type of 

blood sucking creature with sét-ty in his journalist series about contemporary matters of 

Hanoi serially published in the newspaper TrungăBắcăCh ăNhật. The October 20, 1940 

piece opens with fullămetaphorsărelatedătoăsocialăexploitation;ăforăexample,ă“usingăfleshă

toăeatăpeople”ă(l yăthịtăxơiăngười)ărefersătoăthoseăwhoăuseătheirăphysicalăpresenceăwithătheă

aim of obtaining ruling power over others. Particularly, the metaphor that people need 

blood not only for physical survival but also for wealth pointsătoăpeople’săfinancialălossesă

without which sét-ty cannot enrich themselves. In other words, without exploiting people, 

sét-ty cannot be rich. To impress the high level of exploitation by sét-ty,ăVũăBằngăevenă

utilizesătheădirectămeaningăofătheătermă“blood”ăasăaămaterialăfoodăofătheămoneylenders.ă

Heăsays,ă“ită[animalăblood]ăisănotăasănutritiousăasăhuman’săbloodăis,ătheăvampireăonlyă

sucks human blood; even sét-ty suck bloods of debtors to be seen as roundăandăfat.”ăTheă

assumption that the sét-ty sucks the real blood of their victims emphasizes the rude, 

greedy exploitation of the Indian capitalists in relation to their labors (borrowers). This 

                                                           
105NguyễnăĐìnhăLạp.ă“Thanhăniênătr yălạc.”V năhọcăViệtăNamăthếăkỉăXX.T păv năvàăcácăthểăkýăViệtă

Nam 190-1945.ăEd.ăTrịnhăBáăĐĩnh.ăHàăNội:ăNhàăxu tăb̉năV năhọc,ă2007;ăpp.ă99-184. 
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understanding is exactly in accordant with the Vietnamese Marxist Leninist definition of 

“capitalists” as those who maximize their financial interests through the exploitation of 

proletarians and peasants.106 

VũăBằng’s,ăNguyễnăĐìnhăLạp’s,ăandăNguyễnăCôngăHoan’săportraitsăofătheă

Vietnamese population going bankrupt in concomitant relation to sét-ty making profit 

was actually the common situation of farmers and urban low- income residents under 

French colonialism, according to French accounts.107 AccordingătoătheăhistorianăPhạmă

CaoăDươngă(1966),ăcorneringălandăthroughămoney-lendingăwasă“theămostădangerousă

dilemma”ăthatăcausedătheădegradationăofăfarmersăduringăFrenchăcolonialism.ăInătheăfaceă

of increasing land losses to foreign and native landowners, farmers could not but borrow 

money with high interest rates from rich Indian and Chinese businessmen, which 

increasedăpopularăgamblingădebtăandăincreasedătaxes.ăDươngăpointsăoutătwoăwaysă

through which farmers borrowing money would definitely fall into bankruptcy: first is 

throughătheălenders’ărequestsăforăhighăinterestăandătheăotherăisăthroughălandăandăhouseă

mortgages. As for the first one, the Indian sét-ty usually made a contract for an amount of 

loan money that included the original desired amount for the loan and the portion of 

interest, this practice was constructed to hide the high interest from authorities. This way 

                                                           
106 Ină1960,ăaăSựăthậtăPressăinăHanoiăpublishedătheăVietnameseăversionăĐ̂ngăNamăÁăsauăchiếnătranhă

thếăgiớiăth́ă2ă(Southeast Asian post World War II)by the Russian scholar Galina Andreevna Martysheva. 
Thisăbookădepictsă“śt-ty”ăasăgiantăcapitalistsăwhoăoccupiedăallălandăinăruralăareasăofăMyanmar;ăśt-ty 
companies also invested to make interests in Myanmar. This publication apparently conformed to 
contemporary socialist nation-building of North Vietnam in which factors of capitalism were seen to be 
needed eliminating.  

107  SeeăinăPhạmăCaoăDương,ăThựcătr ngăc aăgiớiăn̂ngădânăViệtăNamădướiăth iăPhápăthuộc (Saigon: 
Nhà sách Khai Trí, 1967; pp. 83-99. 
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ofămakingăaăprofităwasăstillămoreăflexibleăthanămortgages,ăwhich,ăDươngăasserts,ăwereătheă

mostăeffectiveăatăcausingăfarmers’ăfinancial disaster. In this way, farmers usually had to 

agree to sacrifice their land ownership to sét-ty; or, they would just transfer their 

documents of land ownership to sét-ty, then keep cultivating on the deposited land and 

pay sét-ty taxes for land using and interest for the loan amounts. In general, the Indian 

wayăofămakingămoney,ăasăDươngăasserts,ăwasă“aăformăofăexploitation,ăaăformăofămakingă

wealthăonătheăbonesăandăbloodăofătheăpoorăpopulation”ă(PhạmăCaoăDươngăă90).ăăInăshort,ă

Indian migrants are made visible in the way that they are similar to colonial capitalists, 

theăenemyăofănationalăandăclassărevolution.ăToărepeat,ă“classăstruggles”ăisăaămeansătoă

realizeătheă“nationalăstruggles,”ăwhichămeansătheănationalăindependenceăfromăforeignă

influence as Brocheux and Hemery suggests. Expressing concerns about fulfilling 

interestsăofă“tillers”ă(throughăattacksăagainstăfeudalălandlordsăandămodernăcapitalist)ăhasă

constituted a method of the Party in its masses mobilization for struggles for the ultimate, 

overriding national sovereignty. The formation of greedy bloodsucking “chà và,” “śtăty”ă

or “tâyă en” characters – metaphors of colonial capitalists and feudal landlords – 

conforms toăbothănationalăandăclassătasksăofătheăParty’săideologyăaroundătheă1930s.ăTheă

Vietnamese audience, experiencing the image of Indian exploiters, would stick together 

in a solid community that is dissociated from the national enemies and associated with 

theăPartyăinătheă“materialădream”ăthatăcouldăbeăfulfilledăafterătheănationalărevolutionaryă

victory.108Visibilized as subjects of class conflicts and of anticolonial projects, the actual 

Indians are not visible and audible in Vietnamese writing; and such form of 
                                                           

108 David Marr, in his latest book Vietnam: State, War and Revolution (1945-1946), critically 
examinesătheăParty’săofficialsă‘attemptsătoăfulfilăitsăpromiseătoătheămassesă(pp.ă315-382).  
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invisibilization also signals the disappearance of the Indian migrants in future 

historiography and society in Vietnam, regardless of political regimes, that will be further 

examined in following chapters.  

The chapter has just examined journalistic and literary constructions of greedy 

bloodsucking “Chà và,” “śtăty,”ăorăTâyă enă– metaphors of colonial capitalists and 

landlords. On the one hand, those discursive constructions contribute to institutionalizing 

the French colonialism in the sense that they conform to and benefit to colonial 

administrators’ăattempts,ăasădiscussedăinăChapteră1,ăto marginalize the non-French 

associated-Indian population for solidification of imperial power, settlements of territory 

and exploitation of resources. Anti-colonial constructions of bloodsucking Indians 

conform to and imitate colonialist formation of unwelcome migrants. Theoretically, the 

conformity and imitation must have stemmed from the intertextuality of discourses, either 

colonialist or anti-colonialist, within the “interconnectedăinter-textualămilieu”ăofăGreată

France (c.f Boehme, Colonial and Postcolonial Literature 53). On the other hand, the 

discursive formation of greedy bloodsucking Indian images is also the product of 

dialectic relations between colonialism and anti-colonialism (through literature) as 

Elleke Boehme suggests (Colonial and Postcolonial Literature 1-10).  Presentations of 

Indians as bloodsucking beings aimed at developing and promoting targets (feudalism 

and French colonialism and capitalism) of national and class Vietnamese revolutions. 

Also, and this is historical: using and conforming to colonialist stereotypes to form 

bloodsucking “chà và,” “tâyă en,” and sét-ty metaphors are strategies of nation-makers in 

making and highlighting imagined and material enemies – feudalists and colonial 
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capitalist – of the national revolution in the faceăofă“contentiousătraditionăofăcensorshipă

andăaăshorterăhistoryăofăpressăfreedom”ăofătheăcolonialăgovernmentă(DiệpăV năKỳ 3-4; 

McHale 46). Appearing primarily as the metaphor of the enemy of the Vietnamese 

national revolution, the Indians are invisible in colonial Vietnamese writing in the first 

place: images of this population are exclusive subjects of national projects of Vietnam 

intellectuals. Moreover, this imagined existence also, as will be examined in following 

chapters, is a prelude to a further invisibility of this population in postcolonial writing, a 

writing that is supposed to reflect and shape a Vietnamese national figure absent of 

colonialism and capital exploitation.   
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Chapter 3 

 
Continuing Class and National Struggles:  Bloodsucking Sét-ty and “Chà gác dan” 

Metaphors in Writing of South Vietnam 

This chapter examines the continuity of the colonial metaphor of bloodsucking 

Indian and the emergence of the metaphor of the Indian guardian in Vietnamese writing 

published in South Vietnam. Historicizing these literary figures in the Republic 

government’sănationalăprojectsăwillăprovideămoreăevidenceăforăhowătheăactualăIndiansăareă

made invisible, regardless of the Indian moneylender and guardian characters. The Indian 

figures are presented as imagined enemies and embodiments of the ongoing class and 

national struggle in South Vietnam confronted with theăUnitedăStates’ăneo-colonialism.  

1.Bloodsucking Chetties (sét-ty): Continuing “Class Struggles”  

Southern intellectualsăcontinueăusingăgreedyă“chàăvà”ăandă“śtăty”ămetaphorsătoă

highlight imagined targets of the incomplete democratic revolution in South Vietnam. 

Independence was achieved, but class conflicts remained in South Vietnam: by 1961, 75 

percent of the land in the South belonged to 15 percent of the population; farmland and 

the aid from the United States fell into hands of catholic bishops and military (Head 290; 

Jacob, Cold World Mandarin 2; Sanders 113; Scigliano 120-124) (Box 1). Contributors 

of the contemporary influential journal Hành Trình (1964-1966) asserted that South 

Vietnamăretainedăfeudalăandăcolonialăsocialăstructuresă(NguyễnăV năTrung,ă“Lờiănóiă ầu”ă

2),ăandăaă“revolutionăforăimpoverishedăpeople”ăwasătheălastăsolutionăforătheăSouthăinătheă

face of more poor southerners siding with the communist government (Lý Chánh Trung 
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18-24).109 SouthăVietnam’săfailureătoăcompleteătheădemocraticărevolutionăformsătheă

historical condition in which the bloodsucking Indian metaphor re-appeared in the 

writingsăofăprolificănovelistsăVươngăHồngăSểnă(1902-1996), Thanh Nam (1931-1981), 

An Khê (1923-1994) and Xuân Phát (1932-2014). Indian landlord and moneylender 

characters are made visible to provoke public resentment about the Republic government 

being out of touch with the lower classes, particularly peasants and workers. For 

example, the hateful but rich sét- ty in Choămượnăcuộcă i (1965) allegorically addresses 

NgôăĐìnhăDiệm’sădelayed,ăunaffectedărealizationăofăeconomicăreformăandăincomeătaxes.ăă

ThanhăNam,ătheănovel’săauthor,ăisăoneăofăfifteenămodernăVietnameseăwritersădiscussedăină

Chânădungămư iăl mănhàăv n,ănhàăthơăViệtăNam [Portraits of Fifteen Vietnamese Writers 

andăPoets]ă(Westminster:ăV năKhoaă1985)ăbyăMaiăTh̉oă(1927-1998), a famous essayist 

in South Vietnam. In V năhọcămiềnăNamă[Southern Vietnamese Literature] (Westminster: 

V năNghệ,ă1999),ătheămost authoritative, comprehensive anthology of authors from South 

Vietnam,ătheăexiledăauthorăVõăPhiếnă(1925-2015) recounts that Thanh Nam was widely 

known in the South; his books were reprinted many times. In Choămượnăcuộiă i, a sét-ty 

character causes the economic collapse of generations of Vietnamese; in the historical 
                                                           

109Hành trình isăheadedăbyăNguyễnăV năTrungăandăLỦăChánhăTrung,ătwoăCatholicăintellectualsăwhoă
haveăinfluencesăonăcontemporaryăsouthernăstudents’ăideologicalădebates.ăTheăfirstăvolume,ăinăOctober,ă
1964, ran 500 copies; second in November 1964 600 copies; the third and forth volume, February 1965: 
500 copies (Hành trình February 1964, 115). This journal was banned in 1966 although some authorities in 
chargeăofătheăbanădecisionăexpressedătheirăconsentsăwithătheăjournal’săcontentsă(Read:ăNguyễnăV năTrung.ă
“HướngăvềămiềnăNamăViệtăNam.”ăhttp://nguyenvantrung.free.fr/ January-February 2003.Accessed 
December 31, 2015). 

Lý Chánh Trung asserts that the southern government is merely of and for rich people makes the 
increasing growth of communist forces in southern Vietnam. It is critical to realize any type of revolution 
that sides poverty-stricken population. Trung brings up Gandhi as one example of a revolutionist who 
“sacrificesăeverythingătoăstandăonătheăsameăsideăwithăsuppressed people including the suppressed Indian 
community in South Africa, peasants, boat mechanics, paria in Indian society and all suppressed Indian 
peopleăunderătheăBritishăcolonialism”ă(21) 
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construction of the novel, one sét-tyăpushesătheăfamilyăofăN măChà,110 a native female, 

intoăbankruptcy.ăAnăIndianămanăseizesăN măChàăfamily’săproperty,ăwhichăcausesăheră

father to commit suicideăandăherămomătoădieăofăgrief.ăAfterătheăfamily’săbankruptcy,ăN mă

lives the life of a prostitute for survival. Then she meets another Indian sét-ty who falls in 

loveăwithăher.ăTakingăadvantageăofăthisălove,ăN măChàăspendsăallăpropertyăofătheăIndiană

husband with the aim of destroying him in the same way his fellow Indian destroyed her 

family.ăWhileătheăIndianămanăisăresponsivelyăeagerătoăfulfillăanyădemandsămadeăbyăN mă

Chà, she intentionally burns up his money in gambling; she also has sexual relationships 

with other men. Consequently, the Indian husband financially collapses, resulting in his 

suicide.ăN măChàăhappilyăseesăhimădieăinătheăsameăwayăthatăherăfatherădid.ăTheănovelă

addresses the continuity of destructive forces of capitalists and landlords in South 

Vietnam, confirming the association of the sét-ty character with the metaphoric greedy 

bloodsucking Indians in colonial Vietnamese writing.  

Social conflicts and associated public resentment towards exploitative capitalists and 

landlords also form a theme around Indian characters in SàiăẢònăn măxưaă(1960) by 

                                                           
110 Theăfemaleăwitchăinătheăshortăstoryă“Chuộcăng̉i”ă(V năhữu, July 1960) by Hoàng Thu Lan also has 

nameăN măChà.ăSheăisăbelievedătoăownăaă“Xiêm”ăcharm,ăembodiedăină“ng̉i”ă(wormwoodătrees),ăwhichăcană
heal broken couples. The Indian identity or association of this character is ambiguous: it is unclear if the 
term Chà in her name derives from her darker skin as describes or from her being associations with Muslim 
Ch măpeople.ăHowever,ătheădetailăaboutăcurryăatătheăendăofătheăstoryăprovokesăinăaudienceăreferenceătoă
Indianăidentityăofătheăcharacter:ăN măChàăisădiscoveredănotăto have any magic, she just cheats for money; 
people uproot all woodworm trees to cook curry. Curry in Vietnamese concept is a spicy typical for 
Indians.ăToăillustrate,ătheătermă“càăry”ă(curry)ăinăVietnameseălanguageăinăsouthernăVietnamă,ăasăupdatedăină
1970,ăwasă“Indianăfoodăcontainingăanimalămeatăwithătheăspicyăcurry”ăă(LêăV năĐức,ăLêăNgọcăTr .ăTựă
iểnTiếngăViệt,ăquyểnăthượng.ăSaigon:ăKhaiăTrí,ă1970;ă151).WithăfinalădetailăsuggestsăthatăN măChà,ătheă

subject of the attack, might bear some Indian association. This suggested meaning would contribute to the 
central theme of the story and the whole volume that is anti-superstition. 
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VươngăHồngăSểnă(1902-1996), a celebrated prolific author.111 In this literary 

historiography,ăSểnăviewsăIndiansăasăforeignăandăinvasiveănewcomers,ăandăemphasizesă

the Vietnamese and Chinese as the first inhabitants of Saigon. Sarcastic depictions of 

Indians emphatically provoke a public bitterness about the wealth of the newer migrants: 

“Chàă enăchoăvayăbạc”ă(blackăchàălendingămoney)ăandă“chàăbánăv̉i”ă(textileăsellingăchà)ă

areăoverlyăproudăofătheirăprosperity,ătheyăownămostăofătheălandăinăSaigon:ăoneă“Chàăvà”ă

sellingămilkăfeedsăaăherdăofăcowsăonăhisălandăinătheăcity.ăInătheăpast,ăthisă“Chàăvà”ăalmost 

criedăfromăbeingăforcedăbyătheăgovernmentătoăbuyătheălandăbyăTânăSơnăNh tăairport to 

feedăhisăcows,ăbutănow,ăheăhappilyălaughsăbecauseătheă“defecatingăland”ăcostsăupătoăoneă

or two silver coins per square meter; it is now more valuable than gold. The hilarious 

portrait of the fortunate Indian man obviously conveys and triggers public caustic 

bitterness about the prosperity of the migrant population. In second depiction of Indian 

migrants,ăaănarratorăexaggeratesăthatătheăwholeăcity’săcapitalăbelongsătoăIndian sét-ty; 

withoutătheseămigrants,ătheăwholeăcity’săbusinessesăwouldăfreeze.ăInăadditionătoăthisă

exaggeration,ătheănarratorădescribesătheăIndians’ăreligiousăpractices:ăonătheă15th of the 

first lunar month, the Indians burn lights and then they take the bronze Shiva statues 

“hangingăaround”ă(dạoăchơi)ăthroughoutănearbyăstreets.ăTheăuseăofătheăinformalăwordă

“dạoăchơi”ăforăsupposedlyăsacredăstatuesăisăhilarious.ăTheăliteraryăembellishmentăofă

                                                           
111 Contemporariesă‘publishedăappreciationsăaboutăăVương’săworksăwereăreprintedăinăSàiăẢònăn mă

xưa, Second Edition, published by Xuân Thu (Saigon) in 1968.  Present-day appreciations were collected in 
TuyểnătậpăVươngăảồngăSển.ăEd.ăNguyễnăQuangăThắngă(Hanoi:ăNhàăxu tăb̉năV năhọc,ă2002).ăQuotesăfromă
VươngăHồngăSểnăinăthisăchapterăareăallăfromăTuyểnătậpăVươngăảồngăSển. 
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Indians’ălandăandăcapitalăownershipăhighlightsătheăcontinuityăofăthe colonial condition 

(economicăgapsăandăforeigners’ăeconomicădomination)ăinăpostcolonialăVietnam.112 

VươngăHồngăSển'săandăThanhăNam'săcontinuingăuseăofătheăbloodsuckingăIndiană

metaphor for the purpose of social criticism creates room to avoid the Republic 

government's restrictions against political oppositions (Markham 275; Shipler 275-276; 

VõăPhiến,ăLiterature in South Vietnam 53-55). The bloodsucking Indian metaphor was 

even widely used by administrators in South Vietnam when they dealt with actual Indians 

remaining in the country.  In its early establishment, the authorities of the Republic of 

Vietnam repeated the metaphor in attempts to outlaw the interest charged on loans 

granted by Indian “sét-ty.” During 1954-1956, this metaphor appeared in administrative 

minutesăandămeetingăproceedingsăcenteringăonăconflictsăbetweenăIndiană“śtăty” and 

railway employees in Saigon. According to these documents, the number of employees 

working in the railway department was 450, all of whom bore the monthly interest of 

“400.000$”ătotalăonăloansăthatătheyătookăfromătheă“śt-ty.”113 The total number of 

employees of the railway and other business sectors in debt to the "sét ty" was 3000; the 

total of salaries that the debtors authorized to the sét-ty was "1.200.000$" per month, 
                                                           

112 This historiography of Saigon stipulated an anonymous woman, living in France, to write another 
versionăofăSaigon,ăwhichă“displaysăunflavoredărealities.”ăăThisăwomanăcallsăherăwritingăasătheăgenreăofă
diary which provides, as openly emphasized, stories of Saigon that had no heroes and victories, instead, 
focus on the class conflicts and moral corruptions of colonial Saigon that push her in doing prostitute for 
survival. The woman narrates a number of her sexual relations, two of which are with Indians (Indian gate 
guardian – hạchăgácăcửaăăandăăIndianăchetty).ăNotably,ătheăanonymousăauthorăcriticizesăSển’ăignoranceăofă
class conflicts in old Saigon: landlord enriches on the back of tillers, capital of landlords is largely locked 
in metal box Bauche or Fichet, not going to hands ofădriversăandăcooks.ăăVươngăHồngăSểnăsaysăthatăheă
receives this diary with the letter in 1979 and make it as the part 1 in his serialized book Sàiăgònăn măxưaă
perăaărequireăbyătheăanonymousăauthoră(VươngăHồngăSển,ăTuyểnătậpă189-192).  

113 , Report on February 1956 by the Ministry of Public Administrative and Traffic (Number 120-
CC/M, dated February 20, 1956) 
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meanwhile the per capita GNP of South Vietnam in 1969 was 240$ and in 1972 was 200$ 

(Nguyen Anh Tuan 221). Eleven percent of the debtors were high-position officials, 40 

percent were middle officials and 50 percent were low-class employees.114 These 

governmental employees borrowed money from Indian “sét-ty,” authorizing them to take 

their salaries in case they could not pay their debts and interest on time. Even more, many 

officials and workers deposited their salaries ten years ahead to borrow money from the 

“sét-ty.” Consequently, “sét-ty,” companioned by bailiffs, frequently brought salary 

documents to offices and companies of their debtors to collect their loans and interests. 

Governmentădocumentsărelatedătoăthisăissueăcirculateătheă“traditional”ăterm:ăIndian 

migrants are vampires or bloodsuckers.115 The Minutes of the Inter-Ministry Committee 

Meetingă( yăbanăliênăbộ)ăonăAprilă27,ă1956ăhasăaăsentence:ă“for many generations, there 

hasăbeenăaăgangăofăforeignersăwhoăareăheavyămoneylenders…ă[theyăpractice]ăcontagious 

moneyălending”ă(emphasisăadded).116 The recurrence of the metaphor in administrative 

and literary resources must have aimed at fostering in the public mind an actual and 

imagined enemy of postcolonial nationalism in South Vietnam, given that ethnic 

homogeneityăandăhegemonyăformedătheăcentralăpointăinănationalăprojectsăofătheărepublic’să
                                                           

114 Report of Public Administrative and Traffic Number 372-CC/M, dated on May 26, 1956 

115 Examples included the documents numbered 23 XH/PC/M by the Ministry of Society and Health 
on April 4, 1956, numbered 2979-BTP/NCPL by the Ministry of Judicial on April 3, 1956, and numbered 
914/BTC/TN by the Ministry of Finance on April 9, 1956. All these documents were in response to the 
letters,ămarkedă“confidential,”ănumberedă222-CC/M by PAT on March 30, 1956 and numbered 120-CC/M, 
calling for together finding solutions to help officials and workers from borrowing money from the Indian 
withă“tooăheavyăinterest.” 

116 Another related document is the Meeting Minute on April 27, 1956. This meeting was called the 
inter-ministryăcommitteeă( yăbanăliênăbộ)ăwhichăincludedărepresentativesăofăministriesăofăjudicial,ăfinance,ă
treasure, society and health. This committee was formed in response to Ministry of Public Administrative 
andăTrafficăandăRailwayăDepartment’sădesperateăcallsăforăhelpăfromătheădebtorsăofătheăIndianădiasporaăină
early January 1954 
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leaders.ăNgôăĐìnhăDiệmăcontinuouslyăissuedăpoliciesătoăconstructăaănationalăfigureăthată

was entirely Vietnamese: the citizen should be spiritually, culturally, and morally Asiatic 

and humanist. His government limited foreigners from being involved in important 

businesses and from owning real estate:117 in addition to the Act that prevents foreigners 

fromăessentialăbusinessesă(discussedăinăChapteră1),ăDiệmăissuedăActănoă26ăon April 20, 

1956, amended by law number 6/60 of November 28, 1960, which required that all 

foreign residents must obtain authorization from the President to acquire real estate, the 

amendmentăis,ăasăexplicitlyăstated,ătoămakeăsureăthatăforeigners’ărealăestate ownership 

does not exceed Vietnamese’să real estate ownership (Eight Years of the Ngo Dinh Diem 

Administration 344).ăInăaănumberăofăhisăpublicăspeechesăinăVietnamăandăabroad,ăDiệmă

constantly called for constructing a Vietnamese figure of the nation in term of Asian 

culture.ăInterchangeableătermsăsuchăasă“Asianăcivilizations,”ă“Asianăcultureăincompatibleă

withăatheistămaterialism,”ă“reconstructionăofăAsiaăbyăAsians,”ăandă“authenticăsourcesăofă

Asianăthought”ăetc.ăappearedăconstantlyăinăNgôăĐìnhăDiệm’săpublic speeches  (President 

Ngo Dinh Diem on Asia;ăThienăPhuc;ă“DiemăSpeaks”ă77-86; Bouscaren 77-85). High-

schoolătextbooksăinătheăRepublicăofăVietnamăraisedătheă“problem”ăofătheăexcessiveă

                                                           
117 According to observation by the Indian journalist D.R.Mankekar in 1956,ăDiệmăfollowedătheă

United States' "anti-Chinese measure" because Chinese migrants were part of the communist China, which 
was contemporary backing North Vietnam. The small 1500-Indian-community was seen by Vietnamese 
authorities as an upright community and assets of the nation ("South of 12 Parallel. Motivation of 
Policies."The Time of India.Novemberă1,ă1956ăinăFondeăĐICHă22611).ăăUntilă1965,ăSouthăVietnamă
government still hoped to draw India to side with it in the anti-communistăbattle;ăDiệmăălookedăat India as 
anăidealămodelăofătheăbalanceăbetweenămodernityăandăculturalăthriveă(ReadăD.RăMankekară“Southăofă17 th 
Parallel.ăIndiaăIsăSouthăVietnam’săIdeal.”ăThe Time of India. November 7, 1956; Speeches by his 
Excellency President Rajendra Prasad and his Excellency President Ngo Dinh Diem, March 19-March 22, 
1959.ăSaigon:ăRepublicăofăVietnamăăPresidency,ăPressăOfficeă1959?;ăPriscillaăRoberts.ă“India.”ă
Encyclopedia of the Vietnam War: a Political, Social, and Military History. Santa Barbara, Calif.: ABC-
CLIO, 1998; pp. 187-188).   
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ownershipăofăimportantăeconomicăsectorsăbyăforeignersă(NguyễnăV năMùiă113-114). This 

national imagination aimed at gaining the upper hand over the supposedly inhuman 

materialist and nationalist figure designed by the communist regime in North Vietnam. 

Moreover, this national imagination embodies a form of postcolonial nationalism in 

South Vietnam, in which the republican government attempted to clean up the image of 

colonial French influence, given that the foreign force mentioned includes the French, 

andă“śt-ty”ăisăbothăaămetonymăandăaămetaphorăforătheăFrenchăcolonizersă(Eight Years of 

the Ngo Dinh Diem Administration38).118 Thus, the recurrence of negative sét-ty 

characters conforms to the dominant ideology of nation-building. This conformity is 

essential, given censorship and particularly the high position of intellectuals such as 

VươngăHồngăSểnă(directorăofătheăNationalăMuseum). 

This practical conformity does not prevent southern writers from realizing their role 

as intellectuals who function as the minds and conscience of the nation; the Indians are 

made visible in accordance with the formulaic metaphor of the bloodsucking Indians in 

the aim of indirectly criticizing incomplete democratic reform of the republic 

government.  For southern intellectuals, indirectness is a principle of literature in 

reflecting and influencing lifeăandăsociety.ăăNguyễnăV năTrungă(1930-) elaborates  

indirectness as a unique way through which literary writers realize their roles as national 

conscienceăandămindsăofătheirănationăandătime.ăNguyễnăV năTrungăhadăhisăpostgraduateă

                                                           
118 From July 7, 1961 to July 7, 1962, there were 37 applications from French citizens in Vietnam to 

acquire real estate out of 70 applications from other nationalities.  The second most application was from 
the Catholic church (9), the third was Vietnamese-born foreigners (6), the fourth was Indians (4) and the 
fifth Chinese and  Japanese (3) (Eight Years of the Ngo Dinh Diem Administration 345).  
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degree in philosophy in France and Brussels during the first Indochina War; during the 

Vietnam War, he taught literature and philosophy at Saigon University of Literature, 

Dalat University, and Hue University. The three-volume LượcăKh oăv năhọc [Review on 

Literature] (Saigon: NamăSơn,ă1963)ăwasăconsideredăbyăcontemporaryăintellectualsăasătheă

firstăsystematic,ăcomprehensiveăstudyăofăliteraryătheoryăinăsouthernăVietnamă(Th yăKhuêă

1;ăNguyễnăV năTrungăLượcăKh oăv năhọc Volume 1 5-7).  His academic contemporaries 

included this book in reading lists of courses in literature at many universities; it was 

widely read by the public so much that in 1967 and 1968, the Textbook and Document 

CenterăofătheăMinistryăofăEducationă(TrungătâmăhọcăliệuăBộăgiáoăd c)ărepublishedăităină

twoăvolumesă(Trần V năChánhă184-241). In this famous work,ăNguyễnăV năTrungă

insisted on the social responsibility of authors, who must bear the mission of prophets of 

their time, public educators and soul engineers; writing is an act of engaging with and 

influencing reality. Trung particularly emphasized that maintaining the nation (its 

language and soul) is the undisputable, unchangeable mission of literature -- literature 

canăserveăaăgovernmentăonlyăwhenăthatăgovernmentăjustifiesătheănation’săfateăasăitsă

existence. Seen asăaănation’săsoulăandăaăstate’săawareness,ăauthorsămustătakeăsocială

criticism as their essential responsibility, Trung asserted. He defined writing as an act of 

resistanceăandăauthorsăasăsubversivesăoră“troubleămakers”ă(ngườiăqu yărối)ăofăaăsociety;ă

“whenever authors and other intellectuals – representatives of national conscience and 

mind – raiseătheirăvoices,ătheyăaimătoăattackăpoliticalăforces,ăparticularlyăaăgovernment”ă

(Volumeă1ă174),ăandăă“aănation-state can only exist and a government can only remain in 

power when it dares to recognize the role of intellectuals and writers – a role of annoying, 
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discomforting,ăandăhinderingă[aăregime],ăbutăaănecessaryărole”ă(Volumeă1ă174).ă

Particularly, Trung affirmed that authors realize their social criticism through a literary 

tool that includes indirect, suggestive presentations. Literary language is always indirect; 

theăunspokenăisătheătargetăofătheăspoken,ăTrungăbelieved.ă“Voicing through ways of not 

speaking, or what is told is just a signal for what is not told; indirect language is 

suggestive;ăităisăaăvoiceăthroughăsilence”ă(Volumeă1ă5;ăemphasisăisăadded).ăLeaningăonă

Trung’săelaborationăofătheăindirectnessăandătheăassociationăofăliteratureăwithăsociety,ăităisă

possible to see that Indian figures in southern writing constituteă“theăspoken,”ăwhichă

conveysă“theăunspoken”ă-- anxiety and criticism about lingering social inequality and 

pauperization. The class struggle was not put in constitutional consideration until 1971, 

underăNguyễnăV năThiệu’săregime.119 

Strikingly, theăindirectness,ăasăNguyễnăV năTrungăasserts,ă"inătheămodernăcontext"ăisă

not literary but political; the indirectness in the literature indicates a political problem of a 

regime. More specifically, the indirectness is particularly necessary when authors are 

forced to perceive reality in a specific way and are unable to present reality in any other 

ways. "Present-dayătimeăisăspecial…ănewăpeopleăareăbeingăbornăoutăofădramatică

transformations of the awareness of nation, of state, of politics, of being a human and of 

the public population" (Volume 1 222), Trung wrote. He asserted that this time "lacks 
                                                           

119 NguyễnăV năThiệuăinăhisăMessage of the President of the Republic of Vietnam, Delivered at the 
Joint Session of the National Assembly, November 15, 1971 ([Saigon]ă[1971?]ă)ăassertedăthatătheă“recent”ă
landăreformăwasă“aămostăprogressiveăagrarianăreformăinătheăworld….ăWeăwereădeterminedătoăabolishătheă
land tenancy system to help millions of farmersăacquireăproperty”ă(4).ăInăthisămessage,ăNguyễnăV năThiệuă
addressedăongoingădependenceăonăforeignăaidsăinăsouthernăVietnamăasă“unusual”ăandăaă“problem;”ăheă
calledăforă“theăurgentăneedăraisedăforătheăeconomicăpolicyăwhichăweăhaveătoăpursue.”ăThatăeconomic policy, 
asăThiệuăasserted,ăaimedătoă“buildărealăeconomicăvalueăforătheăcountryăinătheăspirităofăself-sufficiency and 
self-support”ă(5). 
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basic conditions for the existence of literature" (Volume 1 221). What Trung implies in 

the "suggestive, indirect" term "basic condition" is the freedom of and respect for 

intellectuals under a regime; the real existence of literature, as Trung always believed, 

lies in its function as a form of social, political criticism. It is possible to see in Trung's 

elaborations of the literary indirectness some implicit attack on the contemporary regime 

that restrained intellectuals from realizing their role as necessary, useful "trouble 

makers." This implicit criticism also subtly emerges in Trung's description on the 

contemporary absence of literature that directly conveys anxieties, worries, and doubts of 

people about a reality being destroyed. The literature of his time, as Trung portrayed, is 

not about the "new" – the present – but remains creating the old – the past; writers live 

today but write "very yesterday" (Volume 1 221).  Based on Trung's descriptions, it is 

possible to speculate that the old metaphor of the "bloodsucking Indian" -- an 

embodiment of the colonial past -- would better protect southern intellectuals from being 

seen as anti-government. At the same time, the traditional belief in the indirectness of 

writing must have allowed southern intellectuals to convey through Indian characters 

subtle criticisms of the economic problem in South Vietnam. Additionally, by making the 

Indians visible in the form of bloodsucking creatures, southern intellectuals must have 

aimed at provoking a public resentment about the incomplete democratic revolution of 

South Vietnam and the physical presence of Indian migrants in the country at that time. 

During the Second Republic of Vietnam (1965-1975), public resentment towards the 

incompletion of the democratic revolution was more legible and audible, resulting in 

constant and fervent uses of the bloodsucking Indian metaphor in public discourses. The 
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historical context that facilitated such constant and fervent uses includes attempts of 

NguyễnăV năThiệuătoăreformălandăandătheănationalăeconomyătoăensureănatională

sovereignty.120  Particularly, complex relationships between India and the two 

Vietnamese states also led to the fervent emergence of the metaphor of bloodsucking 

Indians in the southern public in the late 1960s and the early 1970s. As a postcolonial 

state and as a member of the International Commission for Supervision and Control, the 

Indian governmentăgenerallyăfavoredăHồăChíăMinh'săgovernmentăandătheăDemocratică

Republic of Vietnam against the French, the Republic of Vietnam and the United States 

(Roberts, "India," 530-531; Thakur and Thayer 234-236). Moreover, the Indian 

government's international relations with China, the Soviet Union, and the United States 

in matters related to "the liberation" of Bangladesh and "the War with Pakistan" in the 

early 1970s must have affected its relationship with the two Vietnamese governments. At 

the United Nations in 1970, India, as usual, demanded the withdrawal of U.S troops from 

Vietnam. Since 1971, India sided more with China and the USSR for "the problem" of 

Bangladesh and Pakistan,121 whichăledătoătheăIndianăgovernment’săsupportăofăNorthă

Vietnam.122 Reactions of South Vietnam towards diplomatic improvements between 

                                                           
120 See footnote 119 

121Bộăngoạiăgiao,ăViệtăNamăcộngăhòa.ă“B̉ngăliệtăkêătàiăliệuăthamăkh̉oăvềăcácăv nă ềădoăbộăngoạiăgiao 
ệătrìnhătạiăHộiă ồngăTổngătrưởng,”ăAugustă9,ă1974 

122TheăfirstăactionăindicatingătheăIndianăgovernment’săpositiveăwillătoăNorthăVietnamăwasătheă
invitationăofăNguyễnăThịăBìnhăandărepresentativesăofăPRGătoăvisităIndiaăină1970.ăNguyễnăThịăBìnhăwasătheă
minister of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of North Vietnam-led Provisional Revolutionary Government of 
the Republic of South Vietnam (PRG). This government, observed by the Republic of Vietnam, included 
“moreăthană80%ăofăcommunistsăandăalmostăcommunistăofficialsăsettlingăinătheăRepublicăVietnam.”ăTheă
PRGăwasătheăchangedănameăofăNLF,ăwhichăorganizedătheăTếtăoffensive.ăNguyễnăThịăBìnhăwasălaăleaderăofă
NLF and later PRG. (Read the Diplomatic Note, July 22, 1970 by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, sent to 
the Indian Consular in Saigon).The other event that worsened the relationship between RVN and India was 
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India and North Vietnam were literally violent (Thakur and Thayer 237; Das 37-70).  The 

VietnameseăgovernmentăissuedăaăseriesăofăpoliciesătoălimitătheăIndians’ăbusinessăină

Vietnam;123 fervent public violence arose against the Indian community throughout the 

southern provinces (Box 2).  

These protests highlighted the migrating status of the Indian population in the 

country’săquestăofănationalăhomogeneityă– a constant ideology of nation-building of 

South Vietnam. More importantly, these protests attacked the contemporary 

government’săincompleteăeconomicăredistributionăthroughătheărecurrenceăofătheă

bloodsucking Indian metaphor in petitions, reports, letters and even slogans. A letter 

dated July 27, 1972 by studentsăandăyoungăpeopleăofă“ yăbanăthanhăniênăViệtăNamăÁiă

quốcăchốngănhàăcầmăquyềnă năĐộ”ă(TheăcommitteeăofăpatrioticăVietnameseăyouthă

against the Indian government), for instance, addresses that the Indian population 

receivedă“hospitalityăandăgentlenessăof Vietnameseăpeople”:ătheyăownă“hugeăamountăofă

land”ăandămanyăotherăeconomicăresourcesăwhileă“doingănothingăfor,”ă“contributingă

nothingăto,”ăandă“sacrificingănothingăfor”ă“Vietnam.”ăTheăletterăapparentlyăprovidedătheă

public with very concrete meanings of the status of those Indian migrants as colonial 

bloodsuckers or vampires:  those Indians only care about enriching themselves; they are 

                                                                                                                                                                             
in 1972, the Indian governmental administration issued a decision to upgrade the Indian Consulate to 
Indian Embassy in North Vietnam. 

123 Since 1966, Indian diaspora became a more direct target of the revised Decree 53 which addressed 
that money lending was banned. The letter, dated October 27, 1966, by the Economic Department of 
Saigon, analyzed that money lending by the Indian people badly exploited poor people, offering the 
Department of Trading to stop giving the migrants permission to run this business. On November 7, 1966, 
the Economic Department, again, emphasized the worthlessness of Indian pawnshops, suggesting that 
Vietnam had budget enough to open popular pawnshops fulfilling money borrowing demands of mass 
people" (Document 1483/SKT/ [?]). 
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onlyăbusyăwithăcollectingăinterestsăoffăleasingălands,ăhousesăandămoney;ătheyăsellă“green”ă

andă“red”ăUSDănotes;ăinăgeneral,ătheyăonlyăexploităVietnam’săeconomy.ăTheseăcapitală

accumulations were seen by the Vietnamese students as bloody exploitation with a 

further justification that the current wealth and independence of Vietnam were grown 

with flesh and blood sacrifices by many native men and women.124  Moreover, slogans 

that call for the Indian government to stop siding with North Vietnam were also filled 

withătheăcolonialămetaphorăofătheăgreedyăIndianămigrants.ăInăVũngăTàuăprovince,ăoneă

hundred Vietnamese veterans and children raised six slogans requiring the government to 

"nationalize the property of the Indians in Vietnam" and asking "compatriots to stop 

paying the land lease and loan interest to the Indians" and to completely "boycott all 

business activities of the Indians."125 These justifications while providing a material 

image of the Indian migrants sucking blood of the Vietnamese population disclose the 

unchanging economic inequality of postcolonial Vietnam compared to colonial Vietnam.  

It is striking that slogans and letters of southern intellectuals are filled with Marxist-

Leninist class-struggleăviews.ăInă1972,ăinăaăletterătoătheăPresidentăNguyễnăV năThiệu,ă

PhạmăGiậtăĐức,ăaărepresentativeăofătheăFarmăFederalăUnionăandătheăchairpersonăofătheă

Committee against Land ExploitationăofăGiaăĐịnhăprovince,ăaddressedăIndiansăasă

"landlords," a member of "the class of capitalist landlords." Another letter from the 

Provisional Committee of Propaganda to Establish the Association of Victims of 

                                                           
124FondeăPh ăth ătướng.ăBiểuătìnhăvàăgâyăh nătạiăTòaătổngăl̃nhăsựă năĐộătạiăSàiăGònăvàă, năKiềuăởă

cácătỉnhăxinăb̉oăvệăanăninhăn mă1970.Numberă20601.NationalăCenterăofăArchive 2 

125 TheăletterădatedăJulyă27,ă1972,ăbyătheăPresidentăofăVũngăTàuătoătheăGeneralăMinisterăofătheă
Ministry of Domestic Affairs in Saigon 
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Overseas Indians, under the Party of Workers and Farmers of Vietnam, also asked the 

government to seize Indians' property. In a letter to the Cabinet Director, dated January 

21, 1972, the committee openly promoted the slogan "Viet Land belongs to Vietnamese 

people and property of cunning and rude Indians should be Vietnamized." Noticeably, the 

letter's analytic language discloses colonial echoes in the contemporary public 

imagination of the Indian migrants: this Indian population imitates the French colonial 

regime by directly obtaining property, land and houses of the Vietnamese nation and 

using cunning schemes of heavy money lending to occupy the property of others. "They 

live prosperous lives on the back of blood and bone and wretched miseries of the 

Vietnamese compatriots." The repeated bloody images of Indians in the passage reveal 

that capital and land redistribution was not taken up effectively. It appears that the public 

resentment about lingering economic inequality leaned on the political tension between 

RVN and India. And, as traditionally occurred, the colonial figure of Indians was taken 

up and was seen as politically safe but effective enough to bring up in the public eyes the 

democratic goals of the national revolution.126 

                                                           
126 Thisăcryăwasăcomposedăatătheăcommittee’săofficeăată14ăLêăV năDuyệt,ăSaigon.ăTheăcommittee’să

members included deputies, congressmen, professors and labor union officials.  This letter was filled with 
nationalist sentiments:  

In politic aspect: the Indian people, in the name of "the International Committee" in Vietnam 
expressed their arrogance, looking down at the national pride of the Republic of Vietnam. The 
Indians did not complete their mission but delved more deeply into political imbalances, rudely 
trampled on the pride of the Vietnamese people of a nation-state, which was in favor of freedom 
and democracy. The Indian people disgraces bone and blood of many people who sacrificed their 
lives for the freedom and the nation on the Viet land. This is the time when the Vietnamese nation 
is no longer more tolerant, willingly uncovering all foxy and evil conspiracies of the Indian 
diasporas in Vietnam. 
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Actually, land reform and the associated class struggle were not initiated until the 

earlyă1970săwhenăNguyễnăV năThiệuăupheldăpoliciesătoăredistributeălandăandăotherăsocială

property.ăTheăletterăissuedăonăFebruaryă11ăbyăBộăNộiăv ă(MinistryăofăDomesticăAffairs)ă

isăindicativeăofătheărisingăconcernsăaboutătheăgovernment’săinterests in poor classes. This 

letter suggested the General of Minister Cabinet should be more serious and effective in 

limitingăIndians’ălandăownershipătoărealizeătheăso-calledă“tillers’ălandăownership.”ăTheă

letter detailed: in current years, renters of Indians’ălandăhave expressed their interest in 

“privatizingătheărentingăland”ătoăbecomeă“ownersăofătheăland”ăthatătheyăhave been 

renting…soăthată“tillersăcouldăownăfieldălands.”ăSimilarly,ătheăMinistryăofăFinance,ăină

April 5, 1972 letter, also reminded the GeneralăSecretaryăthatătheăpolicyăofă“tillers’ălandă

ownership”ăhad not yet been applied to Indian landlords. The appearance of Indian 

landlords and capitalists in TìnhăanhăB yăChà,ăaă“tuồngăc̉iălương”ă(classicalăopera)ăplayă

written in 1971 by the famous playwrightăXuânăPhátăconformsătoăNguyễnăV năThiệu’să

attempts’ătoăreformătheănationalăeconomy.ăTheăplay,ăperformedăbyăDạăLỦăHươngătroupe,ă

was launched on the South Vietnam Television on Sunday night, July 25, 1971.127 Xuân 

Phát’săconstructionăofătheăcharacter ofăB̉yăChàăcompletelyăreliesăonătheăcolonială

metaphor of bloodsucking Indians: “B̉yăChàă“is a heavy moneylender and a cunning, 

money-thirsty landlord, who lends his land to a female native landlord, Mrs. Ba, who 

then constructs houses for lease; most renters are poor laborers; they have lived on “B̉yă

Chà”’s land for generations. The play climaxes when “B̉yăChà” and Mrs. Ba plot to root 

                                                           
127 Iăuseătheă“text”ăTìnhăanhăb̉yăchà”ăpublishedăbyăLangăVanăProductionă(Westminster,ă2005ă).ăMostă

starsăofătheăperformanceăareăc̉iălươngăartistsăwhoămigratedătoătheăU.S;ăDiệpăLangăplayedătheăroleăofăB̉yă
Chà. The first artist playedătheăroleăofăB̉yăChàăwasăThànhăĐược:ăunfortunately,ăIăwasănotăableătoăfindătheă
first performance of the play.  
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up all of the renters to build up high buildings for companies and foreigners to 

accumulate more capital; the renters collapse into a miserable condition: they have been 

in debt, hungry and sick for a long time, and now they are being forced to be homeless. 

The play ends in an event that signifies the possibility for capital redistribution: under 

pressure from his son, who is in love with a young local renter, “B̉yăChà” has to agree to 

take care of his future in-laws. The play is in tune with rising public concerns and hopes 

aroundăNguyễnăV năThiệu’săeconomicăreformăpolicy,ăwhichămightăbringălandătoă

impoverished classes. Put it differently, southern intellectuals make the Indians visible, 

frequently in the form of bloodsucking beings, in attempts of highlighting the form of 

colonial exploitation remaining in Vietnam; in doing so, southern intellectuals practice 

social criticism – a work of those who see themselves as the minds and the conscience of 

the nation.  

The presence of Indians as imagined enemies of class and national revolutions of the 

Vietnamese population is embodied in the way that these figures are attacked by native 

characters. In the novel Tâmăsựăĉăgáiămù (1969) by An Khê, the image of an Indian 

moneylender is filled with details associated with the bloodsucker metaphor. This Indian 

moneylender wanders around the city every day collecting interest and debts from 

borrowers;ămostăpubsăandăshopsăinătheăcityăareăinătheăhandsăofătheăIndians’ădebtors.ă

Another character in the story is a blind woman who tries to prevent her husband from 

having outside affairs. One day, she violently grasps and beats a person in a pub who, she 

thinks,ămustăbeăherăhusband’sălover.ăThen,ătheăvictimăpullsăherăhandsăback,ăyellingăinăaă

“Chàăvàădebtăcollectingătone”ă(Chàăvàă iă òiănợ):ă“HeyăRam,ăthisăwomanăisăveryărude.ă
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ExtremelyăblackăBrotherăB̉yăisăsittingăhere;ădoănotăyouăhaveăeyesătoăseeăthat you are just 

constantlyăbeatingăatăanhăB̉y?”ăAăsimilarăaccidentăappearsăinătheănovelăConăThúy:ătruyệnă

dài (Saigon:ăTuổiăNgọc,ă1972)ăbyăDuyênăAnh.ăTheănovel'săsettingăisătheănewlyă

independent Vietnam, when the whole population of Thái Bình, a northern province, is 

seething with the return of the French in the support of British-Indian troops. At that 

time, the population everywhere, including Thái Bình province, completely trusted Ho 

Chi Minh's government, which led to revolutionary triumph. As depicted, the children of 

KiếnăXương,ăaădistrictăofăTháiăBình,ăperceiveăanti-colonialist propaganda from the 

centralăgovernmentăofăHồăChíăMinhăinăHanoi.ăTheirămoodăchanges,ăeither to hatred or to 

love, completely in accordance with calls from Hanoi. One day, the children learn that 

the British troops in Saigon include Indian soldiers and they really want to join battles to 

fight against these enemies. As a form of fulfilling the dreamlike wants of beating the 

invading troops, the children suddenly attack the Indian textile sellers nearby. In a 

minute, the Indian textile sellers, who have lived peacefully in the village for years, are 

seen to be associated with the Indian troops -- the invaders, the nation's enemy. The 

children throw stones at Indian shops; they beat Indian children. While attacking the 

Indians, the children "imagine that they are in southern battles  [fighting against Indian 

British troops]" (104). The accidents that happened to the Indian characters in the two 

novels show that the invisibility of the Indians is made exclusively with the aim of  

promoting southern intellectuals' responsibility as the minds and conscience of their 

nation: they present the presence of the Indians to provoke and construct a public 

awareness about the incompletion in the class revolution and even in the national 
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revolution. The Indians do not form the ultimate subjects of Vietnamese narrators; 

instead, they only appear in the form of imagined targets in the quest for the national 

sovereignty by southern intellectuals, given that the metaphor -- indirect presentation – is 

always a politically and literarily needed tool that Vietnamese intellectuals use to realize 

their national responsibility. This is to say that, despite many “chà và,” “tâyă en” or “sét-

ty” characters – Indians that are described following the formula of bloodsucking Indian 

metaphor -- the actual Indians are still absent in southern writing. Moreover, these 

literary Indian characters embody southern intellectuals and administrators' 

invisibilization of the actual presence of the Indians remaining in South Vietnam,; 

audiencesăcouldănoăwayăobtainăăaă“firstăhand”ăexperienceăaboutătheseăactualăIndians,ă

instead, their perception of these Indians is potentially driven by and through the 

dominant visibility of  metaphoric bloodsucking Indians.  

2. “Chà gác dan” (Guardian chà):  Struggles against the U.S.’s New Form of 

Colonialism    

The construction of Indian characters in southern writing undeniably implies national 

allegories. In other words, the quest for the Vietnamese national sovereignty remains the 

central theme in the image of Indian migrants in literary works of southern authors. Bình 

NguyênăLộcă(1914-1987) is the frankest about this theme in his depiction of an Indian 

character.ăBìnhăNguyênăLộcăisăaăseniorăauthor,ăwhoătrainedămanyăyoungăsouthernăwritersă

about writing skills; he is also a prolific author: until 1966, Bình NguyênăLộcăpublishedă

820ăshortăstoriesăandădozensăofălongăstories.ăBìnhăNguyênăLộcăisăalsoăfamousăforăhisă
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passion for writing theăoriginăofăVietnameseănationă(VõăPhiến,ăV năhọcăMiềnăNam, Vol. 

3515).ăLiteratureăandăpersonalityăofăBìnhăNguyênăLộcăinăsouthernăliterature, as evaluated 

byătheăcontemporaryăliterary,ăpoliticalăcriticăandăwriterăMaiăTh̉o,ăformă“theămostă

complacentăphaseăonceăexistingăinăourăliterature”ă(Chânădungămư iăl mănhàăv nă62). In 

one of his novels, ảoaăảậuăBồăĐào:ătiểuăthuyếtă(Saigon: Xuân Thu, 1963), Bình Nguyên 

LộcăconstructsătheăcharacterăofăaămixedăIndianăgirlălargelyătoăpromoteătheăvalueăofă

Vietnameseănationalism.ăTheănovelăcentersăonătwoăpoorăyoung,ăbeautifulăgirls,ăHiếuăandă

Hoàng,ăwhoăareăgraduallyăspoiledăinăindustrializedăSaigon.ăHiếuăis a Vietnamese girl, 

born to a family of typing worker; Hoang is a daughter of a bankrupted Indian cow milk 

supplier. The sisterhood of the two girl centers on a betting game: who can maintain her 

virginity in living in modernizing Saigon. The novel ends inăHiếu'săandăHoàng'să

surrender to the circumstance, they give up their chastity: being unable to get a job, the 

two beautiful girls follow men for money. The constructed sisterhood reflects not only 

the rising impoverishment in modernized Saigon but also displays the sovereign image of 

the Vietnamese nation. While Hoàng experiments the Vietnamese national sovereignty, 

Hiếuăplaysătheăroleăofăaăcontrollerăwhoăteaches Hoàng about that sovereignty. In two 

scenes of this novel, Hoàng introduces her identity, through which the narrative promotes 

the Vietnamese identity. In the first scene, when the two girls first meet, Hoàng 

introducesăherănameăasăBiăwithătheăcomment:ă“whenăIăwasăsmall,ăpeopleăcallămeăBi.ăBiăisă

a noun of us (ta) to name all young Indians, do you know?" (29, emphasis is added).  

Apparently not waiting for the audience's interpretation, the narrative implies his 

nationalistăsentimentăinătheăvoiceăofăHiếu:ă"naturally,ăHiếuălovesăherăfriendăbecauseăofătheă
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soundăofătheăemotională‘ta,’ Hoàng knows her background but is determined to follow 

Việtă[Vietnam].ăThatăisăwhyăsheăusesătheăwordă‘ta'"ă(29).ăInătheăsecondăscene,ăHiếuă

corrects Hoàng when she talks bad about the Vietnamese nation. Hoàng sees her national 

pride in coupling with an old, rich married Vietnamese man: Indian men spend a lot of 

money on Vietnamese women, thus, Indian women must take as much as possible money 

from Vietnamese men's pocket to revenge. Reacting to this anti-Vietnamese resentment, 

HiếuăremindsăHoàngănotătoătouchăuponă"nation"ăand advises her to play the role of a 

bridge connecting the two nations. Hoàng's discussion about her national identity 

instrumentally forms the ground out of which the nationalist voice, embodied in the 

imageăofăHiếu,ăoccurs.ăăTheănovelăofăBìnhăNguyênăLộcăprovides one example of the 

association of Vietnamese nationalism with literary constructions of the Indian migrant: 

the Indian migrant images are constructed to highlight the dominance of Vietnamese 

identity in the figure of the Vietnamese nation-states. In other words, making the Indians 

visible in Vietnamese writing primarily aims at emphasizing such national dominance. 

And for this dominance, Xuân Phát constructs the Indian figure that starts to 

disappear into Vietnamese society. In other words, his play denotes a coming 

evanescence of the Indian identity in the covering forceful Vietnamese identity. To 

illustrate, in the play, “B̉yăChà” keeps missing his beloved Vietnamese wife in addition 

to practicing Vietnamese cultural traditions (having Buddhist statue, praying ancestor 

altar and using incenses). His son, Tam bi, abandons him and stands on the same side 

with local laborers. And, as mentioned, in the end, “B̉yăChà” sacrifices his capital 

accumulation to save the future in-law family. All these details aim at signifying that the 
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Indians' economic power and their ethnicity as a race would disappear in the face of 

Vietnamese nationalism. The most convincing literary image that conveys Indians fading 

awayăisă"Chàăgácădan"ăoră"chàăvàăgácăcửa/cồng"ă(Indianăguardians) – the second haunting 

Indian figure in southern Vietnamese writing.  This figure forms one of the central 

subjects in writings of the most three prolific, wide-read authors of South Vietnam: 

ThanhăTâmăTuyềnă(1936-2006),ăDuyênăAnh/VũăMộngăLongă(1935-1997)ăandăVũăKhắcă

Khoan (1917-1986).128 

Duyên Anh published his first novel in 1964; until mid-1975, he had published not 

lessăthană50ănovelsăinăadditionătoăaănumberăofăjournalistăessaysă(VõăPhiến,ăV năhọcăMiềnă

Nam (Volume 1) 659-670). Different from Duyên Anh,ăThanhăTâmăTuyền did not write 

much. Nevertheless, he is a special author: any publication of him stirred long, strong, 

quick reactions from the audience; his writings usually haunt audiences for a very long 

timeă(VõăPhiến,ăV năhọcăMiềnăNamă(Volume 3) 1403-10). The two authors were born in 

Northern provinces and migrated to the South in 1954. They belong to the third literary 

flow in South Vietnam - the flow of petty bourgeois and political theorists. This flow 

includes northern authors who migrated to the South after 1954. The second group 

contains pure southern authors, who were low-class people or high-class intellectuals, 

                                                           
128 IndianăguardianăcharacterăalsoăappearsăinăăMaiăTh̉oă(1927-1998) with Sauăkhiăbụoătới:ătruyệnădàiă

(1968) and B năchúcăthưătr̂năngọnă ỉnhătr i,ătậpătruyệnă(1965),ăNguyễnăLanăNgọcă(1930-2007) with 
Đư ngăhayăPháoă ài (1969),ăăZ.28/BùiăAnhăTu nă(?-?) with MộtăV ăĐánhăCắpăTàiăLiệuăNguŷnăTử:ătiểuă
thuyếtătrinhăthám (1965)ăandăSơnăNamă(1926-2008) with Ngư iăb nătriệuăphú  (1971). In Saukăhiăbụoătới:ă
truyệnădài, the image of Indian guardian is deadly immovable: in the night time, at the ladder of a collective 
building, the Indian quietly sat and tiredly slept like a cold statue. This image is in tune with the theme of 
lonely, failing young intellectuals who are aware of social dangers of prevailing western consumerism but 
fail to escape it. In Ngư iăb nătriệuăphú , "chà gác dan" is an Indian guardian of a good storage near Saigon 
river; he is responsible for guiding customers to have a look in the storage.    
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presenting democratic values originated from the French revolution. The first group 

includes authors from the North and the Centre migrating to the South before 1954; they 

areăinclinedătoăpresentăpoliticalărevolutionsăandăsocialăfreedomsă(NguyễnăVyăKhanh,ă

“V năhọc Miền Nam tự do”).  

Different from bloodsucking Indian money-lenders, Indian guardians, portrayed by 

the authors,ăareăallădestitute,ăneglectedăandăinferior.ăInătheăshortăstoryă"Ngườiăgácăcổng"ă

(1966)ăbyăThanhăTâmăTuyền,ătheăIndianăguardianăofăaăvehicleăgarageăinăSaigonăisă

miserable: gambling for extra money, smoking old, smelly cigarettes and sleeping in the 

garage. The greatest misery of this character is the loneliness, or in different words, the 

social disintegration. As described, this fifty-year-old man has migrated to Vietnam for 

more than thirty years but he has had sex only once, which is with a prostitute. The man 

keeps dreaming about the intimacy although he is aware that he has to pay to have it. The 

desire for intimacy is not purely sexually oriented. Instead, it is the desire of being cared 

for. The narration goes on: when the young girl enters in his sleeping place, he does not 

rape her; instead, he just wants to smell her body; he only begs her to permit him to lie 

next to her. The ending of the story symbolizes the totally isolated status of this Indian 

man: finding out her boyfriend looking for her, the girl runs away from the Indian man. 

She tells her boyfriend that she did not voluntarily enter the Indian man's place; instead, 

she was forced to do so. Thus, the young boy beats the Indian man to death. To avoid 

law's punishment, the young boy plots to create a real raping case: he forces the girlfriend 

to throw her bra on the dead Indian body. The next event, untold but predictable, is the 

public loath over this Indian man: the Indian guardian rapes the woman, and he deserves 
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to die. The story symbolically closes in the end – the collapse of supposedly powerful, 

masculine Indians – and, the rising domination of the locals. 

Other examples of the isolated, collapsed Indian guardians are from the novels oă

vọngătuổiătrẻ (Saigon: Mai Anh, 1964) and Nướcămắt lưngătròng (1971) by Duyên Anh. 

The Indian guardian in oăvọngătuổiătrẻ is particularly fragile. He is the guardian of Paris 

Bank, which is targeted by a group of gypsies in Saigon in a scheme to rob the bank. The 

Indian guardian, as constructed, writes some Indian letters on the ground at the gate while 

he is on duty; he is ignorant about the ongoing robbery inside the bank. Hearing the 

shooting sound, the Indian guardian immediately runs away; in the end, he is shot and fall 

down. But that is in the narrative’sădescription.ăInămedia,ăasădescribed,ătheăIndianămană

easily collapses with only one very light hit from one robber. Not being fragile as such, 

the Indian guardian in Nướcămắtălưngătròngăacts like a killing machine, which also 

suggest their easily being knocked down. The three Indian guardians work for the 

governmental police; they guard the city prison. They all, as depicted, are the most 

skillful in torture art; they passionately torture detainees. More than that, torture is also 

their entertainment:ătheăthreeăIndianăguardiansăfeelăpleasureăseeingătheirăvictims’ăpainsă

andăhowls,ăhappilyăhearingăvictims’ăcries.ăHowever,ăităisăbecauseăofătheseăinsensibleă

characteristics that the Indians collapse. Thinking that all detainees are powerless and 

stupid, one Indian guardian confidently goes to the prison house by himself. As soon as 

he enters the house, the door closes and he faces a crowd of detainees, who are all 

gangsters and belong to one group. In a second, the guardian is beaten to death.  Not only 

being beaten, the Indians are seen as being marginal to human society in general and 
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Vietnam in particular. As described, they are not more than the dregs of a modernized 

society: they cannot speak a civilized Vietnamese language. Whenever they open their 

mouths, curses come out. They spew saliva intensively, automatically and amusingly. 

Slangăphrasesăsuchăasă“Youăareăsuchăanăurchin!”ă(ônăcon!)ăandă“Scram!”ă(cútă i!),ăfillăthe 

foul-mouths of these Indians. They are fluent in the argot of uneducated and underground 

people in Saigon, most of whom either wander around streets of Saigon or go to jail 

(18).129  

Even more, the Indian guardian character in the drama Nhữngăngư iăkĥngăchịuăchết 

[Peopleădoănotăwantătoădie]ă(Saigon:ăAnăTiêm,ă1972)ăbyăVũăKhắcăKhoanăisăaădyingă

human being, a man of losses and failures. In this play, the Indian guardian embodies the 

collapsing phase in the life of the supposedly prosperous Indians.ăVũăKhắcăKhoanăisăthe 

most important contributor to the development of Southern drama genre before 1975; he 

himselfăisătheăentireăSouthernădramaăfromă1954ătoă1975ă(VõăPhiến,ăảaiămươiăn măv nă

họcăMiềnăNamă303;ăVõăPhiến,ăV năhọcăMiềnăNamăTùyăbútăKịchă2745). Nhữngăngư iă

không chịuăchếtăisăoneăofătheămajorăplaysăofăVõăKhắcăPhiến;ăităwasăstagedăfirstăină1970ăată

ViệnăĐạiăhọcăĐàăLạt,ăoneăofătheăperformanceăeducationăinstitutesăinăSouthăVietnam.ăTheă

play is set in a clothes store in a shopping mall located at the Center of Saigon. Main 

characters of the play are outlawed persons: a young, parentless, homeless Vietnamese 

                                                           
129 VươngăHồngăSểnădescribesăhisăgoodăimpressionăaboutăIndianăguardianădepictedăinătheămemoiră

ảơnănửaă iăhư (1992):ăwhenăheăstaysăatăChợăRẫyăhospital,ăoneăIndianăguardianădonatesăbloodăforăhim.ă
However, when he expressesăhisăgratitude,ătheăIndianămanăsaysăthatăheăthinksăthatăSểnăisăaăhigh-profile 
official and as normal, he and another guardian are assigned to donate blood. Additionally, the Indian said, 
heăalreadyădrinksăallăgoodăwinesăofăSểnăwhileăSểnăcannotăeat,ăsoăăit is reasonable that he would give blood 
backătoăSểnă(909).ă 
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jailbreaker; a mentally ill, motherless, homeless mixed Indian girl; and the lonely Indian 

guardian. The two Indian characters symbolize the collapsing, dying stage of the Indian 

migrants. Specifically, the Indian man is bankrupt because he offers his beautiful 

Vietnamese wife countless valuable gifts in exchange for her true love. The bankruptcy 

of the Indian man is even more critical when he lingers on constant fear and guilt of his 

accidental involvement in killing his wife: enraged at his wife having an affair, the Indian 

man hits her and not long after that, she dies. Although no one knows the truth about the 

cause of his wife's death, he is aware of the vulnerability of his freedom. This 

vulnerability is suggested in the scene where sounds of police jeep cars appear in 

concurrence with the Indian man's confession to his daughter about his wife's violent 

death. The secret presence of the jailbreaker in the scene also implies the not-yet-revealed 

illegality of the Indian guardian. The collapse of the Indian guardian is particularly 

critical with the occurrence of his daughter, a mixed Indian girl who is filled with the 

bitterness of being excluded by both Indian and Vietnamese people and with desperation 

for love and care from others. She reminds his father that both of them are rejected not 

only by Vietnamese but also Indians. This reminder highlights the inescapable, 

unsolvable guilt and loss of the Indian guardian man: he will never find a community to 

lean on to ease his regret and to retain his dignity.  In addition to the characters, the 

setting of the play also emphasizes the desolate condition of the Indian guardian, who 

only appears in dead darkness; he, as described,ăconstantlyă“aloneăsilentlyăwalksăată

midnightăalongătheălong,ădeepăbalconyăofătheămall”ă(37);ăatămidnight,ăheăwalksăslowlyă

andăsteadily,ăalwaysăwithăheadădown,ăhabituallyăshakingătheăkeysă“whileărainădropsăonă
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theămetalăroof”ă(37).ăInătheăimaginationăof his daughter, the scene is like a dark, stuffy 

train tunnel in which the speedily running train will threaten the life of her father. More, 

the image of numerous mannequins surrounding the Indian character suggests the 

devastation of the Indian man. In general, the play highlights the ghostly death that 

lingers on the figure of the Indian guardian. 

Undeniably, pictures of failed, descended Indian guardians in writings by Duyên 

Anh,ăThanhăTâmăTuyềnăandăVũăKhắcăKhoană– prominent southern intellectuals – reflect 

and confirm public hope for the disappearance of the powerful but hated bloodsucking 

Indians  – symbols of colonial capitalists -- in Vietnamese society. This is likely also to 

be meant to signify a public expectation for a new phase of postcolonial Vietnamese 

history, which would be eventually covered up by Vietnamese identity and power.  

One question needs to be asked here: these collapsing Indians are real or like the 

bloodsucking Indians, metaphoric/metonymic? The answer could be both: These created 

Indian figures concretely as well as symbolically mark the evanescence of rich, rude, 

calculating Indian migrants from southern Vietnam. This answer is a possibility 

particularlyăinătheăpublicăknowledgeăofă“chánhătrịăMácăxít”ă(Marxistăpolitics)ăinăSouthern 

Vietnam.ăHighăschoolăstudentsăwereătaughtăhistoryăandăMarxismăinătheămajoră“Chínhătrịă

phổăthông”ă(BasicăPolitics);ăhere,ăclassăconflictăandăeconomicădeterminismăwereă

emphasizedă(Trần,ăĐứcăAnă50-65). In the history major, analyses on Vietnamese society 

during the French domination were based on Marxist views of class: capitalism causes 

theăconflictăofă“cầnălao”ă(tillers)ăandă“trungălưu,ătrưởngăgỉ”ă(middle/highăclasses)ăinătheă
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city;ăfeudalismămaintainsătheăconflictăbetweenă“bầnănông,ătáă iền”ă(tillers)ăand “ ịaăch ” 

(landlords)ă(TrầnăHữuăQủng,ăViệtăsửăvàăthếăgiớiăsửălớpă ệăt́ 46-51). Moreover, 

Marxism still ran through contemporary literary criticism and creation, emphases on 

literature as an objective reflection of reality -- the reality of class struggles -- appeared in 

textbooks,ănewspapersăandăliteraryăcriticism.ăForăinstance,ăină1956,ăThếăPhongăproposedă

toăteachătheăMarxistăliteraryăgroupă"ChânăTrờiămới"ăandă"TamăÍch"ăinăsixăclassesăăonă

Vietnameseăhistoryăinătheăperiodăfromă1930ătoă1950ă(ThếăPhong,ăLượcăsửăv nănghệăViệtă

Nam,ăNhàăv nătiềnăchiếnă1930-1945, Phê bình 23-30).ăThếăPhongăworkedăforătheă

Information Ministry in the First Republic and had been a soldier of the Department of 

Political War (Ministry of Air Force) until the Fall of Saigon. In his other publication, 

titled Lượcăsửăv nănghệăViệtăNamătổngăluậnă1900-1956 publishedăină1965,ăThếăPhongă

alsoăprovidedădebatesăaboutăMarxistăthemesăinătheăshortăstoryă“Truyệnăn măngườiăthanhă

niên”ă[StoriesăaboutăFiveăYoungăMen]ăbyăPhạmăThái.ăAlthoughăThếăPhong was not 

explicitly inclined to support Marxism, his writing about the history of Vietnamese 

literary criticism and literature shows that this ideology has been wandering around 

among southern intellectuals.130 

The Marxist presence in South Vietnam is the most obviously described in Lượcă

Kh oăv năhọc byăNguyễnăV năTrung.ăInăVolumeă3,ăparticularly,ăinătheăchapterăă“Phêăbìnhă

x̃ăhội”ă(SocialăCriticism),ăNguyễnăV năTrungăădescribesăthatăTrươngăTửu’săMarxism- 

led literary criticism was widely read among students in southern Vietnam, and even 

                                                           
130 TrầnăTrọngăĐ ngăĐànăinăhisăV năhọcăthựcădânămớiăMỹăă ăMiềnăNàmănhữngăn mă1954-1975 (Hà 

Nội:ăNhàăxu tăb̉năsựăthực,ă1988) seesăThếăPhongăasăaăservantăwriterăofătheăRepublicăregime.ă 
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more,ămanyăstudentsătookăTrươngăTưu’săbooksăasăbedsideăcompanions.ăInăthisăchapter,ă

NguyễnăV năTrungăanalyzesăMarxistăprinciplesăofăcriticizingăliterature,ăwhichălargelyă

focus on the decisive role of material reality towards ideology. Specifically, he 

encourages critics that they should historicize their literary subjects and authors, looking 

intoăwriters’ăclassăpointăofăviewăandădelvingăintoăclassăconflictsăinăliteraryăworks.ăVũă

Hạnhă(1926ă- ), the leading theorist of the movement, in Tìmăhiểuăv nănghệ  

[Understanding Arts and Writings] (1970), severely asserts that authors must reflect 

reality; writers and journalists share the common responsibility of serving the society 

(79).ăNguyễnăV năSâm,ăaăprofessorăinăliteratureăofăSaigonăUniversity,ăinsistsăonăthe 

theme of class struggles in numerous southern literary works in his graduate student 

textbooks including V năchươngă uătranhăMiềnăNamă(Saigon:ăKỷănguyên,ă1968)ăandă

V năchươngănamăbộăvàăcuộcăkhángăPhápă(1945-1950) (Saigon:ăLửaăthiêng,ă1972).ă

Particularly,ăinătheălatter,ăNguyễnăV năSâmăassertsăthatănationalăindependenceădoesănotă

always guarantee the disappearance of exploitation and economic difference; the foreign 

colonialists go away, domestic colonialists remain. Citing many contemporary 

discussions aboutăliteratureăandănationăinăSouthăVietnam,ăNguyễnăV năSâmăconcludesă

thatăVietnameseăliteratureăshouldăneverăstayăawayăfromănation’săfate-related issues and 

never stay indifferent to the voice of exploited population. Many more other southern 

journals such as Hành Trình (1963) Tinăv nă(1966), Đ tăNướcă(1967), Tin Sáng (1968) 

and ĐốiăDiệnă(1969) and Trình Bày (1970) share similar Marxist arguments on reality (of 

a nation) and literature.131Duyên Anh, ThanhăTâmăTuyềnăandăVũăKhắcăKhoanădoănotă

                                                           
131  This might indicate the rising infiltration of North Vietnam into South Vietnam, which is the 
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explicitly talk about Marxist echoes in their works; and in present-day mainstream 

Vietnamese history, these authors are seen as nationally betraying, hack writers, who 

ignoreă“classăstruggles”ăofăthe masses while selectively focusing on adventurous, 

luxurious petty bourgeois’ămentality.ăFromăthisămainstreamăview,ătheseăauthorsăsupportedă

theăRepublic’ăfree-class cultural policies that aimed at alleviating economic disparity and 

politicalăconflictsăinăsouthernăVietnamă(TrầnăTrọngăĐ ngăĐànă28-118;ăTrầnăTh căNgaă

89-90).132 It is also true that the writing careers of the three authors grew out of 

contemporary rising professionalization of literary creativity133 and increasing freedom 

                                                                                                                                                                             
centralăthemeăbyăNguyễnăV năThiệuăinăhisăspeechesăsinceă1968ăsuchăasătheăoneăwelcomingăjournală
directorsăforămealăonăJanuaryă15,ă1968ă(TổngăthốngăNguyễnăV năThiệuăvàăv nă ềăchiếnătranhăhayăhòaăbình:ă
diễnăv năc aăTổngăthốngăNguyễnăV năThiệuă ọcănhânăbuổiăcơm.ăSaigon:ăMinistryăofăInformationăandătheă
Directorate of Press of the Presidency, 1968) and the message to North Vietnam on December 12, 1972 
(Message of the President of the Republic of Vietnam Delivered at the Joint Session of the National 
Assembly. Saigon: ?, 1972). 

132 These mainstream authors see South Vietnam's western ideologies and characters such as 
existentialism, Fraud, hedonism, nationalism, "return to the origin" or "return to the nation's cultural 
tradition" belong to the Republic regime's scheme of driving public mind away from the most important 
nationalist objective: unifying the nation and realizing economic reform. Even the exploration of 
scholarship about archeology, history, and Sino-Chinese literature in the early 1970s, as seen, have been 
realizedăandăpublishedăăunderătheăU.SăaidăandătheăThiệuăregime'săgrowingăschemeăofăădrawingăsupportsăofă
intellectuals.   

AccordingătoătheăcriticsăNguyễnăVyăKhanh,ătheămentioned authors belong to the group of writers 
specializing in urban-related themes; their works met aesthetic views and lives of urban classes such as 
students, teachers and youth http://www.namkyluctinh.com/a-tgtpham/nvkhanh/nvkhanh-ankhe.pdf 

133V năhữu (1959-1963), a monthly journal of the Department of Culture (Ministry of Information), 
issued a special volume (5-1960)ăaboută“Phátătriểnăv năhóaădânătộc.”ăThisăvolumeăcontainsăaăseriesăofă
articles and news about activities of improving productions and consumption of literature. These activities 
includeăgovernmentăaidsă(throughăprizes,ăCredităFundăofăCultureăă(QuỹăV năhóaătínăd ng))ăandălibraryă
establishments in every small town. Particularly, examples from how France improved the industry of 
literature were taken into account of most articles in the series.  

Duyên Anh, in his memoir Nhìnl iănhữngăbếnăb :ăảồiăkýăv nănghệ (Los Alamitos, CA: Xuân Thu, 
1988), tells that he once dreamt that his publishing royalty would give him enough money for coffee. 
Duyên Anh’sănovelsăaboutăgiangăhồă(beatnik)ăwereătheăcontemporaryăbestăsellers.ăDuyênăAnhătookăfamousă
characters in reality to construct the world of beatnik, which would make his writing more salable. For 
example, the novel, Điệuărũănướcămắtă(1965),ătakesăĐạiăCathay, the very well-known beatnik in 
contemporaryăSaigon,ăsăaămodel.ăThisănovelălaterăwasătransformedăintoăaămovieă(NguyễnăHồngăLam.ăNgư iă
c aăgiangăhồ:ătruyệnăký.ăHàăNội:ăNhàăxu tăb̉năcôngăanănhânădân,ă2004,ă137-139). 
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for journalism.134 Nevertheless, it is also not less than true that Duyên Anh, Thanh Tâm 

TuyềnăandăVũăKhắcăKhoanăstrived to provoke in the public mind concerns about the 

impoverished classes' material struggles and particularly the nation-state's associated 

struggles for the ethnic and economic sovereignty, as will be discussed in the following.   

First, the collapsed Indian figures function both as metaphor and metonym of the 

risingăformationăofă"duă ̃ng"ă(beatniks),ăaănewlyăpauperizedăclassăinătheăSouthăinătheă

1960s135 (NguyễnăHiếnăLêă30-50;ăVõăPhiến,ăV năhọcămiềnăNam (volume 1) 659-670; 

NguyễnăHồngăLamă5-18).136 The collapsing Indian characters share common characters 

ofă“duă ̃ng”:ătheyăareăallăunrestrainedăinăhavingăsex,ădrinkingăwine,ăusingăopium,ă

robbing and killing. Moreover, the two are similarly homeless, parentless, and criminal 

and are eventually killed. In this so-called Marxist way of reading, the descending, failing 

                                                           
134 Aid from and economic exchanges with the U.S improve material lives of the urban population, 

resulting in growing demands of newspapers and novels for leisure. The resulting publishing capital 
expanded; more and more individuals ran private publishing houses. Specifically, newspaper rise from the 
numberăofă9ăunderăDiệmăregimeătoă40ăină1964.ăNguyễnăKhánhăissuedătheăjournalistăLawsă2-65 and 10-64 
thatăallowedăallălegalăpartiesăandăindividualsătoărunăpublishingăhouses.ăParticularly,ăăNguyễnăV năThiệuă
issued Law 019/69 about Journalist Regulation (Quyăchếăbáoăchí)ăonăDecemberă30,ă1969,ăeliminatedă
NguyễnăKhánh'sălawăpointsăofăcensorshipăandăpredeterminedăcapital.ăEveryăindividualăcanărunănewspaperă
printing as long as they made report legally. Additionally, the law decides that closing a printing house 
must be brought to court not simply through fine. Consequently, printing industries developed the most in 
the period from 1965 onward (Bùi Công Hùng 268-305).   

135 TheăEnglishătranslationăisăfromăVịăHoàiăină“Hồăsơăthanhăniênăcaoăbồiăthếăgiới”ă(V năhữu. June 
1960;ăp.ă9.”ăThisăarticleăprovidesănamesăofăduă ̃ngăinăotherăcountries,ăe.g.ăăinăEnglandăwasă“Teddyăboys,”ă
France was  Blousons Noirs or J3, in Polland was Houligans, in Germany was Demi-Sels and in Sweden 
was Raggare.  

136NguyễnăHiếnăLê,ăảồiăkýăNguyễnăảiếnăL̂,ănhữngănộiădungăbịăkiểmăduyệt. The book is published 
online on September 15, 2015. The author of the dissertation accessed this book on books google on 
December 6, 2015, but has not been able to access it since late March 2016. This book is not available in 
print form. 
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Indian characters symbolize the struggle and rise of impoverished classes in southern 

Vietnam.  

But in a more allegorical way of reading, this symbolic reference to the collapsing 

Indians and impoverished population of Vietnam is undeniably nationalist: presentations 

of Chà guardian indeed derived fromăsouthernăintellectuals’ăanxietyăaboutăongoingă

foreign intervention to South Vietnam and particularly cultural, social destructions 

caused by so-calledăAmerica’să“ch ănghĩaăthựcădânămới"ă(neo-colonialism) in South 

Vietnam. To be short, fragile, collapsed “Chà gác dan” is a symbol of the fragile, 

vulnerable figure of the Vietnamese nation, given that foreign products and businesses 

still dominated the national economy of South Vietnam. Contemporary intellectuals were 

awareăthatăSouthăVietnamăfacedăaărisingă"ch ănghĩaăthựcădânămới:"ăitădependedăonătheă

UnitedăStatesăandăotherăforeignăcountries.ăMoreăspecifically,ăină1964,ăNguyễnăV năTrungă

published aălongăarticleăanalyzingăwhatăheăcalledă"ch ănghĩaăthựcădânămới"ăinătheăSouth.ă

Trung explained that the term meant the continuity of South Vietnam's dependence on 

foreign businesses and aids. The author described:  all southerners in the mornings turn 

on the light and wash their teeth while electricity and water are supplied by "a colonial 

company."ăMore,ăallăimportedăcarsăoperateăwithăAmericană"́tăx ng"ă(essence);ăallăhousesă

are rented or bought from "chà và";  all beer, wine and beverage pervading cities and 

rural areas are foreign branches; salaries are from American aid. According to this 

famous professor, this dependence is indicative of that the South is not fully independent 
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and such would threaten to the national sovereignty.137 Even contemporary textbooks 

suggestedătheăpublicăawarenessăofătheăcolonialănatureăofăAmericanăaidăinăSaigon.ăNguyễnă

KhắcăNgữăandăPhạmăĐìnhăTiếuăinătheătextbookăinăgeographyăforătheă11th class ĐịaălýăViệtă

Namă(Dùngăchoălớpămư iămột) byă(Saigon:ăCơăsởăxu tăb̉năsửă ịa,ă[1969])ăpoints out that 

the U.S finances Vietnam but in return the Vietnamese population is forced to buy 

foreign products that were recommended by the U.S.  Moreover, dominance of the U.S 

supplies in essential goods such as wheat, cooking oil, paper etc., led to the contemporary 

critical collapse of agricultural commodities, particularly, rice quantity, in Southern 

Vietnam. What kept the southern intellectuals concerned the most about this economic 

dependence is that it resulted in cultural, social destruction of South Vietnam.  

NgôăĐìnhăDiệm'sădedicationătoătheăconstructionăofăanăAsiaticăfigureăofătheă

Vietnamese nation was indeed a reaction to growing consumerism in American products 

andă"lốiăsốngăMỹ"ă(Americanălivingăstyle),ăăsupposedăconsequencesăofătheăU.S'să

economic intervention to South Vietnam. The evidence is that in the late 1950s, while 

givingăspeechesăinăinternationalăpoliticalăstages,ăNgôăĐìnhăDiệmăconstantlyăexpressedăhisă

concerns about "the West" that has shaken the traditional coherence of the Vietnamese 

people (Bouscaren 77-85; Jacob, America’săMiracleăMană253-62;ăNgôăĐìnhăDiệm,ă

President Ngo Dinh Diem on Asia). In memories of exiled southern intellectuals, the 

continuingăU.S’săinvolvementăinămodernizingătheăSouthăalsoăledătoătheăemergenceăofădrugă

                                                           
137 NguyễnăV năTrung.ă“Từăsựăth tăbạiăc aăcácă ̉ngăpháiăquốcăgiaă ếnăsựăpháăs̉năc aătầngălớpătrưởngă

gỉăthànhăthịătrongăvaiătròăl̃nhă ạoăcáchămạngăx̃ăhộiătrướcăápălựcăthốngătrịăc aănhữngăch ănghĩaăthựcădână
mới.”Hành trình Volume 1. October 1964. 4-36. 
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addiction, violent music, porn movies, striptease, gambling, and prostitute business – a 

lifestyleăofă“wildăhorses”ă(VõăPhiến,ăảaiămươiăn măv năhọcăMiềnăNamă203-205). 

And,ătheă"duă ̃ng"ăclassăembodiesătheăbestăthoseădeprivingăaspectsăofătheă"Americană

lifestyle," the alleged symbol of a "modernized," "Americanized" societyă(TrầnăTrọngă

Đ ngăĐànă90-97;ăVõăPhiến,ăảaiămươiăn măv năhọcăMiềnăNamă203-205). Not only later 

opposite narratives but also contemporary mainstream documents of RVN itself 

criticized, despiteăinăsubtleăways,ă“ch ănghĩaăthựcădânămới”ăofătheăUnitedăStatesă

manifestedăinătheărising,ăpervadingă“duă ̃ng”ăclass.ăTake V năhữu, the monthly journal 

of the Department of Culture (Ministry of Information), as one example. The June 1960 

volume providedăaăseriesăofăarticlesăaboută"duă ̃ng"ăamongăVietnameseăyouth.ăInă

additionătoăaălongăintroductionăaboutătheăformationăofă"duă ̃ng"ăinăsomeăwesternă

countries, the volume contained criticisms about American lifestyle, the modernity, 

embodiment of "neo-colonialism".ăăTrúcăSơnădescribedăAmericanăbeatniks,ăwhoăchooseă

to live underground to avoid exploitation and injustice of civilized societies. TrúcăSơnă

gaveăhisă“duă ̃ng”ăsubjectăaăvoiceătoăexpressădiscontentăwithăcontemporaryăAmerica:ă

“whenăsavageăpeopleăoccur at the margin of a civilizing society, this must have meant 

thatătheăsocietyăitselfăhasăsomethingăinsecure”ă(TrúcăSơnă41).ăParticularly,ămostăarticlesă

addressed American intervention as the main cause of the emergence of this savage class 

in Vietnam. As pointedăoutăbyăNguyễnăKhắcăHoạch,ăgrowingăimpoverishmentăplaysăaă

roleăinătheăgrowthăofă“duă ̃ng”ăclass.ăHowever,ătheăessentialăreasonăliesăinătheă

incompatibilityăbetweenăspeedilyăgrowingăindividualistă“lốiăsốngăMỹ”ăandăretainingă

Confucianist beliefs in values of family and community. The growing American cultural 
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products including newspapers, movies and novels covered the minds of people in the 

South with beliefs in individual-oriented lifestyle. The conflict between modernity and 

tradition, as described, usually happens in families whose members have a career and 

education in the U.S. (NguyễnăKhắcăHoạchă61-76). In general, the article suggests that 

“duă ̃ng”ăisătheăsymbolăandătheăproductăofăAmerica’săneo-colonialism in the way that 

“duă ̃ng”ămembersăareăthe best consumers of American products and the best 

embodiments of the so-calledăAmericanăselfishness,ătheăgreatestădangerătoăVietnam’să

sovereignty,ăthusătheămostăbeneficialătoătheăAmericanăcolonization:ăduă ̃ngăpeopleădoănotă

care about nation-related matters but solely individual-related pleasures. They are 

“voluntaryăslaves”ă(ngườiănôălệătựănguyện),ă“proudăslaves”ă(ngườiănôălệăkiêuăh̃nh)ăandă

“muteăandădeafăbastards”ă(conăhoangăcâmă iếc)ă– a population without national pride and 

without awareness about threatsăfromăforeignătroopsă(TrầnăĐộă11-29).ăMoreover,ă“duă

̃ng,”ătheărepresentativeăofăbankruptedăpopulation,ăembodiesăwhatăVõăPhiếnădescribesăasă

“làmărộngăhơnăphânăbiệtăgiaiăc p”ă(increasinglyăwideningăclassăgap)ăinăSouthăVietnamă

dueătoă“theăpresenceăofătheăAmericanăpeople”ă(ảaiămươiăn măv năhọcăMiềnăNamă205). 

VõăPhiến,ătheămostăcredible,ăprolificăsouthernăliteraryăcritic,ăclaimsăthatăwithătheăpresenceă

of American institutions, some associated Vietnamese people earned more than the 

others, which widened the existing gap between social classes and evoked more 

resentmentăamongăcommoners.ăConsequently,ătraditională“ócăbàiăngoại”ă(anti-foreigner 

brain) of Vietnamese population was critically lost; many southern intellectuals were 

concerned about the rising phenomenonăofă“vongăb̉n”ă(lossăofăorigin)ăinăVietnameseă

society (ảaiămươiăn măv năhọcăMiềnăNamă203-206). In this historical context, “chà gác 
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dan” characters,ăpresentedăasămetonymicalăandămetaphoricăassociatesăofăduă ̃ngă

characters, are used as a literary tool in theăwritingsăofăăDuyênăAnh,ăThanhăTâmăTuyềnă

andăVũăKhắcăKhoanătoăcriticizeăculturalăcrisesăandăeconomicădisparityăcausedăbyăgrowingă

American intervention.  

Second, the collapsed Indian figures reflect an aspect of southern Vietnamese history 

during the Vietnam War: many powerful, wealthy Indians had to step down from 

dominating positions in businesses of Vietnam to give way to the locals. Not until the 

1970s did the number of Indian residents in Southern Vietnam decline. Many Indians 

abandoned conferred Vietnam citizenship and returned to their country in the face of the 

government'sălawăofă"goingătoătheăbattlefield"ă( iălính).138 In addition to that, taking up 

tradition of previous regimes,139 the Republic of Vietnam constantly attempted to 

minimize the Indians’ălandăandăbusinessăoccupation,ăleadingătheăexodusăofătheăIndiansăoută

of South Vietnam.140 Not less critical is that the Indians disappear into the Vietnamese 

                                                           
138 Vietnamese male citizens turned to 18 must join the national military (See documents 74565-

BTP/HOV on December 30, 1966; 877-bTP/HOV, January 31, 1973; 3825-BTP/HOV on May 14, 1970; 
3826-BTP/HOV on [May?] 24, 1970; 5895-BTP/HOV on July 20, 1970; 6060/BTP/HOV on July 27, 
1970).  

139  See chapter 1, part 2 

140 The letter by DA addressed to the President Cabinet on April 10, 1972 exposed to the co-
operations of different ministries in issuing laws to minimize the Indian people in the labor landscape of 
Vietnam. DA' agreed the Labor Ministry (LM)'s decision that "allowed the Indian people to immigrate to 
work in Vietnam" and "not extending work permit for temporary Indian residents in Vietnam." DA 
reported these decisions and its agreements to the Cabinet. The Cabinet quickly responded with 
agreements. (Number 156-PC1/1, dated April 12, 1972 and number 433-PTh.T/PC1/1-M on April 15, 
1972). When coming to its turn, the LM wrote a letter to the Ministry of Economy and the Ministry of 
Finance on May 13, 1972 (Number 0722a/BLD/NNC). On the same day, it also wrote a letter to DA with 
the same content (Number 606-PTh.T/PC1/1-M)  In addition to reporting decisions permitted by the 
President, LM asked to examine the existing labor law about the Indian diasporic workers in Vietnam. The 
law of not allowing immigrations and work permit extensions was only applicable to the Indian workers 
working at companies. They did not apply to those Indians who were owners, freelancers or even jobless. 
This "hole" would, as analyzed by DA, condition for the non-worker Indians to keep staying in Vietnam 
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society. This disappearance must have grounded on the historical context that the Indians 

had been living in Vietnam for long and that the Indian government in the 1970s declined 

its responsibility towards the Indian citizens in Vietnam.141 The letter by the Indian 

consul to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on January 12, 1972 analyzed the disappearance 

of Indian identity among Indian migrants in Vietnam, which made them no longer a part 

of India: the Indian community in South Vietnam "is not foreign to this Vietnamese land 

in the strict sense of the term;" most of the Indians had been in Vietnam for generations; 

many were born in Vietnam; they were inter-married with Vietnamese nationals and are, 

therefore, fully integrated with the Vietnamese life and society. The letter also pointed 

out that many of them do not even speak an Indian language, but only communicate in 

Vietnamese (No.SAI/102(2)/72). Delineating cultural, blood and social ties of the Indian 

descendants to Vietnam, the consul suggested that this population then belonged to 

Vietnam, not India. Moreover, Indian members actively participated in the political life 

of the host country and assigned themselves to have the brotherhood with Vietnamese. 

On January 19, 1972, members of the Associations of Vietnam and India Friendship met 

                                                                                                                                                                             
"running their own shops or being self-employed." Furthermore, the Indian workers, who were rejected to 
immigrate to Vietnam and to stay in Vietnam, would change to run their own shops so that they would 
extend their residency. The letter ended with calling for methods to limit permissions to the open 
companies and do freelances. The suggestion clearly wanted to put an end to the entire residency o Indian 
populations in Vietnam, regardless of economic sectors and social positions. This was visibly the 
comprehensive attack to the Indian people, ultimately kicking them out of the country.   

More in Chapter 1, Part 1 

141 SudhirăDevareăină“RisingăIndiaăandăIndiansăinăCambodia,ăLaosăandăVietnam”ă(Rising India and 
Indian Communities in East Asia. Ed. K. Kesavapany, A. Mani, P. Ramasamy. Singapore: Institute of 
Southeast Asian Studies, 2008, 287-300) provides an interesting statement that alongside the communist 
victory and the reunification of South and North of Vietnam (1975), the growing strength in relations 
between Vietnamese government and Indian government also constituted a cause of the exodus of Indians 
from Vietnam (and Lao). 
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at the memorial house Mahatma Gandhi, expressing their support of the Vietnamese 

government. The letter, regardless of its political objective, reveals that integration to 

Vietnam had been habitually practiced among Indian migrants:   

RESOLUTION PASSED BY THE INDIAN COMMUNITY IN THE 
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH VIET-NAM, AT THE MEETING HELD AT 
MAHATMA GANDHI MEMORIAL HALL, ON 19TH JANUARY 1972, IN 
SAIGON. 

…ăWeărecognizeătheădemocraticăformăofăGovernmentăinăSouthăViet-Nam has 
allowed more than 2000 Indians the status and privileges equal to that allowed to 
our Vietnamese Brothers, such as”ăfreedomăofăspeech,ăfreedomăofăworship,ă
freedomăofătrade,ăetc…ăwithoutăanyădiscriminationăwhatsoever. 

Many of our Indians are married to Vietnamese and have resided in Vietnam 
for generations. We Indian living in South Viet-Nam always share with our 
Vietnamese Brothers, whether it be their suffering and sorrow as well as 
happiness. 

… 

Signed by: President, Bombay Silk Merchants Association 
President, Muslim Community in Vietnam  
President, Chettiar Association 
President, Tamil Jan Sangam,  
President, Sikh Association 

The Resolution emphasizes the loyalty of the Indians to the adopted state and nation. The 

term "Vietnamese Brothers" capitalized implies the Indians' will of belonging to the 

Vietnamese nation and of accepting the protection and control of the Vietnamese 

government. In addition to the language, the Indian members also sacrificed their 

property for the national cause. In 1973, they donated 500.000 piasters to the Foundation 

ofăSoldierăSeasonalăTreesă(Câyămùaăchiếnăsĩ).142 The willingness to be part of the national 

                                                           
142 The document numbered 67/TCCTCT/UB,CMX dated on February 1, 1973 by the Ministry of 

Military confirmed the reception of 500.000 piasters from the Association of Indian Diasporas in Vietnam. 
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cause of Vietnam is also clear in the letter by members of the Overseas Indian 

Association, delivered at meeting with the vice-presidentăNguyễnăLưuăViên,ăonăJanuaryă

24, 1973: 

We, small groups of Indian people, have been living and working in Vietnam 
for more than one century. The number never excesses 2000 people, including 
businessmen and staffers working in trading centers of the Indians. 

TheăIndianărepresentativesăalsoăexpressătheirăgratefulnessăforătheăgovernment’săspecială

treatment and acknowledge the political goodness of RVN: 

We are luckily enjoying South Vietnam and experiencing its freedom as 
much as Vietnamese citizens are in aspects of trading, religions, etc. We live 
peacefully with the Vietnamese nation. Therefore, we highly appreciate the caring 
treatments of the Vietnam government to us. We are always willing to take part in 
social works of Vietnam 

All the quotes suggest the inescapable disappearance of Indian identity into Vietnamese 

society.ăTheăprocessăofăIndianămigrants’ integration into Vietnam must have echoed in 

DuyênăAnhăandăThanhăTâmăTuyền’săconstructionăofăfragile,ăcollapsed,ăfailedăIndiană

guardians. Even more, southern intellectuals perceive this form of disappearance at a 

moreăextendedălevel:ăină1969,ăNguyễnăNgọcăLan, a southern professor and writer, 

exclusivelyăusesătheăimageăofă“Chàăvà”ăguardianăasăaămetaphorăforăCatholicărulesăandă

rituals that maintain societies in a state of order.143 In Đư ngăhayăpháoă ài (Saigon: Trình 

bày, 1969), an imaginary, symbolic religious writing, the Indian guardian character 

                                                                                                                                                                             
The document numbered 578-PThT/PC1/1, dated on February 13, 1973 by the Cabinet, recorded the cash 
issuance to the French-Asian bank cheque of 500.000 piasters.    

143 NguyễnăNgọcăLanăisăaăprofessorăofăliteratureăatăHuếăUniversity;ăaăproactiveăcatholicăscholarlyă
priest, and a chief contributor of Đốiădiện, the journal that contains criticisms about American 
interventions,ăgovernmentalălimitationăofăspeechăfreedomăandăworkers’ăimpoverishmentăinătheăSouthă(Lêă
Quỳnh.ă“MộtătríăthứcăyêuănướcălỦătưởngăquaă ời.”BBC Vietnamese. February 28, 2007). 
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appears in different forms: a subject similar to God that human beings are obligated to 

respect; a human being who preaches moral, religious lessons; a ticket person of a 

cinema; and a church guardian. All these forms refer to the preservation of rules, 

obligations, and restrictions of human being's behaviors and social organizations. As 

recountedăbyăNgọcăLan,ătheăcontinuingăexistenceăofătheăfigureăofăIndianăguardiansă

concurs with the morally collapsed condition of the Vietnamese society caused by neo-

colonialism; and the presence of Indian guardians as a spirit of discipline will return 

Vietnam to morality and orderliness; when human being is self-controlled and well-

managed, the figure of Indian guardian would vanish.ăNgọcăLan'săphilosophicală

discussion about the image of Indian guardian embodies the tradition of making visible 

and invisible the Indians in Vietnamese writing: the visibility of the Indian character is 

totally created to function as a warning signal of collapsing societies and human beings 

and to present at best social criticisms of Vietnamese intellectuals. As such, the image of 

collapsing Indian guardian in southern Vietnamese writing indicates the disappearance of  

the Indians at best: national projects of southern intellectuals, instead of actual Indians, 

forms the most meaning of the figure of Indians; the Indian guardian image carries and 

provokes in the public mind the actual rising material and cultural disappearance of the 

Indian migrants from the Vietnamese history and society; the Indian guardian image 

suggests the unavoidable triumph of the homogenous, sovereign figure of  the 

Vietnamese nation. By all means, the appearance of Indian metaphors in southern 

Vietnamese writing reflects and constructs the disappearance of the Indian migrants in 
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Vietnamese society in which the quest for national homogeneity and sovereignty is 

always the core (Rato 325). 
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Box 1  

InăAugustă1961,ătheămonthlyăjournalăQuêăhươngă(1960-1962) subtly criticizes Diệm’să
linger on feudal land ownership. Authors of the journal borrow the French colonialism 
toăcriticizeătheăcurrentăgovernment’săpolicyăonălandăreform.ăNghiêmăPhúăLưu’săpieceă
“Mộtăvàiă iểm về tình hình nông nghiệp tạiăPháp”ărecountsăFrenchăfarmers’ăprotestă
against the French government, aiming to warn Diệm’săindifferenceătowardăpeasants’ă
materialăneeds.ăTheăjournal’ăwayăofăbringingăbackăcolonialăFrenchăimagesătoăattackă
contemporary social matters was the most obvious in the recurrence of sét-ty character 
inăĐàoăQuangăHuy’săarticleă“Chế ộ iền thổ và nguyên tắc tôn trọng quyềnătưăhữu.”ă
This article recounts that in 1938, in Th  Dầu Một, a southern province, a native man 
fails to return a loan to an Indian set-ty. As a result, the native borrower has to 
sacrifice his land ownership to the Indian man. However, the land is also, in 
paperwork, owned by his son. This son litigates to take the land back, resulting in the 
set-ty’sălossăofătheăland.ăAlthoughătheăŚt-ty attempts to appeal to the Prime Court, he 
fails eventually.ăRecoveringătheăcaseăofămoreăthanătwoădecadesăearlier,ăĐàoăQuangă
Huy in one hand eulogizes the progress of Diệm’sălawăaboutălandownership, which 
prioritizes family consents in any land exchanges and businesses. This means that 
Diệm government returns to values of family and community in the traditional 
Vietnamese society while the French worship the individual-interest sovereignty. In 
the other hand, the recurrence of the set-ty image associated with the French 
colonialism is a way to cover discontents with Diệmăgovernment’sălingeringăonă
colonialism. As analyzed by Huy, accepting family involvement in landownership 
actually restrains land exchanges. Addition to limiting land exchanges, the 
constitution also decides that all land special for cash crops and castles must leave 
untouched; field land potential for growing cash crops must also be left empty. This 
restraint definitely results in the unchanging ownership of feudal landlords and 
capitalists, which ultimately would lead to more risky and problematic dependence on 
imported American products (NguyễnăV năThiệu, “MessageăofătheăPresident”ă3-6; 
Trần Th c Nga 87). 
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Box 2 
 

Public fervent actions against the Indian population in southern Vietnam so much that  the 
government had to issue orders to protect the Indians at some time. On August 17, 1970, the 
MinistryăofăDomesticăAffairsăorderedăallăauthoritiesăofăprovincesăandăcitiesă“throughout the 
country,”ăaskingăthemătoă“implementăeveryămethodătoăprotectătheăIndianădiasporas”ă(Noă
1408/BNV/10/M). The Letter no. 6335/CSDT/P2 by the Director of the Department of 
NationalăPolice,ădatedăonăAugustă7,ă1970,ăorderedădistricts’ădepartmentsăofăpoliceăto 
increase numbers of police in duty in areas where many Indian people resided. The cities 
where protests against the Indians exploded included Saigon, CầnăThơ,ăNhaăTrang,ăQủng 
Ng̃i,ăĐàăNẵng and Huế.  

However, the government orders seem to be effective. The anger over the Indians emerged 
the most forcefully in CầnăThơăprovince.ăForăexample,ăonăAugustă5,ă1970,ătheăIndiană
communityăinăthisăprovinceăpassionatelyăwroteăaăletterătoătheăIndianăconsulară“beggingătheă
kindăattentionăandăimmediateăaction.”ăAsădescribed, the situation was overwhelmed. On 
Augustă3,ă1970,ăasăwritten,ăaăcrowdăofă200ăpeopleădemonstratedăoverăHùngăVươngăStreet,ă
whereăthereăwereă37ăshopsăofă“IndianăNational”ălocated.ăAllătheăIndianăownersăclosedătheiră
shop,ăfearingătheăcrowd’săimpulse.ăThe protesters knocked shop doors, pushing the Indians 
to open their shops. One shop, named Diamon Tailors, was damaged. The lost value was 
saidă“16ălakhsăofăpiastersăofămerchandiseăandăcash.”ăWhenăpassingăbyăallăIndianăshops,ătheă
crowd shouted aloud anti-Indian slogans. One of the slogans was that the Indian people did 
not do any business since then. The rioters also gave the threatening note that they would 
take serious actions the following week. However, on a day later, when the Indian 
community in the province had finished his talk to the Secretary of the Indian consulate over 
“TrunkăTelephone,”ăoneăhundredăpeopleă“cameăinăprocessionăshoutingăanti-Indianăslogans…ă
theyăareăgoingătoăattackătheăIndianăwhenătheyăcomeăout.”ăTheăletterăendedăwithătheărequestă
the IndianăconsularătoătakeăupătheămatterătoătheăVietnameseăgovernmentă“immediately.”ăInă
response, promptly, one day later, the Indian consular sent a Note, numbered 
no.Sai/102(55)/70, to the Director of Cabinet, Nguyễn Quý Anh, re-narrated the destruction 
of the Indian shop in CầnăThơăwithătheădetailăofălostămoneyăamount.ă 
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Box 2 (continue) 
 

In Saigon, there were also a number of continuous violent activities against the 
Indian community and the Indian consulate in order to push the Indian 
government to change its attitude toward North Vietnam. A report by Police 
Ministry of Nation on January 15, 1972 described that there were attempts to 
destroy the property of the Indian consul. These activities included pulling down 
the Indian flag at 9A.M on January 13, 1972 by forty people of the group, named 
“VietnameseăworkersăLovingăforăFreedom”;ăsmashingătheăăflagăbyăfiftyătaxiă
drivers of the International Commission on January 11, 1972 

At the same time, Indian shops, companies, and individuals also became the main 
attackingătarget.ăAsătheăpolice’săreport,ăonăJanuaryă14,ă1972,ăată9:20,ăaroundă30ă
people, divided into small groups, demolished Indian shops at 73, 75, and 77 Tự 
Do Street, resulting in 30% of destruction. Two Indian people were injured. 
Students and high school pupils, as police report dated January 12, 1972, broke 
into and fired the Indian Consul, financial and trading centers of the Indian 
people.  According to another report dated on the same day, the General 
Association of Vietnamese Wounded Veterans chaired by NguyễnăĐịnh ordered 
itsăbranchăassociationsăinăSaigonăandăGiaăĐịnh to gather and demolish the Indian 
Consul. These groups also petitioned the government to remove the Indians out 
ofăVietnam,ăotherwise,ătheyăwouldă“eliminate”ă(thanh toán) the Indians who 
walked separately on roads and would destroy private houses of these foreigners 

It was Thông T n xã Việt Nam (Vietnamese News) that pointed to the 
historically lingering hatred over the Indians in contemporary violent activities 
against the Indian population and offices in South Vietnam. The issue published 
on January 13, 1972, in which the protest in front of the Indian Consulate 
appeared in detail, observed the long traditional indignation toward the Indians in 
the rising brutality over the Indian officials 

TheăwriterănamedăV năChi,ărepresentativeăofătheăyouthăgroup,ăsaidăthatăheăhadă
acted on behalf of a patriotic Vietnamese: since a long time, Vietnamese people 
have been the victim of several Indian co-operations who exploited [Vietnamese 
people] with activities of controlling and monopolizing lives of Vietnamese 
people 
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  Chapter 4  

Constructing a Socialist Figure of Vietnam: Proletarianizing the Indians 

Perceived as imagined bloodsuckers in the Vietnamese public opinion and as actual 

capitalistsăinăadministrativeăpoliciesă(inătheăParty’sădocumentsăandăreports)ăasădiscussedă

in previous chapters, the Indian population must have been made invisible in the socialist 

figure of Vietnam and its socialist realistic writing. This chapter examines attempts of 

socialist nation-makers (writers and administrators) at transforming images of the Indian 

population into the subjects of the proletarianization of minds and bodies of the socialist 

revolution. The proletarianization would cease the visibility of the Indian population both 

physically and ideologically: many Indians actually left northern Vietnam and those who 

remained became members of the proletariat. The chapter suggests that the colonial 

category of the Indian population -- the greedy bloodsucking metaphor associated with 

migrants, foreigners, colonial capitalists, and feudalists – still forms an actual and 

imagined target of the socialist nation-building.    

1. The Indians, Old and New, in Vietnamese Socialist Realist Writing (1954-1975) 

While greedy Indians are usually presented in the present tense in writing of South 

Vietnam, they are presented in the past tense in literary works of North Vietnam. For 

instance, in 1963, the image of thrifty, cunning sét-ty character reoccurred vibrantly in 

NguyễnăCôngăHoan’săĐốngărácăcũ, a thousand-page story, set in Tonkin:   

But on three consecutive mornings, Ma-ri came and talked a lot with the sét-
ty but the sét-ty did not change his mind.  

Anytime,ăthatăblackăbronzeăstatueăguyă(anhătượngă ồngă en)ătightlyăkeptătheă
metal box of coins to his body and shook his head: 

Khổngrăcóă ượcr.Nhiêurăquạ.Hàngrăch crăthìă ược.H̉ngrătr mră ̃ălàrănhiềur.ă
Hàngrănghìnrăthìăkhổngrăcóă ược!ăKhổngrăcóă ược!ăCórăv nătựrănhàăthìă ượcr.ă
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Vừarăbàăvayr,ăvừarăbàăgỉăgóprăhangăthangr.ă(No,ăno!ăTooămuch!ăAădozenăisăok.ă
Hundreds are too much. Thousands are not acceptable. No! If you have land 
documents, that will be ok.You borrow and pay in monthly installments). 

Ma-ri attempted to be flirty: 
- ThreeăpeopleăincludingăMr.ăBổng,ăMr.ăHuyền,ăandăMr.ăNh tăcanăguaranteeă

for me. I am also as credible as those Mr(s) are. 
“Anhăoẳn”144pulled his hands back: 

- Those three are the same. None of them is credible. They have money, but 
theyăspendăităplayingăcôă ầuă[typeăofăgeisa];ătheyădoănotăreturnămyămoney.ăIăamăaă
kind person; otherwise, I would have imprisoned them [the conversation is in 
Indian accent of Vietnamese speaking]. 

- If I have documents, will you help me? 
- Yes. 
Failing to flirt with the black sét-ty, Ma-ri borrowed money from yellow sét-ty.145 

The quote includes the sét-ty man and his customer, Ma-ri at the money-lending shop in 

Hanoi. Ma-ri is the main character of the story; she represents many young Hanoians who 

drown in the social problems of a civilized society in gambling, prostitution, black trade 

and fake professional degrees. The factor that helps maintain such social problems is the 

availability of financial resources from sét-ty people in the city, as the story tells. Losing 

all her property in gambling, Ma-ri learns from capitalists to borrow money from a sét-ty 

to start a business in real estate. Nevertheless, Ma-riăisăquiteăawareătheă“black”ă“śtăty”ăisă

the most available but hardest financial source; without land and house documents, no 

credit loan can be approved. The bankrupted Ma-ri looks for a way to get access to the 

sét-ty. She observes that sét-ty are not religious, so she should not show how miserable 

she is. She also realizes that sét –ty do not dare to become intimate with women as they 

believe that sexual passion easily leads to the destruction of their business. However, she 

                                                           
144 Oẳn refers to black people in general. Tô Hoài, in his memoir ChuyệnăcũăảàăNội(Hà Nội: Nhà xu t 

b̉n Hà Nội, 2003; pp. 150), called Indian guards for French military bases in Hanoi in early Independent 
Vietnam as "oẳn Bô."  Oẳn Bô refers to Indians belonging to Chandra Bose troop, which is seen to the pro-
Japanese fascist government. 

145 The quote is from the version Đốngărácăcũ (Volume 2) published in Hanoi, by Thanh Press, 1989 
(67-68) 
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decides to utilize her beauty to allure the sét-ty for a loan and comes to realize that for 

Indian sét-ty, documents of house and farming land ownership and of salary increase are 

the only acceptable deposits, the very documents, she does not have. In the end, Ma-ri 

decides that she will ask some acquaintances to introduce her to the sét-ty  and will 

attempt to look serious in negotiating with sét-ty for a loan. Ma-ri calculates that visiting 

the sét-tyăinătheămorningsăisămoreăeffectiveăbecauseăpeople’sămindsăareăusually more 

comfortable at this time of the day: the sét-ty does not yet have many customers, so he 

will be able to spend more time with her while his relatives and employees of the sét-ty 

are busy with breakfast or shower and will not disturb their negotiations. However, Ma-

ri’săcalculationsăareăinăvainăinătheăfaceăofătheăgreed,ătoughnessăandăcautionăofătheăśt-ty, 

as shown in the quoted paragraph. The paragraph provides intimate details about voice, 

figure and business belief of the sét-ty: improper Vietnamese pronunciation, greedy 

accumulation of real estate property and black skin. Noticeably, this thrifty, cunning 

image of the Indian in Công Hoan is similar to the way he is depicted in colonial 

Vietnamese writing. The narrator seems to use formula of imagining the Indians in the 

colonial literature: the sét-ty is still the foreign capitalist, speaking a strange Vietnamese, 

competing with native Vietnamese, and possessing land and houses.146 This Indian 

character embodies exploiting ruling capitalists and landlords in the old society that the 

entire story aims to portray – and in documents of the Party since the Third Congress in 

1960,ătheătermă“oldăsociety”ăstandsăforăcapitalistăexploitationăandăfeudalistăsocietyă(Third 
                                                           

146The conversation reflects the Indians being cheated sometimes by native landlords and officials, the 
issueăthatătheăhistorianăPhạmăCao DươngăDươngădescribesăinăhisăbook.ăManyărichăruralălandlordsăstillă
borrowed money from Indian sé-ty with agreements on high interest. However, some landlords would 
legallyătransferăownershipăofătheirăpropertyătoăothers’ănames,ăwhichăwouldămakeăśt-ty be unable to ask for 
any interest back (Thựcătr ngăc aăgiớiăn̂ngădânăViệtăNamădướiăth iăPhápăthuộc; pp. 90-91). 
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National Congress Volume 1 37, 91). A prominent intellectual in Party-led cultural 

organizations and a leading revolutionary writer,147 NguyễnăCôngăHoanăseemsătoăhaveă

activelyăadoptedătheăParty’săideologyăofăhisătime.ăInăhisămemoirăĐ iăviếtăv năc aăt̂i (first 

published in 1971), he describes how the thematic evolutions in his writing run parallel to 

and is derived from revolutionary work defined by the Party as representing historically 

differant period. In other words, Nguyễn Công Hoan fervently strives to make his 

writings mirrors of national projects in the socialist revolution. Among these attempts, 

Đốngărácăcũ is a story about the old society,ăwhichăis,ăasăHoanădefines,ă“underătheăslaveryă

[colonial]ăregime”ăinăwhichăcommonersăareăcorruptedăinătheăfaceăofăcolonială

modernization and opportunistic financial capitalists have chances to more exploit them 

(219). Obviously, the old society, embodied in the image of sét-ty,ăinăNguyễnăCôngă

Hoan's writing is compatible with that society as defined by the Party. 

Nevertheless, as a leaderăwhoăactivelyăcarriedăoutătheăParty’săideologyăinătheăfieldsăofă

information, literature and education,148 NguyễnăCôngăHoanăisăindeedăawareăofăă“Cáiă

mới”ă(theăNew)ăasătheăfundamentalăthemeăofădominatingă“v năhọcăhọcăhiệnăthựcăx̃ăhộiă

ch ănghĩa”ă(socialistărealistic literature) of his time.149 Ină1958,ătheăyearăofătheăDRV’să

                                                           
147 After the Revolution, NguyễnăCôngăHoanăactivelyăparticipatedăină“côngătácăcáchămạng”ă

(revolutionary works): Director of Hanoi Department of Journal Censorship and Vice Director of Tonkin 
Department of Propaganda. During the First Indochina War, Nguyễn Công Hoan join the military; then he 
heldătheădirectorăpositionăatăTrườngăV năhóaăquânănhânătrungăc p (Intermediate School of Military Culture) 
of the Commander Ministry and the chief –editor of the newspaper Quân nhân học (Military Studies) of 
elementary and middle students. Nguyễn Công Hoan is the first president of the Association of Vietnamese 
Writers and consecutively held the position of leading member in Party-led art and cultural associations 
(NguyễnăHoànhăKhung.ă“NguyễnăCôngăHoan”ăTừ iểnăV năhọc Việt Nam.Ed.ăĐỗ Đức Hiểu et.al. Hà Nội: 
Nhà xu t b̉n Thế giới, 2003, 1114-1117).  

148 See Footnote 147.  
149AccordingătoăNguyễnăLươngăNgọcăinătheăcontemporary textbook in literary theory, socialist 

realistic literature means  
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initiation of correcting land reforming errors and ending anti-Party literary activities 

(Porter 64-66; Moise, Land Reform in China and North Vietnam 237-268;ăMoise,ă“Landă

Reform”ă621-622), the Party increased its control over literature as an ideological 

instrument in class and national struggles.150  In this Report at the Third Congress in 

1960,ăHồăChíăMinhăcontendedăthată“artăandăliteratureăareăoccupyingăanăimportantăplaceăină

the socialist revolutionăinăideology,ăscienceăandătechnique”ă(Third National Congress, 

Volumeă1,ă96)ăandăthatătheărevolutionăinăideology,ă“likeătheăsocialistărevolutionăină

economy,ăhasăbeenăanăintegralăpartăofătheăsocialistărevolution”ă(Third National Congress, 

Volume 1,ă89).ăAlsoăinăthisăCongress,ăHồăChíăMinhăassertedătheăneedătoăraiseăartăandă

literatureătoătheăpositionăofăaă“sharpăweapon”ăofătheănationalărevolution:ă 

Art and literary work must render efficient service to the revolutionary lines 
and policies of the Party and contribute actively to the formation of the ideology 
and sentiment of man and to his transformation along socialist lines, to the 
mobilization and encouragement of the people to deploy all their spirit and 
strength to achieve the revolutionary task put forward by the Party (Third 
National Congress, Volume 1 96) 

                                                                                                                                                                             
the new in realistic socialist literature is different from realistic literature is that the former asserts the 

communism and revolutionary role of proletarians ; it believes in the certain formation of a society without 
exploitation between people and people while the latter contains only social criticism without asserting any 
ideologyă(NguyễnăLươngăNgọc.ăM yăv nă ềănguyênălỦăv năhọc,ătậpă2.ăHàăNội:ăNhàăxu tăb̉năgiáoăd c,ă
1962. 176) 

150In Februaryă1957,ăatătheăSecondăNationalăArtăandăLetterăMeetingă(Hộiănghịăv nănghệătoànăquốcălầnă
2),ăparticipantsăreceivedăaăletterăfromătheăParty’săCenterăCommitteeăthatădefinedăartistsăasăideologicală
educators. To complete this role, artists were asked, as shownăinătheăletter,ă“toămakeăeffortsătoăstudyă
Leninist- Marxism,ătoălearnătheăParty’săandătheăGovernment’săguidelinesăandătoăimproveătheiră[Marxist]ă
ideologicalăstance”ă(ĐặngăThaiăMaiăVolumeă1ă35).ăInăthisămeeting,ăHộiăLiênăhiệpăv năhọcănghệăthuậtăViệtă
Nam (The Vietnamese Association of Inter-Arts) was established, including associations of artists of all art 
typesăandăprovincialăassociationsăofălettersăandăarts.ăTheăAssociationă“playedăanăimportantăroleăinăunitingă
different revolutionary groups of Vietnamese artists, in constructing a new art and literature that is 
thematically socialist and nationalist. The Association disciplined art and literature to conform to the 
Party’săartăandăliteratureăpoliciesăandătoăactivelyăparticipateăinăhistoricallyăpolitical works of nation-
building: fighting against the America to save the country, liberating the South, unifying the nation, 
realizingăsocialismăinătheăNorthăandălaterăentireătheăcountry”ă(TrầnăHữuăTá.ă“HộiăLiênăhiệpăv năhọcănghệă
thuật.”Từă iểnăv năhọc.Volume 1.ăHàăNội:ăNhàăxu tăb̉năKhoaăhọcăX̃ăhội,ă1983,ă320).ă 
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Forăliteratureătoăplayătheăroleăofăaă“sharpăideologicalăweapon”ăofătheăsocialistărevolution,ă

theăCongressăproposedăthatăwritersăhadătoămasterătheă“writingămethodăofăsocialistă

realism.”ăOnlyăwithăthisămethod,ăwritersăwereăableătoă“honestlyăreflectănew lives, new 

people to contribute to educating and encourage people to fight for the socialist 

revolutionăandătheănationalăreunificationă(ĐặngăThaiăMai, Tr̂nă ư ngăhọcătậpăvàănghînă

ću Volume 1 49-50, an emphasis is added).   

Theătermă“mới”ă(new)ăasăaăthematicăandăformicăcharacteristicăofătheăVietnameseă

socialist realistic literature occurs repeatedly in speeches and documents of leading Party 

members.151 Butăwhatădoesătheătermă“new”ămean? This term primarily refers to the 

Party’săvisionăofătheăcomprehensiveă“vôăs̉năhóa”ă(proletarianization)ăthatăfundamentallyă

aimsătoăeradicateă“fromăeveryone’sămindă…ăofăanyădesireătoăownăprivateăpropertyăorătoă

pursueăanyăprivateăpurpose”ă(Dungansonă173).ăLand reform and associated wealth 

redistributions must have formed initial steps in eradicating the mindset of private 

ownership, the supposed colonial, capital habits of thinking and acting (Dunganson 173; 

Marr, Vietnam War, State and the Revolution 374-375).152 The processes of material 

proletarianization are essential for the ultimate aim of the revolution –“proletarianizationă

ofătheămindăofătheăentireăpopulation”ă(WangăHenry 137). In the field of literature and art, 

                                                           
151 E.g.ă“Weămustăfosterănewăthoughtsătoăbuildăupăsocialism”ă– a speech that Lê Duẩn delivered at the 

meeting on March 10, 1961 to propaganda and educate cadres about political remolding drive (in Lê Duẩn. 
On the Socialist Revolution in Vietnam.Volume 3. Hanoi: Foreign Languages Publishing House, 1967).  

152 Speeches by President Hồ Chí Minh, Deputy Prime Minister Phạm Hùng and Hoàng Anh (1912-
1988)  and the leading character in charge of agriculture Trần Hữu Dực (1910-1993) at the Third Congress 
emphasizedătheămainăobjectivesăofătheăsocialistărevolutionăinăNorthăisătoă“advanceătheăNorthăfromăană
economy based mainly on individual ownership of means of production to socialist economy based on 
ownership by the entireăpeopleăandăcollectiveăownership”ă(ThirdăNationalăCongressăofătheăVietnamă
Workers’ăPartyăVolumeăIIIă202).ă 
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since 1957,153 the Party attempted to develop a new figure that is able to reflect, 

participateăinăandăformăwhatăHenryăWangăcallsă“publicăownershipăofăspiritualămeansăofă

production”ă(137). The Party fostered the proletarianization of the mind of authors by 

integrating them into lives of workers and peasants. A decree, issued on January 6, 1958 

by the Political Bureau (Politburo) of the Central Committee Communist Party of 

Vietnam, gave details ofthe new duty of officials in charge of art and literature 

management. The duty included organizing authors to do field works in factories and in 

soldier-worker-peasant bases and to participate in labor work so that authors would better 

understand and sympathize with the realities of lives of the masses. Particularly those 

who grew up in the colonial era suchăasăNguyễnăCôngăHoan,ăwereăseenătoă“remainăcityă

people”ăandăpetty-bourgeois. Seen as lingering on subjectivism and individualism, these 

intellectualsăsupposedlyăăhardlyăsawăaă“politicalănecessityăofălandăreform”ăandă

empathizedăwithă“feelingsăandăthoughtsăof the poor peasant who for the first time in his 

lifeăownedăaăpieceăofălandăaăbuffaloăhimself”ă(NguyễnăKhắcăViện,ăHữuăNgọcă143).ă

Therefore,ăintellectualsăgrowingăupăină“theăoldăsociety”ălikeăNguyễnăCông Hoan were 

expected to become proletarians (NguyễnăKhắcăViện,ăHữuăNgọcă144-146).  

“Proletarianization” aimed at constructing a new mind for authors: empty of 

“lingeringăideologiesăofăbourgeoisăandăpettyăbourgeois”ăandăfullăofăworkers’ăideologicală

stances and Marxist-Leninist revolutionary morals andăworldviewsă(ĐặngăThaiăMai,ăTrên 

bướcă ư ngăhọcătập Volumeă1ă37).ăTheă“‘workers’ăideologicalăstanceăandăMarxist-

Leninistărevolutionaryămoralsăandăworldviews”ăreferătoăideologicalăpublicăownershipăandă

                                                           
153 See Footnote 150 
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supposedlyăassociatedăworkersăandăfarmers’ăeconomicăinterests. With proletarianized 

minds, the Party believed authors would be able to create sửăthiă(epics) about incredibly 

glorious works of proletarianization, what would form Vietnamese socialist realist 

writing.154 Particularly, proletarianized minds supposedly formed a condition for the 

dominationăofă“ch ănghĩaăbiệnăchứng”ă[dialecticalămaterialism]ăinăthematicădevelopmentsă

of socialist realistic literature. The resulting socialist realist literature would end in the 

proletarianized – the victorious completion of proletarianization -- the newest, most 

advancedăstageăinătheăevolutionăofăindividualsăandăsocietiesă(PhanăCựăĐệ,ăHàăMìnhăĐứcă

367-368;ăPhươngăLựu,ă“Ch ănghĩaăhiệnăthựcăx̃ăhội”ă138-140). This socialist realistic 

literature, as widely believed by the Party, would potentially create proletarianized minds, 

thusăcompletingăitsăpositionăasăaă“sharpăweapon”ăofătheăPartyăinătheăenvisionedăsocialistă

revolution.155 The socialist revolution was seen to be the ultimate objective of national 

                                                           
154 “C̉m hứng sử thi”ăoră“xuăhướng sử thi”ă(epicătendency)ăisătheăcommonătermărefersătoăoneăofătwoă

principle characteristics (with romantic inspiration – “c̉m hứng lãng mạn”)ăofătheărevolutionaryăliteratureă
during Vietnam War (NguyễnăĐ ngăMạnh.ăChuăV năSơn.ăNguyễnăĐ ngăM nh, tuyển tập.Volume 2. Hà 
Nội: Nhà xu t b̉n Giáo d c, 2006, p. 275-276).ăToăbeăclear,ătheătermă“sử thi”ăinăVietnameseălanguageăandă
in studies about socialist Vietnamese literature contains a meaning that incorporates aspects of marvelous 
heroism and victory of historically, challenging but meaningful tasks related to fates of a nation or a 
community. The Report atătheăParty’să4th Congress, addressed that Vietnamese people wrote a wonderful 
epic of the Vietnamese revolutionary war with the victory of  Hồ Chí Minh campaign while constructing 
socialism (75 Years of the Communist Party of Viet Nam 336).ăăLiteratureăthatăhas”ăkhuynhăhướng sử thi”ă
must have the tone of pride and compliment towards events and issues related to the national existence; this 
literature constructs characters that embody ideologies and morals of the community and that struggle for 
the nation (NguyễnăĐ ngăManhăIbid.). 

155 In the latest version of Vietnamese dictionary of literature (2004), Lại Nguyên Ân explains the 
termă“ch  nghĩaăhiện thực xã hội”ă(realisticăsocialism)ăasătheăprincipleăideologyăofăliteratureăinăcommunistă
countries particularly since 1945. This literary movement existed as a world-wide ideological opponent to 
literary movements in western countries during the Cold War (1945-1991).  However, this principle no 
longer functioned as an ideological control in literature after the collapse of Soviet Union and particularly 
present-day (LạiăNguyênăÂn.ă“Ch  nghĩaăhiện thực xã hội.”Từ iểnăv năhọc Ed.ăĐỗ V năHiểu et.al.. Hà 
Nội: Nhà xu t b̉n Thế giới, 2004, 286-288). Interestingly, while Lại Nguyên Ân mostly limits his 
description of the term in soviet literature, in the older version of the Vietnamese dictionary of literature 
(1983),ăPhươngăLựu, explained with vivid indications from Vietnamese literature and insists that Marxist-
Leninist ideology-basedăsocialistărealismăisătheămostăprogressăandăscientificăideologyă(PhươngăLựu.ă“Ch  
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independence, at the time hinderedăbyătheăcolonialălegacyăandăAmerica’săneo-

colonialism. The Party attempted to create the comprehensively proletarianized figure of 

the North with the aim of modernizing the national economy to make the North a firm, 

strong base for the struggle for theănationalăunityăandăsovereigntyă(TrườngăChinh,ă“Theă

Party’săIdeologicalăWork”ă11;ăLêăDuẩn,ăOn the Socialist Revolution in Vietnam Vol.1 

41). Accordingly, the Vietnamese socialist realism writing  during the Vietnam War was 

without anti-American imperialism, supposedly embodied in individualism and 

hedonism;156 asăconcludedăinătheăParty’săreportăatătheă4th Congress (1976), this literature 

“isăworthyătoăstandăinătheăvanguard of the anti-imperialismăculturesăandăartsăofăourătime”ăă

(75 Years of the Communist Party of Vietnam 412).  

Actually,ătheăPartyăattemptedătoăproletarianizeăminds’ăofăVietnameseăintellectualsă

sinceătheălateă1920sătoăeducateăthemăaboutăworkers’ăpointsăofăviewăandăstrugglesăandătoă

penetrate the Party influence among the masses. Male and female intellectuals were 

instructedătoă“ iăvôăs̉năhóa”ă(goătoăproletarianization)ăinăFrenchăfactoriesăofăcoalămining,ă

textile, beer and ship building.157 Specifically, in the field of literature, the 

proletarianization was developed in two phases, from the phaseăofă“dearătoăcommonersă

andăreality”ătoătheăphaseăofă“dearătoătheăproletariats.”ăInăV năhọcăkháiăluận (1944),ăĐặngă

Thai Mai, the first modern literary theoretician,158 fervently renovated the concept of 

                                                                                                                                                                             
nghĩaăhiện thực xã hội ch  nghĩa.”Từ iểnăv năhọc.Volumeă1.Ed.ăĐỗ Đức Hiểu et.al. Hà Nội: Nhà xu t b̉n 
Khoa học Xã hội. 138-140). 

156 See Chapter 3 
157 Read V̂ăs năhóa”(ăảồiăkýăcáchăm ngă8).ăHàăNội:ăNhàăxu tăb̉năThanhăniên,ă1972.ă 
158NguyễnăV năTrungăsaidăthatăĐặngăThaiăMaiăwasătheăfirstăliteraryătheoreticianăwhoăexplicitlyă

announced the existence of literary studies as a science to challenge existing emotion-based appreciation of 
literature.ăNguyễnăV năTrungăonlyăreadăĐặngăThaiăMai’săV năhọcăkháiăluận (Hanoi:ăTânăV năHóa,ăTạpăchíă
v nămới,ăTậpăMớiăsốă36-36,ăJuneă25,ă1944);ăscholarshipăofăĐặngăThaiăMaiăand of other northern theorists 
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literature to justify his call for the self-proletarianization of minds among authors. Given 

traditionalăliteratureăisălargelyătheăvoiceăofăandăforărulingăclassesădueătoăauthors’ănoble,ă

richădominatingăassociations,ăĐặngăThaiăMaiăassertedăauthorsătoăstepăoutăofătheirăpositionă

to sense the pity and misery of commoners and to capture the unavoidable evolving 

development of human life (61-68).ăĐ ngăThaiăMai’săinsistence on the attachment of 

authors to the social evolution aimed at asserting that authors must play the role of 

“vanguardăforces”ăinăanăinescapableărevolution that would break down the feudal and 

colonialăsystem.ăIndeed,ăĐặngăThaiăMai’săpointăaboutăauthorsăandătheirăattachmentătoătheă

commoner’săinterestsăandătoătheăsocialărevolutionăconclusivelyătheorizedătheă

contemporary blossom of so-called critical realistic literature. This literature particularly 

initiatedăfromătheălateă1920săthroughătheăearlyă1940;ăităwasăinăthisăliteratureăthatăHồăBiểuă

ChánhăandăNguyễnăCôngăHoanăexplicitlyădepictedătheăIndiansăasăcolonialăcapitalistsăandă

feudal landlords (See Chapter 2).  

After the Revolution, in the early time of anti-French Resistance (1946-1947),ăĐặngă

Thai Mai continued calling for the self-proletarianization of Vietnamese intellectuals. 

ĐặngăThaiăMaiăhighlightedătheăuseăofăliteratureăasă“aătoolăofăideologyăpropaganda”ă

contributingătoătheănationalăprojectăofă“fightingăagainstăinvadersăandăsavingătheă

country.”159 Authors, as defined, are supposed to write for all groups of population 

including soldiers, militias, intellectuals, businessmen, workers and farmers and all other 

forces as long as they, directly and indirectly, contribute to the Resistance. Writing is 
                                                                                                                                                                             
during the Vietnam War were unreachable in the South; Trung only knew about northern scholarship 
throughăsomeăbriefăreviewă(ReadăNguyễnăV năTrungăLượcăkh oăv năhọcăVolumeă1.ăSaigon:ăăSơnăNam,ă
1963, 5-7). 

159 Most publication byăĐặng Thai Mai in 1946-1947 was reprinted in Tr̂nă ư ng học tập và nghiên 
ću: phê bình và tiểu luận (Hà nội: Nhà xu t b̉năv năhọc, 1969).  
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seen as aiming at explaining and educating people about military, society, economy and 

culture to gain lessons for national struggles; at consolidating entire population for the 

ongoing national resistance and for the upcoming nation-building; and at homogenizing 

public minds in a common belief in the nation-state (Tr̂năbướcă ư ngăhọcătập 115-116). 

Mostly,ăinăthisăperiod,ăĐặngăThaiăMaiăexplodedătheăfirstăphaseăofăproletarianizationăofătheă

mind that asked authors to step out of their economically privileged zone to stand 

alongsideăaăvastărangeăofăcommoners’ăinterestsăandăthoughts.ăInăanăarticleăpublishedăină

1946,ăĐặngăThaiăMaiăcriticizedăaăgroupăofăauthorsăwhoăappreciatedăliteratureăthatăwentă

beyond and away from a political association; he insisted on the social duty of authors as 

thoseăofăaăVietnameseăcitizen.ăĐặngăThaiăMaiăquotedăGandhi’săresponseătoăTagore’săanti-

boycott English products to justify the certainty of proletarianization of intellectuals. In 

theăwordsăofăĐặngăThaiăMai,ăTagoreăworriedăthatămanyăintellectuals, who were noble 

classes and who were not familiar with manual works, could not live without western 

materials that were made available by the colonial system. In response, Gandhi contended 

that poets also constituted a part of Indian people, thus, they should weave for clothes and 

shouldăworkăforăfoods.ăLeaningăonăGandhi'săwords,ăĐặngăThaiăMaiăstressesăthată"we"ăareă

parts of the Vietnamese population who needs independence, food and clothe; poets, 

artists, and writers should not stay out of politics, stay afar social movements or stay 

above the masses to keep hold on the master position. Intellectuals, instead, should stand 

among and live with the masses (Tr̂nă ư ngăhọcătậpăvàănghînăćuă76-77). These 

emphases mainly aim at drawing contemporaries out of their haunting associations with 

political, material comforts that are brought about by the old feudal, colonial systems.  
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Indeed,ăĐặngăThaiăMai’sătheoriesăconformătoătheăParty’săeverăattemptsătoăconstructăaă

new literature in particular and a new culture at large that could function as an ideological 

weapon in eliminating so-called colonial, feudal legacies from Vietnamese culture and 

instilling in this culture socialist realist principles. For such new literature and culture, in 

1948,ăTrườngăChinh,ătheăParty’săchiefătheoretician,ădevelopedăfurtherătheăconceptăofă

proletarianization of intellectuals that was closer to the class struggleăview.ăăInă“Marxismă

andăVietnameseăCulture,”ăaăreportădeliveredăatătheăsecond National Cultural Conference 

Julyă1948,ăTrườngăChinhăassertedăsocialistărealismăasăaămethodăthatăwouldăensureă

Vietnamese intellectuals to break up the old colonial, feudal culture to surge towards the 

“newădemocracy-culture.”160 TrườngăChinh’sădefinitionăaimedăatămakingăcultureăaăpartăofă

class struggle: culture is supposed to serve the masses; intellectuals must play the role of 

“culturalăfighters”ăoră“culturalăworkers.”ăăThis role requires intellectuals to learn from, to 

leadăandătoăeducateă“workers,ăpeasantsăandăsoldiers”ăsoăthatătheseămassesăareăableătoăraiseă

theiră“culturalălevel”ă(literacy,ăscienceăknowledge,ănationalăawareness).ăItăisăpossibleătoă

seeăthatăTrườngăChinhăperceived the proletarianization of intellectuals in a narrower line 

that is dear to workers, farmers and soldiers instead of a vast range of population. Since 

the mid-1950s, perception of the Party about proletarianization of intellectuals clearly 

transformed into a second phase that was stricter Marxist-Leninist class view; 

proletarianization of intellectuals meant the advocacy for public ownership and 

proletariats’ăeconomicăinterests.ăTheăPartyăofficiallyăinauguratedăthisăclassăviewăofă

                                                           
160 The English version of this speech appeared in many publications. I use the quote from this speech 

from Dutton, George, Jayne Werner and John Whitmore Ed. Sources of Vietnamese Tradition. New York: 
Colombia University Press, 2012. 
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proletarianization of authors to construct a new literature, socialist realist literature, in the 

2nd Congress in 1958, as afore discussed. The uplift of the so-called Marxist-Leninist 

class view is definitely to react to the historically urgent need of transforming the North 

into socialist society to ensure material supplies for the national struggles in the South. 

National sovereignty is still the ultimate goal of historically differing national projects led 

by Vietnamese intellectuals.  

NguyễnăCôngăHoanăisăfamousăforăhisăliterature’săcloseăattachmentătoăhistoricallyă

differingătasksăofătheănationalărevolution;ăduringătheăVietnamăWar,ăNguyễnăCôngăHoanăisă

nationally received as a leading, pioneer writer of Vietnamese socialist realism. So what 

isătheămeaningăofăHoan’săintentional construction of the old world in which the imagined 

sét-ty play the vibrant role? This question is more critical in the context that Indian 

migrants -- the metaphor and metonym of colonial capitalist exploiters and associated 

obsessions of land losses and impoverishment of the mass -- reappear exuberantly in 

other depictions of Hoan and other socialist authors about the new Vietnamese society. In 

Hoan’săNhớ và ghi về Hà Nội (first published in 1970),161 Hoan recalls that Indian 

businessmen once occupied the most trading and financial streets of old Hanoi before 

1945. Sét-ty opened their shops mostly in Hàng Gai (Number 9, for example).Hoan 

particularly focuses on ways through which sét-ty occupied land and other property of the 

masses: non-employees had to mortgage their houses and land to borrow money from 

these sét-ty while employees had to mortgage their authorized salary documents. Sét-ty, 

asăHoanăemphasizes,ătookăveryăhighăinterest,ă“vayătâyă enăă(“borrowingămoneyăfrom 

                                                           
161 The text used in this chapter is reprinted by Nhà xuât b̉n trẻ (Hà Nội) in 2004.  
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blackăwesterner,”ătheăquotingămarkăisăoriginal)ăwasăveryădangerous:ămostădebtorsăofă

money-lending black westerners ended up in being bankrupt and destroyed. Another type 

ofătheă“Indianăcapitalists”ăwhoăformedătheăoldăworldăinăHoan’săwritings was “Tâyă enă

bánăv̉i”ă(sellingătextileăblackăwesterner).ăAsădepicted,ătheseăMuslimătextileăsellersărentedă

fiveăorăsixăhousesăinăHàngăĐàoăStreet;ăthereăwasăaăbigăBombayăsilkăshopăinăTràngăTiềnă

Street. Many customers were attracted by the transparent, thin, elegant, silky, colorful 

Bombay textiles. The Indian bosses usually hired Vietnamese female laborers to serve 

Vietnamese consumers. In describing Indian textile sellers, Hoan subtly reveals their 

exploiting nature by exerting details about their bad treatment of native employees. As 

told,ăallăemployeesă“hadătoăgoăout,ăstandingăatăstreets”ăwhileătheirăbossesăprayedăată

mosque on Fridays.  These Muslim businessmen whenever going out would carefully 

locked their shops, keeping their employees outside. The narrator definitely attempts to 

picture the resentment of the employees, an embodiment of the masses, in terms of a 

command:ă“haveăto.”ăParticularly,ăaălivelyăpictureăofăculturalălivesăofătheăIndianăsettlersăină

HanoiăinăHoan’sămemoirăraisesătheăquestionăwhyăvigorousăIndianăcapitalists appear in his 

“epic”ăaboutătheăsocialistăVietnameseăsociety.ăItăisăstrangeăthatăinăVietnameseăsocialist 

realist writings,ătheăaudienceăisăableătoăimagineătheăIndianătextileăsellersăinăHàngăĐàoăasă

wearing white, wide clothes (national dresses) and sitting cross-legged position on a 

table. Meanwhile, Bombay Indians at Tràng Tiền Street wear European clothes; their 

partedăhairămakesăthemălookămoreăcivilized.ăMoreover,ăIndianătextileăsellersăinăHàngăĐàoă

usually locked their shops on Friday to pray atătheirăMosqueă[chùaăTâyăĐenă(blackă

westerner pagoda)], located at Tô LịchăRiverăStreetă[presentlyăHàngăLược]. When 
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speakingăVietnamese,ăblackăwesternersătendătoăaddă“r”ătoăeveryăword.ăBlackăwesternersă

in Vinh (Nghệ An, Central Vietnam) speak in Nghệ tone; black westerners in Saigon 

speak in Saigon tone.162 

Not only Nguyễn Công Hoan, also other socialist authors such as Trần Huy Liệu 

(1901-1969)ăandăHoàngăĐạo Thúy (1990-1994)163 reconstruct the domination of the 

Indian capitalists in Lịch sử th  ̂ăảàăNội (History of Hanoi Capital, 1960) and Phố 

phư ng Hà Nộiăxưa (Hanoi Streets in Olden Days, 1974), writings about old Vietnamese 

                                                           
162 The so-called Indian capitalist characters also appear in other writings of Nguyễn Công Hoan; they 

are also characters of the past colonial Vietnamese society.  
I currently found in Nguyễn Xuân Hòe' s poetic prose "Quà tết c a cô Th̉o" a bông-bay related detail 

that convinces me about Bôm-bay textiles' presence in Northern Vietnam during the War. Nguyễn Xuân 
Hòe (1923 - ) is a celebrated militant of North Vietnam's government. In this piece, in the teacher Th̉o 
callsăpeopleătoădonateăgoodsătoăpresentăsoldiersăfightingăinămountainousăSơnăLaăfrontlineăonătheăoccasion of 
Tết. Th̉o herself bought a chicken-oil colored Bôm-bay scarf; she embroiders it with the sentence "em tặng 
anh chiếnăsĩăở SơnăLa"ă(IăpresentăitătoăSơnăLaăsoldiers).ăThisăscarfăisăawardedătoăaăsoldierăwhoăobtainsăaăgună
from the enemy. This prize encourages the soldier to be more determined to sacrifice his life for the nation. 
In a battle, his hand gets injured,  he uses the scarf to cover the wound. The story ends in the detail that the 
solder wishes that if only the scarf giver knows his sentiments about the scarf and its first possessor (Read: 
Thế Phong. Lược sử v nănghệ Việt Nam: tổng luận 1900-1956.ăSaigon:ăĐạiăNamăV năHiến, 1965). 

163 Túămỡă(1900-1970),ăaăfamousăsatirists,ăwroteăaăsatireăpoem,ănamedă““śtăty”ătựă ại”ă[egotisticăśt-
ty]: 

Bởiălòngăthươngăxótăbọnăbầnănhân 
Ph̉iăbỏătiềnăraă ểă ỡă ần 
Mộtăchữălàmătinăchoă úngăluật 
Haiăngườiăb̉oălĩnhăgọiăanătâm 
Chẳngăquaăbuônăbạcă nă ồngăl̃i 
Nàoăph̉iălènăngườiăníchănặngăphân 
Ngánănỗiăconă enălòngăbạcăbẽoă 
Quaăcầuătúngăbẩnă ̃ăvongăână 
(Due to pitying bankrupted people 
Having to giving away money to help 
One letter for deposition for legality 
Two sponsors for  peace of mind 
It is just making interest by running money business 
Not exploiting people every coin 
Just being afraid black people who are betraying 
Going through hard bridge and forgetting the help)  
(ăPhạmăThếăNgũă“CâyăbútătràoăphúngăTúăMỡ.”ăTiếngăcư iăTúăMỡ.ăEd.ăMaiăHương.ăHàăNội:ăNhàăxu tă

b̉năv năhóaăthôngătin,ă2000,ă55).ăItăisănotăclearăwhenătheăpoemăwasăcreatedăbutăTúăMỡăisăwidelyă
acknowledgedăforăhisăattacksăagainstă“oldăsociety”ăthroughăsatiricăpoems.ă 
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society. Particularly, Thúy describes how greedy Indians increasingly took over 

traditional textile businesses of the native: vivid, colorful silk of Hanoi wasin disfavor 

since the introduction of French cloth that was promoted by the Indian textile sellers. At 

first,ăthereăwasăonlyăoneăIndianăshopăsellingăFrenchăclothăinăHàngăĐàoăStreet,ă“thenăthree,ă

four shops. Then they threw money to rent houses, from one hundred to five hundred and 

severalăthousands.ăTheyăalsoăoccupiedăsomeădozensăofăotherăshopsă…ăAsăaăconsequence,ă

noble Hanoi people were pushed to go back to countryside or to rent houses in other parts 

[ofăHanoi]”ă(71).164 The paragraph definitely echoes the familiar formulaic metaphor and 

metonym of the Indian migrants in colonial Vietnamese literature: Indian presence and 

growth are similar to and historically associated with the presence and growth of the 

French colonialism in Vietnam.  

So, again, what do the depictions of old world – the world of private ownerships of 

dominating colonialist, capitalists and destructing natives -- play role in the socialist 

authors’ărealizationăofătheătaskăofăreflectingăandăcreatingătheănewăworld?ăă 

Actually, the imagined colonial world of Hoan and other socialist authors stem from 

their experimental implementations of the principle dialectic materialism in writing epics 

about the new, the supposedly proletarianized era of Vietnam. The old in socialist 

realisticăliterature,ăasăinstructedăbyătheăcontemporaryăleadingăliteraryătheorist,ăĐặngăThaiă

Mai (1902-1984), must be seen in its evolution toward the new:  
                                                           

164  In this text, HoàngăĐạoăThúy,ăaărevolutionist,ăalsoărecollectsăhisămemoriesăaboutăoldăHàăNộiăină
which black westerners open money-lendingăshopăinăstreetsăHàngăBông,ăHàngăGai,ăandăHàngăĐào.Peopleă
called them "sét-ty." "Borrowing money from these gangsters are very simple but if you do not pay by the 
due date,ăyouăwillăbeăimmediatelyăimprisoned,ăwhichăisăcalledă"ngồiătùănợ"ă(seatingăinăprisonăbecauseăofăină
debt)"ă(HoàngăĐạoăThúy.ăPhốăphư ngăảàăNộiăxưa.HàăNội:ăSởăv năhóaăthôngătinăHàăNội,ă1974;ăpp.ă115). 
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Our new life and new people have all aspects of tradition, presence and 
future. Our literature and art do not mean that you are not allowed to describe  the 
old, but writers and artists must present the old in terms of the ideologies, 
emotionsăandăformsăofătheănewăera.”ă(ĐặngăThaiăMai,Tr̂nă ư ngăhọcătậpăvàă
nghînăćuă Volume 1 59) 

Criticisms of the old in socialist realist writing are necessary to make deeper of eulogies 

aboutătheănewă(PhươngăLựuă"Ch ănghĩaăhiệnăthựcăx̃ăhộiăch ănghĩa"ă39).ăAccordingly, 

Indian bloodsuckers form negative, losing characters in epics about triumphant socialist 

Vietnam. Specifically, the lingering images of Indian migrants in epics of Hoan and 

others obviously embody the primitive level of the supposedly linear development of 

Vietnam toward an advanced level. That is the transformation of Vietnam from the 

savage to the modern, similarly, from the capitalist to the socialist, and from the 

colonialist to the nationally independent. As Hoan explicitly shares, his depiction of sét-

ty, an embodiment of "the thick black shadow that made the [Vietnamese] society 

intolerable”ăaimsăatăglorifyingă“theă[savior]ălightăofătheăParty”ă(NguyễnăCôngăHoan, Đ iă

viếtăv năc aăt̂i 219).ăInăotherăwords,ăHoan’săandăotherăauthors’ăemphasesăonătheăvigorăofă

destructing and exploiting Indian capitalists aim at highlighting the savoring power and 

the essential presence of the Party and the associated socialist national figure. In general, 

during the Vietnam War, there is no a northern novel,in which the Indian bloodsucker has 

“maximumăcontact with the present (contemporary reality) in its open-endedness”ă

(Todorov 88). Instead, images of Indian bloodsucker only appear in forms of formula, 

metaphor or metonym, all suggest a contemporary new Vietnamese society beyond 

colonialism and capitalism. In other words, the Indian images purely serve as "a national 

past" – the colonial dead -- that helps glorify the proletarianization led by the Party. The 
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resulting practical impact of this literary glorification is, supposedly that it created more 

trust among public about the Party leadership, which would help strengthen the ongoing 

proletarianizationăinăreality.ăAnd,ăasărevealedăbyăHoàngăĐạoăThúy,ădepictionsăofătheăoldă

habitual private ownership -- embodied in the image of Indians -- potentially functioned 

as reminders by contemporary nation-makers of the lingering colonial legacy that had to 

beăwipedăout.ăOtherwise,ăThúyăisăafraid,ă“ourăyoungăgenerationăwillăseeăităandăcarryăită

forwardăforever”ă(8).ăTherefore,ăităisăsocialistăintellectuals’ăself-assigned role as souls and 

minds of the nation, which make images of the Indians fixed in the bad and dead such as 

exploitingăcapitalistsăandăcolonialists.ăMoreover,ăcontemporaryăintellectuals’ăattemptsăată

actually participating in the ongoing proletarianization must have also resulted in the 

disappearance of Indian characters in the present tense of Vietnamese socialist realist 

literature. Altogether, Vietnamese socialist realist writing makes the Indians invisible by 

way of making this population solely visible in the dead past and as the symbol of 

colonial capitalism, a target of the dominating proletarianization of Vietnam; it actively 

suggests the death of the Indians in Vietnamese historiography and society. Moreover, 

works of socialist authors participating in the proletarianization do not only create the 

deadăIndiansăbutăalsoă“honestly”ăreflectăbureaucraticăprocessesăthatăsocialistănation-

makers followed to make this population disappear. That is the processes of 

proletarianizing the actual Indians remaining in Hanoi into a part of the envisioned 

socialist Vietnam, as will be discussed in the following chapter.  
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2. “Vô s n hóa” (Proletarianizing) “Capitalist Ấndians:” Ấndians as “thợ” in New 

Vietnamese Society 

There is a consensus that the Revolution drove the Indians, particularly those with 

French citizenship, out of Vietnam, particularly northern Vietnam. Nevertheless, the 

exodus of the Indian population out of postcolonial (northern) Vietnam stemmed from a 

more complex reason; it did not happen as an immediate consequence of the emergence 

of the socialism-oriented government. The Vichy government took action to marginalize 

the Frenchmen of India from their positions in Indochina and excluded them from the 

area (Pairaudeau).165Moreover, in spite of perceiving Indian moneylenders and traders as 

“capitalists”ăsinceă1930,ăsocialistănation-makers did show certain friendliness towards 

non-French foreign capitalists in early years of the postcolonial Vietnam (1945-1954). 

"BeăfriendlyăwithăHoaăKiềuăandă năKiều"ăwasăa point emphasized in Section " Domestic 

Affairs"ăofătheăResolutionăofăĐạiăhộiătoànăquốcăViệtăNamădânăch ăĐ̉ngăină1946ă

(September 15-25), the first public meeting of the communist force in Hanoi. Until 1947, 

the Indian migrants, along with the Chinese, receivedăsincerelyăthankfulănotesăfromăHồă

ChíăMinh’săyearlyăNewăYearăgreetingăforă“beingăardentăsupportersăofăVietnameseă

people’săResistanceă[againstătheăFrench]ătoăsaveătheănation.”166 This friendliness was not 

without the aim of defending the infant, independent Vietnam from the return of French 

colonization: First, upon 1947, the communist nation-makers constantly sought helps 

from India in terms of following issues: recognizing the government of Democratic 
                                                           

165 This chapter uses Pairaudeau ‘sămanuscriptăaboutăFrench Indians in Indochina from 1945-1954. 
This manuscript is supposed to a chapter in her forthcoming book Mobile Citizens: French Indians in 
Indochina, 1858-1954 (Copenhagen: NIAS Press, 2016). The manuscript is provided by the author.  

166Học viện chính trị quốc gia Hồ Chí Minh.Hồ Chí Minh – Biên niên tiểu sử, tập 4. Hà Nội: Nhà xu t 
b̉n chính trị quốc gia, 2006, 37-39. 
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Republic of Vietnam, using influence at the United Nation to stop French reinforcements 

(SarDesai 61-80). Second, communist nation- makers strived to draw supports from all 

sources for the national cause. And it is this nationalist end that created the vast migration 

of the Indians out of the area. To indicate, the 1946 Resolution decided to urgently unify 

all groups, regardless of religious, ethnic and national differences to fight against pro-

colonial French forces. Communist nation-makers even attempted to construct a mutual 

“love”ăandăsympathyăofăIndianăand Vietnamese nationals based on the idea of a 

supposedly common French enemy.167 Indianăindividuals’ăandăcompanies’ădonationsăofă

materialsă(clothăandămoney)ătoăViệtăminhăinăearlyădaysăofătheăanti-French Resistance 

appeared in Vietnamese history (Marr, Vietnam State, War and Revolution 375; Thomson 

and Adloff 130).168 

But,ăprovidedăthatătheăfriendlinessăwasăwithoutătheăaimăforătheănation’săindependentă

end, that attitude also suggests the marginalization of those who did not support the 

revolutionary force.169 Thus,ăinăspiteăofătheăeuphoricătermsăsuchăasă“thânăthiện”ă

                                                           
167 Aădocument,ănamedă“FightingăCommitteeăofătheăRevolutionaryăPeopleăofăSouthernăIndochina”ătoă

Indians in the British army of occupation in Hanoi address that Vietnamese and Indians shared the same 
ideologyăofăliberatingăIndiaăandăVietnamăfromăaăcommonăenemy,ăsoă“weămustăloveăeachăother.ăWeămustă
notăbeădividedăbyăanyone”ă(quotedăinăThomson,ăVirginaăandăAdloff,ăRichard.ăăMinority Problems in 
Southeast Asia. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1955; pp. 130).  

168 ThisăisătheăIndianătextileăcompanyăinăNamăĐịnhăprovinceăinăDavidăMarr’sădescription.ăInăTrần Huy 
Liệu and other editors of the mainstream history book  Tài liệu tham kh o lịch sử Cách m ng cậnă i Việt 
Nam. Th i kì Mặt trận bình dân (Volume II, Hà Nội: Nhà xu t b̉năV năsử ịa, 1958), this company's 
producingăactivitiesăshowăexploitingănatureăofăcolonialăbosses.ăĐạm describes that in 1935, like all other 
colonial manufactories, this company dramatically reduced salaries of workers and laid off a lot of 
employees, facing the French government's demand of more monies to participate in the WWII (pp. 38). 

169 Hồ Chí Minh, President of Republic Democratic of Vietnam Government, in 1948 and 1949, 
issued two laws (SL-205, August 18, 1948 and 79-SL, July 14, 1949) on expulsions of foreigners. These 
laws decided that those who talked and acted in ways that were harmful to social security and the present 
Resistance of our nation-state must be expulsed first.  
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(friendliness),ă“love”170 andă“trânătrọngăc̉măơn”ă(sincereăthankfulness),ăIndianămigrantsă

were vulnerable in northern Vietnam. This vulnerability particularly arose when 

communist nation-makers initiated economic reforms to regain nation from America-

backed colonialism. At the Second Congress (February 11-19,ă1951),ăHồăChíăMinhă

identified land reform as a step to prepare military and people forces for unavoidable 

“counter-offensives”ăagainstătheăFrench-American alliance (75 Years of the Communist 

Party 154). At this Congress, in Political Report,ăTrườngăChinhădescribedă“Indiană

capitalists”ăasăthoseăwhoăalongăwithăChineseăcapitalists,ă“bulliedătheăVietnameseă

capitalists in both trade and money-lending…ăaănumber of them served as compradors of 

theăFrenchăcapitalists”ă(Trường Chinh, Selected Writing 309). TrầnăV năGiàu171 in his 

textbooks for contemporary teachers, students and propaganda officers explained sét-ty 

asă“tưăb̉năchoăvayăngười n”ă(“Indianămoneylendingăcapitalist”)ăandădescribedăthată

Indians received privileges like French citizens; this Indian capitalist population could 

stillăuseătheăgovernment’sălawăforceătoăseizeălandăofătheirăindebtedăfarmers.ăThus,ăfarmersă

lost their land to sét-ty and local landlords, thus, they became tenants on land that used to 

belong to them (TrầnăV năGiàu,ăGiai c p công nhân Việt Nam (1957) 118-119; TrầnăV nă

Giàu, Giai c p công nhân Việt Nam (1961) 202-203; 265-266). These descriptions are 

definitely in tune with the Party’săcontemporaryăeconomicăreformăimplementationsă– 

implementations that resulted in the bankruptcy of many Indian migrants – supposedly 

moneylenders, real estate owners, and landlords. Particularly, these reforms, as realized 
                                                           

170 See Footnote 164 
171 TrầnăV năGiàuă(1911-2010) is a famous historian and politician; he was the first General Secretary 

of the Communist Party of the newly established Hanoi University of Education (1954) and then the Hanoi 
General University (former name of Hanoi National University); he taught history at both universities and 
was the first professor honored by DRVN.   
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after the year of the Congress, included reducing rents and interest rates and limiting 

exploitation on landlords. In 1953, to strengthen national resistance in which peasants are 

leading forces, the Party implemented economic reforms more strictly: it mobilized the 

masses in carrying out the land reform policy. Not only interest rates from land and house 

renting and money lending must be reduced but also former debts of peasants were 

cleared out and surplus rents were repaid. These economic reforms would help to develop 

resistance forcesăandăleadătoăcontinuousăvictoriesăoverătheăFrenchăaggressorsă(Đ̉ngălaoă

ộngăViệtăNam,ăAnăOutlineăảistoryăofătheăVietnamăWorkers’ăPartyă66-71). No doubt, 

these policies effectively resulted in economic losses of the Indian migrants, who mostly 

earned their livings by real estate.172 The Party ordered to restore materials and 

equipment of foreigners, including Indians. Private houses and buildings were quickly 

confiscated (Marr, Vietnam State, War and Revolution 374-375). These activities must 

have triggered the masses exodus of 400 Indians out of northern Vietnam in 1954. 

Around 100 Indians remained to stay on must also have struggled to escape from the area 

inătheăfaceăofăDRV’săimpositionăofăclosingăsixtyăIndian firms in northern Vietnam in 

1955 (Chanda 33-34).ăInăshort,ătheăParty’săinitiativesătoădefendăandăregainăyoung,ă

independent Vietnam drove most Indian migrants physically out of northern Vietnam.  

NumberăofăIndiansăremainingăinăHanoiăafterăĐiệnăBiênăPh ăVictory was obviously 

insignificant, but nation-makers made them visible in attempts of promoting and 

constructing the socialist figure of Vietnam. Specifically, this population was constructed 

                                                           
172 InăReportă“ImplementingătheăLandăReform”ădeliveredăatătheăFirstăNationalăConferenceăofătheă

VietnamăWorker’săPartyă(Novemberă14-23, 1953),ăTrường Chinh listed that foreign residents  who did not 
have means of earning their living but could work would receive shares of land but they did not have right 
toăgiveăaway,ăpawn,ăorăsellăthoseădistributedălandă(Trường Chinh, Selected Writing 488). 
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as enemies of the socialist revolution, which would justify North Vietnam administrators' 

practices of proletarianizing them –which means making them actually invisible. The 

socialist construction of North Vietnam took from the Indians who left behind all ways of 

living, eventually transforming them into members of the working class, the proletariat. 

Since its second Congress, the Party was to consistently hold on national reunification as 

the foremost motivation and the last end of attempts at constructing the new socialist 

figure of northern Vietnam.173 As said, this construction constantly centered on 

eliminating private ownership of spiritual and material means of production,174 which 

would engender the working class, the supposedly essential force of the socialist 

industrialization.175 In other words, proletarianization of the mind and body of the whole 

population constituted the core of the socialist nation-making. DRVN officials perceived 

the Indian migrants as a typical challenge to that process of nation-making: this 

population has always been uncatchable and unpredictable. This doubtful perception 

occurred in the very early report of the newly-established Committee of Hanoi City about 

                                                           
173 The mentioned chapter manuscript of Pairaudeau emphasizes that international relations with 

Soviet Union world that had driven the Party into ethnically narrow national projects since the 1950s 
formed the main cause of the large Indian refugee outflows from Vietnam. This analysis appears to echo 
much scholarship that sees associations and commitments of the Party to the socialist world, particularly, to 
the Soviet Union as the main reason for the socialist transformation in northern Vietnam during the 
Vietnam War.   

174 At the 3rd Congress, HồăChíăMinhăasserted that the socialist revolution required socialist 
industrializationăwhichăprioritizedăheavyăindustry.ăNevertheless,ăHồăChíăMinhăemphasizedătheăurgencyăofă
realizing socialist revolution in ideology to eliminate remnants of capitalism and feudalism. These targets 
of socialist attacks definitely included ideological preferences on private ownership. Thus, the core of 
ideological revolution is the construction of "socialist consciousness" which means the cognizance of 
sacrificing individual-interests, "petty bourgeois" living, to the collectivism and the class solidarity (75 
Years of the Communist Party 161-329) 

LêăDuẩnă(1961)ăemphasizedătheăParty’săurgentătaskăofă“stagingăanăideologicalărevolutionăwithinătheă
Partyăandăamongătheăpeople”ă(LêăDuẩn.ăIbid.ă53 ) 

1753rd Congress defined the necessity of carrying out socialist industrialization in northern Vietnam: 
givingăpriorityătoădevelopăheavyăindustry,ăstrivingătoădevelopăagricultureăandălightăindustry,ă“steppingăupă
the socialist revolution in ideology, cultureăandătechnology”ă(AnăOutlineăảistoryăofătheăVietnamăWorkers’ă
Party (1930-1975). Hanoi: Foreign Languages Publishing House, 1976, 92) 
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attitudesăofăpopulationsătowardsăDRVN’săfirstăentryătoăHanoiăonăOctoberă10,ă1954ăafteră

ĐiệnăBiênăPh ăvictory.ăAsărecorded,ăwhileătheăChinese contributed fifteen decorated cars 

toătheăwelcomingăceremony,ătheăIndianămigrants,ăasărecorded,ă“wereă“lẻătẻ”ă(separating)ă

andălẫnă(fused)ăintoăpeople”ă(C căv năthưăvàălưuătrữănhàănướcă435).ăTheătermsă“lẻătẻ”ăandă

“lẫn”ăconnoteăVietnameseănation-makers’ăperceptionăofătheăIndiansăasăbeingădistrustăofă

the socialist Vietnamese government. This way of making visible the Indians reflected, 

predicted and actually helped the consecutive principle of socialist nation-makers to 

construct appropriate bureaucratic methods to further present the Indian migrants as 

lingering in colonial capitalist mindset and need comprehensively proletarianizing. 

As stated previously in this chapter, socialist nation-makers paid special attention to 

identifying and then proletarianizing minds of population subjects in the construction of 

the socialist figure of Vietnam. This attention aimed at ensuring the objective of any 

nation-makingăthatăisă“theăfullestăalignmentăofăhabitus,ăculture,ăattachment,ăandăexclusiveă

political participation”ăofătheăsubjectsăofătheănationă(Anderson,The Spectre Comparisons 

70). In addition to the general objective, the socialist nation-building in North aimed at 

making northern Vietnam a firm, strong material, spiritual base of national struggles in 

the South. In this process, the Indians who left behind in Hanoi were seen to have posed 

theămostăchallengingăcaseăforătheăobjectiveăofăwideăalignmentăofăsocialistăminds.ăHồăChíă

Minhăafterătheă1947ăNewăYearăgreetingănoălongerăincludedă năKiềuă(Indianăforeigners, 

overseas Indians or Indian migrants) in any of his mentions about foreigners living in 

Vietnam, while “HoaăKiều” still reappeared with much care and hope. In his last New 

Yearăgreetingă(1969),ăHồăChíăMinhăstillăsentăhisăgreetingsătoăChineseăpopulationăinăthe 
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NorthăandătheăSouthă(HồăChíăMinhă321).ăMoreover,ămanyăChineseăembracedă“aăstatusăofă

privilegedăoutsiders”ăinăNorthăVietnamă(XiaorongăHană1).ăThisăspecială“lenient”ă

treatment towards the Chinese population did not go beyond the longstanding quest for 

nation’săsovereignty:ăDRVNăsawăitsăgoodărelationătoăChineseăresidentsăasăaăstrategyătoă

ensureăChina’săaidsăinăstrugglesăagainstăAmericaă(HanXiaorongă1-36).176  Archived 

reportsăofătheăHanoiăPeople’săCommitteeădiscloseăthatăRDVNăofficialsăcontinuouslyă

agitated aboutătheăIndianăresidents’ăpoliticalăambiguityăandăindifferenceăwhileătheă

Chinese were definable and manageable ideologically.177 In 1954, Ban dân vận Hoa Kiều 

(Department of Propaganda over Chinese migrants), under the Hanoi Committee, issued 

a series of projects and reports on Chinese migrants. As shown in these documents, 

VietnameseăintellectualsăwereăableătoăcategorizeăChineseăpopulation’săideology.ăForă

example,ăinătheădocumentănamedă“AădetailedăpoliciesătowardsăChineseămigrantsăwhenă

“inheritingăandămanaging”ăHanoiăcity”ă(Chínhăsáchăc  thể ối với Hoa Kiều khi tiếp qủn 

thành phố Hà-Nội), Ban dân vận Hoa Kiều classified Chinese migrants in different 

groups: group of members of QuốcăDânăĐ̉ng, of non-QuốcăDânăĐ̉ng, of underground 

                                                           
176 Trường Chinh in his Political Report at 2nd Congress (1951) criticized mistakes off Vietnamese 

"comrades"  in dealing "the questions of Chinese residents."  These mistakes included: forcing Chinese 
residents to renounce their Chinese citizenship and forcing Chinese residents to join Vietnamese mass 
organizations, to make contributions and perform military duties like Vietnamese citizens. "All these 
mistakes have had an adverse influence upon the friendly relations between Vietnam and China" (Truong-
Chinh. Selected Writings (New Impression). Hanoi: The Gioi Publishers, 398). 

Hồ Chí Minh in his Report at the Special Political Conferenceă(Đại hội chính trị ặc biệt) in Hanoi in 
March 27-28, 1964, acknowledged Chinese residents "along our people actively contributed to constructing 
socialism in the North and helped tighten Chinese-Vietnamese friendship" (Hồ Chí Minh Vìă ộc lập tự do 
vì ch  nghĩaăxụăhội. Hà Nội: Nhà xu t b̉n sự thật, 1970).   

177 Sources of this section are all from the Archive Center of  Hanoi's People Committee. Focusing on 
Indians in Hanoi from 1945-1975, I could only relate documents issued in the later half part of the 1950s, 
the late 1960s, and the early 1970s available. During this time, exclusively the Indians were addressed as  
" n Kiều"  (overseas Indians). There is no document during the period. addressing Indians as sét-ty or xét-
ty  
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affiliates of QuốcăDânăĐ̉ng, of intellectuals who work for America, and of members of 

LỦăsưăhội.178Vietnamese officials were also able to gain specific information about a 

number of teachers, classes and students in Chinese and French schools in Hanoi.  

Whereas, for Indians, Vietnameseăofficialsăhadăonlyăoneăvagueăconclusion:ă“Indiansăhaveă

a small school depending on the church (ph  thuộc vào nhà thờ).”ăTheăconclusionăofătheă

Indian school presents the anxious impotent of communist nation-makers in 

understanding the Indian population:ă“atăpresent,ăităisănotăclearăaboutătheăcondition.”179 In 

these reports, Indians were seen as unknowable and unpredictable subjects.  

More critically, socialist Vietnamese nation-makers made the very few Indians as 

prominently visible in Hanoi in attempts of problematizing remains of capitalist material 

and mental practices.  Specifically, the few Indians were seen greedy and cunning. In a 

report dated Feb 1, 1955, the Vietnamese official exaggerated that the Indian were 

successful in making fraud of the Vietnamese state. As counted in the report, Vietnamese 

officials trust the Indian members who say that they bring their goods out of Hanoi so 

that they could pay debts of taxes to the Vietnamese government. However, in the end, 

these Indians betray their promise, gradually moving their goods out of Hanoi and never 

comingăback.ăVietnameseăofficersăelaborated,ă“theăIndianăgangsăareăsuccessfulăină

realizing their scheme of moving their property away, causing a considerable loss of 

property of Vietnam." Moreover, socialist nation-makers constantly used aggressive 

                                                           
178 Fileănumberă319,ă“Project,ăReportsăandăDocumentsăbyătheăDepartmentăofăPropagandaăoverăChineseă

migrants and activities of propagandizing Chinese during the time of inheriting and managing the capital, 
1954”ă(Đề án,ăbáoăcáo,ăcôngăv năc a tiểu ban Hoa kiều vận Hà Nội về chínhăsáchă ối với Hoa kiều và công 
tác vậnă ộng Hoa kiều trong thời gian tiếp qủn Th  ôă1954),ăDepartmentăofăForeignăAffairs,ăHanoiă
Administrative Committee). 

179Fond y ban Hành chính Hà Nội (1954), Number 312. 
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termsăsuchăasă“theirăattitudesăareădistrustful”ăandă“theyăsecretlyăuprootedăfromăHanoiăwithă

theirăwoodsăandămachines”ătoăemphasizeătheăunpredictabilityăofătheăIndianămigrants.ăThisă

unpredictability was further appreciated as politically uncooperative and unsupportive 

attitude towards the new regime. The report, dated Feb 1, 1955, contains a number of the 

termă“honesty;”ăthisărepetitionăshowsătheănation-makers’ătendencyăofămakingătheăIndiansă

appear as unpredictable and thus dangerous: 

The Vietnamese government respects the freedom of the choice of the Indian 
people about their living places and believes that not all Indians want to go. Only 
a few want to go, thus, we honestly solve with two parts of subjects including 
goers and stayers like discussed.180 I hope that those Indians who honestly want to 
stay, please honestly goătoăTradingăDepartmentă(Sởămậuădịch)ăforănegotiationă
(emphasis added)  

The fervently nagging tone of the paragraph is useful in highlighting the Indian migrants 

solely as forever dangerous. Moreover, administrators dramatized the so-called cheating 

natureăofătheăIndiansăbyărepeatingătheăsuperlativeăsentenceă“thereăisănoădeceitfulă

phenomenonălikeăwhatăIndiansădid!”ăandătheăstory:ătheăIndians utilize importing-

exporting license to move their goods out [of Hanoi] and gradually leave permanently 

although they did promise to come back and paid tax to the new Vietnamese 

government.181 

ItăisăapparentăthatăNorthăVietnam’sănation-makers strategically created images of the 

very few remaining Indians as remarkably powerful foreign businessmen in the aim of 

                                                           
180 In the meeting on January 29, 1955, KhuatDuyTien responded the issues asked by the consular: 

“forăthoseăwhoăwantedătoăstayăhereădoingăbusiness,ătheăTDăwillătryătoăbuyăseveralăunmarketableăgoodsăandă
help them change their business by introducing and offeringăthemămarketableăgoods…ăForăthoseăwhoă
wanted to back to their country, which relates to the issue of property moving, [we] will do more research 
andăanswerăyouălater”ă(pageă12,ăDocumentănumberă489)]. 

181 Quotes are from Fond y ban Hành chínhHà Nội Number 312, p. 33.  
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stimulating public awareness about the need of wiping so-called remains of colonial 

capitalism,ătheăcentralătaskăofătheăongoingăclassărevolution.ăParticularly,ătheăIndians’ă

supposedly political detachment to the new Vietnamese government helped nation-

makers to raise the image of Indians with the exploiting, individualist nature of 

colonialist and capitalist. In a report, dated January 26, 1955, DM, a high official of the 

Department of Foreign Affairs,182 pointed out that the exploitation of natural and 

economic resources in the host country formed the only goal of Indians migrants. He 

quoted one saying from a leading Indian resident to show that exploiting nature:    

Vietnamese businessmen can bring goods back from "Hai-phong" because 
this is their country, they can try to take goods back. Indians like other foreigners 
staying here are only foreign businessmen, if it is easy to live, they can stay here 
to do business; if it is difficult, they can choose their own way of living (emphasis 
in original) 

Inăthisăquote,ătheăIndiansăreactedăagainstătheăDRVN’săpracticesăofăpreventingăthemăfromă

bringing goods, machines and money out of Hanoi. As shown in the report, a group of 9-

10 Indian businessmen constantly tried to Vietnamese officials to permit them to sell 

remaining silks in Haiphong so that they would have money to pay tax. However, this 

request always was in vain. In quoting the response of the Indian group leader, DM 

highlightedătheătermă“theirăcountry”ăasăanăevidenceăofătheăIndianăresidents’ăindifferenceă

towards the ongoing nation-building project of DRVN. DM concludes that the Indian 

residents neverăfindăVietnamăasă“theirăcountry,”ăbutăonlyăasăaăprofit-making place. There 

was not any, as exaggerated by the Vietnamese officials, emotional, moral and cultural 

attachment between this population and the host country. That means, to the host country, 

                                                           
182 Names of high Vietnamese officials and leading Indian residents are omitted for security reason.  
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the Indian migrants have no attachment except the goal of exploiting resources and 

capital accumulation.   

Additionally, socialist nation-makers particularly paid a special attention to the 

Indians in the aim of attacking lingering private property and trading money -- 

embodiments of capitalism. Most reports seem to have tended to overemphasize the 

Indianămigrants’ătacticsăofămaintainingătheirăpropertyăinătheăfaceăofăDRVN’săfierce,ă

fervent campaign of eliminating private ownership. In reports of the Department of 

Foreign Affairs (DFA) about general foreigners, the case of Indian migrants is usually 

discussed separately in the matter of money. A report in Fond y ban Hành chínhHà nội 

(1954) Number 312 and Number  498 containsătheătermsă“particularly”ăoră“especially”ătoă

start details about Indians holding on their ownership of money and other property.183 

Accordingly, socialist officials depicted that Indians protect their property in very 

defensive and aggressive ways. The case of Chalandas Bhagwandas (26 Hàng Ngang) is 

an instance: he challenged that he only paid taxes for goods that are sellable and of Lalco 

(2 Hang Ngang),who indigently combated with the state officials in terms of his 

products’ăpriceăandătaxăpayments,ăassertingăthatăheăonlyăbroughtătaxăifăthe state paid his 

                                                           
183The report dated February 8, 1955 mentioned that the Indian consular, in his meeting with the 

officials of DFA, asked about the case of one Indian who had been captured in November 1954. This 
Indian smuggled 812 dongs and was "done a favor" of being fined only 40% of the amount of money he 
smuggled (Fond y ban Hành chính Hà Nội  498, p. 18- 19) This report put aside a note on the Indians: 
“Particularly,ăIndiansăhaveăbeenărunningăbusinessăofămanyăFrenchăIndochineseăpiasters”ă(Fondă y ban 
Hành chính Hà Nội 498, p. 13). 

The report in November 1955 had a particular note about the Indian residents, who resisted the state's 
order of money exchange: "Especially, Indians have been running businesses of many French Indochinese 
piasters" (page 13)." The term "especially"ă( ặcăbiệt)ăinătheăreportăindicatesătheăstate'sălastingădoubtăthatătheă
race of Indians became fixing signifiers of money cheating. 

in general, state officials remained to associate the Indians with money-lending business those who 
were symbolized as greedy and bloodsucking. 
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goods with a price that is higher than his recently obligated tax amount. According to a 

report on February 1, 1955, a group of Indians confronted the DFA officials, requesting 

toăbeăallowedătoăgoătoă“otherăregions”ăforăbusiness;ătheyăsharply analyzed unreasonable 

pointsăinătheăstate’săpolicy:ăalthoughătheyăhaveăbeenălivingăinăHanoiăforăaălongătimeăandă

have been doing business for dozens of years, they have never confronted the economic 

challenges like the ones they face with the rise of the new government. They accused the 

new state of making their goods unmarketable: their silk and leather are unusable because 

all potential customers leave Hanoi for other regions; more than that, their goods quality 

becomes worse whereas the state also bans them from importing more goods. The Indian 

residents insist on, as seen in the report, their distrust of the new government's ability and 

will to bring them into better lives although not much long time ago, they once trusted 

this new regime. All these details make the few remaining Indians remarkably visible and 

audible, but they tend to have retained the image of Indians as bloodsucking foreigners. 

Socialist nation-makers also amplified the image of an Indian government official to 

the point where he was seen as the typical mind of capitalists: greed for money or self-

interest.184 Vietnameseăofficialsăcomplainedăthatăthisămană“isăalwaysăaskingăusăaboută

currency,ăcurrencyărate,ăandăwavesăofăcurrencyărate,”ăwhichăshowsăthatăthisămană“mustă

have connections with other Indian residents in Hanoi in smuggling money."185 More 

specifically, Vietnamese officials filled their reports about six meetings between this high 

Indian official and DFA officials with details about aggressive demands related to money 

and property. A report, dated March 31, 1955, details a case of an Indian nun who asked 

                                                           
184 Name of this person is omitted for security reason.  
185Fond y ban Hành chính Hà Nội 498, p.18. 
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to change money; in this report, Vietnamese officials predicted that the request must have 

involved money smuggling of which the Indian official must have been an actor. As 

described, the Indian nun was ninety years old, living in Hanoi for dozens of years. The 

Indian official conveyed her request of exchanging 200 thousand French Indochinese 

piasters to go back to India:  

The Indian nun wants to change around 600 thousand bank-dongs [currency 
of the new state] to French Indochinese piasters to go back to India. To go from 
Vietnam to India, the nun will have to go through Hai-Phong-Saigon, Singapore, 
Calcutta, New-Delhi. One person will spend 200 thousand French Indochinese 
piaster. The bank currency that the nun is having will give only around 150 
thousand French Indochinese piasters.186 

Inăthisăreport,ătheăIndianăofficial’săcalculationăisădenselyărendered:ătheăvisibilityăofăthe 

Indians does not go beyond the images of greedy Indian migrants. In making the Indian 

official visible, the nation-makersăaimedăatăattackingăcharactersăofă“calculatingăandănotă

firming”ăandă“particularlyăstingyăandămeanăinămattersăofămoney”ă– characters of 

capitalists. Indeed, administrative documents about the battle between socialist nation-

makers and remaining Indian migrants participate into the central battle of the socialist 

construction: attacking and eliminating private ownership-oriented thoughts and 

practices. The depictions of the Indian migrants actually formed and conformed to a 

typical contemporary discourse about the political unpredictability, suspicion, and 

vampiric greed of the capitalist class. This class, as widely believed, was solely 

concerned with their property and their families, and would constantly delay and even 

resist the model of cooperative economy: Many capitalists hid and smuggled their 

property; many divided their big businesses into smaller ones and withdrew registered 

                                                           
186Fond y ban Hành chính Hà Nội 498, p. 26 
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business capitals; they all aimed at maintaining their property in the face of increasing 

elimination of the private ownership of means of production. These supposedly typical 

characteristics of the colonial capitalists – bloodsucking creatures -- to which the Indian 

migrants are seen to belong and to be the symbol of, hindered the contemporary socialist 

constructionă(V năTạo,ăĐinhăThuăCúcă212-213).  

That the socialist nation-makers generated images of Indian migrants as colonial 

capitalists actually transformed this migrating population into an immediate enemy of the 

socialist revolution. Thus, the immediate consequence would be the 

proletarianization (“vôăs̉năhóa”)ăofătheăIndians.ă“Vôăs̉năhóa,”ăinăVietnameseăhistoryăandă

language, also means the bankruptcy of capitalists and landlords to eventually make them 

workers in socialist factories (TrầnăV năGiàu,ăTuyển tập,ă724;ăĐặngăKimăSơnă54-60).  

But in this case, “Vôăs̉năhóa”ălargelyărefers to various bureaucratic techniques that 

DRVN government took to extract property from Indian residents, clearing out their 

private ownership, ultimately converting them into members of the working class. House 

and land confiscation constituted a way of proletarianizingătheăcapitalistăIndians.ăăDFA’să

reports demonstrate a critical fall of real estate ownership of the Indian migrants.  

Descriptions by DFA in the years of 1954 and 1956 (without file number and 

stamp)187about real estate of Vietnamese and other foreigners with French citizenship in 

Hanoi listed that Indian migrants with and without French citizenship owned 21 land 

piecesă(houses)ăinăĐồng Khánh, Hàng Ngang, Phúc Kiến,ăPhùngăHưng,ăKỳ Đồng, Cửa 

                                                           
187 These reports were in large size, extremely old and blurred; the dates of these reports was 

negligible. The years were provided on the in the cover of the file.  
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Nam, Trần Quang Kh̉i, Phan Huy Chú, Khâm Thiên and Phan Bội Châu. Out of these 21 

lands, 7 belonged to one Indian owner without French citizenship. These numbers have 

decreased in a later report titled "the List of Immovable Property Defined not to be 

correct like what Frenchăforeigners”ă(1954),ăitădisclosesăthatăthreeăpiecesăofălandăwereă

sold to Vietnamese at the time of the return of the communist regime to Hanoi in October 

1954.ăTheădecreaseăofăIndianămigrants’ăhouseăownershipălargelyăstemmedăfromăDRVN’să

claim on the so-called ownerless, empty houses. Specifically, in October 1955, the 

Administrative Committee (AC)188 announcedăthată“TheăPeopleăCommitteeăofătheăCityă

will be on behalf of owners to manage their houses if the right of property owning is not 

clear and has notăbeenăjudgedăbyăaăjudiciaryăoffice.”189 In another document, AC listed 16 

ownerlessăIndians’ăhouses,ă369ăFrenchăandăFrenchăonăcitizenship,ă227 Chinese and non-

citizenship. The number of the so-calledă“ownerlessăforeignăhouses”ăincreasedăinăanotheră

report of that year: Indian 22; French: 428, and Chinese: 322. The increasing number of 

                                                           
188 On the first days of "inheriting and managing" (tiếp qủn th  ô),ăwhileăclearingăenemyăremnants, 

DRVN, on October 9 1954, set up Military Committee of Hanoi. This police and the military organ was 
responsible for suppressing and eliminating all conspiracies against the new government, protecting the 
security and order of Hanoi. This committee also solved all civil aspects of the new government. On 
November 4, 1954, DRVN decided to set up Administrative Committee (AC). The Military Committee was 
tasked to protect the city, repressing anti-revolutionary power, anti-the people government, destructors of 
the city economy and the Armistice and solving important political and economic affairs of foreigners. The 
Administrative Committee was subjected to re-distribute offices, employees and property to appropriate 
offices, to persuade French to return and commensurate for property they brought away or destroyed. AC 
was also in charge of maintaining administrative security in the city, organizing sub-city governments, 
realizing the central government's policies regarding foreigners, and following all orders regarding the city 
from the Center for the city's spiritual and material improvement (C căv năthưăvàălưuătrữ nhàănước. Hà Nội 
sự kiện- sự việc (1945-1954) qua tài liệuălưuătrữ. Hà Nội: Nhà xu t b̉năquână ội nhân dân, 2007, 432-434) 

189Fond y ban Hành chính Hà Nội , Number 691, 1. 
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Indianămigrants’ăhousesăthatăareăpresentedăasă“empty” signals the increasing condition of 

being nationalized, which would impoverish the Indians.190 

Property tax is another effective instrument that DRVN took to weaken the 

supposedlyăeconomicăpowerăofătheăIndianămigrants,ăeventuallyă“vôăs̉năhóa”ăthem.ăThisă

tax policy was seen to be the best to educate the Indians about collectivism, which would 

lead to their sacrifice of private ownership for the sake of the national economy. As 

planned, DRVN would buy goods of the Indian migrants so that this foreign population 

could have sufficient money to pay the newly established tax. Nevertheless, in the 

deepest meaning, this tax policy aimed at nothing than completely taking property away 

from the Indian residents. A report dated February 1, 1955 by DFA shows that DRVN 

onlyăboughtătheăIndianăresidents’ăexistingăpropertyăwithătheăconditionăthatătheseăIndiană

residents also purchased goods of DRVN. Moreover, DRVN officials only bought a 

certain amount of goods that would bring Indian people an amount of money comparable 

to their obligated tax payment. In other words, Vietnamese officials bought the Indian 

residents’ăgoodsăwithăaăpriceăthatăwasăonly enough for these foreign residents to pay the 

                                                           
190 Actually,ăDRVN’săappropriationăofă“empty”ăhousesăaimedătoăfulfillălivingăspacesăofăgrowingă

migration to Hanoi of farmers, workers, soldiers and leading intellectuals from forest, mountain and 
countryside areas to the city – those who participated in the Resistance.  This objective was open in a 
document of AC:  

To make sure to fill demands of state offices, particularly, to fill the minimum needs of 
specialist comrades (presently, [staying places] of the comrades were very tight while a major 
number of specialists increase in coming time). The Center Committee orders Hanoi to take at any 
costăatăleastă400ăhundredăhousesămostăofăwhichăareăofăgoneăforeigners…ăTheăimmediateătaskăisă
taking at least 400 houses in the period, from now to May 1956. To gain such a number of houses, 
we have to enumerate houses of absent foreigners in order to discover and evaluate the ownership 
rights. Obtaining this amount of houses does not only satisfy the needs of houses among Central 
offices but also helps us have a chance to continue improving the work of protecting absent 
foreigners' property to contribute to developing the city management effects. ( y ban Hành chính 
Hà Nội  Number 981, 5). 
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new property tax. Therefore, money that Vietnamese government spent to buy the Indian 

goods would, as planned, eventually come back to the Vietnamese government. In the 

end, DRVN would remove the capital and property ownership from the Indian migrants, 

transforming them into members of the impoverished class and eventually “vôăs̉năhóa”ă

them. 

In addition to taxation, DRV government also immobilized circulation of Indian 

products and deactivated their businesses. This method definitely aimed at eliminating 

private, individual production and circulation of goods, eventually tying the Indian 

residents into the ongoing collective, co-operative economy. In the report dated March 7, 

1955 by DFA, the Indians are bourgeoisăandăindividualist.ăInătheăobservationăofăDFA’să

officials, in 1955, Indian traders and manufacturing owners were trying to move their 

goods, producing tools and finance out of Hanoi, either to India or to southern Vietnam. 

They did not show any wills to remain in Hanoi or to participate in the socialist 

industrialization: Those who ran leather businesses plotted to move to other regions. In 

this report, the Indians were still possessive: they even resist the new regime with the new 

economy structure. Specifically, some Indian residents successfully persuaded 

Vietnamese officials to approve their business of exporting goods to other regions 

through Haiphong port. Later on, the DFA discovered that the Indian gradually and 

secretly brought their property out of the socialist territory. These details would result in 

a stricter prohibition of the Indian residents from moving property out of the area. At the 

same time, remaining goods of the Indians were not marketable, useless and then 

gradually devastated. Therefore,ăDRVN’săattemptsătoăprohibitătheăIndianăbusinessmenă
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from taking producing instruments and goods out of Hanoi was apparently the 

Vietnameseăgovernment’ăstrategyătoăoccupyăorădestroyătheseămaterials.ăTheăexpectedă

result would definitely be that the remaining Indian migrants went into bankruptcy; they 

would have no other way to live than to find work in socialist factories, which meant they 

wouldăbecomeăproletarians.ăThisăresultăwasărevealedăinăDFA’săreportăină1962ăandă1973ă

that are discussed in Chapter 1: most Indian residents are working in state-managed 

industrialăsectors;ătheirăprofessionalătitleăisă“thợ”ă(workers).191 This transformation meant 

that the Indian residents fused into the working class of the ongoing socialist 

construction; the Indian residents are seen to be completely under control of the new 

government (Box 1)  

Socialist nation-makers did not only proletarianizeăă“materialămeansăofăproduction,”ă

theyăalsoăpaidăattentionătoăproletarianizingă“spiritualămeansăofăproduction”ăsoăthatătheă

Indians would identify with  Vietnamese working class; this meant, the Indian residents 

would by themselves narrate their live stories in tune with the historiography of the 

socialistănationalărevolution.ăTakeătheă“Autobiographicăstatement”ă(LỦălịch) ofăCaoăV nă

Tây, an Indian descendant, who obtained Vietnamese citizenship (1959) through 

naturalization as one example. In RVN, the assimilation of the Indians and other 

foreigners to Vietnamese culture constituted important criteria of being granted the 

Vietnameseăcitizenship,ăasăpartlyădiscussedăinăChapteră3.ăBasedăonă“LỦălịch”ăofă

applicants,ăNgôăĐìnhăDiệm government would justify the level of this cultural 

assimilation. In this form, applicants report names, hometowns, addresses, and ages of 

                                                           
191 See more in Chapter 1  
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their parents and children; applicants have to self-assess their occupations, merits, 

properties, previous convictions, political behavior, health condition, education and 

preferred Vietnamese names. These criteria reveal that the republic government wanted 

to examine how much foreigners assimilated to the Vietnamese culture through adoptions 

of names, birthplaces, and addresses of three generations. Additionally, open criteria such 

as previous conviction, political behavior, health condition, and education suggest the 

government’săinterestăinăapplicants’ăwillăandăwishătoăshareăVietnameseăpolitical,ămoral,ă

education and cultural identity. Diệm government’săattentionătoătheăculturalăassimilationă

is more explicit in reports of the Ministry of Justice about applications for Vietnamese 

citizenship. These reports are usually addressed to the Cabinet of President; they break 

downăapplicants’ăabilityătoăbecome Vietnamese into seven points: current residency, the 

length of stay in Vietnam, morals, political attitudes, Vietnamese cultural assimilation, 

health condition and Vietnamese names. Cultural assimilation occupies the largest space 

in these reports, whichăalsoăhaveăinformationăaboutăapplicants’ăknowledgeăofă

Vietnamese, writing and speaking Vietnamese skills and Vietnamese cultural practices 

are provided.192 

Meanwhile, DRVN apparently watched out the class viewpoint of applicants. As 

expected, information about biological, economic and political aspects of applicants must 

ensure their alignment into the working class (either peasantry or worker).  And "lý lịch" 

was exclusively the socialist tool of "classification to make the population legible through 

stateăcategoriesăofăeconomicăandăpoliticalăclass"ă(Leshkowichă149).ăCaoăV năTâyă

                                                           
192 For example, the report dated on January 23, 1958 by MJ about the application by Abdul Hamid – 

document  976- to BTP.HOV-  
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(Moritam) is the only Indian descendant, who received a Vietnamese citizenship decree 

signed by Hồ ChíăMinhăandăheldămanyăhighăgovernmentalăpositions.ăDRVN’să

governmental officialsămainlyăinvestigatedăhowăCaoăV năTây’săautobiographicăstatementă

of religion, family background and economic condition made him potentially belong to 

the peasant class – theămostăimportantăclassăinătheă“‘highăsocialist’ăyears”ăofăVietnamă”ă

(Leshkowich 149). Having working on the side of the Communist Party since he was a 

teenager in the early years of post-revolution,193 CaoăV năTâyămustăhaveăsensedăwhată

wouldăbeătheăbestăwayătoăgetăhimăthroughătheăstate’săprocedureăofăcitizenship.ăInătheă

Personal Record filled on April 10, 1959, on the question about family background, he 

answered: "poor class in the city" (lớp nghèo thành thị); his father worked in a number of 

jobs including guardian and his mother was a food vendor in old society.194 Language 

skills and other forms of cultural assimilation did appear neither in the required form of 

autobiographic statement nor in aftermath investigations of socialist officials and police. 

Moreover,ăCaoăV năTâyădepictedăhimselfăasăaăcommunistăsoldier,ăwhoăsufferedăsevereă

tortureăfromă"nhàătùă ế quốc" (imperial prisons) for the national cause. Other reports by 

policeăofficersăexamineătheăpersonalăhistoryăofăCaoăV năTây;ătheseăreportsăprimarilyă

detailăhowăpersistentăCaoăV năTâyăisăinăhisăloyaltyătoătheăParty:ăheădidănotăsurrender 

enemies even when being severely tortured; his political views – communist alliance -- 

are consistent.195 DRVN’săprojectăofăproletarianizing minds of the Indian residents must 

                                                           
193 As an intelligence agent of the Communist-led Secret Task Agency in South Vietnam, Moritam 

travelled and visited agriculture institutions throughout India and Burma during 1948 to 1953, searching for 
fungus that could destroy entire rubber tree fields of the French in South Vietnam. Moritam was the 
specialist of Asian relations for the socialist Vietnam government during the Vietnam War  

194 PersonalăcommunicationăwithăCaoăV năTây’săfamilyămembers,ăSeptemberă9,ă2014 
195National Archive 2, Fond Ph  th  tướng, Number 14299 
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have resulted in the disappearance of Indian migrants from Vietnamese historiography 

and society: the Indians are visible as members of the working class – proletarians. In 

short, the strategic visibilization of the few Indians as dominant bloodsucking colonial 

capitalists created a condition for the subsequent proletarianization – the invisibilization-- 

of these migrating people in Vietnamese historiography and society.  

Such administrative practices of visibilizing and then invisibilizing the Indians for 

the socialist revolution created a condition for the rise of images of obsolete Indian 

capitalists in Vietnamese socialist realist literature. In return, the imagined death of 

bloodsucking Indians in this literature definitely participated in and promoted such 

process of invisibilizing the Indians.196 The images of obsolete businessmen in 

Vietnamese socialist realist literature must have functioned as reminders about the so-

called bloodsucking tradition of Indians – nature of colonial capitalism – a belief that has 

been established since the colonial time. Thus, these images potentially stimulate public 

excitements and attempts in invisiblizing the Indians in order to construct a new society 

without capitalists and colonialists, a condition for the ultimate national reunification. 

And, the visibility of dead Indian capitalists in socialist realist writings of Vietnam 

                                                           
196 There was a physical disappearance of the India migrants from Vietnam, too. The report, marked 

"confidential," by the Police Department of Hanoi (Ministry of Police), dated on January 19, 1957, counted 
that, there were fourteen Indian people receiving travel documents. Out of these fourteen Indian travelers, 
five were permitted to leave Vietnam permanently. The reason for the exodus was that their lives in 
Vietnam were difficult and they wanted to return their home country to look for other ways of living. Five 
Indians were provided with the document that permitted them to leave and to return Vietnam. The report 
also reveals the outlawed foreigners. In the part about law violations of foreigners, regarding the point on 
travel violations: one Indian was captured because he wandered purposelessly through different provinces 
("Hai-phong," "Hai-duong," "Ha-noi"). The other reason for capturing this man was that he crossed the 
border out without permission. 
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derives from a long tradition of Vietnameseăintellectuals’ăbeliefăinăwritingăasăaăsharpă

ideological weapon in class, national struggles, a point that has been partly discussed in 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Accordingly, Vietnamese writers supposedly do not stand 

above and outside political, military struggles of their time; writing traditionally plays the 

role of a force and a weapon of defending the nation and of nation-building. This 

tradition, as briefly mentioned, is recalled andăreconstructedăbyăĐặng Thai Mai in V nă

học khái luận (1944),ătheăfoundingăscholarshipăonăliteraryătheoryăofăVietnam.ăăĐặng Thai 

Mai emphasizes the traditional association of literature and politics to elaborate civil, 

military duties of writers in social conflicts and movements. Accordingly, proper writers 

must be deeply aware of dominating social movements of their time and must play the 

role of pioneer fighters (57-65). This theoretical point also echoes in later elaborations of 

Đặng Thai Mai and other socialist theoreticians about literature and its role in the 

construction of socialist figure of Vietnam. Thus, the resurrection of obsolete 

bloodsucking Indians in Vietnamese writing of socialist realism does not mean to make 

voices and images of actual Indians audible and visible. Instead, such resurrection (re-

visibilization) aims at reflecting, highlighting and cheering the socialist nation-makers’ă

work of proletarianizing the Indians remaining in northern Vietnam; such resurrection  

also aims at complimenting triumphs of DRVN in constructing the socialist figure – 

projected to the eventual independent, united figure -- of the Vietnamese nation. Thus, 

with socialist realism in Vietnamese literature, regardless of the appearance of the Indian 

characters, the Indians is invisible, given the supposed success of the proletarianization. 

This disappearance of the Indians fostered in and by socialist realism, as said, conforms 
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to the task of modern Vietnamese writing that is to function as an important ideological 

weapon of various colonial and colonial nation-building projects. Moreover, strikingly, as 

can be seen through the remains of the metaphor of bloodsucking Indians in 

administrative and literary resources, the socialist nation-building in North Vietnam is 

still a form of postcolonial nationalism. This means colonial imaginations about the 

Indians – unwelcome migrants, colonialists, and capitalists – still function in socialist 

nation-makers’ădefinitionăandăconstructionăofătheăsocialistărevolution,ăbutăinăaănegativeă

manner.  
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Box 1 

There is not a document about Indian residents in years of the 1960s. However, through 
ethnography, it is possible to resume on how some policies about foreigner during this 
period affected Indian residents. For example, Mr. Hùng revealed in an interview on 
November 22, 2013 that his mobility was very much restricted.  

If I traveled more than 14 kilometers far from Hanoi center without permission, I 
could be captured. Within the city, anywhere, which has the sign of crossed C, if 
we accessed, we could be captured. This happens since 1964 when the war against 
America became intensive. Places like military camps, cannon battlefield, 
electricity post and post-offices all had the sign of C letter at their office. 
Foreigners, who wanted to crossed by, must get permissions from authorities. The 
state was afraid of being taken photos of and taking video of. Times ago, it was 
very backward, I was a Pakistani, but every time I went to the Pakistani embassy, I 
hadătoăgoătheăpoliceăofficeăfirst”ă 

This narrative echoed the Decision number 1038 QD/UB dated May 28, 1968 about the 
mobility of foreigners in wartime. For the aim of protecting foreigners in wartime, 
maintainingătheăcityăorderăandăsecurity,ătheăAdministrationăCommitteeădecidedăthată“allă
foreigners were allowed to travel freely within the city except areas including prohibiting 
sign areas, area around bridges, harbor, port and airport and the area which was being 
bombed,ăwasăafterăbombedăandăatătheătimeăofărecovering.”ăIfăforeignersăwantătoăgoătoăthoseă
areas, they must get the permission paper from the People Committee of the City, which 
assigned its mission to the Police Department. Foreigners who want to go out of Hanoi 
must get permission from assigned offices. The arrangement of clauses in the quoted 
sentences wasătrickyădueătoătheăcontradictionsăofătheămeaningă“goăfreelyăinătheăcity”ăandă
“exceptălistedăareas.”ăTheălistedăareas encompassed massive places; particularly, the list 
did not end at the bomb-related areas, instead, it kept going. The appendix of the Decision 
detailed areas where foreigners were prohibited to go even to areas without prohibiting 
signs. These areas included Yên Ph  area (inside areas of all streets including Quán 
Thánh, Hòe Nhai, Hàng Than, Yên Phu, Hồ Trúc Bạch). More than that, there were clear 
instructions of specific routines that the foreigners allowed accessing. Foreigners were 
allowed to walk from Hòe Nhai to the corner of the street Hàng than and Phạm Hồng Thái 
but not to enter the electric and water fountains. The other area that foreigners were not 
allowed to enter was exterior Red River including the dyke surface. The bombed area was 
not for foreigners, either. Foreigners who had permission to go to other locations or vice 
versa were allowed to cross the prohibited areas without getting other permission but they 
were not supposed to stay or stand within the prohibited area. 
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Chapter 5 

The Nation and Images of Indians in Post-1975 Vietnamese Writing: Dead, 
Voiceless and Haunting Remains 

This chapter analyzes images of the Indians in post-1975 Vietnamese literature 

inside and outside Vietnam with the aim of further revealing ways through which the 

Indians have been subjected to the Vietnameseăintellectuals’ănationalism.ăTheăemergenceă

of presentations of new endearing Indian friends and Indian revolutionary heroes in 

contemporary Vietnamese writing further indicates the invisible status of the Indians in 

the national historiography, their visibility is being limited to the metaphor of 

bloodsucking Indians. In the writings of HồăAnhăTháiăandăotherăsocialistăwriters,ăthisă

metaphor not only is used to glorify and sustain the triumphant Party in leading the 

socialist, nationalist revolutions but also shapes the contemporary Vietnamese 

intellectuals’ăanxietyăaboutăpostcolonialănation-building of Vietnam, in which discursive 

and economic practices from the colonial period remain.  

1. Becoming Beloved Remains of a Lost Nation: Unreal Images of the Indians 

Vietnamese writing during the Vietnam War describes and evokes the decay and 

disappearance of the Indians. Strikingly, these migrants appear as vital and intimate 

charactersăinănostalgicăwritingsăaboută“theăolden days”ăofăsouthernăVietnamăofămanyă

overseas Vietnamese authors. Regardless of being set in South Vietnam, the overseas 

Vietnamese depictions completely differ from pictures of evasive and fearsome Indians 

in southern writing produced during the Vietnam War.  
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The Indian migrants that emerge in writings of exiled Vietnamese authors are 

thriving and tranquil; they appear as a natural intimate part of the lives of southerners; 

many Indians are depicted as living the decent lives of rural southerners. They include a 

goatherdă(ÔngăB̉yăch nădê– NguyễnăXuânăPhước),ăaăschoolăguardiană(ÔngăB̉yăChàă– 

HuỳnhăHữuăTrí),ăandăaăcurryăvendeeă(VềăBạcăLiêu,ănhớăgánhăhàngărongă(Returningătoă

BạcăLiêu,ăRememberingăStreetăHawkers)– LêăGiangăTrần).ă“VềăBạcăLiêu,ănhớăgánhăhàngă

rong”ăisăaăreflectionăofăLêăGiangăTrầnăaboutăhisălostăhomeland;ăthisăpieceăappearedăinătheă

February 16, 2015 issue of Ngư iăViệt,197 a newspaper for overseas Vietnamese in the 

UnitedăStates.ăLêăGiangăTrần,ăaăprolificăoverseasăwriterăandăplaywright,ăaăcontemporaryă

ofăsouthernăauthorăMaiăTh̉o,ărecallsăanăIndianăcurryăvendeeăbackăinăhisăoldădaysăină

Vietnam,ăwhoăperceivesăBạcăLiêu,ăaăsouthern province, as his homeland; he is so deeply 

rooted in the cultural life of poor villagers that he knows the favorite taste of each family 

and adds spices appropriately. In return, villagers embrace this foreign character of the 

curry vendee: his high aquiline nose, dark skin, high figure, curry smell and 

extraordinarily big curry pot. Kids in the village at first like making fun of him, but they 

soon get bored of doing so.  The Indian vendee just gently smiles at every teasing 

comment. People start waiting for “chúăB̉yăChà” vendee every afternoon to buy curried 

goods for special dinners. In the mornings, “chúăB̉yăChà”ăsellsăcurryăfoodsăin NhàăRồngă

market; people buy his curry powder or order curried chicken, beef and goat for their 

ancestor worship. TheăpieceăendsăinănostalgiaăforătheăIndianăman’săcurry,ătheăsoulăofătheă

lost essence of homeland.  

                                                           
197 This online newspaper cannot be accessed in Vietnam.  
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Likewise,ătheăshortăstoryă“ÔngăB̉yăch nădê”ăbyăNguyễnăXuânăPhướcădepictsătheă

Indian cowherd as a lost soul and haunting spirit of a lost homeland. The Indian man’să

voice, his gaze and his appearance seem to permeate into every tree and soil of a lost 

heaven land:  

Occasionally, there were sounds of bamboo trees, which were not strong 
enough to break the dead quiet. Instead, the sounds even enhanced the wildness 
and emptiness of the sleeping landscape--the ideal place for imaginings about 
ghosts who were able to drive the village people to sit in the middle of bamboo 
bushes without being injured or to make people eat cow patties while believing 
they’reăeatingăglutinousăriceăcakes.ăAtătheătime,ătheăsoundă“beăbeăbe…”ăechoedă
fromăsomeăbushesăandăgrassămasses.ăThenăôngăB̉yă[Mr.ăSeven]ăappeared,ă
towering over the landscape with a sharpened tree branch in his hand. He swayed 
theărodăthroughătheăemptyăair,ăcryingăoută“hôăhê”ăonlyăloudăenoughătoăstartleă
sparrows, who would shoot out of nearby bushes and higher into the trees . . . . 
Mr. Seven, who raised goats and cattle, probably crept back to secret bags of time. 
But for me, he did not only feed his goats but also fed sceneries at the empty river 
bank and even fed a part of my childhood with his gentle glances, the sharpened 
treeăbranchesăhangingăoverătheăair,ăandăhisăcriesăofă“hôăhê”ă[asăthough]ăofă
shepherdsă(NguyễnăXuânăPhước) 

The paragraph is filled with ghostlike images and echoing sounds, making prominent 

fanciful portraits of the Indian, which eventually make the recollected Indian goatherd 

everămoreăhaunting.ăByătheăsameătoken,ăinăHuỳnhăHữuăTrí’sămemoiră“ÔngăB̉yăchà,”ătheă

Indian school guardian is a typical rural southerner: simple, frank and easygoing. The 

narrator and the Indian man once shared a strong sense of belonging to one 

neighborhood; they helped each other to go through a poverty-stricken time. As usually, 

GrandăB̉yăChà,ăasăfarăasăHuỳnhăHữuăTrí’sămemoryăcan go, wears a sleeveless shirt and 

crumpledăshorts,ăcarryingăaăheavyăchainăwithămanyăkeys.ăHeăworksăasăaăguardianăofăTốngă

PhướcăHiệpăhighăschoolăinăVĩnhăLongă– a southern province of the Republic of Vietnam. 

“Inătheăoldenădays,”ătheănarrator was a destitute math teacher living in a thatched tent 
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erectedăonătheăschoolăgrounds.ăTheăIndianăguard’săfamilyălivesănearby.ăUndeniably,ăthisă

Indian man preserves something supposedly typical for his ethnicity, e.g. he  stays away 

from those who eat buffalo, dogs and cats -- as well his race -- at the age of sixty, he is 

able to carry a big table and a chair on his shoulders. Nevertheless, the lifestyle of this 

Indian man is obviously typical of a southern farmer. Every day at sunset, he brings a big 

bowl of fish-head soup along with a bottle of rice vodka to the thatched tent. On the 

crushedăbutăcleanedămat,ăflattenedăonătheăearthenăfloor,ăTríăandăB̉yăChàăsipăwineă

together,ăsharingăsoupăandăphilosophizingăaboutăhumanălives.ăInăTrí’sămemory,ăGrandă

B̉y’săbottle of wine is incredible. The bottle contained what is called a pip banana in 

Vietnam; pip bananas are larger than conventional American bananas and have seeds 

similar in size to apple seeds. The pip banana had been in the wine for an unknown time. 

The banana ferments in the wine, which is supposed to be good for the health of the 

drinker and to enhance the flavor of the wine. The banana remnant is too big to be taken 

out of the bottle, so it remains there forever, acting continuously as a base for new wines. 

ItăisălikelyăthatătimeăperceptionăinănarrativesăofăbothăHuỳnhăHữuăTríăandăNguyễnăXuână

Phát is elusive, which makes their constructed Indians infinite but ever-present. The 

resulting Indian images seem to have never been foreign to the Vietnamese lands; 

instead, they have been there, like other indigenous land and beings, since the time 

immemorial.198 

                                                           
198 In the collection of short stories SàiăẢònăcư iămộtămình [Westminster: Annam Printing; 1990], 

Nhã Ca, a famous author from RVN, uses the image of Indian guardian in Saigon to suggest the loss of 
South Vietnam and the aftermath destruction of this city  under the new regime. In this collection, the 
Indian guardian only exists in the memory of the narrator, who is attempting to recollect lives of Saigon in 
early days of the post-1975 era. At a collective building, a woman stays under the ladder working as a 
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AămoreăromanticănostalgiaăforăIndians’ăpresenceăinătheălostăhomelandăpervadesătheă

novel ĈăBaăTrà:ătiểuăthuyết(Glendale,ăCA:ăĐạiăNam,ă1996)ăbyătheăprolificăwriteră

XuânVũă(1930-2004).ăDuringătheăVietnamăWar,ăXuânăVũăworkedăforăsomeănewspapersă

of the American Embassy in Saigon; the celebrated memoir about crossingăHồăChíăMinhă

Trail,ă“Đườngă iăkhôngă ến,”ăpublishedăină1973,ăbroughtăhimătheăNationalăAwardăforă

Literature of that year. After leaving the country and settling down in the United States, 

XuânăVũăkeptăwritingăandăpublishedăaătotalăofă90ătitles.199 In ĈăBaăTrà:ătiểuăthuyết,ă

XuânăVũăportraysăIndianăfoodăasăaăsavior.ăTrà,ătheămainăcharacter,ăquitsăherăunhappyă

arranged marriage, intending to jump into a river to end her life. On the way to the river, 

Trà happens to see the Chetty pagoda, where people are holding a festival. She is 

surprised at people praying in front of a cow; she is foreign to the idea that human beings 

worship a four-legged animal. The thought of a cow as a source of meat makes Tràăfeelă

terribly hungry. Unfortunately, Trà does not have much money; she has to buy a cheap, 

stale pastry with her last coins but immediately throws it away because it is completely 

rotten. Trà realizes thatătheăpagodaăisăofferingăfoodătoătheăpublic;ăalthoughătheăspicyă

IndianăfoodăshocksăTràărightătoăherătongue,ăherănose,ăherăeyesăandăherăbrain,ăsheăkeepsă

chewing, testing and tasting until she fills her stomach. Feeling fulfilled, Trà starts 

watching childrenăplay-fightăforăIndianăfood;ătheyăeatăhappily.ăSuddenly,ăTràărunsăintoă

herăex-lover,ănamedă nă[Indian?],ăaăresidentăofătheăChettyăvillage.ăFeelingăsympathyTrà’să

                                                                                                                                                                             
voluntary guardian, which means that she does not ask for salary in the exchange of the legal staying in the 
region. The narrator recalls that was the place where  the Indian guardian stayed in the past.    

199 ReadăViênăLinh.ă“Nhàăv năXuânăVũă(1930-2004)ă iătậpăkết,ăvềăgỉiăkết.”Ngư iăViệtăJanuary 4, 
2012.  
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unhappyămarriage,ă năpersuadesăherătoăstayăinăhisăvillage:ă“Pleaseăstayăhereăwithăus,ădoă

notăbotherătoăgoăanywhere.ă“Chàăvà”ăriceăisăspicyăbutăyouăwillăgraduallyăbeăfamiliarăwithă

ităasălongăasăyouăkeepăeating.”ăăTràăfollowsă nătoăhisăhouse.ăChildrenăinătheăvillageăbringă

inămanyăofferingsăfromătheăChettyăpagodaăincludingărice,ămeatăandăfruit.ă năarrangesătheă

foodsăinăaăflat,ăbigărockăunderătheăancientăporcelainătree.ăTheăchildrenăurgeăTràătoăeatăandă

remindăher:ă“Theyă[Chetty]ăprayătoăcows;ătheyăonlyăeatăporkăandăgoat.ăWheneverăyouăeată

cow,ăpleaseădoănotăcomeătoătheăpagoda…ăEatingăcowăbeforeăgoingătoătheăpagoda,ătheă

templeăguardianăwillăkickăyouăoutăimmediately.ăIădoănotăknowăhowătheyăcanănoseăyouăoută

likeăthat.”ăTheănarrativeăisăconcluding:ăeventually,ăTràăisăacquaintedăwithăcurryăfoodăandă

convertsăintoăaăresidentăofătheăChettyăvillage.ăXuânăVũăobviously provides a picture of a 

serene,ăcredibleăChettyăvillage,ăaăplaceăthatăhisăcompatriot,ăVươngăHồngăSểnădepictedăasă

a symbol of greed, collapse and inhumanity before 1975.200 XuânăVũ’săandăotherăexiledă

authors’ăintimateăimagesăofăIndianămigrantsăinăthe settingăofă“Saigonăcũ”ă(oldăSaigon)201 

obviously, provide alternatives to the image of greedy, rude, and foreign  Indian 

moneylenders and guardians in pre-1975 southern writings.202 More precisely, pictures of 

                                                           
200  In SàiăẢònăn măxưa (1960),ăVươngăHồngăSển,ădescribesătheăinsufferableăchàăsmell,ătheăsmellăofă

“nị”ă(curriedărice).ăSeeămoreăinăChapteră7.ă 

201 In present-dayăVietnamese,ătheătermă“Sàiăgònăcũ”ă(oldăSaigon)ărefersătoăSaigonăunderătheăRepublică
of Vietnam. Similarly,ătheătermă“chếă ộăcũ”ă(oldăregime)ărefersătoătheăRepublicăofăVietnam.ă 

202 In our continuous conversations with Mariamman, aged 82,  in July 2014, Mariamman said she did 
not feel any public discrimination against her under any regime although they were aware that she was an 
Indian descendant. In both regimes, she worked as a financer; similarly, her sister worked as teacher. 
Mariamman is very proud of her Indian beauty, which had attracted a lot of men in her young age. Her 
husband, a famous Vietnamese historian and translator, listening to our conversations, smiled happily as 
though he felt lucky to get married to her.  
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tranquil, intimate Indian characters in overseas writings call into question the images of 

decaying and bloodsucking Indians that once prevailed in writing of South Vietnam.203 

The existence of decaying, fragile Indian migrants (guardian characters) in South 

Vietnam’săwritingsăbecomesămoreăquestionable,ăgiven that in Vietnamese writings 

publishedăoverseas;ăthisăpopulationăisăvisibleăandăendearing.ăNguyễnăĐạt,ăaăformeră

student of the Saigon University of Literature, published his essays and poems in 

overseas Vietnamese newspapers and forums that were recently banned in Vietnam, 

including Ngư iăViệt,ăDaăMàu,ăand  TiềnăVệ.ăInăhisăshortămemoirsă“Ngườiă năĐộăởăSàiă

Gòn”ăandă“QuánăGivralăởăSàiăGònănayă ̃ăkhác”ăpublishedăinăNgư iăViệt on November 

12,ă2012,ăandăDecemberă28,ă2013,ărespectively,ăNguyễnăĐạtăimaginesătheăhistoryăofă

Saigon as analogous to the history of Indian migrants living in the city. This means the 

collapse of Indians in Vietnam is parallel to the collapse of the democratic, liberal 

Vietnameseănation.ăInătheăfirstăpiece,ăNguyễnăĐạtărecallsăanăIndianăBookshopălocatedăonă

the sidewalk of the famous Eden Corner. The bookshop has all sorts of cheap paperback 

books published in America at the same time. In the second piece, borrowing voice of 

                                                           
203Also in Ngư iăViệt (June 20, 2011), Ngành Mai, a Vietnam War veteran, reminisces about a lively 

presence of Indian movies in Saigon in theălateă1950săandătheăearlyă1960s.ăHeăsaysăthată“Indianămoviesăfillă
all cinemas in Saigon, and in other provinces; everywhere people see Indian movie star figures in front of 
cinemas.”ăWhatăimpressedăaudienceătheămost,ăaccordingătoăNgànhăMai’sămemoryăwereăsnake characters 
and ways that the conversations and songs in the movies were dubbed with Vietnamese. Some female 
audience even got faint and abandoned Indian movies because their snake characters. However, the vigor of 
Indian movies lasted only for several years in the face of storm-like invasions of Chinese movies. He used 
theăimageă“Mr.ăBaăthrewăMr.ăB̉yătoăstreets”ătoăindicateătheădominationăofăChineseămoviesăoverăIndiană
movies. Not until 1971, the national television podcasted LễăVũă năĐộ, a film document about the ritual of 
sacrificing a young girl to God.  It is apparent that for Ngành Mai, the decline of Indian movies derived 
fromătheăgrowthăofăChineseămoviesăinsteadăfromăăNorthăVietnam’săinvolvement.ă 
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Shantanu,204 an Indian descendant born in Vietnam who left for another country after the 

FallăofăSaigon,ăNguyễnăĐạtădepictsătwoăperiodsăofătheăIndians'ădeclineăinăSaigon.ăTheă

first is in 1945 with the Revolution: many Indians left for France, leaving empty the 

streets that formed the so-calledăLittleăIndiaăinăSaigon,ăincludingăTônăTh tăThiệp,ăHàmă

Nghi, and Catinat streets. The second period is in 1975: the Fall of Saigon terminated all 

sorts of the presence of the Indians in southern Vietnam, including Hynos toothpaste, 

IndianămoviesăinăLongăPh ngăcinema,ăChàăpagodas,ăChàălands,ăBombayăsilks,ăChàă

curries, Chà spicy cakes and Indian gate guardians.205 This termination also means, as 

NguyễnăĐạtăexplicitlyăwrites,ătheăendăofăSaigon,ătheăPearlăofăthe East, and the era of 

“freedomăandădemocracy.”ăItăisăeasyătoărecognizeăaănationalistăsentimentăinătheăauthor’să

constructionăofătheăIndians’ăpreviousăvisibilityăandătheirăsubsequentădeclineăafteră1975.ăă

Similarly,ăinămemoryăofăNguyễnăXuânăPhát,ăauthorăofăthe drama Tìnhăanhăb yăchàă

(1972), the Indian textile sellers with darker skins and weird accents convey lovable, cute 

sounds. He recalls that, in his lost homeland in Central Vietnam, a number of bright black 

men with extremely white smiles stand inside luxurious textile shops; they look like the 

advertisingăimageăforă“Hynos”ătoothpasteăbrand.206 NguyễnăXuânăPhátăalsoărecollectsă

                                                           
204 This is probably Shantanu Srivastava, who had lived in Vietnam for thirty years until 2013, as the 

second secretary of Indian Embassy until 1989 and then a businessman afterward. Read SàiăẢònăgi iăphóngă
online October 4, 2013. Authorized July 8, 2009.Accessed December 15, 2015. 

205 The exiled journalist PhạmăKimăVinhăalsoărecalledăaboutăhisăpeacefulămomentsăwithăanăIndiană
guardianăofăLegrandădeăLalirerayă(Đ tăThánhăTây),ăaăcemeteryăforăwesterners,ăinăhisăonlineăhistoryă
textbook ĐệăNh tăViệtăNamăCộngăảòa. This harmless India guardian formed a forgettable part of Saigon 
landăinătheăauthor’sămemoryă(Ảiaoăc măhttp://giaocam.saigonline.com/HTML-
P/VSPhamKimVinh/PhamKimVinhTTTaiLieuDeNhatVNCH.pdf). 

206 The figure of a black man with white teeth in Hynos toothpaste tube obviously pervades public 
space and advertising television Saigon. Hynos was a very famous toothpaste branch. There was a folk 
song about this product among Saigonese: "Your teeth, your teeth are white like ivory due to Hynos 
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imagesăofăfemaleăsellers,ăwhoăareăbeautifulăwithăbroadăeyesăandăconstantlyăyelling,ă“Ităisă

very cheap! 35 dongs, 35 dongs per meter!”ăTheăIndianăsellersăhaveăaăweirdă

pronunciation, Phát remembers; they speak Vietnamese without tones and incredibly 

speedily, as though they want to combine all words of a sentence into a multi-sound 

word. They usually secretly murmur some mantra while they advertise their colorful 

textiles to customers. Vietnamese children hilariously tie their shirt tails into pig ear 

figures, wiggling them in front of the Indian businessmen until the foreigners angrily cast 

them away.  

As the stories indicate, Indian charactersăinăexiledăsouthernăwriters’ăwritingsăformăană

alternative picture of the Indian migrants in southern Vietnam in the olden days. This 

pictureăisătranquil,ăintimateăandăsentimental:ăităputsătoătheătestătheă“factuality”ăofăpicturesă

of Indians that used to pervade in southern writing during the Vietnam War: in earlier 

literature, the Indians are visible solely in the forms of decaying guardians and greedy 

bloodsucking moneylenders. Nevertheless, in a way, the alternative depiction in recent 

writings by exiled Vietnamese writers provides even more stories to highlight the 

metaphors of Indian characters in southern writing during the Vietnam War. First, the 

invisibilityăofăbelovedăIndiansăinăSouthăVietnam’săwritingăsuggestsăthatătheăconstructionsă

of collapsing, rude, and greedy Indians in this writing are subjected to southern 

                                                                                                                                                                             
toothpaste.ăIăloveăyouăorăIăloveătheăpasteăorăIăloveăbrotherăblackăB̉yăChà.ăIăloveăyou,ăIăalsoăpaste,ăIăalsoă
loveăbrotherăblackăB̉yăChà"ă(R ngăem,ăr ngăemătrắngămuốtănhưăngà,ănhờăkemăHynosămàăra.ăAnhăyêuăem,ă
hay anh yêu kem, hay anhăyêuăanhăB̉yăChàădaă en.ăAnhăyêuăem,ăanhăyêuăluônăkem,ăanhăyêuăluônăanhăB̉yă
Chàădaă en…ă-May 31, 2015 SàiăẢònăẢi iăphóng online 
http://www.sggp.org.vn/vanhoavannghe/2015/5/385227/#sthash.aZ6dFWl2.9IpIkEdi.dpuf) However, it is 
ambiguousăifătheăfigureăwasăanăIndianăorăanăAfricanăalthoughăităisăcalledăChàăvà.”ăTheăfigureăethnicityăisă
varied in authors.  
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intellectuals’ănationalăresponsibilityătoămobilizeătheădemocraticărevolutionăbyăcriticizingă

people in power. In the context of slow economic reformation and overwhelming foreign 

dependence, provoking class and national struggles must be more urgent. Thus, images of 

Indianămigrantsăasă“bloodsucking”ăandă“decaying”ăprevailăinăcontemporaryăliterature.ă

AccordingătoătheăliteraryătheoreticianăĐặngăThaiăMaiăinătheăyearăofă1948,ăwhenăVietnamă

was not yet politically and geographically divided, writers sacrificed topics of their 

interestătoăfocusăonătopicsăthatăwereămoreăpoliticallyăurgentăinătheirătime.ăĐặngăThaiăMaiă

urges that writers terminate their passion for apolitical topics (e.g. individualism and 

romanticism) and write more immediate propaganda for the anti-French Resistance (139-

151).207 Second,ătheăinvisibilityăofăaăbeloved,ăvividăIndianăpopulationăinăSouthăVietnam’să

writing must have been related to the dominating political ideology of Vietnamese 

nationalăhomogeneity.ăAsăsaidăinăChapteră3,ăNgôăĐìnhăDiệmăandătheăfollowingărepublică

regimes constantly aimed at national homogeneity,208and in that prospect, depicting the 

Indian migrants as a dear, admirable population must have been seen as politically 

incorrect in the olden days, or conversely, construction of the image of Indians as 

bloodsuckingăforeignersăindeedădevelopsătheăpublic’săawarenessăofănationalăsamenessăandă

cohesiveness. Actually, the invisibility of a topic, and simultaneously the visibility of 

some other theme, is not new in the Vietnamese literary practices. Specifically, in 

                                                           
207 Asăsaid,ăNguyễnăV năTrungăexplained in Lượcăsửăv năhọc he knows pre-Vietnam War scholarship 

ofăĐặngăThaiăMaiăandăotherănorthernăintellectuals.ăă 

208 In the high school textbook Ảiáoăd căĉngădân,ălớpă ệătamă(Saigon:ăYênăSơnăxu tăb̉n,ă1969),ă
authoredăbyăNgôăĐìnhăĐộăandăapprovedăbyătheăMinistryăofăEducation,ă"nation"ă(quốcăgia)ăwasădefinedăasăaă
homogenous organization that was in tune and in similarity in terms of soul and situation. Specifically, 
people in a nation share the same historical condition, the same language, the same religion, the same 
customs, the same lifestyle and a same civilizing level, thus, they easily sympathize and love each other. 
Because of being completely similar to each other, people easily consolidate and help each other (9-10) 
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addition to the national responsibility of writers, the fear of the contemporary government 

censorship also forms a cause of such visibility and invisibility. This fear is elaborated in 

V năchươngănamăbộ và cuộc kháng Pháp (1945-1950) by NguyễnăV năSâmă(1972).ă

NguyễnăV năSâmădescribesăthatăSouthernăwritingăduringătheăFirstăIndochinaăWarăisăfilledă

with patriotic sentiments and anti-foreigner resentment while lacking the topic of class 

struggle. The national hegemony is the common goal of all parties who participate in the 

War, whereas that how economic reform and class struggle take place will depend on the 

party that would win and take power after the War. In the context of the existence of 

conflictingăpoliticalăpartiesă(e.g.ăCộngăs̉n,ăQuốcădână ̉ng,ăTânădânăch ,ăandăĐạiăViệt)ă

during the First Indochina War, nationalist sentiments would form the only safe choice 

through which authors could concretize their role as the minds and conscience of the 

nation. Similarly, the resulting ways of making the Indian migrants visible as 

bloodsuckingăbeingsăandădecayingăentitiesăinăSouthăVietnam’săwritingăisăpolitical;ăităisă

limited to a dominating ideology of Vietnamese homogeneity and hegemony.209In this 

way,ăităisămoreăpossibleătoăsayăthatăSouthăVietnam’săwritingsăfurtherămakeătheăIndiansă

invisible regardless of the images of them that prevailed in writing of that time.  

More critically, images of Indians in overseas Vietnamese writing further confirm 

the nationalist sentiments of Vietnamese intellectuals in their constantly making invisible 

                                                           
209 This might be also the reason of present-day rising positive accounts about the Indian migrants in 

theăpastăofăVietnam.ăInătheămemoiră"Láăhuyếtăthư"ă(1995)ăbyătheăfamousănovelistăMinhăChuyên,ătheăIndiană
guardian appears as a good character. The memoir recounts about the nationally honored martyrăNguyễnă
ĐìnhăChính,ăwhoăwasăsentencedătoădeathăbyătheăFrenchăgovernmentăină1949.ăInăthisămemoir,ătheăIndiană
characterăplaysătheăroleăofăaăprisonăguardianăwhereăNguyễnăĐìnhăChínhăwasăimprisoned.ăThisăIndiană
guardian helps Chính to bring into prison a picture of Ho Chi Minh; this Indian guardian follows Chính's 
words, taking a series of photos of Chính lying down on the prison floor with the photo of Ho Chi Minh on 
the prison wall (Minh Chuyên. Ngư iăkĥngăĉă ơn.ăHàăNội:ăNhàăxu tăb̉năHộiăNhàăv n,ă1995).  
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or visible (eventually invisible) the Indians. Specifically, exiled Vietnamese authors –

intellectuals of former South Vietnam -- create endearing images of Indian migrants to 

highlight their resentment about the loss, the death, the end of a beloved nation. More 

precisely, intimate images of Indians constitute soul and sentiment of the Vietnamese 

nation that no longer exists, exactly that lost to the communist government.210 It is likely 

that these exiled intellectuals remain in the Vietnamese tradition of defining literature as 

a reflection, a reminder and a weapon in the national struggle. Vietnamese literary 

theoreticiansăcontendăthată“good”ăliterature follows, reflects and supports dominant 

political, economic projects and ideologies of the regime out of which it is born. 

Nonetheless, the fate of the nation, particularly national sovereignty and homogeneity, 

still constitutes the overriding, ultimateăgoalăofă“good”ăVietnameseăwriters.ăMoreover,ăasă

suggested in Chapter 3, although South Vietnam government directed its public minds to 

anti-communist struggles, southern intellectuals constantly resented prevailing foreign 

intervention in contemporary economic, cultural life and believed that Vietnamese 

                                                           
210 Duyên Anh, in his memoir Tr iătậpătrung,ăhồiăkýă(California: Xuân Thu, 1988), remembers a 

mixedăIndianăsecurityăguy,ănamedăCungăC ăĐậu,ăwhoăworkedăforătheăre-education camp that the author 
suffered in the early 1980s. This Indian security was a former skydiving major of The Vietnam Air Force 
(Republic of Vietnam Military Forces). This Indian mixed security endlessly abused, beat and insulted 
prisoners, many of who were his former acquaintances in South Vietnam. This former military official 
grabbed foods and all other items of prisoners. Even Duyên Anh narrates that this man one ate human 
livers.ăTheăfocusăonărude,ăcorruptedăCungăC ăĐậuăisămoreătheăauthor'săcriticismăofătheărudenessăandă
corruption of so-called re-education camps in particular and the new regime in general. In other words, the 
constructionăofăwild,ăgreedy,ăcunningăCungăC ăĐậu,ăregardlessăhavingăaărealămodelăPhạmăĐìnhăCung),ă
grewăoutăofătheăauthors’ăimaginationăofăVietnam’săcollapsingăhistoryăsinceătheătimeăofătheăcommunistă
regime. 

The narrativeăofăLêăGiangăTrầnăexplicitlyăholdsăinătheăresentmentsătowardsătheăcommunistăregimeăină
the image of the old Indian vendee. In the piece, the narrator has a homologue that after the Fall of Saigon, 
whether his intimate, old Indian vendee registers to come back to India or stays on in Vietnam to "suffer" 
certain bad treatments of the new regime. The anxiety that centers on the fate of the Indian vendee suggests 
an obsessive fear and distrust over the current Vietnamese regime. 
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literatureămustăremindăVietnameseăcompatriotsăofătheănation’săstruggleăforăindependence.ă

NguyễnăV năTrungăattemptedătoăsynthesize,ăanalyzeăandăretainătheătraditionalăassociationă

of literature and nation in the literary life and education of South Vietnam. In Lượcăkh oă

v năhọc, he asserted that the nation assigns to authors the mission of preserving its soul 

and voice; the existence of a regime is always temporal, but the national soul stays 

forever; authors are responsible for maintaining the national identity (the language, 

sentimentă(“tìnhătự”),ăandălifestyle);ăauthorsămustăserveătheănation,ăitsăpoliticală

sovereignty and cultural homogeneity, rather than a regime or a government (170-174). 

Additionally, regarding literary education, many southern intellectuals explicitly attacked 

the so-calledă“anti-nationalism”ă(ph̉nădânătộc)ăofăcontemporaryăschoolăsyllabi.ăNguyễnă

V năTrung,ăinătheăjournal Tựăquyết (volumeă4,ăNovemberă1972),ăandăB̉oăCự,ăinăGiáo 

d căNguyệtăSană(volume 57-58, April, May 1972), criticized the contemporary textbooks 

ignored all anti-French modern works and anti-Chinese medieval writing.  Specifically, 

TrungăandăB̉oăCựăcommentedăthatăcurrentăliteratureăsyllabiăjustăproducedăcitizens who 

only desired luxurious, exotic goods and thus always felt inferior and slavish to 

foreigners;ăB̉oăCựăferventlyăcalledăforămoreăliteraryăworksăthatăwereăableătoăprovokeă

patriotism and anti-foreign sentiment, demanding that education of literature must be a 

tool to feed and sustain in public the patriotism and iron wills of fighting and sacrificing 

for the nation.211 Carrying abroad earnest struggles for national sovereignty and 

homogeneity in the olden days of Saigon, exiled southern authors must have implied their 

national sentiments in the creations of endearing Indians. Tranquil and intimate images of 

                                                           
211 ReadămoreăinăTrầnăV năChánh.  
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Indiansărevealăoverseasăintellectuals’ăworriesăaboutătheănationalăhomogeneityăthatăisăseenă

to be in danger under the new communist government. Apparently, even in overseas 

Vietnamese writing, images of Indian migrants are made visible in attempts of exiled 

writers at taking responsibility for the purity and hegemony of Vietnam. The resulting 

images of Indian migrants in Vietnamese historiography are more metaphorical than 

actual. Put it differently, the actual visibility of the Indians is not the aim of literary 

descriptions about them; their visibility is raised solely for the visibility of Vietnamese 

intellectuals’ănationalăresponsibilityăandăinăthisăway, the Indians are no way visible and 

audible in Vietnamese writing and society.  

2. Becoming Hateful Vestiges of Decayed Colonialism vs. Patriotic Heroes of the 

Revolution: Dead, Voiceless Images of the Indians 

Regardless of attempts to reform Vietnamese economyăandăpolitics,ătheăParty’să

theoreticians still maintain in the so-called Marxist-Leninist ideology of literature; 

accordingly, literature is a form of the superstructure, and it is able to drive and be driven 

by the material conditions out of which it is born. In the 6thParty Congress (1986), the 

congress that lifted up reform policies, the Party asserted that no other ideological form 

otherăthanăliteratureăcouldăeffectivelyăfosteră“healthyăsentiment”ăandă“renewăpeople’să

thinking habit [sic] and way ofălife”ă(75 Years of the Communist Party 744). The 7th 

Central Committee of the Communist Party of Vietnam reasserted the material function 

of literature in its 4th Meeting on January 14, 1993. The meeting resolution, "Tasks of 

Literature and Culture in Coming Years" (04-NQ/HNTW),ăcontainsăHồăChíăMinh'să
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sayingă"cultureăandăartăareăalsoăaăbattle;ăartistsăareăsoldiersăinăthatăbattle,”ăwhichă

specificallyăemphasizesătheă“fightingăcapacity”ăofăliterature.ăTheămeaningăofătheătermă

“fightingăcapacity”ădoesănotăgoăbeyond the traditional belief in the practical impact of 

literature on material reality and ideology. Particularly, the document insists that 

literature forms new Vietnamese people while fighting against any hindrances to the 

nation’săsocialistăconstructionăandăindependenceă(Đ̉ngăcộngăs̉năViệtăNamăV năkiệnăhộiă

nghịălầnăth́ătư 54-55). Alongside the Resolution 04-NQ/HNTW, the Resolution 23-

NQ/TW, issued on June 16, 2008, by the Politburo, is the second important document 

sinceătheătimeăofăĐổiămớiăinătheăParty’săstanceăonăliteratureăasăaăsharpăideologicalăweaponă

(TôăHuyăRứaă13-19). Accordingly, literature is expected to construct the Vietnamese 

people’sămoralsătoăserveătheă“industrializationăandămodernization”ăofătheăcountryăandătoă

build as well as to defend the socialist Vietnamese nation. This expectation accords to 

economic and political challenges, as defined in the Resolution: for full industrialization 

byă2020,ătheăParty,ătheăstateăandătheăpeopleăhaveătoăfightăagainstătheă“old,”ătheă

“backwardness,”ă“theăbad”ăandă“degeneration.”ăTheăResolutionăfurtherăarguesăthată

foreignăenemyăforcesăcontinueădevelopingăschemesăofă“PeacefulăEvolution”ătoădestroyă

the cultural, moral and political solidarity within the Party and the nation.212 In general, 

the quest for national sovereignty and homogeneity remains the central concern of 

present-day nation-makers in the face of the risks of foreign intervention and rising 

public distrust of nationalăsolidarityăandătheăassociatedăParty’săsoleăleadership.ă

Accordingly, the nation-makers continue making literature an instrument of sustaining 
                                                           

212 This document is retrieved from the authorized website of the Ministry of Culture, Sport and 
Tourism http://www.bvhttdl.gov.vn/vn/vb-qly-nn/4/564/index.html 
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public memory about victories of national and class revolutions associated with the 

Party’săeminence.ă 

In thisăhistoricalăcontext,ăIndiansăareămadeăvisibleăasă“vestiges”ăofădecayedă

colonialism in contemporary Vietnamese writing; they are capitalists and foreign 

invaders in the olden days of Vietnam when French colonialism still dominated and 

feudalism lingered on. For example, Đư ngăphốăảàăNộiă(Lịchăsửă- V năvậtă– Thắngă

c nh) (1979) byăNguyễnăVinhăPhúc213 and BáchăkhoaăthưăảàăNội:ăKinhăTế (2006) by the 

HanoiăPeople’săCommittee offer lively images of bloodsucking Indian moneylenders in 

accounts of Hanoi in the colonial time. As the authors describe, at that time, Indian 

moneylenders promoted the accumulation of capital and land by French colonizers and 

native capitalists and landlords. In the olden days, Indian textile sellers intervened into 

the locals’ thriving businesses of textile making and selling. Before French colonialism, 

asădelineated,ăHàngăĐàoăwasăprosperousăwithăabundantălocal silk shops; traditional silk 

villages around Hanoi were lively and rich; the public was fond of vivid, colorful textiles 

from those villages, but that prosperous life terminated with the coming of the French 

colonizers and concurrent domination of the Indian businessmen. In the publication of the 

HanoiăPeople’săCommittee,ătheăgrowthăofăIndianăbusinessmenăisăseenăasăaăthreatătoătheă

locals’ăbusinesses: at first, there was only one Indian shop of French textiles, and then 

two, three, and four Indian shops emerged; then they occupied dozens of shops (420).  

                                                           
213 NguyễnăVinhăPhúcă(1926-2012)ăisăaăfamousăhistorianăaboutăHanoi;ăheăisăhonoredăasă“côngădânăth ă

ôăưuătú”ă(excellentăcitizenăofătheăcapital).ă 
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Presently, a series of publications depict the figure of Indian soldiers of the 

“BritishăEmpire”ăinăVietnamăduringă1946ăandă1947.ăăGurkhaăandă“Chàăchóp”ăappearăasă

hateful foreign enemies in writings about anti-colonial struggles in southern provinces. 

These writings include: Bình Xuyên  (Ngư iăBìnhăXuŷn, Nguyên Hùng,1988; B yăViễnă

– Th ălĩnhăBìnhăXuŷn,ăNguyên Hùng, 2004214),ăTh ăDầuăMộtă(Nhữngăn mă ầuăkhángă

chiến:ăhồiăkýăvềăchiă ộiă1ătrungă oànă301ăvàădânăquânăTh ăDầuăMột, 1999) and 

particularly Sài Gòn (LịchăsửăSàiăẢòn,ăChợăLớn,ăẢiaăĐịnhăkhángăchiến,ă1945-1975,ăTrầnă

H̉iăPh ng,ă1994;ăÔngăhọaăĐồăLanh, Minh Kha, 2003; CuộcăkhángăchiếnăchốngăPhápă

c aă ồngăbàoăẢiaăĐịnh,ăPhạmăV năChiêu,ă2003ăandăXếpăbútănghînăl̂nă àng,ăHuỳnhă

V năTiểng,ă2002).215 In these writings, the Indian soldiers are seen to serve the British 

army that supposedly supported the return of the French colonialism. The dominant 

scenes in these writings contain images of Vietnamese soldiers and commoners who 

struck, shot and grabbed weapons from “Chà chóp.” Obviously, the depiction of Indians 

as political enemies aims at glorifying Vietnameseăsoldiers’ăandăpopulation’săbrevityăandă

patriotism; this depiction also provokes in the public mind the endless task of defending 

                                                           
214 Interestingly,ăthisăhistoricalănovelăcontainsădetailsărelatedătoăH măHà,ăaăfamousăintelligenceăofă

DRVN; in this novel,ăN măHàăwasăaăleaderăofăaăpro-communist big troop in Bình Xuyên (Bình Xuyên 
inter-areaăarmy).ăAccordingătoătheăhistorianăTrươngăVõăAnhăGiang,ăN măHàăisăoneăIndianădescendant.ă
Nevertheless,ăN măHàăcompletelyădeniesăhisăIndianăbackground.ăInăaăbookăabout prisoners of colonial 
prisons,ăpublishedăbyătheăDistrictă10'ăPeopleăCommittee,ăN măHàăisădepictedătoăhaveăbeenăcapturedăină1966ă
and sentenced 15 years in jails. He suffered severe tortures at the General Police Station and the Prison Côn 
Sơnăuntilă1971,ăwhenăheăwasăreleased.ăTheăhistorianăTrươngăVõăAnhăGiangărecalledăthatăafteră1975,ăN mă
Hà worked for the Department of Personnel of the District 10. His relatives, who fled to France during the 
Saigon Fall, frequently sent him cloth, food, and domestic facilities. His "original hometown" (nguyên 
quán),ăasămentionedăinătheăbook,ăwasăĐàăNẵng,ăaăprovinceăofăcentralăVietnam.ăă 

215Bình Xuyên People, Nguyên Hùng,1988; B yăViễnă– Leader of  Bình Xuyên, Nguyên Hùng, 
2004215),ăTh ăDầuăMộtă(Early Years of the Resistance: Memoir about the Military Maniple 1 of Regimen 
301ăandăpeopleăandămilitantsăofăTh ăDầuăMột, 1999) and particularly Sài Gòn (History of Resistance in Sài 
Ảòn,ăChợăLớn,ăẢiaăĐịnh,ă1945-1975, 1994;  ĐồăLanhăPainter, Minh Kha 2003; Anti-French Resistance of 
ẢiaăĐịnhăPeople,ăPhạmăV năChiêu,ă2003ăandăSacrificing Pens, Joining Battles,ăHuỳnhăV năTiểng,ă2002 
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the nation. But, why do contemporary writers choose to revitalize the image of British-

Indian soldiers in the present-day? The choice must relate to the special condition of 

Vietnameseăhistoryăinăitsăearlyăinfantăphaseăofăindependence;ăasădescribedăbyăNguyễnă

V năSâm,ăin addition to the communist Party, other political groups scheme to lead the 

coming independent Vietnam. Emphases on victories of communist soldiers over the 

Indian troops further assert the goodness and effectiveness of the Party leadership.216 This 

political stance is made explicit in Ngư iăBìnhăXuŷn, a historical novel full of images of 

Chà chóp and Chà moneylenders: "for Vietnamese people, under the flags of socialism 

and nationalism, all other ideologies will lead to the abyss" (7). 

Similarly, depictions of Indian migrants as capitalist exploiters and feudal 

landlords aim at imprinting in the public memory the role of the Party in bringing into 

existence the present-day independent, socialist Vietnam -- the Party-led Revolution 

terminates Indian capitalists’ăandăotherăforeigners’ăeconomicădominationăinăcitiesăofă

Vietnam.ăInătheăencyclopediaăaboutăHanoi,ăauthoredăbyătheăHanoiăPeople’săCommittee,ă

placesăonceăoccupiedăbyăIndianăshopsăareăreplacedăwithă“hiệuătạpăhóa”ă[báchăhóa]ă

(grocery stores), the symbol of the socialist Vietnamese economy.217 A celebratory tone 

                                                           
216 This historical period is still seen vague in Vietnamese historiography because the division of 

political parties and groups was not completely clear. People attempted to join groups to fight against 
French and British but they did not know which political ideology they were following (see more in 
Natasha Pairaudeau and Chi Pham. "Indochina's Indian Dimension." End of Empire, 100 Days in 1945 That 
Changed Asia and the World. NIASăpress,ă2016).ăăDuringătheăfieldworkăinăsummeră2014,ăăCaoăV năTâyă
attempted to rewrite the history of this period to recover his role as the first leader of a pro-communist 
intelligence. Until he died in 2013, this manuscript was not published.     

217 NhâmăTrần.ăCóămộtăViệtăNamănhưăthế:ă ổiămớiăvàăphátătriểnăkinhătế.ăHàăNội:ăNhàăxua ̂ tăb̉năChínhă
trịăquo ̂ căgia,ă1998. 
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on postcolonial nation-building emerges in depictions of the collapse of Indian 

businessmen’săregimeăinăHanoi.ăForăinstance,ăpresent-dayănativeăsellersăinăHàngăĐàoăareă

highly educated; they dress in beautiful clothes and are willing to sell at low prices; 

which mean:  present-day locals are less greedy and more civilized than the Indian 

businessmen.  

Obviously, present-day nation-makers attempt to sustain the image of a linear 

history of Vietnam that evolves from feudalism to capitalism and then to the ultimate 

present condition of socialism (Box 1). In this imagination of history, bloodsucking 

Indian characters embody the old, dead colonial figure of Vietnam; particularly, the 

“bloodsuckingăIndianăbusinessmen”ăareătheăremainsăofăFrenchăcolonialism.ăăStoriesă

related to these remains are recalled to stimulate public pride and gratitude towards the 

supreme leadership of Party and the associated national independence and prosperity. In 

general, in spite of containing the common image of dead past Indian migrants like that in 

overseas Vietnamese writing, mainstream Vietnamese writing honors the victory of the 

present-day nation under the Party leadership. Moreover, depictions of the Indians as a 

past dead of a socialist, independent Vietnam indicate the principle continuity of socialist 

realism in post-1975 Vietnamese writing. Accordingly, the Indian migrants forever 

belong to the failed, the collapsed, and the dead -- "the vestiges of the old society" (75 

Years of the Communist Party 413) -- in recent socialist realist writing of Vietnam. The 

image of dead past Indian migrants would then in a negative manner sustain patriotism 

and socialism and would unite people in a common will of constructing and defending 

the motherland, as asserted in the 4th Congress (75Years of the Communist Party 412). 
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For this quest of the nation, Indians exclusively appear as eternal imagined enemies of 

the national independence and the working classes. Moreover, these enemies dwell only 

in a no-longer existing history of Vietnam but need constantly reviving as a reminder 

about the ongoing leadership of the Party.   

In addition to fostering the condition of no-longer existing bloodsucking Indians -

- capitalists, landlords, and foreign invaders -- post-1974 Vietnamese writing also 

engenders the forever presence of Indians who have aligned themselves with the Party's 

national projects; these Indian characters are erected as heroes in national revolutions. 

The first case of these heroes is Grand Bibi, an eighty-three-year-old wounded 

revolutionary veteran. Heroic achievements of Grand Bibi appear in a number of 

journalistic and literary depictions writings including The People newspaper (báo Nhân 

dân),218theăảồăChíăMinhăCommitteeăofătheăVietnamese Fatherland Front ( yăbanăMặtă

trậnăTổăQuốcăViệtăNam,ăthànhăphốăảồăChíăMinh) news,219Liberating Saigon (báo Sài 

Ảònăgi iăphóng),220 the Youth News (báo Tuổiătrẻ),221 and Ho Chi Minh 

Television.222 They depict the young Bibi as an example of the young Vietnamese who 

                                                           
218 ThếăGia,ăVươngăLiêm.ă“IăWantătoăBecomeăaăVietnamese”ă(Tôiămuốnă ượcălàăngườiăViệtăNam).Nhân 
dân, July 20, 2005. 

219VươngăLiêm.“AăWomanăHavingăaăPakistaniăNationalityăBecameăaăVietnameseăWoundedăVeteran”ă(Mộtă
ph ănữăquốcătịchăPakistanătrởăthànhănữăthươngăbinhăViệtăNam.) yăbanăMặtătrậnăTổăquốcăViệtăNam,ăthànhă
phốăảồăChíăMinh, July 21, 2010. 

220VươngăLiêm.“AăPakistaniăWomanăBecameăaăVietnameseăWoundedăVeteran”ă(Mộtăph ănữăPakistanătrởă
thànhăthươngăbinhăViệtăNam.)SàiăẢònăgi iăphóng, July 28, 2010. 

221PhạmăVũ.ă“WhetherăIăDieăorăLive,ăIăWantătoăDieăandăLiveăwithăThemă[MyăCadres]”ă(Sốngăchếtăvẫnăbênă
cạnhăcácăanh.)Tuổiătrẻ. July 26, 2005 

222The Dream (ăĐiềuănguyệnăước.)ăHo Chi Minh Television 9, December 8, 2005, 7:25AM  
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playsătheăroleăofă“theăvanguardăforce”ăinănation-building and defense in different national 

struggles. The July 28, 2010 issue of Freedom Saigon News (Saigon Giai Phong) 

highlights Grand Bibi's sacrifices for the Vietnamese nation at her very young age:  

At the age of thirteen, being far away from her father and having to stay with her 
adopted mother (the female teacher), she happily follows the Viet Minh 
[communist cadres]. Bi Bi follows her adopted mother in taking revolutionary 
activities at outlyingăareasăofăGiaăDinhăcity…ăBibiăinstructsăcadresăinăhowătoăgetă
in and get out of Saigon-Gia Dinh. She supplied chemical substances, food, cloth 
andămanyăotherăgoodsăforătheărevolution.ă(VươngăLiêm) 

VươngăLiêmăisăaăhighăprofileăsocialistăwriter.ăHeăusesăwordsăsuchăasă“VietăMinh,”ă

“revolutionaryăactivities,”ă“cadres,”ăandă“revolution”ătoănameăGrandăBibi’săthoughtsăandă

activities of dozens of years ago. These details aim at constructing an image of Grand 

Bibi as exclusively ideological that serves to embody the goodness of the Party. In a more 

lyricalăandăemotionalănarrationăofăherăpast,ăĐặngăThịăTư,ăaăhighărankăfemaleăpoliceă

officerăinăHCMC,ăalsoăinterpretsăBibi’săunmarriedăstatusăasăherădevotionătoătheă

Vietnameseănationalărevolution.ăInăTư’sănarration,ătheăimage of Grand Bibi completely 

conforms to orthodox discourses of the Party about the history of the national struggle: 

I visited her one day at the first-floor apartment located on 277 Le Thanh Tong 
Street. She welcomed me happily. She smiled, revealing the wrinkled skin of a 
seventy-seven-year-old childless and husbandless woman. She committed her 
whole life to the revolution, the party and the ideology of Ho Chi Minh (...) 
Answering my question on what she learned from the Uncle [Ho Chi Minh], she 
said thatăsheă"learnedăhumanityăandăsacrifice…ăHeăsacrificedăhisăwholeălifeăforă
the freedom and liberty of the Nation and for the Happiness of the People. 
Following him, I abided with the Party. I give up parts of my blood and body for 
it without regrets. Completely absorbed with the revolution, my greenness passed 
byăwithoutănotice."ă(Tư'săcontributionătoătheăcallăforăpapersăonătheătopicăofă
"FollowingăHoăChiăMinhăPresident'săMoralăMirror"ă(Làmătheoăt măgươngăCh ă
tịchăHồăChíăMinh),ă2008) 
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The paragraph is full of propaganda terms such as "sacrificed his whole life for the 

freedom and liberty of the Nation and for the Happiness of the People" and "completely 

absorbed with the revolution." The resulting image of the Grand Bibi plays the role of a 

"sharp" ideological instrument whose subjectivity is minimized in the aim of highlighting 

the rightness and goodness of the Party. In a number of conversations in 2014, Bibi noted 

that injuries from bombings in 1950 caused her not to be able to have sex; a steel tube has 

stayed in her sexual organ since that time to maintain her ability to urinate; this injury is 

theămainăcauseăofăherăsingleălife.ăHowever,ăĐặngăThịăTưăseemsătoăselectivelyăemphasizeă

the Grand Bibi's devotion to the Vietnamese national revolution as the cause of her single 

life. 

InăaăsimilarăwayătoăthatăofăĐặngăThịăTưăandăThanhăTh yăapparentlyămarginalizesă

Grand Bibi's accidental involvement in the Revolution in her publication in the August 

31, 2010 issue of News Column, the Communist Party of the District 1 (Ho Chi Minh 

City Communist Party):  

Bibi has never thought of herself as a foreigner. Her father is Pakistani; her 
mother is Vietnamese. However, Vietnamese blood flows strongly within her 
body…ăTheă[firstăIndochina]ăWarăhappened.ăHerăfamilyădriftedătoătheăsouthern 
part of the land. Her happy childhood nearly stopped when her mother got sick 
and passed away; her father got married to another woman. However, it was 
fortunate for her that she had an adopted mother – her wonderful second mother. 
This woman taught her during her elementary school years and filled the 
motherlessăchild’săunfortunateăfateăwithătheăgrandăloveăofăanăidealămother. 

One thing that she was not expecting was that her adopted mother was an 
underground communist soldier. Due to her love for her adopted mother, she 
occasionally helped her bring food, letters, documents and news to some cadres 
withoutăknowingăthatăsheăwasăgraduallyăsteppingăintoătheărevolutionaryăroad…ă
Answering my question on why she became a communist revolutionary, she 
simplyăanswered:ă“Iăloveămyămother,ăsoăIăloveătheărevolution.” 
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The paragraphs are full of elusive and sentimental terms including "grand love," 

"Vietnamese blood," "a love for," "a wonderful mother," and "an ideal mother." These 

phrases ostensibly aim to celebrate the humanity and moral aspect of the Vietnamese 

national revolution. They obviously hide one raw actuality: Bibi joined the revolution by 

accident. In our conversations, Grand Bibi describes her revolutionary involvement as 

rather a childhood game than an ideologically serious choice. She recalls nothing about 

the secret base; wherein common public retellings, she was brought up by communist 

cadres while her father was away. Things she remembers are joyful experiences that had 

nothing to do with the revolution: her adopted mother put her on a bike and rode her 

through green fields in which buffaloes were eating grass and big black leeches kept 

swimming.ăThanhăTh y'săstoryădoesănotăcontainădetailsăaboutăGrandăBaba'săexoticăbeautyă

that must have played a key role in her accidental association with the Revolution. In 

addition to being a beautiful girl, little Bibi embraced the charm of her "Indian" physical 

appearance and her vivacious and adventurous nature. The Western figure of Bibi helped 

her succeed in assisting comrades pass French security and safely bring documents in and 

out of the Revolutionary Field in Saigon's suburbs. In our conversations, she proudly tells 

me that comrades of the time said that she was as beautiful as an Indian actress: they 

complemented her full red lips, white skin, and big, round, black eyes; her skin was silky; 

her hair was naturally curly and flowing. I asked about her skin color, and she was 

delighted, saying that she descended from "Bombay Indians," who were typically white 

and looked like Westerners. At the age of eighty, Bibi retains the beauty of a young girl: 

her toenails and fingernails are still colored fashionably. She puts a light make-up powder 
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on her cheeks to give them a pink luster. Her eyelashes are colored. When she pulled 

down her silky trousers to show me her severe wound at her sexual organ and to go 

bathing, I saw that her skin was white and remained smooth and full. I once observed that 

she stretched her body in different positions for one hour. Nevertheless, these events 

never occur in mainstream writings about Grand Bibi; the only stories available to a 

broader public are those that conform to the Party's instruction of constructing nationalist 

examples. As seen in documents of  the 4th Congress, the Party continued encouraging 

authorsătoăerectăinspiringămodelsăofă“loyal,ăresourcefulăandăextremelyăbraveămothersăandă

women,”ăwhoă“sideăbodyăandăsoulăwithătheăentireănationătoăfightătheăenemyăandăbuildăaă

newălife.”ăThisăinstructionăremainsăaăprincipleăofăcontemporary writing, as seen in the 

case of descriptions about Grand Bibi.  

TheăsecondăcaseăindicativeăofăhowătheăParty’săideologicalăforcesăoccupyătheăfigureă

and voice of Indians includes short biographies about Big Bi, a nationally recognized 

revolutionary martyr. The July 13, 2007 issue of Tien Phong portraysăthatăBigăBi’săfamilyă

permitted the Viet Minh official to dig a secret vault in their house in Phan Thiet 

province. His aunties took turns to guard and cook for Viet Minh militiamen, who were 

opening up their house floor. The twin sisters took the responsibility to pour unwanted 

soil and earth in a cellar near Cà Ty River. Volume 213, in March 1994, of Phan Thiet 

News published a reflection about Big Bi; the author of this reflection is Tran Ngoc Trac, 

the former president of old Thuan Hai province and the former ideological supervisor of 

BigăBi.ăTheăpieceăisăfullăofăideologicalăterms,ăwhichădoubtlesslyăareănotăfromăBigăBi’să

thoughts and words: 
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Big Bi enlightened the communist revolution early. He was admitted to the Team 
of Teenage Suicide Communists…ăHeăwasăanăintellectualăyouthăwhoăwasă
passionate about books, letters and arts performances, and was knowledgeable of 
English and French; he had revolutionary enthusiasms and impetuous patriotisms 
in the blood of his body. 

The writer obviously imposes on the absent Big Bi ideologically magic terms such as 

"evolution enlightenment" and "patriotism." Emotionally strong words such as 

"impetuous"ă(nồngănan)ăandă"enthusiasm"ă(nhiệtătình)ăappearăarbitrarily:ătheyăareăactuallyă

formulating verbal expressions of acts that are seen as sacrifices for the Revolution. The 

formulaălikelyăderivesăfromătheăwidelyăknownăsayingăbyăHồăChíăMinhăatătheă2nd Congress 

(1951):ă“Ourănationăhasăaătraditionăofăimpetuousăpatriotism;ăităisăourăvaluableătraditionăofă

ourănation.”ăThisăexpressionăhasăappearedăforăgenerationsăinătheăcoursesă“Readingă

Practice”ăofătheăfirstăelementaryăclassesăandă“LiteraryăWritingăPractice”ăofăhighăschoolă

classes.ăăTheănarratorălikelyămatchesătheăformulaăwithăBigăBi’săthoughtsăandăwordsătoă

make this descended Indianăaămodelăofă“braveăyoungăpersons.”ăAgain,ătheăIndiansăisăstillă

absent in Vietnamese historiography; the existence of this population is seen exclusively 

in the images of revolutionary heroes that are constructed in accordance with formulas of 

the Party-led nationalist nationalism.  In this history, the Indians only play the role of a 

sourceăofăinspirationăforăVietnameseăyouth,ătheăsupposedă“vanguardăforce”ăinănatională

defenses, as asserted by the Party in the 1976 Congress.223 

 

                                                           
223 Utmost importance should be attached to the children, the future of the nation, and to the young people, 
the vanguard force in the present national construction and defense (70 Years of the Communist Party 412) 
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3.  Remains of Dead Indians in Present-day Vietnamese Writing: Echoing 

Images of Bloodsucking Indians and the Quest of Nation-Building  

Mainstream national historiographies have pushed the images of the Indians as 

capitalist, colonialist image – bloodsucking entities –further into the dead past to 

highlight the rigor of the present-dayăVietnam’săsocialist,ăindependentăfigure.ă

Nevertheless, such images are likely still alive, permeating particularly in contemporary 

publicăimaginationsăofăIndians,ăevenă“authentic”ăIndians,ănamely, Indians living in India. 

ThatăisătheăcaseăinăwritingsăofăHồăAnhăTháiă(1960ă- ), celebrated novelist, diplomat, and 

leader of the Vietnamese Association of Literature.224 HồăAnhăTháiăisăparticularlyăfamousă

for stories set in India; his long study and work in India would ensure the credibility of 

his Indian characters. Nonetheless, his literary construction of present-day Indians likely 

leans on the formulaic metaphor of bloodsucking Indians; the Indians in his writings 

remain greedy, cunning, savage and particularly capitalist and colonialist in nature. In the 

novel Đ́căPhật,ănàngăSavitriăvàăT̂iă(2007), for example, the Indians, particularly the 

Buddhists, are extremely stingy. As told, none of the Buddhist followers is willing to be 

responsible for Buddha's cremation. They hesitate to look at each other; they shift the 

blame to others, murmuring to ask who will finance the ceremony, and who will buy oil 

and wood to burn Buddha's body. They constantly look away to avoid others' eyes and 

then quietly look back when the others turn their eyes away. In the end, the villagers 

                                                           
224 HồăAnhăTháiăheldătheăpresidentăpositionăofăHanoi'săWritingăAssociationăfromă2000ătoă-2010 and a 
member of the Leadership Committee of Vietnam's Writing Association from 2005-2010. He is also a high 
diplomat official of Vietnamese government in a number of countries. While in India, Thái was not only a 
post graduate student in Oriental Studies but also a diplomat for the Vietnam Embassy for six years.   
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agree to contribute a small amount of money that is only enough to buy little cheap wood. 

At the cremation, as described, the wood is not sufficient to cover the dead body of 

Buddha, consequently, his feet still protrude out of the firewood. This image of Buddha's 

uncovered feet likely confirms the formulaic imagination of Indians as greedy and self-

interest, prominent characters that make this population be seen as bloodsucking 

creatures. 

In another example, the short story “TheăManăWhoăStoodăonăOneăLeg,”ătheă

metaphor of bloodsucking Indians is more obvious; its shadow prevails in the 

construction of Indians as people who sacrifice their lives and integrity for money. 

Ananda, a villager, ceaselessly chases the director of a condom factory for a one million-

rupee donation to erect a temple in his Khushi village. The chase is endless, as seen in 

one two examples: 

1.  Will you stay here until your last breath? 
No, not until my last breath. Only until I receive one million rupees (Behind the Red 

Mist 61) 

2. No, he would only donate a small contribution to the village charity fund. And 
when he said "small," Ananda knew, the young director wasn't simply being 
modest -- he meant really small. Tiny. Behind the Red Mist 57) 

 

TheătwoăquotesăareăaboutăAnandaăandătheăcondomăfactory’sădirector;ătheyăareămoneyă

worshippers (they fight to the death for material gain). This extreme greed suggests that 

HồăAnhăThái’ăsăpresentationăofă“authentic”ăIndiansăseeminglyăreliesăon the formulaic 

metaphor of bloodsucking Indians (sét-ty, chà và), a tradition of presenting Indian 

migrants in Vietnamese writing since the colonial time. Ananda stilly and abidingly 
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stands on one leg at a dusty road leading to the condom factory, persistently exhorting the 

director for the full one million rupees. The storyteller likely attempts to create a legend 

ofăAnanda’sărelentlessăraceăforămoneyăbyăconstructingătheăhauntingăimageăofăyoungă

Ananda staying in the same position day after day over years long enough that his body 

becomesăwrinkledăandăfrozen.ăAăvultureăfailsătoăwaităforăAmanda’sădeathătoăfeastăonăhisă

body.ăEvenăAnandaăcarriesăonăinătheăsameăposture,ăregardlessăofătheăcompanyădirector’să

plot of crashing car into him, regardless of ants making nests on his body, and regardless 

of sand storms as well as wild gusts of winds.  In the end, a temple is erected with a 

statue of a one-legged standing man: visitors guess that the figure might be Ananda or 

Shiva.ăTheălegendaryănarrativesăpushăIndians’ăgreed to a holy position – the position of 

world creator. Again, this legend is no way different from the familiar image of greedy 

Indian migrants since colonial Vietnam: almost one century ago, ghost-like depictions of 

Chetty endlessly, fiercely running after their indebted subjects prevail in colonial 

Vietnamese literature. ătheoăth i (1935),ăbyăHồăBiểuăChánh,ăalsoăcontainsăaălegendăofă

Indians’ămoneyăworship.ăAsădescribed,ătwoă“chàăvà”ăsenseăthatătheirădebtor,ăLợi,ăisă

secretly selling the deposited land to teacher Phát to evade the debt. They then initiate 

their tireless hunt for the debtor and his accomplice to take the land back.  Phát is 

continuouslyăastonishedăandăscaredăatătheăIndians’ăundefeatableăabilityătoăcatchătheiră

objects’ăfootsteps:ătheyăareăableătoăfindăPhát’săschool;ăifătheyădoănotăseeăPhátăatăschool,ă

theyăimmediatelyăpresentăthemselvesăatăPhát’săhouse;ăifătheyădoănotăgetămoneyăfromăPhát,ă

very quickly, they are successful in bringing Phát to the court. The magically effective, 

aggressive chase of the Indians haunts Phát so much that he is constantly obsessed with 
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thinking that he would be imprisoned regardless of his announced innocence. In another 

novel, L iăthềătrướcămiếu,ăHồăBiểuăChánhăcondensesătheăIndians’ămoneyăworshippingă

into a quick plot point instead of a long narration: 

Ms.ăĐàoătakesăaăseatăforămoreăcomfort.ăAsăsoonăasăsheăintendsătoăspeak,ăaăchàăvàă
enters, without putting off his hat, without greetings people in the house, and 
shoutsăinsolently:ă“Payăforătheăcommunityăfund!ăYourăoutstanding debt last month 
isăoneă ồng.ăNow,ăpayăsevenă ồng.ăPayăall,ănoălacking." 

Ms.ăĐàoătakesăfromăherăpocketăaăpaperă ồngăandăaăsilverăcoin.ăSheăcountsătwoă
silver coins. She puts the other two coins back in her pocket and gives the chà và 
two coins and twoă ồngăpapers.ăSheăsays:ă 
- Iădoănotăhaveăenoughămoneyătoday.ăPleaseătakeăthreeă ồngă…ăpleaseăgiveămeă
oneămoreăweekă…ăIăwillăpayăyou. 

-No. Pay all. No lacking. 

- Poor me, sir. If I had enough money, I would not have to be in underpayment. 

- Underpayment every month. Move to another place to live, I do not allow you to 
stay here anymore. Tomorrow, you have to move. If you do not move, the court 
will take action, if that is the case you will have to pay more fees. Do you know? 
(75) 

The paragraph trims off the human aspects of the Indian, constructing him as a savagely 

mechanicalădebtăcollector.ăInăHồăAnhăThái’săconstructionăofămodernădayăIndians,ătheă

colonialăimageăofă“ch́t-ty”ăoră“chàăvà”ăă-- bloodsucking creature -- re-occurs, effectively 

condensing the image of typical capitalists who are extreme materialists. 

Image of the condom factory's director is a more obvious example of the recurrence 

of the metaphoric saying of bloodsucking Indians. As described in the story, the director 

acts irresponsibly and impudently towards his community: his company makes profits 

while polluting the whole village. Fearing to pay a big fine for the pollution that is 

discovered by Ananda, the director cunningly and rudely corrupts villagers with small 
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donations that prevent them from seeking legal compensation for the pollution. Such way 

of imagining the director is consonant to the formula of bloodsucking Indians – the 

capitalist: the director obtains his wealth from the blood, tears, and sweat of villagers. 

Strikingly, the bloodsucking nature, relentless exploitation, as discussed in Chapter 

2, forms the central characters of Indians in colonial Vietnamese writing roughly a 

century ago. The December 17, 1931 issue of Ph ănữătânăv năhighlights a report that 

police captures three Indiansăwhoătradeăopiumăandăsmuggleăguns.ăTheseă“chàăvàăgangs”ă

“bọnăChàăvà”ăworkăforătheăcompanyăofăFranco-Asiatique des Petroles and the 

Cochinchinaătrainăbranchă(H̃ngătàuăl cătỉnh)ăandărunăaămonthlyădiningăserviceăforăIndiană

guards. Regardless of their salary, the Indian migrants want to earn more money through 

illegal businesses. The report disregards that the Indians deny their guilt, asserting that 

they would have to admit it to the police in a coming reinvestigation. Also in Ph ănữătână

v n, on August 24,ă1933,ăaăjournalistăcallsătheăIndiansă“blackăbats”ă(dơiă en)ăinăaănewsă

articleăaboutăoneă“śtăty”ăwhoăaccumulatesăcapitalăillegally.ăTheătermă“blackăbats”ă

denotesăaămeaningăsimilarătoătheătermă“bloodsucker.”ăThisăcolonialăimageăofă

bloodsucking Indians seemsătoăcastăitsăshadowăinăHồăAnhăThái’săconstructionăofătheă

character of the condom company's director: he ignores that his company renders barren 

the women and soil of the village. The life of the company goes on with great cost to the 

lives of the surrounding environment and people. In general, the Indian businessmen of 

today are not different from their overseas ancestors years ago, in Vietnam: they all 

bloodilyăexploităothers’ăvitalityăandăprosperity.ăă 
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The status of forever being foreigners or outsidersăofă"authentic"ăIndiansăinăHồă

Anh Thái's novels is another example of echoes of bloodsucking Indian images in 

present-day Vietnamese writing. The two short stories, "The Indians" and "The Barters" 

suggest that one should never trust Indians because they are dangerous outsiders. In "The 

Indians," a British archaeologist successfully conquers the Indian civilization with his 

internationally recognized collection of Hindu relics. In "The Barters," the German 

student completely transforms his mind and body into Indian ways of working and living. 

Both characters believe that they completely occupy Indians' hearts, thus, the Indians 

would be part of their conquered world.  Nevertheless, Indians are always on the move of 

grabbing things from westerners, who attempts to make them insiders of their world. In 

particular, while the British scholar passionately does fieldwork in India, his wife, Kitty, 

at home, has an affair with their cook, a young Indian man named Navin. More tragically, 

until the end of the story, the scholar still believes he understands Indians' hearts, though 

he does not know about the affair between his wife and the Indian man. In "The Barters," 

Heinrich, a German student, passionately practices Hinduism without knowing that his 

Indian wife works as a prostitute in their house. In both stories, the two Indians are seen 

as quiet, tranquil and obedient – credible, good insiders – at first sight, and dangerous in 

nature – harmful outsiders. Altogether, the two stories raise a caution: one should never 

make the Indians insiders of his/her community; otherwise, these people would harm 

him/her anytime. 

Such way of presenting the Indians as a warning pervades colonial Vietnamese 

writing.ăăForăinstance,ăTrầnăQuangăNghiệp’săshortă“Conăc aăai” (1931) contains similar 
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Indianăcharactersăasăembodimentsăofă“defianceăofămorality.”ăThisăstoryăfirstăappearedăină

the newspaper Đ̂ngăPhápăth iăbáo underătheătitleă“Lòngăngườiăkhóăbiết”ă[Unexpectedă

Human Thoughts], and again later in the short story collection ảaiăbóăgi y published by 

ĐứcăLưuăPhươngă(1931).ăTheăcolonialăstoryăcentersăonăsexualăaffairsăofăanăIndianămană

with a married Annamese woman. Minh, a security of the Charner Company in Saigon, 

gets married to his female colleague despite his parents' disapproval. His parents from 

SócăTr ngăprovinceăsendăhimăaăletterădemandingăthatăwithinătwoăyears,ăeitherăhisăwifeăhasă

to deliver a baby or he has to divorce her. Minh feeds his wife with various types of 

medicines that he believes will benefit her fertility. Over six months, no signal of her 

pregnancy appears. However, when one year passes, his wife informs him that she has 

gotten pregnant. Minh happily reports to his parents and sacrifices his money to take care 

of his wife. On the day of her delivery, his parents visit the couple in the hospital. 

Tragically, as soon as they look at the baby's face, they collapse: the baby has a black 

skin and looks energetic like "anh Chà." Not until this point, the narrator starts talking 

about this hidden hero: More than one year ago, Minh befriended an Indian man, his co-

worker; seeing this Indian man as an honest person, Minh offered him to share his house; 

while staying together, Minh completely gave this man his trust; he seems to be 

harmlessly innocent; he just sat in his room reading day by day; he was gentle and quiet, 

attempting not to disturb members of the house. All details show that Minh offers the 

Indian position of an insider of his Annamese world. When the story returns to the 

present tense, it reveals the hidden danger of the Indian man: in response to Minh's 

astonishing statement, "this is not my son," his wife, in an indifferent tone, challenges, 
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"who had told you this would be your son?" (190); in the end, Minh  leaves the hospital 

quietly, not expressing any anger; he just throws his house key to the Indian man, telling 

him that the house and his wife now belongs to him. All these apparently mean to suggest 

that the locals should never treat Indians as insiders; otherwise, locals would lose 

everything to the Indians.  The story definitely participates in attempts of French and 

Vietnamese intellectuals during the colonial period at forming the public knowledge 

about the "Indians" as unwelcome migrants. 

The constant recurrence of images of unwelcome migrants -- bloodsucking 

Indians -- inăHồăAnhăThái'săaccountsăofăcurrentăIndiansăisăderivedăfromătheătraditională

association of Vietnamese writing with nation-building. Particularly, since the country's 

reunification, the Party Congress has insisted on constructing "socialist people" (con 

ngườiăx̃ăhộiăch ănghĩa)ăasătheămainătaskăofă"ideologicalăworks"ă(côngătácătưătưởng)ătoă

completely clean any vestiges of feudalism and colonialism. Definitions about "socialist 

people" since the fourth Congress (1976) have obviously centered on non-materialism, 

community loving and patriotism – the characteristics that people require to overcome 

supposedly capitalist characteristics such as materialism and self-centeredness. The 6th 

Party Congress (1986)ăinsistedăonăauthors’ă“senseăofăresponsibilityăasăcitizensăandă

militants.”ăThisămeansătheăauthorămustă“createăspiritualăvaluesăthatăfosterămindsăandă

sentiments of generations of citizens and shape their personality and character and create 

an ethical environmentăinăsociety”ă(744).225 Spiritual values became a special focus in the 

                                                           
225 The 6th Party Congress, the congress that is commonly seen to have untied Vietnamese authors from 
obligationsăofăeulogizingătheăPartyăandătheăNation,ăstillăassertedăthată“noăotherăideologicalăformăcană
substitute literature and art in fostering healthy sentiments, exerting a deep impact on the renewal of 
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eighth PartyăCongress’săDocumentă(1996),ătheăfirstădocumentăthatămadeă“natională

identity”ăaăseparate,ăhighlightedăpoint.ăThisăCongressăurgedăauthorsătoăbuildă“ană

advanced culture withăprofoundănationalăidentity.”ăTheăCongressădecidedăthatăallăcultural,ă

literaryăandăartisticăactivitiesă“mustă…ăinherităandăpromoteătheăintellectualăandăaesthetică

values,ăculturalăandăartisticăheritageăofătheănation…ăinheritingăandăpromotingătheăpeople’să

ethicalătraditions”ă(983).ăTheseăculturalăattemptsămustăaimăatăcleaningăoutăcapitalistă

characters that are rising in contemporary Vietnamese society due to market economy 

and expanded international exchanges; these characters include "money worshipping," 

"defiance of morality" and tendencies of glorifying "the alien and the profane leading to 

the loss of one's national roots" (983). The recurrence of the metaphor of bloodsucking 

entitiesăinăHồăAnhăTháiăwritingăseemsătoăaimăatăawakeningăandăprovokingăaălongăfear for 

capitalists and colonialists, who are supposedly embodiments of materialism, self-

interest, and national otherness. The presence of the colonial image of Indian migrants in 

the image of present-day Indians also effectively reminds the Vietnamese public of 

eternal values of socialist, national revolutions and the associated Party leadership. 

Nevertheless, more importantly, the existence of colonial metaphor of bloodsuckers in 

present-day depictions of Indians indeed suggests the existence of the colonial legacy in 

postcolonial nation-building. In stories of Thái about postcolonial India, the British are 

still economic, educational masters of the Indian population: thanks to British education, 

the director in the story "The Man Who Stands on One Leg" can open and run the 

                                                                                                                                                                             
people’săthinkingăhabităandăwayăofălife.ăLiteratureăandăartămustăconstantlyăenrichăthemselvesăwithătheăPartyă
andăpeople’săcharacter…ădiscoverăinăgoodătimeăandăcommendătheănew,ăcreateăvividămodels,ăassertătheă
youngătalentăinălife”ă(744). 
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condom factory; and the Indian cook in "The Indians" desperately learns perfect English 

while serving the physical, emotional needs of the British woman. Writing about the 

colonial legacy in India already forms a way through which Thái evokes in the 

Vietnamese public a comparable image of postcolonial Vietnam. The presence of the 

colonial image of Indian bloodsuckers indeed creates a more obvious, reasonable link and 

reference to the haunting colonialism in present-day Vietnam.226 Specifically,ăHồăAnhă

Thái’săaccountsăofăsocialădestructionsăcausedăbyăindustrializationăandăinternatională

cooperation in contemporary India – all embodied in the greedy bloodsucker metaphor – 

should potentially suggest to the Vietnamese audience the possible colonialist 

exploitation embedded in the rising global, transnational presence in contemporary 

Vietnamese economy and culture. Although Vietnamese nation-makers constantly warn 

the public about social and cultural destructions caused by globalization, discourses about 

economic losses and damages appear to be minor, given that modernization and 

industrialization still form the principal policy in present-day Vietnamese nation-

building.ăTheătermăă“ch ănghĩaăthựcădân”ă(colonialism)ătoăaddressăanxietiesăaboutărising 

globalizationăinăVietnamăisăusedăextremelyăreluctantly,ăgivenăthată“ch ănghĩaăthựcădân,”ă

inăprinciple,ădiedăseventyăyearsăagoăwithinătheăborderăofăVietnamă(PhạmăV năĐứcă23-34). 

The reluctance, or more precisely, the fear in suggesting the continuity and similarity 

between colonization and globalization, is transmitted in the subtle, uncertain echoes of 

theăformulaicămetaphorăofăbloodsuckingăIndiansăinăThái’săaccountsăofăpresent-day 

                                                           
226The most obvious evidence of this colonial lies in the constant assertion on industrialization and 
modernization as the ultimate goal of the national economic development. 
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Indians. As said, in socialist realistic Vietnamese historiography, colonialism is 

completely dead; accordingly, the bloodsucking Indians no longer exist. This means that 

the dead – belonging to the old society as depicted in socialist realist literature – must 

constitute the principle in accounts about the Indian population. In this context, making 

the colonial image of Indian migrants in the present tense – the present world – must have 

been seen as politically incorrect. Thus, making present colonial images of Indian 

migrants in postcolonial India would be a safe and effective way to warn the Vietnamese 

audience about the presence of colonial legacies in postcolonial Vietnam and the 

emergence of a new colonization in the form of globalizing forces. Eventually, regardless 

of being made visible by Thái in the present tense, images of Indian migrants still merely 

exist as literary instruments through which Vietnamese intellectuals realize their role as 

the minds and conscience of the nation. This also means perhaps a lasting absence of 

Indian migrants in Vietnamese historiography.   
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Box 1 

Indian figure is also the subject in the national historiography that depicts the former 
society – South Vietnam – as extremely corrupted, lawless, and murderous. The latest 
andătheămostăexuberantăhistoriographyăofăthisătypeăisătheăpersonalăbiographyăofă“Chà 
và”ăHương.ăThisăbiographyăisăwrittenăbyăjournalistăHoàngăMinh;ăităisădividedăintoă
threeăsequentăvolumesăpublishedăină2015ăinăNgườiă ưaătină–newspaper of the Lawyer 
AssociationăofăVietnam.ăThisălifeăstoryăisăconstructedăbasedăonă“Chàăvà”ăHương’să
narratives;ăităisămoreăindicativeăofătheăParty’săsaviorăroleăinăcivilizingătheăoldăsouthernă
Vietnamăthanăofă“Chàăvà”ăHương’săboxingătalentăandăsuccess.ă“Chàăvà”ăHươngăisăaă
real person, a famous unbeatable Indian boxer since the 1950s, born in a poor Indian 
mixed family in Saigon; he once sold bánh ít cake and served shoeshine for survival. 
Nevertheless, the mainstream political ideology about revolution and socialism 
dominatesătheăflowăofăstoriesăaboutătheălifeăofă“Chàăvà”ăHương.ăăSpecifically,ă
narrativesăaboută“Chàăvà”ăHươngăbecomingătheămostărespectedăboxerăinăSaigonăandă
nearby are filled with redundant details about  Saigon as an outlaw society. People of 
that time found joys in and earn money by beating, killing, and shooting others. Also 
revealed in the life storyăofă“Chàăvà”ăHương,ă“theăoldăsociety”ăwithă“badăeffectsăofă
colonialistăculture”ăemergesăinăpresent-day public minds with opium smoke, wild 
sex, gambling and stealing.  The old Saigon looks completely savage. It is seeable 
that Saigon in the reconstructedămemoryăbyă“Chàăvà”ăHươngăisăsimilarătoăthatăbyă
DuyênăAnh,ăaăsocietyăruledăbyăgypsies.ăHowever,ăevilăSaigonăthroughă“Chàăvà”ă
Hương’săconstructedăbiographyăisăobviouslyăcreatedăthroughăaă“revolutionaryăstandă
andăsocialistărealism”ă– an ideological instruction that the Party Congress have 
insisted since 1976. Specifically, in this congress, the Party emphases that writers 
mustăadoptărevolutionaryăandăsocialistăideologiesătoă“exposeătheăoriginăofătheăevils,ătoă
point out the way to eradicate them so as to reach the final aim of affirming the good 
andăfosteringăabsoluteăconfidenceăinăsocialism”ă(413).ăInătheăNinthăcongress,ăwritersă
and artists were still called to uphold their responsibilities to socialism and to 
abandon any creations contrary to the Party. Additionally, press and publishers 
“shouldăfunctionăwellăasădisseminatorsăofăPartyăandăStateăguidelines”ă(1114-1115). 
Accordingly,ă“Chàăvà”ăHương,ăinăhisăbiography,ăisăconstructedăasăourăoneăofă
compatriots:ăheăwasăimprisonedăbyăDiệmăregime;ăafterătheăfallăofăSaigon, he has been 
committeeămembersăofăHoăChiăMinhăCity’săboxingăassociations,ăcompetitionsăandă
trainingăclubs.ăNotăonlyăthat,ă“Chàăvà”ăHương’săstoryăisăcompletelyăcomplicităwithă
the mainstream historiography of Saigon: only the socialist regime could save old 
Saigon’săsavage.ăThisăhistoriographyădefinitelyăaimsătoăfosterăpublicătrustătowardătheă
Party’săleadershipăinăcivilizingătheăcity.ă 
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Chapter 6 

The Rise of “Ấn kiều” (Overseas Indians) in Vietnamese Historiography:  

Haunting Colonialism and Uncategorized Indian Descendants 

This chapter examines Vietnamese writing about new Indians, members of the third 

wave of Indian migration to Vietnam, to further explain why old Indians, members of the 

second wave are marginalized from mainstream Vietnamese historiography and society. 

Economic, cultural and political conditions of the Indian descendants makes them unfit in 

aănewăcategorizationăofă“Indianămigrants”ăandătheăfutureăindustrializedăfigureăofăVietnamă

– a categorization, which tends to selectively includes only modern, well-off Indians –

members of the third migration wave. Particularly, the remains of the metaphor of 

bloodsucking Indians still plays a material role in the ongoing marginalization of the 

Indian descendants from mainstream Vietnamese writings and society.  

1. Rise of “ n kiều” (Overseas Ấndians) in Contemporary Vietnamese Writing and 

the Socialist, Independent Nation-Building in Reform Era 

Not all Indian characters constitute the dead past in contemporary Vietnamese 

writing; instead, this literature contains Indians who form a very existence of present-day 

Vietnam.ăTheăshortăstoryă“Ngọnă èn”ăbyăĐàoăVũ,ătheărepresentativeăofătheăsocialistă

realistic literature, contains living Indian characters in Vietnam in the year of 1990. Sonu 

isăanăIndianăchildăstayingăinăHanoiăwithăherăparents;ăSonu’săparentsăworkăforătheăIndiană

Embassy.ăSonuăisătakingăaăpaintingăclassăatăCungăThiếuănhiăHàăNộiă(HanoiăHouse for 

Kids), where she has classmates from other countries including Indonesia, Cuba, and 
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America. The story about Sonu largely centers on the class assignment that requires 

studentsătoădrawăaăspecialăpaintingătoăpresentăVietnamăonătheăoccasionăofăHồăChíăMinh’să

100th birthday. While Sonu thinks of drawing the banyan tree near One Pillar Pagoda, 

Sonu's mother suggests her about an oil lamplight. Sonu thinks that the banyan tree will 

present the image of India in the heart of Vietnam because the branch is a part of 

Buddha’săGreatăbanyanătreeăinăIndia.ăHowever,ăSonu’sămotherăinsistsăthatătheălamplightă

isămoreăsignificantăbecauseăităisătheămetaphorăofăVietnamăthată“grandpa”ăRomeshă

Chandra has brought up in an international conference of celebrating 100th anniversary of 

President Ho's birth in Hanoi. Recalling that Romesh Chandra is President of the World 

Peace Council Statement and Romesh Chandra loves Vietnam, Sonu is determined to 

present Vietnam with a painting of "a lamplight with a flame that would be big as a torch 

and that would be luminously bright so that all around is bright" (464). However, when 

completing the painting, Sonu does not dare to submit it to her teacher in the face of 

criticisms from her international classmates. Sonu tells her mother that her friends say 

that her painting is too normal compared to their drawings. A friend from Cuban draws 

an immense ocean with highly rising waves, clear blue water, white sea foams and 

twittering seabirds. Enxa draws a high sky building. Exa's father is American, her mother 

is French; both of them work for UNICEF. Her painting contains skyscrapers, big planes 

flying, and long lines of cars on streets.  The Indonesian friend draws a sky full of stars 

and the moon. This Indonesian friend is the first one who criticizes Sonu's picture; she 

says that the lamplight is too small; it is not a mighty object at all. The Cuban friend 

opens her mouth widely telling Sonu that just one wave of her painting is strong enough 
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to engulf Sonu's lamplight, sea breeze can blow out the lamplight. Enxa does not criticize 

Sonu; instead, she suggests Sonu that she should try a flower garden. However, Sonu's 

mother explains that "Grandpa Chandra" tells the conference that lamplight belongs to 

the Bright; it is a part of the Sun; it is powerful; it is really mighty! Encouraged by her 

mother, Sonu's submits the painting to her teacher with confidence: "Please accept this 

painting as a gift for Vietnam" (465). The Vietnamese students in the class gather to see 

and comments on Sonu's painting: "a single lamplight is a guarding oil lamp!" "How 

radianăisătheăflaming!”ă“Whoădaresătoăblowăoutătoăseeăifăităwouldăextinguish!”ă(456).Theă

teacher stares at the picture, and then appreciates: 

The flame is small but luminous. Your lamplight contains a pride. Pink color 
of the background in your painting symbolizes the darkness. It is perfect; a 
lamplight in a dark night is the greatest.  

In response to the teacher's appreciation, Sonu confidently adds: "Dear teacher, lamplight 

belongs to the Bright; it is a part of the Sun" After submitting the painting Sonu receives 

the compliments from her teacher and Vietnamese students: "thank you for kind words 

and beautiful ideas and thank you for warm hearts" (456). 

Strikingly,ăinăaăstoryăaboută"Ngọnă èn"ă(Lamplight) – symbol of the bright, the 

present, the new and the Party's triumphant leadership, Indian characters occur "stronger" 

in the present tense. In this story, the protagonist Sonu, along with American, Cuban and 

Indonesian students of the painting class in Hanoi setting in 1990, forms an international 

figure of Vietnam. Sonu even attempts to make her Indian identity the most prominent 

and unique in the international figure of Vietnam. She constantly thinks of drawing an 

object typical of her Indian nation for a picture that she will submit as a gift for Vietnam 
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on the occasion of 100th anniversaryăofăHoăChi’săbirth.ăSonu’sămother,ăanăIndiană

diplomat, also inserts her national pride by encouraging her daughter to envision in her 

pictureăRomeshăChandra’săuseăof the lamplight metaphor. These attempts suggest the 

very legitimate and sympathetic presence of the Indian population in the present-day 

figure of Vietnam. The legitimacy and liveliness indeed, as denoted in the story, stem 

fromăthisăpopulation’săattendance to solidify the mainstream political, economic ideology 

ofăcontemporaryăVietnam.ăObjectsăoccupyingăSonu’săinitialăplanăforătheăpictureăsuchăasă

Buddha’săbanyanătreeăandăanăancientătreeăsymbolicallyăconformătoătheăveryătextbookă

concept of Vietnam about a peace-loving and incredible figure of India.  

Particularly,ăSonu’săfinalăchoiceăofăportrayingăaălamplightăisăconsonantăwithătheăveryă

classical Vietnamese metaphor of the Party of Salvation. Associations of light and the 

Partyăsuchăasă“Đ̉ngălàăánhăsáng”ă(Partyăisălight),ă“ánhăsángăc aăĐ̉ng”ă(theălightăofătheă

Party)ă,ă“ánhăsángăc aălíătưởngăMácăLênin”ă(light of Marxist-Leninist ideology) and 

“dướiăánhăsángătưătưởngăHồăChíăMinh”ă(underătheălightăofăHoăChiăMinh’săthought)ă

prevail in mainstream Vietnamese literary, journalistic and administrative discourses.227  

And,ălyricsăofă“Đ̉ngălàămùaăxuân”ă(Partyăisătheăspring)ăbyătheărevolutionaryăcomposeră

Xuân Giao -- “WhenăIăamăaăsprout,ătheăPartyăisăaălight;ăwhenătheădawnălightăilluminates,ăIă

willăgrowăintoăaătree”ă-- remains a mandatory song in on-campus activities of Ho Chi 

                                                           
227 Searching these terms on google gives a number of results, particularly in website domains owned 

by the Ministry of Education such as www.vanhoc.edu.vn; www.vanban.edu.vn; and 
www.thanhbinh.edu.vn. These sites provide the very existing presence of the type of writing exam that asks 
students to argue for the Party's and the Marxist-Leninist ideology's directing role. A common question of 
this exam (e.g. in the university recruitment examination) is explaining and indicating the famous verse "Từ 
y" by Tố Hữu, a leading revolutionary poet. In this verse, Tố Hữu uses a serious of light-related images to 

envision the change of his life with the presence of the Party: "From that time summer sunlight brightens in 
me; Sun of truth lightens through my heart; my soul is a garden of flowers and leaves; which is full of 
fragrant and bird sounds." 
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Minh Young Pioneer Organizations in primary schools.228  These metaphoric images aim 

at fostering in the public mind the critical role of the Party in "rescuing" the Vietnamese 

nation and individuals from the enslavement and exploitation of feudal and colonial 

(capitalist) societies – usually symbolized in the image of darkness. The Indian 

daughter’s and mother's lamplight painting in the story obviously attend the mainstream 

discourses of asserting the longevityăandăgoodnessăofătheăPartyăinătheă" ổiămới"ăfigureăofă

Vietnam.  

Moreover, the Indian characters' attendance to the mainstream political ideology of 

Vietnam is more delicate and knowledgeable in the presences of other foreigners or 

migrants. Specifically, Sonu's narratives about paintings of her classmates comply with 

the Party's principle of nation-buildingăsinceăĐổiămớiă(1986)ăthatăemphasizesăVietnam's 

economic interdependence and international cooperation with and integration into the 

global economy (Dutton 579). In Sonu's story, of three friends, Enxa, an American, 

author of the painting of a city with skyscrapers, flying planes, and car lanes, is the 

kindest. While Cuban and Indonesian classmates, authors of paintings of skies, stars, 

oceans and seabirds, attack Sonu, Enxa, regardless of her disinterest in Sonu's lamplight 

painting, gently suggests an alternative. Sonu's admiration of Enxa is an allegory of the 

shift to globalization in post- ổiămớiănation-building of Vietnam. Nonetheless, the 

prominence of Sonu's lamplight painting is unarguable; it receives the most admiration 

from the teacher and dominant Vietnamese classmates. The happy end for Sonu indeed 

                                                           
228 This song was mandatory in my generation (1988-1993) and is still mandatory recently. For 

example, it is listed in the list of songs for the school year of 2011-2012 at Cat Hanh Primary School (Phù 
Cát,ăBìnhăĐịnh) (Retrieved from http://binhdinh.edu.vn/present/same/entry_id/6176398/same/show).  
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manifests the institutionalized absolute leadership of the Party regardless of rising shifts 

to a broader engagement with the capitalist country system.229 In general, instead of 

belonging to the deadăpartăasăusuallyăseen,ătheăIndianăcharactersăinătheăstoryă“Ngọnă èn”ă

are actors of the supposedly globalizing landscape of Vietnam.   

Why do the Indian residents in Vietnam such as Sonu and her family members occur 

in Vietnamese writing in present tense instead of past tense as happened to images of 

thoseăwhoăhaveăbeenăcategorizedăasă“Indians”ăsinceăcolonialătime?ăActually,ăĐàoăVũ’să

construction of Indian officials and students reflects and constructs in the public mind the 

no-longer existing colonial capitalism in present-day Vietnam. Precisely, with the 

national reunification in 1975, the disappearance of so-called Indian capitalists is not just 

an ideological direction in writing but indeed a historical event: many Indian migrants 

had to give up their lives in southern Vietnam with the Fall of Saigon in 1975 (Chanda 

31-45). Most members of this large exodus were Indian businessmen in particular and 

Indians in well off condition in general. These Indians were definitely seen as immediate 

targetsăofătheăpeople’sănationalădemocraticărevolutionăvigorouslyăandăthoroughlyă

implemented by the Democratic Republic of Vietnam after the reunification (Nhân Trí 

Võ 64-72; Devare 290).230 Most Indian bankers and traders, categorized as comprador 

                                                           
229 Article 4 of Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (Retrieved from  portal of journal 

Xây dựngăĐ̉ng [Party Building] of the Central Committee of the Party Personnel 
http://www.xaydungdang.org.vn/Home/dien-dan/2013/6086/Dieu-4-cua-Hien-phap-khang-dinh-vai-tro-
lanh-dao.aspx) 

Part 5 of the Political Report at 6th Congress (1986) emphasizes necessary changes in economic 
thinking, organization, personnel and leadership style in the Party to "enhance its  leading capacity and 
fighting power" (75 Years of the Communist Party of Vietnam 740).  

230In the word of Y., an Indian descendant, the new government helped remained foreigners in Saigon 
to earn money for living by legally offering them the chance to do businesses at big markets of the city. She 
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bourgeoisie, had to "hand over" their property before leaving Vietnam.231 In May 1975, 

the Vietnamese government organized special flights to repatriate the Indian migrants; in 

1977, the Indian government dispatched their own air flights to bring Indian nationals and 

persons of Indian origin back to India (Chandra 37; Devare 290). The absence of Indian 

capitalist characters – bloodsucking beings -- in present tense in socialist realistic writers, 

suchăasăĐàoăVũ,232 reflects and promotes the success of the nation-wide democratic 

revolution.   

SoăwhichăgroupăofătheăIndianăpopulationăinăVietnamăthatătheăimageăofăIndiansăinăĐàoă

Vũ’săstoryămightăpresent?ăInăotherăwords,ăwhich national project – a typical question of 

the genre of socialist realist literature – leads to ĐàoăVũ’săfocusesăonăthe legitimate and 

sympathetic existence of the Indian population even in Hanoi, headquarter of the 

communistăregime?ăActually,ăĐàoăVũ’săpicture of the Indians as sympathetic migrants is 

still in tune with the traditional association of literature with nation-building of Vietnam: 

thisăliteraryăimaginationăconformsătoătheăVietnameseăgovernment’sărisingăfavorăofănewă

                                                                                                                                                                             
realized that this was an exception for her and other foreigners in the city.  Mrs. Y was explicit that while 
the government banned the whole of Vietnamese citizens to run trading, it allowed foreigners to trade. As 
disciplined, the foreigners in the early HCMC only by goods at state shops and only paid in dollar currency. 
They were allowed to sell these goods in common markets. Y recalled that, on behalf of her Indian 
husband, she borrowed dollars of foreigners living in Saigon to buy goods from state shops and sold them 
in Bến Thành market. The obtained money, which was always in the currency of the new government, was 
partially returned to her debt. By this way, the new government tactically got rid of the dominance of the 
foreign currency- dollars in order to tie the entire citizens living in the city to the new economic model, 
sampled by the northern socialist economy. The favor, as perceived by Y. was a strategy to eliminate the 
presence of foreign currency, the economic legacy of the former government and the embodiment of the 
economic vitality of the contemporary enemy: the America, the dollars and the capitalism.   

231 Archive document: y ban nhân dân thành phố Hồ Chí Minh (1978). Quyếtă ịnh cho phép ông [A] 
mangă ồ thờ cúng về năĐộ ( Quyếtă ịnhă4056/QĐ-UB on December 26, 1978). Ho Chi Minh City: Ho 
ChiăMinhăCityăPeople’săCommittee. 

232ĐàoăVũă(1927-2006), the author, is famous for novels that closely follow socialist, national 
revolutionsăofăVietnamă(NguyễnăV năLongăinăĐỗăĐứcăHiểuă192) 
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Indianămigrantsăcalledă“ năkiều”ă”ă– Overseas Indians -- for the national cause. 

Specifically,ăĐàoăVũ’ăIndianăcharactersădefinitelyăembodyă“ năkiều”ăwhoăhaveăformedă

the third major wave of Indian migration into Vietnam;233 the Vietnamese government 

perceives this population as significant to the nation's advance to "an industry country."  

Sinceă"Đổiămới,"ătheăVietnamăgovernmentăhasăemphasizedăaăproactiveăintegrationăwithă

an international economy as a strategy to modernize the country, ultimately retaining the 

principle socialist state and sustaining the national unity and sovereignty. The Political 

Report at 7th Congress (1991) asserts the overriding task in foreign relations in the 

immediateăfutureăisătoă“create favorite conditions for the building of socialism and 

defendingătheăhomeland”ă(75 Years of the Communist Party of Vietnam 809; emphasis 

added). The Political Report at 8th Congress (1996) emphasizes promotion of foreign 

relations as an important factor that would maintain the peace, break up the state of 

blockadeăandăembargo,ăenhanceătheăinternationalăstatusăandă“createăfavoriteăenvironment 

for the task of national construction and defense”ă(75 Years of the Communist Party of 

Vietnam 949; emphasis added). Particularly, the Congress firmly approves that the 

extension of international relations must be grounded on the "firm maintenance of 

independence and sovereignty, equality and mutual benefit, and the preservation and 

promotion of the nation' s identity and fine tradition" (75 Years of the Communist Party 

of Vietnam 957).  

                                                           
233 About categorizations of first and second major waves of Indian migration to Vietnam, read 

Chapteră1.ăIăintentionallyăuseătheăwordă“majorăwave”ăgivenăthatăthereămustăhaveăsomeăcontinuityăamongătheă
migrating waves. Sudhir Devare tends to differentiate three waves of Indian migration to Vietnam (and 
Indochina) with clear cutting descriptions how each wave starts and ends (Devare 287-300) 
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The principle of maintaining the socialist state and national unity in the time of rising 

globalization also formed a central theme of the Ninth Party Congress (2001). The theme 

is defined to include: promotingătheă“EntireăNation’săStrength,”ăcontinuingăwithă“theă

RenewalăProcess,”ă“steppingăupăIndustrializationăandăModernization”,ăandă“building and 

safeguarding the Socialist Vietnamese Homeland (75 Years of the Communist Party of 

Vietnam 1097; capitalized letters are in origin). The upturn in Vietnamese economy has 

attracted foreign investors from non-socialist countries; among them are ones from 

India.234 Particularly, increasing economic, educational and military partnerships between 

Vietnam and India also form an important factor that results in the third wave of Indian 

migration to Vietnam (Tharkur and Thayer 246-252; Srivastava in Sakhuja 33-42; 

Mohanty in Sakhuja 43-69).235 Resulting Indian migration has been increasing; the 

numberăofă“overseasăIndians”ăinăVietnam reaches to thousands.236  The most noticeable is 

                                                           
234 OnăJuneă12,ă1989,ăPresidentăofătheăMinisterăCommittee,ăVõăV năKiệt, issued Directive 163 CT 

about directions of  calling for foreign investments: Liên Xô and other socialist countries formed the first 
targets; India and other Asian countries formed the second; and capital countries and international 
organizations formed the third (Document retrieved from the biggest online law library of Vietnam: 
http://thuvienphapluat.vn/van-ban/Dau-tu/Chi-thi-63-CT-phuong-huong-goi-von-dau-tu-nuoc-
ngoai/37788/noi-dung.aspx). According to David W.P. Elliott, even after 1986, it had taken the Vietnamese 
government a while before firmly shifting to a broader engagement with the world economy when it 
experienced that "Vietnam could attract foreign investment without losing control of economic decision-
making" (197). 

235 1997 marked the year when the Vietnamese and Indian governments start firmly fostering 
agreements on economic collaborations. In this year, two important documents were  launched; they 
includeă“Hiệpă ịnhăthươngămại và hợp tác kinh tế giữa chính ph  nước Cộng hòa Xã hội ch  nghĩaăViệt 
Nam và chính ph  Cộng hòa năĐộ”ă(PactăonăCommerceăandăEconomicăCollaborationăbetweenă
Vietnamese and Indian governments), No 1194 TM/PC-TNA, by Ministry of Trading, on March 14, 1997 
and  “Hiệpă ịnh về khuyến khích và b̉o hộ ầuătưăgiữa chính ph  Việt Nam và chính ph  năĐộ”ă(Pactăonă
encouragingăprotectingăinvestmentsăbetweenăVietnameseăăandăIndians,”ăno.ă79/LPQT, by the Ministry of 
International Relations, on March 8, 1997. The later was effective on December 1, 1999.  

236 Information about the number of Indians living in Vietnam is diverse from various sources. 
Information from the website of Ministry of External Affairs (Government of India) provides that estimated 
population of Indians living in Vietnam up to 2011 is 2000, mostly in HCMC. "The Indian Business 
Chamber (INCHAM) is an organization of Indians living in Vietnam, primarily to promote trade and 
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the visibility of this population in contemporary Vietnamese writing: administrative and 

journalistic accounts of the Vietnamese government pay more attention to the overseas 

Indians’ăparticipationătoătheăVietnameseănation’sămodernizationă 

Administrative documents stored at the Archive Center of HCMC People's 

Committee show that during the 1980s, Indian companies were actively involved in 

constructing export-oriented factories and in proving technologies in HCMC. "Cimco" 

Company appears the most often in these archived documents.237 It concerned important 

economic activities in HCMC including building hydroelectric plants, cooperating in 

importing technique equipment in Bến Tre province (1984, Decision 3034/UB), and 

forming a joint-venture to exporting pineapples (1988, Decision 3367/UB-DN). Cimco 

alsoăconstructedăaămanufactureăofăjuteătextureăinăPhúăĐịnh, Quận Ô. In addition to 

economic activities associated with Cimco Group, other Indian businesses appeared in 

the South, including: supplying equipment to proceed peanut fiber in Ben Tre province 

(1983, Letter number 407/UB) and exporting wood (1988, Letter number 4644/UB-DN). 

Cimco group also mediated the debt of Vietnam to India in the project of constructing 

                                                                                                                                                                             
business interactions" (Retrieved from 
http://web.archive.org/web/20120311073951/http://mea.gov.in/mystart.php?id=50044542). Shantanu  
(probably Shantanu Srivastava, a leading member of Indian expats in Vietnam), informant of NguyễnăĐạt 
inăhisănewspaperăpublicationă"Người năĐộ ở Sài Gòn," provides that there are around 30 000 Indian living 
in HCMC; instead of settling in Tôn Th t Thiệp street like before, contemporary Indians largely gather in 
Bùi Viện street. Ramesh, the owner of a series of Indian restaurants in Hanoi, asserts that there 2000 
Indians living in HCMC and 500 Indians living in Hanoi (Personal Interview, July 15, 2011). A police, in 
charge of India and Vietnam relationship, affirms on the number of around 2000 Indians living in Vietnam 
(Personal interview, August 20, 2013). In a document, provided by this police (through email on March 16, 
2016), also provides a statistic that is updated in 2016 that there are 2000 Indians living in Vietnam, mostly 
in HCMC. This document looks similar to the document from Ministry of External Affairs (Government of 
India), but it contains descriptions of events related to Vietnam and India up to 2016. 

237Quotes on organization name is in accordant to Vietnamese documents; in English documents, the 
name might be written differently.   
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Indira Gandhi Company of Jute in Ho Chi Minh City in 1988. This group, as described in 

the letter number 4109/UB-DN by the People Committee of HCMC in 1988, 

sympathized with the difficulty of "us" (Vietnam) in returning the debt of one million 

USD to Indian banks. Thus, the group suggested Vietnam could pay only a small 

"symbolic"ădebtătoăeaseă"Indianăbanks'ăanxiety.”238 Under joint Indo-Vietnam ventures  in 

1990s, exports and investments from India focused on machinery for development of 

small-scale industries (paper, textiles, sugar, tea, etc), technology (for oil exploration, 

steel, cement and textile), fertilizers, pharmaceuticals and drugs (Chowdhury 32-

33;Tharkur and Thayer 248-252; Nguyễn Huy Hoàng in Sakhuja 16-32). Vietnam 

received investments and exports from India to reach the modernization and 

industrialization goal (Tharkur and Thayer 248-252). A report dated January 13, 2016, 

provided by an official of the Ministry of Police of Vietnam,239 records that Indian 

businessmen, particularly since 2000, have invested in sectors that help with modernizing 

Vietnamese economy. These sectors include oil and gas exploration, mineral exploration 

and processing, in thermal power plant, sugar manufacturing, agro-chemicals, banking, 

IT,ăandăagriculturalăprocessing.ăNewăIndians’ăpromotionăofătheseăsectorsădefinitelyă

conforms to the industrialized figure of Vietnam in 2020 that the Party has been 

envisioning. At the eighth Congressă(1996),ătheăPartyădefinesăthată“productiveăforces”ăofă

                                                           
238 Tourism also formed an important sector in economic partnerships between the two countries. In 

1984, Cimco group invited HCMC Tourism Company to visit India to discuss how to develop this service 
in HCMC.  In the same year, the Tourist Company and the Ministry of Civic Air Tourism of India invited a 
group of excellent Vietnamese cooks and traditional music performers to participate in the Indian food 
festival (Letter number 2413/UB)  

239 See Footnote 237. More specific information about this police and other informants of this research 
is omitted for security reason.  
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Vietnamăwillă“haveăbyăthatătimeăreachedăaărelativelyămodernăstandard.”ăTheătermă

“modernăstandard,”ăasăexplained,ămeansă“mechanizedălabor,”ă“completedănatională

electrification,”ăandădominantăindustryăandăservicesăinăGDPă(75 Years of the Communist 

Party of Vietnam 963). In short, the Vietnamese government acknowledges economic 

partnerships with India as important in efforts to modernize and industrialize the nation.  

ThisăacknowledgmentăresultsăinăVietnameseăgovernment’săcordialătreatmentătowardsă

the overseas Indians -- new Indians – mediators of trade and business interactions and 

other relations between Vietnam and India (INCHAM n.d., para. 1, 2).240 Precisely, the 

practical usefulness of new Indians has made this population seen as respected supporters 

of the socialist and nationalist revolution of Vietnam. The Vietnamese government grants 

Indian newcomers medals and recognitions that are largely symbolically associated with 

the socialist, independent figure of Vietnam. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, HCMC's 

People's Committee constantly awarded Indian businessmen medals bearing the name of 

Ho Chi Minh for their contributions to fostering "economic collaborations and friendship 

between Vietnam and India."241 The most prominent new Indian honored by the 

Vietnamese government is Shantanu Srivastava, founder of INCHAM; as widely 

                                                           
240 The letter on January 24, 1984, number 216/UB by HCMC's people committee to the customs 

departments, Tan Son Nhat airport, and the border police requested a free of checking for three Indian 
representatives of Cimco group. This means that the Indian expats perceived exceptional privileges granted 
by the locally based Vietnamese government.   

241 In 1992, the permanent representative of the International Cimco company (Birla Group), Amit 
Saxna, received Hồ Chí Minh medal for "his excellent achievements in contributing to improve the 
friendship between the people of HCMC and the people of India during his working time in the city, from 
1987 to 1992" (Decision number 459/QD-UB, March 24, 1992). In the same year, Shantanu Srivastava, 
director of Namita Industrial and Trading Concept PTE-PTD branch in HCMC, receive Hồ Chí Minh 
medalăforă“improvingăeconomicărelationsăandăfriendshipăbetweenăpeopleăofăHCMCăandăpeopleăofăIndia”ă
(2200/QĐ-UB August 27, 1992).  
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perceived, this leading Indian sympathizes with the ideology of socialist and independent 

Vietnamese nation. He develops Indian companies that supply modern technologies to 

Vietnamese industries; he links numerous Indian investors to Vietnam.242 Noticeably, 

Shantanu’săadmiration of Ho Chi Minh and Indian nationalists thematically dominates 

most mainstream Vietnamese accounts of this leading overseas Indian.243 Shantanu’săroleă

as a good Indian textile seller – a welcome migrant – is highlighted in Hẹn gặp l i Sài 

Gòn (1990), a movie sponsored by Thành y thành phố Hồ Chí Minh [HCMC-based 

Party] to celebrate the 100th anniversary of HCMC's birth. The movie recounts the life of 

Ho Chi Minh from 1890 to 1911, prior his long abroad travel to search for the best way to 

save the nation. "Living Expat" in the September 25, 2013  issue of  VTV4, a national 

television channel for and about overseas Vietnamese, cites the communication of an 

Indian couple (role of Shantanu and his wife) and young Ho Chi Minh in Cholon market, 

a scene in the movie. Young Ho Chi Minh goes to buy a textile to present to his father 

before he travels abroad. The character of Shantanu nicely offers young Ho Chi Minh 

credit for the textile piece; responding to young Ho Chi Minh's doubt on such generosity, 

Shantanu's character asserts "I trust you" in a gentle voice and sympathetic look. The 

Indian character's trust in Ho Chi Minh and in the national independence of Vietnam, as 

suggested in the movie, actually prevails in recent Vietnamese public about Shantanu. 

Mouthpieces of the Vietnamese government, Đ ng cộng s n Việtănamăbáoă iện tử, Sài 

                                                           
242“Vietnam,ăIndiaăBeefăupăCooperation.”Vietnam Breaking News. January 9, 2014. More in Sunita 

Aron.“TheămanăwhoăputăVietnamăonăIndia’săbusinessămap.”Hindustantimes. December 9, 2007. 

243This contribution brought him the most revered Indian citizen of Vietnam followed by Jawaharlal 
Nehru and Indira Gandhi (Liên hiệp các tổ chức hữu nghị Việt Nam. Việt Nam và những t m lòng bè b n. 
HàăNội: Nhà xu t b̉n chính trị quốc gia, 2006). 
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gòn gi i phóng, and Tin t́c, concurrently depict that Shantanu and his wife have a long 

love and respect for Ho Chi Minh. In these writings, Shantanu and his wife are pictured 

as a life-long lover of Vietnam: they read about Ho Chi Minh in the early 1970s when 

they were still studying in India; at that time, they also joined protests against wars in 

Vietnam. And as recounted, Shantanu emphasizes his respect for Ho Chi Minh similar to 

his respect for Gandhi, the revered fathers of Vietnam and India. These newspapers also 

quoteăShantanu’săsayingăthatăhisădevotionăforăeconomicăexchangesăbetweenăVietnamăandă

India aims at continuing and promoting the friendship between the two countries that Ho 

Chi Minh and Nehru initiated in the past.244 Vietnameseăgovernment’săhonorsăalsoăattachă

Shantanu to the ultimate socialist, nationalist goal of Vietnamese nation-building: 

Shantanu is acknowledged as a revered friend of Vietnam245 andă“GreatăGrandfatherăHoă

ChiăMinh’săSoldier.”246 In short, Vietnamese nation-makers grant new Indians a 

privileged presence in the Vietnamese society, a position stemming from the practical 

usefulnessăofăIndianănewcomersăinătheăgovernment’săefforts for the goal of national 

industrialization. Such Vietnamese appreciations of the new group of Indian migrants 

                                                           
244Đ̉ng cộng s̉n ViệtăNam.“ShantanuăSrivastavaăvàă30ăn mănghĩaătình.”Đ ng cộng s n Việt Nam 

iện tử. February 14, 2014. This newspaper is the mouthpiece of the Central Committee of the Party. 

MinhăPhương.ă“30ăn mănghĩaătìnhăc a ông Shantanu với ViệtăNam.”ăTin t́c  October 4, 2013. Tin t́c 
is an information channel of the government; it is published by Thôn t n xã Việt Nam. 

PhongăVân.ă“ÔngăShantanuăkỉ niệmă30ăn măgắn bó vớiă tănước ViệtăNam.”Sài gòn gi i phóng. 
October 4, 2013. Sài gòn gi i phóng is the mouthpiece of the Party in HCMC.  

245 In addition to the honor of an honored citizen of HCMC given in 1992, Shantanu Srivastava also 
receivedăfromătheăpresidentăofăVietnamă“HuyăchươngăHữu nghị (2001)”ăandă“ăHuânăchươngăHữu nghị 
(2003” 

246ThúyăTùng.ă“‘Người lính c  Hồ’:ăShantanuăSrivastava.”ăTuổi trẻ online. September 18, 2003. 
Authorize 2015 
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mustăhaveăformedătheăhistoricalăandăintertextualăcontextăoutăofăwhichăĐàoăVũ’să

constructions of Indian characters are grown. Moreover, given the performativity of 

writing,ăĐàoăVũ’săIndianăportraitsăfoster the legitimacy of the overseas Indians' existence 

in Vietnam, eventually contributing to sustaining in the public mind "the industrialized" – 

an embodiment of national sovereignty and the associated Party leadership. 

2. Absence of Uncategorized Indian Descendants in Contemporary Vietnamese 

Writing and New Categorization of “Ấndians”  

Given the fact that post-1975 Vietnamese writing is supposed to follow socialist 

realism, a question must arise: why only Indians such as Sonu and Shantanu, instead of 

IndiansăsuchăasăBibiă(Chapteră6),ăHùngă(Chapteră4),ăJăandăZă(Chapteră1),ăandăCaoăV nă

Tây (Chapter 5), occur in accounts about Indians living in contemporary Vietnam? Ngô 

Thị Bibi,ăCaoăV năTây,ăandăothersăformăaăgroupăthatăSudhir Devare once named as 

"those from pre-1975ădays"ătoădifferentiateăfromă“thoseăfromăpost-1975ădays”(278).ă

While the latter refers to the overseas Indians, the former refers to descendants of those 

who formed what would be called second Indian migration to Vietnam and were 

traditionallyădepictedăasăbloodsuckingăbeingsă(“Indien,”ăśt-ty,ă“tâyă en,”ă“chàăvà”)ă-- 

colonial capitalists -- in Vietnamese writing. After the fall of Saigon, these “Indians” 

disappeared from Vietnam physically and ideologically as discussed in Chapter 5. 

However,ăsomeăhaveăstayedăon;ăthoseăwhoăstayăonăareămostlyăofă“Vietnameseă– Indian 

origin”ă(Devareă290).247Among those who stayed on are abandoned children of Indian 

                                                           
247 According to Sudhir Devare, there are 100 families of Indians remaining in Vietnam after 1975; 

many of them are of Indian-Vietnamese origin because many Indian men got married to local Vietnamese 
women (290).   
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men and local women: allegedly in order to preserve wealth, men of the Chettiar 

community are not allowed to have affair with non-Chettiar women, (Nguyễn Công 

Hoan, Đốngărácăcũ tập 2 300-301; Nishimura 1-10) resulting in a number of abandoned 

mixedăIndiansăinătheăgroupăofă“thoseăfromăpre-1975ădays.”ăTheăgroupăofăIndiană

descendants also contains offspring of those who have intimate connections with only 

Vietnamese family members and thus, stay in Vietnam by choice.248 In the memory of Cô 

Tuyết, a mixed Indian-Vietnamese woman, aged 60, her father was the best Indian man. 

She recalls that in the past, every day, from 7am to 4pm, her father worked for Vinatexco 

and Vinafilco factories established in 1959 by a big shareholder named Ly Long Than, a 

Hoa businessman. Returning home at 4:15pm, her father took two cans of water from the 

village dwelling. One can was put in the bathroom for his wife and children to take a 

bath. The other one was stored to wash family stuff. From 6pm to 5am, her father 

guarded for one American officer of whom Tuyết‘săfatherăgainedăgreatătrust.ăNotălongă

before the collapse of Saigon, the officer offered to take the whole family of Tuyết to the 

United States by his own plane. This officer asked him to submit a family document for 

theăwholeăfamily’sămoveătoătheăUnited States. However, Tuyết’sămotherădidănotăwantătoă

go; Tuyết’săfatherădidănot want to leaveăherămotherăalone.ă“Indianămenăloveăandăadoreă

theirăwivesăveryămuch!,”ăTuyết constantly repeats. Her father was, as described by Mrs. 

Tuyet,ă“aălivingăsaint”;ăheăhadăaăspecialăadorationăforăhis Vietnamese wife. Tuyết 

remembers that 1980 was the last year that the Indian government sent out their Air 

                                                           
248 Mr. Hùng told a story about one Indian descendant in Hanoi who returned to Pakistan, homeland 

of his father to settle down. However that Indian man had to give up his settling plan: he almost died of 
hunger in his home country because no relatives of his father received him and he does not know any 
Indian language (Personal interview November 9, 2013).   
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India’săflightsătoăbringăbackăpeopleăofăIndianăorigin.ăTuyết’săfatherăandămanyăother Indian 

menădidănotărepatriateăbecauseătheă“specialăflights”ăwereăonlyăforăthoseăwhoăhadă"Indiană

blood”ănotăforăthoseăwhoăwereătheirănon-Indian spouses.249 Once again, Tuyết' father 

denied leaving Vietnam because of his intimacy with his Vietnamese relatives.   

Although there is no a solid, organized community or group of the Indian 

descendants, they share a common documented identity that includes “Indianăblood”250 

andă“Indianăethnicity”ă(shownăonăIDăcardsăandăhouseholdăbooks).251 Given this 

documentedă“Indian” identity in the context of rising Vietnam and India partnership, the 

Indian descendants – “those from pre-1975 days" -- could have constituted a part of the 

world of privileged Indians such as Sonu and Shantanu in the national Vietnamese 

writing. However, thatăisănotătheăcase.ăCaoăV năTâyăandăNgôăThị Bibi only appear as 

heroes in the anti-colonial historiography of Vietnam (Box 1).252  Nation-makers hardly 

show any attempts to make public aware of the existence of Indian descendants, such as 

cô  Tuyết, Z, Hùng,ăandăJ,ăwhoă“happen”ănotătoăbeăinvolvedăinănationalărevolutionsăofă

Vietnam.253 Devare appears to recognize this absence when asserting that most Indians 

oneăseesăandămeetsătodayăinăVietnamăareăIndians,ăwhoă“cameăhereăinătheălastătenătoăfifteenă

yearsăorăevenămoreărecent”ă(288).ă 

                                                           
249Personal communication, October 20, 2014. In memory of Tuyết,  

250 Shown in the section "nguyên quán" (usually birth of place of the father) in ID cards.   

251 See more about ID cards of the Indian descendants in Chapter 1 

252 Records about Ngô Thị Bibi, see Chapter 5.  

253 ReadăNatashaăPairaudeauăandăChiăPham.ă“Indochina’săIndianăDimension”ăforămyăuseăofătheă
expressionă“didănotăhappenătoăbeăinvolvedăinănationalărevolutions.”ă 
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Nevertheless, the absence of the Indians descendants in the public mind indeed does 

not mean the actual nonexistence of this population; instead, it means the contemporary 

dominanceăofătheănewăperceptionăaboutătheă“Indians”,ăoră“theăIndianăcommunityăină

Vietnam,”– a perception that exclusively refers to the new Indians and that the Indian 

descendants do not fit in. Soăwhatăisătheămainstreamăconceptăofă“Indians”ăthatăexcludesă

the Indian descendants?  As revealed in the document titledă“India-Vietnam Relations”ă

by a governmental police department of Vietnam,254 the termă“IndianăCommunity”ărefersă

to the new Indians who are contributors to the nation-building of Vietnam:  

The Indian Business Chamber (INCHAM) is an organization of Indians 
living in Vietnam, primarily to promote trade and business interactions. The 
Indian community is vibrant, law-abiding, well-educated and prosperous. A vast 
majority of them are professionals working in Indian and multinational 
companies; and they retain strong family, cultural and business ties with India. 
With the ongoing increase in bilateral trade, investment and tourism, the Indian 
community in Vietnam is set to grow and prosper further in the years ahead. 
Indian Yoga Association and Indian Women Association have been formed in Ho 
Chi Minh City (para.25). 

The definition clearly restrictsătheătermă“Indianăcommunity”ătoăindividualsăandăgroupsăofă

people whose migration to Vietnam is associated with the rising bilateral trade, 

investment, and tourism contracts between Vietnam and India. Descriptions about 

cultural, blood and economic ties of Indian newcomers to their home country highlight 

the potential of this population in fostering connections and interactions between 

Vietnam and India. Particularly, the description emphasizes the conformity of the Indian 

communityătoă“socialism-oriented openămarket,”ătheărecentlyăpromotedăstrategicăfigureăofă

Vietnam.ăAsănotedăinătheăquote,ămembersăofătheă“Indianăcommunity”ăworkăină“Indianăandă

                                                           
254 Specific details are omitted for security reason.  
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multinationalăcompanies”ăinăVietnam;ăthisădescriptionădefinitelyăhighlightsătheă

internationallyă“open”ăVietnamese figure. Especially, details about the attachment of new 

Indians to the socialist, independent principle prevail in the definition. Described merits 

such as “vibrant, law-abiding, well-educated and prosperous”ăofătheăIndianăprofessionalsă

definitely carry imagesăofă“newă[Vietnamese] people”ăthatătheăPartyăhasăconstantlyă

emphasized for the national industrialization. At the 7th Congress (1991), the Party 

asserted that being intellectual, active, energetic and creative; possessing revolutionary 

morals, love for country and faith in socialism; and having professional skills and 

practical abilities constitute qualities of new Vietnamese people in the era of 

"industrialized country" (Đ̉ng Cộng s̉n Việt Nam, V năkiệnăĐ i hộiă i biểu toàn quốc 

lần th́ VII, 81). Indians, such as Sonu and Shantanu, embody the mainstream 

Vietnameseăideologyăofă“Indianămigrants”;ătheseăIndianăcharacters,ăwith their patriotism, 

wealth, and international integration, also carry merits of the figure of "new Vietnamese 

citizens" that the Party has recently attempted to construct. In general, the definition 

shows that Vietnamese nation-makers attempt to make currentămembersăofătheă“Indiană

community”ăsupportersăofătheăVietnameseănation-building.ăInăthisămeaning,ă“theăIndiansă

livingăinăVietnam”ăexclusivelyăreferătoătheăIndiansăassociatedăwith,ămoreăpreciselyă

beneficial for, the national modernization and correlated national prosperity and 

sovereignty. These Indians are in short welcome migrants of Vietnam. This new 

perceptionăofătheă“Indians”ăexplainsăwhyătheăIndianădescendantsă-- offspring of the 

“bloodsuckingăcreature,”ăunwelcomeămigrants,ă-- are absent in contemporary Vietnamese 
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writing, given that this literature has formed an ideological instrument in nation-building 

of the Vietnamese government  

Actually,ătheăVietnameseăgovernment’săselectiveădefinitionăaboutătheărecentăIndiană

migrants stems from the Indian government’săinclusionăofăthatăpopulationăinătheăIndiană

nation-building. In other words, the Indians that the Vietnamese government targets for 

its nation-building also forms the target group of overseas Indians of the Indian 

government for its national cause. Traditionally, the Indian government has been usually 

categorizing its overseas citizens depending on differing foreign and domestic policy 

priorities in nation-building of India (Pande,ă“Airlifts”ăpara.9;ăPande,ă“IndiaăandăItsă

Diaspora”ă125-138; Pande, “DiasporaăandăDevelopment”ă36-46). This means the 

visibility of overseas Indians,ăasăAmbaăPandeăsuggests,ătiesătoătheăIndianăgovernment’să

historically differing strategies of nation-building. Accordingly, overseas Indians 

acknowledged by the Indian government are only those who are prosperous; this 

populationăcanăbeăpartnersăinătheăIndia’sădevelopmentalăprocess.ăInătheăcaseăofătheăIndiană

community in Vietnam, the Ministry of the Non-Resident Indians and Person of Indian 

Origin Division of the Ministry of ExternalăAffairsădescribesăthată“thereăareăvirtuallyănoă

unskilledăworkersăinătheăIndianăcommunityă[inăVietnam];”ă“theăIndianăcommunityăină

Vietnamăenjoysăreasonablyăgoodăeconomicăstatus”ă(270-271).255 The Indian 

government’săfocusăonăskillfulăoverseasăIndiansălikely aims at including this population 

to the young Indian businessmen and professionals, who present the emerging India and 

                                                           
255 “[IndianăDiasporaăin]ăSouthăEastăAsia.”ăRetrieved from Portal of the Ministry of External Affairs 

of India http://indiandiaspora.nic.in/diasporapdf/chapter20.pdf 
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the enterprise and energy everywhere to explore new markets (Devare 288). The Indian 

government’săattemptsătoăincludeătheănewăIndians in Vietnam to the Indian nation-

building definitely make it more practical for the Vietnamese government to strive to 

include this population to the Vietnamese nation-building: the Indian community in 

Vietnam would be attracting more attention, which also means more investments and 

supports, from the Indian government to Vietnam. Literary and journalistic attempts to 

make visible privileged Indians in public, such as Sonu and Shantanu, definitely attend 

theăVietnameseăgovernment’săeffortsăofămakingăthe new Indians useful migrants of the 

goal of national industrialization. And it is also for that goal, the Indian descendants are 

not made visible in Vietnamese writing. In other words, as an ideological instrument of 

the state, Vietnamese writing would just reflect and foster the dominant ideology; it puts 

the image of new Indians to the center and sustains the Indian descendants behind the 

scene of the national landscape.  

But what really makes the Indian descendants unfit for the mainstream ideology of 

“Indian,”ăthusăbeăoutăofătheănation-building and the associated national writing of 

Vietnam? Devare once asserts, as mentioned, Indians that one meets and sees in Vietnam 

are mostly overseas Indians. The invisibility of the Indian descendants stems from their 

difference and separation from the new dominating "Indian community"; particularly 

such invisibility stems from the Indian descendant's very political, cultural affinity to the 

Vietnamese historiography, society, and people. Precisely, the Indian descendants do 

exist physically and "one" must have seen (many of) them, but "one" cannot recognize 

them as Indians because of their prominent Vietnamese identity. Out there, Indian 
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descendants earn their living through impermanent and low-income jobs such as mobile 

selling, motorbike taxi, costume jewelry polishing and selling, and halal meat servicing. 

Cô Tuyết sells worshiping items in an Indian religious center; her daughter sells tea, 

coffee, and miscellaneous items on streets in the daytime and works in a pub in 

nighttime; her sons are seasonal employees. Indian descendants, like Tuyết, would be 

visibleăinăpublicăwithătheăcategoryă“tầngălớp laoă ộng tự do”ăthatărefersătoăVietnameseă

manual and unemployed labor.ăOutăthere,ăinăVietnam,ă“one,”ăsupposedlyăbeingăawareăofă

the ongoing presence of the Indian descendants, would see and meet Grand Sâm, a retired 

accountant;ăherăsister,ăaăretiredăteacher;ăandăCương,ăaăretiredămechanic;ăifănotăbeingă

asked, they would largelyăbeăknownăinăpublicăasă“côngănhân,ăviênăchứcănhàănước,"ăwhoă

work for governmental sectors. As said in Chapters 4 and 5, Indian descendants like Bibi, 

CaoăV năTây,ăandăN măHàăappearăinătheăpublic eyes as revolutionary heroes. 

Additionally, low economic conditions of the Indian descendants would keep them far 

away from being categorized as members of the "Indian diaspora" (as categorized by the 

Indian government) or the "Indian community" (as named by the Vietnamese 

government).  

Particularly, Vietnamese as the first and only language forms a critical factor that 

makes the Indian descendant culturally unconnected and dissimilar to members of the 

"Indian community" (Devare 291). Indian descendants are largely strangers in Indian 

festivals and rituals organized by the new Indians. They look into those events without 

participating; this indifference can be obvious one example of an Indian ritual conducted 

at one Indian religious center in Vietnam. That was on October 22, 2013, Indian women 
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celebrated the Karva Chauth festival in the Indian Religious Center (omitted name). They 

fastedătheăwholeădayăandătheăwholeădayătheyăprayedăforătheirăhusbands’ălongevityăandă

prosperity. At 4P.M, fifteen Indian women in colorful saris gathered in the temple, in 

front of the altar on which there are statues of Ganesh, Rama, Sita, and Hanuman. Ganesh 

statueăstandsăinătheăaltar’săcore;ăaăpictureăofăaădecorativeăelephantăheadăisăonătheărightăandă

ofăRamayana’săthreeăcharactersăisăonătheăleft.ăTheătable-figured altar is made from 

colored pink bricks; it faces the wall on which curved a big statue of Rama. On the statue 

top is a wall painting of a blacken head figure entirely covered in a high, big, square brim 

hat, revealing only the ear tails and the neck. The hat itself is circled by a figure of a 

yellowish snake with a grill wide enough to almost cover the Ganesh statue. In front of 

the altar, on the floor is a floral map on which every Tuesday Mr. Hanu, his family, and 

other Indian expats sat and pray for around two hours. On the 2013 Karva Chauth 

festival, Indian women burned a number of candles around the altar. All Indian women 

brought with them small, cute boxes and bags wrapped with sparkling flames; their 

Indian children wore dazzling dresses. The praying ceremony started when a ritual 

melody arose from a smartphone plugged to the big volume available at the temple 

corner. Thirteen Indian women sat in the round line on the mat, putting small metal jars 

of water in front. At the mat center was a big plate of fruit and burning candles. Each 

woman held a metal tray on her hands. On each tray had jars of red and white powders, 

burning candles, colorful boxes, and fruits. With the music flow, they turned in the tray 

one by one in the direction opposite to clock circle. The move of trays was in tune with 

the music rhythm. All these women covered their heads with transparent scarves during 
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the ritual. While their mothers were in the ritual, Indian children dazzling jewelry and 

glitzy dresses entertained by running around and sometimes trying to touch the strays on 

motion. Sometimes, in-betweens of the ceremony, Hòa and Lan, came in and out, looking 

at the function indifferently. Hòa and Minh, aged at the early 40s, are sons of the 

deceased Indian priest of the Center. The Center does not offer religious practices, 

except those by Indian expats. Hanu, a retired businessman, is the most frequent 

prayer of this temple. In addition to praying at the temple every Tuesday, writing 

poems and stories, many of which have Vietnamese settings, is his meditating 

form. 256  Every morning, he gives money Mrs. La, wife of the deceased Indian 

priestătoăbuyăjasmineăflowersătoăputăonăeveryăaltarăofătheăCenter.ăHanu’săsonsăhaveă

business in several Vietnamese cities; many women among those were in the 2013 

Karva Chauth are his relatives. The festival was still going while it turned into 

dark. The music was repetitive; the circle of tray exchanging kept moving. The 

environment became more mysterious in the evening time. From afar, at the left 

side, being shaded by big columns, the widowed La sat alone, quietly staring at the 

function. Under her legs were two dogs sleeping. The function finished at 7pm. 
                                                           

256 Hisăshortăstoryă“RedăScarf,”ăisăpublishedăinăVietnam.ăHanu’săstories reveal his ideological 
alliance with mainstream Vietnam. The foreigner character is harmful in this story; he entices a 
villageăyoungămanătoătheăbusinessăofăbannedădrug.ăTheăyoungăman’săwife,ăatăhisăcourt,ăangrilyă
asks him never to write to her from the prison. The regret that his wrongdoings have destroyed his 
family lingers on a young man during his twenty-five years of imprisonment. On the last day in 
prison, he writes a letter to his wife telling her about his freedom date and asking her to hang on 
red scarves on trees outside their village if she forgives him. He will take a bus passing by the 
village. If he sees red scarves, he will come home; if not, he will continue on his own life journey 
in a monastery, seeking forgiveness from God. The image of red scarves hang all over trees on 
theăvillageăstreetăonătheădayăofăhisăreturnăisăhaunting;ătheyăare,ăasărevealed,ăVietnam’săflags,ă
signals of hidden fervent love, faith, and mercy of Vietnamese. 
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The flashily dressed Indian women exchanged their dazzling covered boxes and 

colorful flowers, kept asking each other to bring fruits and sweets to home. They 

started photographing each other and together with burning candles on their hands 

and constant smiles on their lips. From afar, at the corner on the left side, back to 

the temple rear, the widow still sat motionlessly until the last dazzling Indian 

woman left. The temple was covered in dark and quiet. 

The Indian descendants might attend the so-called cultural events and functions but 

they seem to be outsiders. Inătheăfilmătitledă“Chùaă n Giáo ở Thành phố Hồ ChíăMinh”ă

[Hindu Temples in HCMC], produced by HCMC Television in 2000, the prominent 

Indian characters are members of INCHAM; not only that, the Indian descendants are 

depicted as foreigners to their culture. In the recorded ceremony at Sri The day 

Yutthapani Temple, an Indian man who is a member of INCHAM, performs the ritual of 

receivingăGod’săgiftăfromătheăpriest, Mr. B, an Indian descendant. The camera zooms at 

theăIndian’ head bowing in front of the altar and captures the moment at which Mr. B 

gives him a plastic bag of an apple and a candlestick. The second main character of the 

film is another Indian woman. She dressed nobly with a costly wallet. She receives sacred 

waterăfromăMr.ăB,ăapplyingăitătoăherăhead.ăMr.ăB’sărelatives, Indian descendants, in the 

film merely form the background for the two main characters. The Indian descendants 

watch the ritual anxiously and uneasily. Mrs. Tuyết’săson,ăaătwenty-two-year-old man, 

dresses casually. He styles her hair backward, revealing his round and bright face. He 

looks different from daily life, a slow and boring man, who received quarrels of her 

mother all days long. His eyes moved up and down, right and left alongside with the 
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gesture of receiving and treating the holy water of the Indian man. Standing next to her 

son, Mrs. Tuyet looks serious. She seems not to be familiar with the ritual of drinking the 

sacred water. The curiosity presented on their faces reflects that the ritual is not their 

daily practices; they are watching the ritual not as believers but game players. The movie 

narration depicts the Indian descendants as strangers of Indian culture. Also, records 

(portals and facebook pages) on membership in authorized organizations of the Indian 

community (Indian Business Chamber in Vietnam, Indian Women's Association, and 

Indian Yoga Association) in Vietnam show the total absence of the Indian descendants.257 

The economic condition and cultural practices would definitely make Indian descendants 

unfităinătheănewăcategoryăofă“Indians”ăthat,ătoărepeat,ăexclusively includes those who are 

wealthy, educated and well-connected to the Indian government and culture. Thus, Indian 

descendants do not form a target group of Indian migrants in nation-building of Vietnam 

and India, which definitely causes their invisibility in contemporary Vietnamese writing.  

The absence of the Indian descendants from the contemporary Vietnamese national 

landscape in the rise of the new Indian migration also stems from the political diversity of 

“thoseăfromăpre-1975”ăsinceăthe olden days of Saigon. In the olden days, as seen in 

documentsăatătheăArchiveăCenterăofăHCMCăPeople’săCommittee,ă“Hộiă năKiều”ă

(Association of Overseas Indians) was the only Indian migrant group authorized by RVN; 

this community, headquartered at Sri Thenday Yutthapani Temple, included Chettiars  
                                                           

257 See Facebooks Indian Women's Association – HCMC; InchamăHanoi’ăInchamăVietnam 

Portals of INCHAM Vietnam (Incham.vn);  

Individual membership of INCHAM is 100 USD/year, which would occupy almost monthly incomes 
of most Indian descendants.  
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(prosperous traders, merchant-bankers, and money-lenders), who were obviously models 

of the metaphor of bloodsucking Indians in Vietnamese writing since colonial time. Not 

only prosperous, the Indians in this group were also politically influential; they allied 

with the Vietnamese government for projects of confiscating land and other property of 

other unauthorized Indian groups. 258 Sri Thenday Yutthapani Temple was seen as a 

dominion exclusively of rich, influential Indian men; the temple fiercely closed its doors 

to non-chettiars. Grand Mai, aged 82, daughter of a former Indian priest, recalls nothing 

but her fear about Sri Thenday Yutthapani temple: two frightening guardians usually 

stood at two sides of the gate to make sure that no Vietnamese and other population who 

look tattered and impoverished would enter the temple. But then, Grand Sâm treasures 

her memory about Indian members of the Mariamman Temple; she enjoyed watching 

performances of Indian priests stepping on fire; she even walked with these Indians in 

processions of Mariamman Goddess statue along the present-dayăTrươngăĐịnhăStreet.259 

Theăprivilegeăofătheă"Hộiă năKiều"ăinăparticularăandăofăIndianăbusinessmenăinăgenerală

was terminated with the Fall of Saigon and the consecutive democratic revolution. While 

prosperous Indians completely evacuated from Vietnam, most Indian who remained in 

                                                           
258 With State's sponsorship, Hội n Kiều claimed for their rights over the property of Hội hai chùa 

(Associations of Two Temples [Subramaniam Swamy Temple and Mariamman Temple]). In response, in 
1965, leaders of the two temples petitioned for a state sponsorship of their government. However, it is clear 
that South Vietnam government disfavored the two temples, also aim to take control of the two temples' 
assets. It hatched a conspiracy to eliminate the autonomy of the temples. One document stored at the 
archive of Ho Chi Minh City analyzes this scheme. First, the government would design a controversy 
which disadvantaged the temples so that the Ministry of Domestic Affairs (MDA) would request the 
temples' managers to hand over their properties. The consequence would be, as predicted by the MDA, the 
temples' opposition to the state. MDA would hope that the temples' leaders would bring the case to the City 
Court because the court, as revealed in the document, always on the side of the state (Việt Nam Cộng Hòa. 
Qủn lý tài s̉n và xây c t n.d, 1965-1966, 5). 

259 Grand  Sâm, personal communication, August 24, 2014 
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Vietnam are descendants of  non-Chettiar Indian families and are, as said, unrecognized 

mixed children (Devare; Chandra) – in short, those who must have been excluded from 

“Hộiă năKiều.” 

As a consequence of the democratic revolution, religious centers, civil land and 

houses and other valuable property (gold and silver, for example) once owned and 

managed by pre-1975 rich, powerful Indian members transformed into Vietnamese state 

property, state-owned commercial agents, state-owned houses of rice stores, and state-

sponsored charity houses for homeless people.260 In the late 1980s and the early 1990s, 

the Vietnamese government revitalized religious centers of those of pre-1975 Indian 

migration in efforts of serving those of post-1975 Indian migration –new Indians -- actors 

of economic partnership between India and Vietnam. The Decision 1606/UB issued by 

HCMC People's Committee in 1983 contains a request of making Kiệu hoa (flower chair) 

a cultural heritage as an evidence of the long presence of Indian art in Vietnam. In 1984, 

the HCM People’săCommitteeăissuedătheădecisionă99/QD-UB deciding to make Sri 

ThendayăYutthapaniă“pagoda”ăaămemoryăhouseăofăVietnamese-Indian relationship. 

Accordingly,ătheăDepartmentăofăCultureăandăInformationămustă“maintainăandămakeăităaă

culturally and artfully historic place that presents the friendship between the peoples and 

                                                           
260There are more written and oral data about this revolutionary work over the Indian temples. For 

example,ăTheăDecisionă[omitted]ăbyăHCMCăPeople’săCommitteeăonă[omitted]ăină1978ărevealsăthatăătheă
ministering committee of Sri Thenday Yutthapani Temple wrote a petitionătoădonateă(hiến)ăthisătempleătoă
the state before their left to India. The Indian members brought to Indian several statues, most of which 
were wood and silver. In corresponding to this Decision, in 1990, the Letter [omitted] reveals that the 
attempts to return the deposited property to Indians went in vain.  

Rumors about the loss of valuable property of the temples to the state are still going on: 18 kg gold 
covering the tower and 18 gold strings wrapping around the main status vanished. One 80-year-old 
Vietnamese historian in our numerous conversations kept telling me that one export-importing company, 
where he worked part-time, occupied Mariamman temple's space. His cousin, a goldsmith, was once asked 
by the local government to test the gold value of statues stalled at Sri Thenday Yutthapani temple. 
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the governments of the two nation-states.”ăInă1991,ăHCMCăPeople’săCommittee,ăinătheă

Decision No. 99/QD-UB, decided to transform the Sri Thenday Yutthapani temple into a 

memorial house of Vietnamese-Indian Relationship. In 2013, the Agreed Minutes of The 

Fifteenth Meeting of the India-Viet Nam Joint Commission on Trade, Economic, 

Scientific and Technological Cooperation in New Delhi on 11 July 2013 identified three 

Hindu Temples located in HCMC as symbols of cultural connections between Vietnam 

and India: 

The Indian side welcomed the commitment of the Vietnamese side to 
maintain the integrity and sanctity of the three Hindu temples in Ho Chi Minh 
City that are symbols of the enduring India - Viet Nam cultural exchanges, in 
accordance with the rules and regulations of Viet Nam (Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs.ăThôngăbáoăvềă iềuăướcăquốcătếăcóăhiệuălựcă39/2013/TB-LPQ, July 30, 
2013) 

Nevertheless, the revitalization of the three Indian temples is obviously nationalist in the 

sense that it exclusively serves the Vietnamese nation-building in the time of increasing 

globalization. As asserted by HCMC Television (2000) in the documentary film titled 

“Chùaă năGiáoăởăThànhăphốăHồăChíăMinh”ă[HinduăTemplesăinăHCMC],ăVietnameseă

authorities should urgently take actions to preserve the Indian temples because they do 

not only remarkably indicate a long history of Old Saigon but also potentially function as 

worshipping places of numerous new Indians. This means that the revitalized Hindu 

temples would fulfill cultural, religious needs of welcome Indian migrants, many of 

whom are economically and politically powerful Indian citizens; these citizens are 

potentially significant investors in Vietnamese economy. Noticeably, Vietnamese nation-

makers initially incorporated the Indian descendants, those, who had “Indianăblood,”ăforă

the strategic revitalization of the property of the pre-1975 Indian migrants. This is the 
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historical context out of which decent Indians in the olden days and their descendants 

were promoted to the position of managers or priests at Indian religious centers.  

Strikingly, although some Indian descendants in these positions retain their Indian 

citizenship and their knowledge of reading Sanskrit and Tamil texts for rituals (Devare 

291), they choose not to participate in the new Indian community.261 This disunity, 

regardless of common Indian blood, stems from the return of tensions between 

prosperous chettiars and decent, unrecognized Indian descendants. In details, among 

members of the third Indian migration to Vietnam, there are chettiars (associated with 

those) of the pre-1975 days. These chettiars, while running businesses in Vietnam, want 

to recover their ownership over Indian religious centers and other objects that they left 

behind before the exodus and that are now under the Indian descendants’ămanagement.262 

                                                           
261 Specific details (names of persons and religious centers) are omitted and changed for security 

reason. In late 2013, I saw the colorful poster of Diwalee Festival posted on a religious center' door in 
HCMC. As usually, the Festival was organized by INCHAM. The poster showed that INCHAM invited all 
Indian people living in HCMC to the cultural event. I asked M., an Indian descendant who usually visited 
the temple if he planned to join the festival. He immediately responded me in a high, uncomfortable voice 
"No!" "Why? You are an Indian people!" I did not surrender to his annoyance, asking him. His forehead 
crinkled. His eyes flashed with anger. His lips tightened as though he was trying not to burst out some 
repressed resentments: "I do not belong to them" 

262 In a conference about Indian diaspora studies in India, a chettiar descendant, aged around the 70s, 
who is a journalist, asserts on the tradition of wealth and high intellectuality of the chettiar community. 
Members of this community had spread throughout the world their economic, cultural influences. That 
tradition is now decreasing with new chettiar generations. For years, he had approached chettiar youth to 
talk about the excellent tradition of chettiars in old days to revitalize such tradition among young 
generation. The vast migration of Indian citizens to the world recently likely carries the aim of recovering 
the regime of chettiars particularly in former colonies of British, the regime which almost collapses in the 
mid-1940s when colonies gained their independence. This aim is also obvious in Coco’săẢambit:ăAăNovel 
(Authorhouse, 2016), by Peter T. Treatway, in which Devan, a chettiar character, emphasizes in a proud 
voice about the return of his people all over formerly British Southeast Asia regardless his previous 
compatriot generation lost all of their property and faced the strong resentments of the native population in 
the past. The migration also carries the aims of spreading out the world image of new Indian generation, 
who are intellectual, energetic and particularly patriotic, who will go anywhere to enrich themselves and 
enrich their country (Devare 291). 
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Noticeably, the chettiars, with economic powers, influence leading nation-makers of 

India, particularly members of the Congress, thus, Indian authorities supported the 

chettiersă‘ăattemptsăinătakingăbackătheirăpropertyăleftăinăVietnam, particularly, the Indian 

religious centers.263 Thus, the migration of the new Indians threatens positions and 

associated economic benefits of the Indian descendants.264  

The resulting conflicts and tensions between the Indian descendants and the 

members of the third Indian migration tighten political, cultural attachment of the former 

to the Vietnamese side. Mr. Tám, an Indian priest, performs his affinity and loyalty to 

Vietnamese national projects. His language is filled with mainstream political 

vocabulariesăsuchăasă“chínhăquyềnăcácăc p”ă[governmentalălevels],ă“anhăemă oànăthể”ă

[brotherhoodăandăcollectiveăgroup],ăandă“ourăstate.”ăHisăconstantăuseăofătheăwordă“we”ă

while explaining to visitors about the religious site that he is in charge suggests an 

attempt of demonstrating theălegitimacyăofăhisăposition.ăAdditionally,ăinăMr.ăTám’să

office, many certificates signed by the local government acknowledge his contributions to 

local social charity projects. The political ties of the Indian descendants to Vietnam 

would aim to secure their positions over sites that are being asked to return by new Indian 

migrants. These ties definitely heighten the difference and distance of the Indian 

                                                           
263 Details of governmental organizations and authorities standing on the side of the chettiars are 

eliminated for security purpose. Personal communication, July 25, 2013. 

TheătensionăofătheăIndianădescendantsăandănewăIndianămigrantsăcanăbeăsensedăinătheăpostă“Hinduă
templeăinăVietnam”ăinăAum Muruga Journal of a Hindu association in Australia (see  
http://shaivam.org/siddhanta/toivietna.htm  and http://shaivam.org/siddhanta/toivietna.htm). 

264 Archived documents 1968-/VP-NC dated December 14, 2000, by HCMC People Committee and 
226 DN-VPN dated October 31, 2000, by V  công tác phía Nam (Assembly Office).  

Personal conversations, bác Tám, quận 1, July 26-25, 2013 
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descendants from the new Indians and the associated Indian government; thus promoting 

the Indian descendants in the Vietnamese public through writing would be seen to 

endanger economic commitments between Vietnam and India, given the Vietnamese 

traditional belief in material impacts of writing, particularly, literature.  

Moreover, the continuity of tensions between members of the third Indian migration 

and descendants of members of the second Indian migration would make any accounts 

about the latter seen as politically incorrect. These accounts would provoke in the public 

mind the continuity of colonialism and capitalism – embodied in the metaphor of 

bloodsucking Indians -- in present-day Vietnam, which should in principle have 

terminated in 1975.  Undeniably, there is a metaphoric continuity of unwelcome Indian 

migrants – embodied in the ongoing presence of the Indian descendants – in present-day 

Vietnamese society. The Indian descendants are still living in a certain overseas 

condition, a condition that is provoked by their documented identity, memories about 

their fathers,265 and the increasing podcast of Indian movies in Vietnamese media (See 

figure 1).266 And stories about death, hunger, and isolation in repatriations to India would 

make India unforgettable for the descendants.267 And the Indian descendants are still seen 

                                                           
265 See footnote 253 

266 The figure, provided by Grand Bibi, indicates that she sustain an image of an Indian woman. 
Through conversations, I learned that Bibi was aware of highlighting her Indian figure. This Indian figure 
was probably derived from Indian movies. When I showed her photos of Indian actresses from Bollywood 
movies issued in Vietnam during the Vietnam War, she thought those photos are about hers.  

267 Beingăaskedăaboutăherăfamily’sărepatriationătoăIndia,ăTuyết recalled the loss of her youngest sister, 
the only one who successfully got on a special flight in 1980. Her family never heard their youngest 
member. All letters sent out in vain. She was assumed to die, given a charm given by a fortune teller: the 
charm had a picture of a young woman lying in a coffin. Although never hearing from the youngest 
member, Tuyet, and her family assumed their sister might have suffered a miserable life in India. Tuyet's 
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as foreigners: their appearanceăcouldăbeăsomehowăandăsometimesăseenăasă“Indian”ăwithă

darker skin, big and round eyes and large and tall body figure.268 Although carrying 

Vietnamese citizenship, the Indian descendants are still seen not fully insiders: as said, 

their documented identitiesăareăstillă“Indian,”ăandă“Pakistani.”ăăRegardlessăofăthisămaterială

presence, writing about such presence is not supposed to exist, otherwise, it would 

provoke and remain in the public mind living bloodsuckers or vampires, which would 

make triumphs of nationalist, socialist revolutions questionable. Additionally, bringing in 

public images of living Indian descendant characters would also bring into public 

associated tensions between this population and the chettiars, which would make chettiars 

be recognized in public as members of the new privileged Indian migrants, the active 

attendants in the Vietnamese nation building. It has been a political principle that socialist 

realism in writing maintains the image of chettiars –colonial capitalists –only in the form 

of a colonialist, capitalist dead or a defeated imaginative target of national and class 

struggles. Any accounts that provoke the continuity of colonial capitalism would be seen 

as politically incorrect. This is the historical context of the absence of the Indian 

descendants and the rise of new Indians such as Sonu and Shantanu in contemporary 

Vietnamese writings about the Indians.  

Nevertheless, literary writers, relying on the indirectness and suggestiveness of 

literature, are able to find a way of going beyond instructions of a specific movement to 

                                                                                                                                                                             
mother kept blaming her father's wrongness in letting her daughter "back" to India (Personal conversation 
October 20, 2013). 

268 I forgot Grand Sâm's house number in the first visiting, at the lane where her house is located, I 
asked some vendors about Grand Sâm; to make sure to show the correct house, they asked me "is that bà 

năĐộ?" Grand Sâm is proud of the năĐộ identity, but she really upsets if being addressed "Chà."  
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realize their role as social critics. Accounts of an Indian owner of a series of Indian 

restaurantsăinăVietnamăinătheăshortăstoryă"QuaămiềnăTrung"ă(1993?)ăbyăTôăHoàiăwouldă

provide one example of the tactic that Vietnamese intellectuals would take to raise the 

question on the return of colonialism in contemporary Vietnam. The short story centers 

on adventures of the narrator through Central provinces of Vietnam; an image of sheep 

wandering in Ninh Thuan highland reminds the narrator of cà ri sheep meat in Indian cà 

ri restaurants located at Hồ GươmăandăM̃ăMâyăstreets in Hanoi. The narratives definitely 

cause the audience to remember Indian migrants who relentlessly find ways and tactics 

for capital accumulation: the restaurants' Indian owner never takes a rest; he takes several 

tasks at one time including receiving food orders, serving foods to customers, cleaning 

tables and cashiering. The traditional Vietnamese perception of Indian migrants as the 

best strategist in trading occurs in the detail about sheep meat supply: finding the Calcutta 

origin of sheep meat of the restaurant, the narrator, a local, excitedly shows to the Indian 

owner his knowledge about sheep sources from Ninh Thuận province and advises him to 

import sheep meat from there instead of from India. Immediately, the narrator 

embarrassinglyărealizesăthatăhisăadviceăisăunnecessaryăforă“tayătứ chiếng giang hồ”ă

(everywhere wanderers); the Indian owner reveals that he explore the sheep sources in 

CentralăVietnamălongăenoughătoăopenăaă“càări”ăsheepămeat restaurant in Saigon to exploit 

domestic meat sources. In the end, the narrator admits that he wastes his time to advise on 

the matter of business those who are famous over the world for their excellence in 

running in business; even Gandhi wandered around ports in Africa selling textiles when 

he was a child. The detail about Gandhi, widely perceived as a national hero in 
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mainstream Vietnamese accounts, would function as a shield to cover some fear and 

sentiment on the vigor of the Indian businessmen –symbol of capitalist characters such as 

vampiric greed, materialism and calculating -- in contemporary Vietnam. This fear and 

sentiment towards the presence of the shadow of colonialism do appear earlier in this 

short story when the narrator wonders why a mineral water branch established by the 

French colonizer still functions in a central province. Opening the paragraph about the 

Indian owner, a welcome migrant, the narrator immediately wonders whether this man is 

aătrader,ăaămanagerăofăsomeătradingăcompany,ăaăheavyămoneylenderă“xẹt ty (chettiar),”ăoră

“tâyă enăbánăv̉i”ă(blackăwesternerăsellingătextile)ăat Hàng Ngang and HàngăĐàoăstreets 

(?)269– all these characters were once categorizedăasă“capitalists”ăorăcolonialăremains in 

mainstream Vietnamese writing (as presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4). It would be a 

political incorrectness if the narrator made all these colonialism -associated terms and 

images visible: in principle, only new Indian migrants, not "xẹtăty"ăoră"Tâyă enăbánăv̉i" 

(black westerners selling textile), exist in the socialist figure of Vietnam. Nevertheless, 

the terms "xẹt-ty" and "Tâyă enăbánăv̉i”ăat Hàng Ngang-HàngăĐàoăstreets themselves 

already evoke in the audience images of a possible existence of capitalism and 

colonialism in Vietnam in its path of reaching "the industrialized." 

3. Ghost of Bloodsucking Entities, Uncategorized Indian Descendants, and 

Nationalism  

Theădissertation’săanalysesăonătheăinvisibilityăofătheăoldă“Indians”ăinăVietnameseă

writing and society so far largely rely on the long constructed Vietnamese theory in 

                                                           
269 The story is in Tập truyện ngắn Tô Hoài, published on booksgoole.com by the author, no page is 

available.   
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material impacts of writing on nation-building. The metaphor of bloodsucking Indian is a 

category that incorporates colonial categorizations of the non-French citizens of the 

Indian subcontinent; precisely, the metaphor carries the image of Indians as unwelcome 

migrants that both colonialists and nationalists in colonial Vietnam attempted to 

construct. With the emergence of Vietnamese nationalisms, particularly, with class view-

based nationalism, in the 1920s onwards, the metaphor is constructed to typically refer to 

a special kind of unwelcome migrants that are colonial capitalists. In colonial and 

postcolonial Vietnamese writing, images of these Indians -- members of the second wave 

Indian migration to Vietnam -- primarily exist as an immediate target of national and 

class struggles of Vietnam. This way of picturing the earlier Indian migrants embodies 

the invisibility of these people as an ultimate subject of the Vietnamese writing. 

Moreover, the way of describing the Indians to form and highlight the imagined and 

actual revolutionary target of the nation would sustain and even promote the metaphoric 

association of these people with colonialism and capitalism. Such sustained association 

potentially provides a reason of why the ethnic Indians, regardless of their assimilation to 

mainstream Vietnamese politics and culture, are not seen as fully Vietnamese or at least a 

brotherăethnicăminorityăofătheă“extended family of Vietnamese ethnic minorities,”ăasă

discussed in Chapter 1.  

Precisely, the imagined association of the old Indian migrants with colonial 

capitalism makes them be seen as unfit for theăParty’sădefinitionăofăethnicăminority.ăThe 

Party has insisted on policies of directing ethnic minorities into participating in the 

constructionăofă“theăsocialistămotherland,ăVietnam.”ăTheăbrotherhoodăbetweenă
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Vietnamese majority and other ethnic minorities is constructed and maintained based on 

whether or not other ethnic minorities have assisted the Party-led Vietnamese majority in 

strugglesăagainstăforeignersăandăstrugglesăforăsocialism.ă“PoliticalăReportăofătheă2nd 

CentralăCommitteeătoătheăCongress”ă(the second Party Congress, 1960) asserted that the 

minority people united with the majority people in struggles against foreign invaders to 

build and defend the country since many thousand years ago. During the national 

revolution and anti-French resistance, under the leadership of the Party, the document 

contains," the minority peoples fight heroically shoulder to shoulder with the majority 

people, against imperialism, for national liberation."  Ethnic minorities are also seen to 

have actively participated in struggles "for the building of socialism and for national 

reunification" (75 Years of the Communist Party 263). Even though many members of 

the second wave of Indian migration performed national duties that are similar to such 

perfect characters of an ethnic minority as defined by the Party, no change on the 

mainstreamăethnicăcategorizationăeverămakesătoăadoptă“ năĐộ”ă(Indian)ăasăanotherăethnică

minority.  This marginalization is, to repeat, due to the material impact of the metaphoric 

association of members of the old Indian migrants with colonial capitalists – the 

association that is codified in the enduring metaphor of bloodsucking Indians.  As said, 

the virtual visibility of Indian descendants is not privileged in historiography and in 

society: in principle, all administrative and intellectual attempts must aim at driving the 

public mind into the belief in the extinction of colonialism and associated capitalism. 

Vietnamese intellectuals – supposedly the minds and conscience of the nation – are 

consciously striving to make the Indian descendant absent from the public eyes.  
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Take the case of V.N, a Vietnamese intellectual as one example. V.N is an 

intellectual who is the most knowledgeable in the Indian descendant population. He looks 

quiet, gentle and friendly, which would sound like he would provide information easily. 

No, that is not the case. He is very aware of the political incorrectness of the topic on the 

living Indian descendants in contemporary Vietnamese society. His explanation of not 

making visible the Indian descendants probably touches upon the main theme of this 

dissertation: 

The Indian people came here with the French colonizer; they were associated 
withătheăFrenchăcolonialism.ăTheyăexploitedă‘ourăpeople’ă(dân mình)! Now, they 
are receivingăourăstate’săsupport.ăTheyăareăeatingăourăpeople’sărice. They are 
livingăonăourăpeople’săland. Because of the humanity of our party and state, we 
accept them. But, we do not want them widely known in public. We do not want 
to be seen to have been feeding the colonial remains. You are working on the 
population that ‘we’ă(mình)ăshouldăhaveăeliminatedălongătimeăago;ătheyăareătheă
colonial heritage (emphasis added)270 

V.N explicitly emphasizes the colonial association of the Indian descendants, an 

association that has been constructed in Vietnamese writing since colonial time. 

Additionally,ăV.N’săverbalăexpressionă“Theyăareăeatingăourăpeople’sărice.ăTheyăareălivingă

onăourăpeople’săland”ăsoundsătoăbeăinheritedăfromătheătraditionalizedămetaphorică

associationăofătheăIndiansăandătheăbloodsuckersăorăvampires,ăgivenăthată“theăcomplexityă

                                                           
270Personal communication 14 February, 2014. 
One day, V.N promised to provide a list of the Indian descendants in the area that he has influence. 

However, he keeps ignoring the promise. I started thinking bad of personality of V.N: he kept denying 
providing me data and delaying his promise of giving me his documents about those people and telling me 
more stories about that population. However, realizing my insistence, in the end, V.V frankly the reason of 
not talking about the Indian descendant population, which change my negative view into a respect: he is an 
ideal Vietnamese intellectual who is knowledgeable and particularly responsible for the nation security. I 
realize that my research topic might not be supposed to be in public in Vietnam, similar to the absence of 
this topic in contemporary Vietnamese literature. However, responsible Vietnamese intellectuals are not 
ignorant about my topic; they are the conscience and the mind of the nation. 
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ofăorganizedăspeechă…ăisălearnedăfromă…ăaăwholeăactiveăcommunity”ă(Chaseă7).ăăV.N’să

speech is indicative of the deep material impact of the literary images of “sét-ty,” “tây 

en,”ăandă“chàăvà”ă– colonial capitalists – on ways that contemporary Vietnamese nation-

makers marginalize the Indian descendants from the Vietnamese society, even not 

accepting them as membersăofătheă“extendedăVietnameseăfamily.”ă 

Material impacts of the metaphor of bloodsucking Indian – the imagined association 

of the old Indian migrants with colonial capitalism – alsoăoperateăonătheănationămakers’ă

attempts to marginalize the Indian descendants from holding important positions. The 

work of Vietnamese officials in excluding Indian descendants from the top position in an 

Indian religious center is a telling example.271 As previously said, in revitalizing Indian 

religious Indian centers for a strategic relationship with India, the Vietnamese 

government first allowed the Indian descendants to manage and worship in the Indian 

religious centers. However, in the early 2000s, nation-makers attempted to assert their 

managing power over those religious temples to end tensions between the Indian 

descendants and the new Indian migrants, particularly to ensure the alignment of the 

religiousăcentersăwithinămainstreamănationalăprojectsăofătheăstate.ăSinceătheătimeăofă ổiă

mới,ătheăVietnameseăgovernmentăhasămore fervently directed religions in particular and 

ideological ventures at large into works and organizations that help to strengthen the 

Party-led national homogeneity and sovereignty. Ordinance 21/2004/PL-UBTVQH11 

(June 18, 2004) indicates the most the Vietnameseăgovernment’sădeepăinvolvementăină

                                                           
271 This section has involvement of specific people and places, but all are omitted. I just use general 

terms such as "Indian religious centers," "Indian descendants" and "Vietnamese officials" or fake names 
and fake places for security reason.   
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religionsătoăensureăreligions’ăconsolidationăwithătheănationalăpoliticsăandăeconomy.ă

Accordingly, by law, the Vietnamese State holds the decisive power in determining 

religiousăorganizations’ăpersonnel,ăactivities,ăand donations and uses of land, as well as 

site constructions. Property of religious organizations and sites are defined to be under 

theăpeople’săownershipăandătoăbeăuniformlyămanagedăbyătheăStateă(NguyễnăMinhăQuangă

131-133). A system of governmental institutionsăoccurredătoămakeăsureăreligions’ă

alignmentsăwithinătheăstateălawsă(ĐỗăQuangăHưng).ăTheănoticeableăpointăinăthisălawăisă

that only Vietnamese citizens, who are moral and aware of the national unity and 

consolidation, can hold the leading positions in religious organizations and religious 

activities;ăindividualsăcontainingă“foreignăelements”ămustăobtainăapprovalăfromătheă

central government of Vietnam to be involved in religious activities and organizations. 

TheăVietnameseăstate’săvisionăonăreligionămanagement and on strategic priority on the 

new Indians results in an unfavorable condition for Indian descendants who are holding 

leading positions in religious centers. Many Indian descendants are still holding Indian 

citizenship; as said, most of them are documented to bear ethnicities of states of the 

Indian subcontinent. Moreover, the Indian descendants' claimed leadership would 

obviously be seen to potentially hinder the image of an industrialized nation: as said, 

most Indian descendants lack knowledge of Indian language and culture; they do not 

have high education, which also means they lack knowledge of standard Vietnamese 

culture and politics.  Accordingly, nation-makers strive to marginalize these Indian 

descendants from high positions of the Indian religious centers and replace them with 

Vietnamese officials. 
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Noticeably,ăintellectuals’ăworksăofămarginalizingătheseăIndianădescendantsăfromăhighă

positions of the Indian religious centers incorporate discourses and images associated 

with the metaphor of bloodsucker or vampire. In details, Vietnamese officials circulate 

storiesăaboutătheăIndianădescendants’ăabusesăofădonatedăpropertyăofătheăreligiousăcenters.ă

In a number of conversations, N. displays his long, deep distrust of the Indian 

descendants as embodiments of colonial capitalism. He states that the Indian descendants 

shouldăneverăholdătheătopăpositionăinătheătemple;ă“they are greedy and selfish," "they are 

never able to unite in one consolidated community;"  "they are disordered; they are 

rebelling, thus, uncontrollable."  N. repeats: "They hate each other in nature. These haters 

in nature make them not appropriate and not having an ability to acquire and maintain 

their power over any properties."272 N’sănarrativesăaboutăIndian leaders of Indian 

religious centers are filled images of savage, greedy Indians – associated meanings of the 

bloodsucking Indian metaphor. N goes further in details on how Indian descendants have 

attempted to establish their own "tyranny" regime in these centers and have abused 

temples' property for individual interests (e.g. feeding their relatives, running high-

interest money lending). N. keeps repeating the sentence: "The Indians are greedy in 

nature" to highlight the inappropriateness of the Indian descendants in managing the 

religious centers. Obviously, narratives of N conform to the image of the earlier Indian 

migrants in colonial and postcolonial Vietnamese writing: the Indian descendants today 

are seen as bloodsuckers or vampires – colonial capitalists. Particularly, the Indian 

descendants are seen to still possess the so-called capitalist characters, detaching from the 

                                                           
272 Personal communication, February 14,  2014 
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so-called socialist morals -- community-oriented concerns and patriotism – as 

emphasized in the Ordinance as merits of leaders of religious centers. Thus in a way, the 

literary metaphor remains its material impacts on present-day Vietnamese knowledge 

about earlier Indian migrants and their descendants. This impact sustains the invisibility 

of offspring of the old Indian migrants in the national writing and in the mainstream 

Vietnamese society.  

The recent government of an Indian religious center is indicative of the material 

impact of the metaphor in marginalizing the Indian descendants from the mainstream 

Vietnamese society.  V. holds the highest position in this temple. V. is a Vietnamese; 

particularly, he is a high official of the Vietnamese government. He is a leading member 

of the Party-led associations including the Fatherland Front, High-Age Association, and 

Veterans' Association.  A Vietnamese woman, a retired financier of a state rice 

processing company, is responsible for keeping track of donated goods and money. V. 

and the financier both ensure that the donated money goes to the state bank and to the 

national project of  "xóaă óiăgỉmănghèo"ă(erasingăstarvation and reducing poverty).  

Meanwhile, the Indian descendants play inferior roles in the center. An old male Indian 

descendant is assigned to play the role of a priest, who leads all ritual activities in 

accordanceăwithăV’săinstructionsăonătheăso-calledă“Indianăculture,”ăandăstateăpolicyăofă

environmental protection and public security. Other Indian descendants are what can be 

called the religious center’s “staffers”ăoră“employees:”ătheyăworkăeightăhoursăperădayăandă

receive a monthly fixed salary. Jobs of these Indian descendants include assisting rituals, 

policing visitors, givingăawayăGod’săgiftsă(rice,ăflowerăandăfruit)ăandăcleaning.ăV.ăisăveryă
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proudăofăhisăachievementăinăoverthrowingătheăpreviousă“tyrannyăregime”ăofătheă“greedy”ă

Indian descendants – colonial capitalists.  

In a way, the material impact of the bloodsucking Indian metaphor is also obvious in 

its presence in the imagined enemy of present-day Vietnamese nation-building. Precisely, 

colonial capitalist morals and practices are still imagined as the bad characters whose 

existence would promote the public needs of the presence of good characters – socialist, 

patriotic morals and practices. Accordingly, that V. continuingly circulates the 

bloodsucking Indian metaphor in his accounts of the Indian descendants can be read as a 

strategy to justify his marginalization of this group of people from important positions: 

the circulated metaphor definitely reminds and provokes the long constructed enemies of 

the national, democratic revolution (colonialism and capitalism); thus with the metaphor, 

present-day nation-makers would easily draw public consensus about acts of 

invisibilizing the Indian descendants for the sovereignty of the Vietnamese state. This is 

to say, there is no trustful, actual image of the members of the second wave of Indian 

migration to Vietnam in the Vietnamese historiography and society; this population only 

occurs in the form of the imagined enemies of Vietnamese nationalism; they only occur 

in Vietnamese writing to serve as ideological instruments of the Vietnamese nation-

makers in their hold on the socialist, sovereign figure of the Vietnamese nation.    

The material impact of the metaphor of bloodsucking Indians is also obvious in the 

way that it helps to maintain the imagined enemies – colonialism and capitalism -- of the 

socialist, patriotic figure of Vietnam for which Vietnamese nation-makers are still 

striving. Vietnamese officials work hard to transform Indian religious centers into 
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community-supporting organizations. Precisely, nation-makers strive to improve the 

goodness of the socialist regime – state/people ownership – by driving the Indian 

religious centers into activities that serve the interest of communities. Since he is in 

power, V. has managed donated money of the religious center to make sure the use of this 

money complies with the state law and benefits people. Donated money is ministered by 

the State Bank and local government: any expense that requires spending donated money 

must conform to governmental projects of nation-building. A state committee was 

established to observe the work of counting donated money of the temple. The committee 

includes V., the priest (representative of "Indian"), the accountant, a local police and a 

representative from each of the local Women Association, the Ward Religion Department 

(Banătônăgiáoăphường)ăandătheăWardăDomesticăAffairăDepartment.ăA valid report about 

the donated amount must include signatures of all members of the committee to be 

accepted by the District People's Committee. In this way, the temple's donated money is 

transformed into a property owned and managed by "people" (nhân dân). This means 

there is not a personal interest, colonial capitalists' practices, involved. 

The religious center, as said, particularly contributes to the national projects of 

“erasingăstarvationăandăreducingăpoverty.”ăEveryămonth,ăonăfullăandănewămoonădaysăofă

theălunarăcalendar,ăpeopleăwhoăareălistedăasă“poorăhouseholders”ă(hộănghèo)ăreceiveăriceă

and cooking oil from the center; the center supports those who have either valid 

certificates about the difficult condition or photos of their collapsed houses with 

signatures of local authorities. Additionally, large donated money is spent on the 

community-service activities of local organizations of the Fatherland Front: providing 
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riceătoăFoundationăforăPovertyă(QuỹăVìăNgườiăNghèo)ăeveryămonth,ăbuildingăcharityă

houses for homeless people, and cementizing rope bridges in rural and highland areas. 

The center also contributes to national projects of acknowledging and encouraging young 

Vietnamese talents. It provides scholarships to students: Each excellent elementary 

student receives 5 million dongs; each excellent high-school student receives two to three 

million dongs. Moreover, the center provides five hundred and sixty students with 

800.000-dongăscholarshipsătoăcomplementătheiră“overcomingăofăpovertyăforăstudy”ă(họcă

sinhănghèoăvượtăkhó).ăParticularly,ăcenter’sădonatedămoneyăisăalsoăspentăinătheălocală

government’săactivitiesăthatăexpress gratitude towards those who sacrificed their lives for 

the national independence and freedom. For example, the wounded war veteran Bibi 

usually receives visits from local officials and V. especially on national days including 

Independence Day, Vietnam Military Day and Vietnamese War Invalids and Martyr Day. 

All these works of the present government of the Indian religious center definitely 

promotes the superiority of the socialist management of the contemporary Vietnamese 

regime. More notably, the metaphor of bloodsucker or vampire has indeed echoed in 

Vietnameseăofficials’ăintenseăemphasesăonătheăIndianăreligiousăcenters’ăengagementsăină

improvingăeconomicălivesăofă“báătánh”ă(commonăpeople).ăăThisămeans,ătheăbloodsuckingă

Indian -- metaphor of capitalist, colonialist ways of living -- still forms a haunting 

phantom enemy of the present-day socialist, independent nation-building.  

What is more complex is that the colonial remains are needed to form and to 

maintain in the public mind the image of immediate target – colonialism and capitalism -- 

of the national and class struggles. This would maintain in the public mind the overriding, 
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ultimate sovereign, socialist goal of Vietnamese nationalism. Thus colonial images “sét-

ty,” “tâyă en,” “chà và,” “ năĐộ” andă“Indien”ăareăstillămaintainedăinăcontemporaryă

Vietnamese writing and society to remind and to promote in the public about the triumph 

and the goodness of socialist, nationalist revolutions. But with any meanings attached to 

the images of the Indians, this population is still invisible:  as said, this population is 

visibleăonlyăasăaăsubjectăofăVietnameseăintellectuals’ănationalăresponsibility.ăăAndăin this 

way, the metaphoric association of the Indians with colonialism and capitalism  is further 

codified, which means further virtual marginalization of the old Indian migrants and their 

descendants from mainstream Vietnamese writing and society. And, asă“aămatterăofăfact,”ă

the living descendants of the earlier Indian migrants do not form any official category in 

national landscape of Vietnam: they are not considered as fully Vietnamese with the 

documented Indian ethnicity and to repeat, they are not seen to member of any younger 

brothers of Kinh ethnic in the extended Vietnamese family. It is the long constructed 

association of the Indians with images of greedy bloodsucking Indian – colonialism and 

capitalism -- that potentially causes the status of the Indian descendants as unwelcome 

migrants in their homeland. 
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Figure 1: Ngô Thị Bibi (photo is provided by Ngô Thị Bibi) 
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Box 1  

CaoăV năTây,ăwhoăreceivedătheăVietnameseăcitizenshipăfromăHoăChiăMinh,ă
occurs as a celebrated intelligence soldier of the communist government. In Lịch 
sử lựcălượng biệtă ộng  SÀI  GÒN 1945-1977 published by the Communist Party 
ofătheăMilitaryăLeadershipăCommitteeăofăHCMCă(Đ̉ng y, Ban chỉ huy quân sự) 
ină2013,ăCaoăV năTâyăisădescribedăasăanăexcellentăcommunistăintelligenceă
soldier.ăUnderătheăănameăBaăCóc,ăCaoăV năTâyăwasăoneăofătheăfoundersăofăgroupsă
of secret agents that advocated for communism in southern Vietnam in 1946. He 
founded the intelligence agency of Saigon-Cho Lon in 1946 in response to the 
return of the French. Thisăagencyăhadătheăfirstănameă“SpecialăWorkăAgency”ă
(BanăCôngătácă ặc biệt) and later Information Agency (Ban Thông tin) to avoid 
ofăbeingăwatchedăbyătheăFrench.ăInăgeneral,ăCaoăV năăTâyisăseenăasăoneăofă58ă
intelligence officials-leadersăinăSaigon:ă“CAOăV N TÂY (Ba Cóc) – Leader of 
SpecialăWorkăAgencyă(workăofăintelligenceăandăespionage,ă1948)”ă(p.167).ăInătheă
NationalăArchiveăCenterăII,ăCaoăVanăTayăisănamedăinătheălistăofăofficialsă“goingă
B”ă(goingătoăHanoi)ăAccordingătoăthisălist,ăCaoăVanăTayăwasăbornăină1925 in Mỹ 
Phước district, Th  Dầu Mộtăprovince.ăTheăcolumnsăofătheădateăofăhisă“goingăB”ă
andătheăaffiliatedăassociationăbeforeă“goingăB”ăwereăleftăemptyă(onlyăfamilyă
membersăofăCaoăV năTâyăisăallowedătoăaccessădocumentsărelatedătoăhisă“goingătoă
B”).ă“Sứ mạngă ặc biệt”ă(Cuộc chiến chống nạn rửa tiền. Hà Nội: Nhà xu t b̉n 
công an nhân dân, 2001 61-67),ăNguyênăHùngărecordsăjourneysăofăCaoăV năTâyă
to agriculture institutions throughout India and Burma during 1948 to 1953 to 
search for fungus that could destroy entire rubber tree fields of the French in 
SouthăVietnam.ăPersonalăinterviewăwithăCaoăV năTây’sărelativesărevealsăthată
DRVN once assigned him secret tasks in Cambodia, in India, in Myanmar, and in 
Russia. Since 1956 until the end of the Vietnam War, Cao V năTâyăworkedăasătheă
specialist in charge of Asian relations in the Department of Foreign Affair in 
Hanoi.ăDRVNăgovernmentădistributedăhimăaăhouseăatăLỦăNamăĐế Street which is 
recently known as military house streets.  When returning to Saigon in 1975, Cao 
V năTâyăcontinuedăholdingăimportantăpositionsăinăVietnameseăgovernmentăinătheă
South. The letter number 5314/UB-TM issued on November 21, 1990, by HCMC 
People Committee mentioned him as the witness of the days of July 6, August 1 
and August 3, 1978, when Indian diasporic members deposited gold and keys of 
the Sri Thenday Yutthapani temple to the Industry and Trade bank before they 
returned to India 
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Chapter 7 

Disappearing Indians: The Making of Indian Food and Vietnamese Nationalism 

This chapter examines oral and written Vietnamese discourses about Indian food 

practices and preferences, further deconstructing the complex relations between the 

absence of the ethnic Indians in Vietnamese history and society and the rise of various 

projects of Vietnamese nation-building. More precisely, Vietnamese writings about food 

and eating practices of the Indian migrants only aim at constructing a target and an 

instrument in national and class struggles of the Vietnamese. Understanding cultural 

practices of Indian descendants will provide more evidence of this population's 

integration into the Vietnamese historiography and society. This Vietnamese integration, 

in turn, is indicative of the haunting and strategic remain of the Indian bloodsucker 

(vampire) metaphor in nation-building of present-day Vietnam, given that the Indian 

descendants neither belong to an ethnic minority nor belong to the new Indian migrant 

community in mainstream Vietnamese writing. By all means, the Indian migrants and 

their descendants are disappearing from Vietnamese history and society.  

1. Constructing Colonial Association of the Indians’ Food Practices 

“Thịtăướpăngũăvịăhương,”ă“bánhăgối”ăandă“cơmănị”ăareăthreeăVietnameseăcurriedă

dishes that are widely believed to be comparable to Indian dishes including curried 

meat/fish, dosa, and biryani-style rice; some believe that these Vietnamese curried foods 

appear in Vietnam since the seventh century, when the population of thriving Hindu-

influenced Champa states traded with India and Java. Since the mid-nineteenth century, 
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with extensive maritime trading of goods between the French colonies of Saigon and 

Pondicherry, Indian food shops became ubiquitous in urbanized areas in South Vietnam 

such as Saigon and Cholon and spread through towns in rice-growing areas and transport 

hubsăinătheăMekongăDeltaă(Stauch;ăPairaudeau,ă“IndiansăasăFrenchăCitizens” 100-102). 

However, from another view, the current Vietnamese gastronomy uses curry trees 

(“câymắcmật”)ăandămethiăherbă(“cỏmethi”ăoră“hồlôba”)ăinăfriedăfish,ăchickenăandăduckă

dishes. The so-calledă“Indianăinfluence”ăisănotăexplicitlyăapparentăinătheseădishes.ăInstead,ă

the use of curry-related products is seen as indigenous. In Southern provinces, in memory 

of overseas-exiledăVietnamese,ăthereăwasăaărealăcurryătreeăstandingăonăNgôQuyềnStreetă

in Mytho; this tree is seen as the endless fragrance of hometown and childhood.273 

Additionally, in northern areas, around the provinces of Phú Thọ,ăYên Bái, and Tuyên 

Quang, curry flavor is essential to the braised fish, chicken and duck. Informal 

conversations with one woman from the highland in Northern Vietnam reveal that some 

mother-in-laws in these regions still use recipes for the curried dishes of duck and 

chicken to exert authority over their daughter-in-laws,ăwhoăusuallyăgrewăupăină“modern”ă

families. Ignoring modern-style-cooked dishes that the daughters- in-law attempt to 

display, their mothers-in-law would undermine them with knowledge of cooking dishes 

with curry leaves. This herb becomes the secret for mothers-in-laws to highlight their 

uniqueness and superiority over their daughters- in-laws. Even among old Hanoi women, 

the curry leaf-braised fish is still the most favorable dish in their childhood. Moreover, in 

Hanoi, fried chicken is usually dipped in a mixed sauce made of different spices 

                                                           
273AmicaleLêNgọcHânăandăNguyễnĐìnhChiểuă(France).  
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including ground curry leaves.  Furthermore, methi seeds, an essential ingredient in curry 

powder, are widely seen as a traditional Vietnamese medicine and diet.274 Authors of 

two-volume Từă iểnăViệtăNamă(Sài Gòn: Khai Trí, 1970), the most credible Vietnamese 

dictionary in South Vietnam, suggests that the curry is a food and a seasoning not only of 

Indians alone. Four terms related to curry are explained in this dictionary: while the two 

termsă“cà-ry”ăandă“cà-ryăchà”ăreferătoă“pureăIndianăfoods,” theătwoăotherătermsă“càăryă

bột”ă(curryăpowder)ăandă“càăryătươi”ă[saturatedăcurryăpowder]ăreferătoăaăspice, which is 

made of turmeric, seeds of mustard and coriander, and dried chili peppers and is used to 

cookăcurriedăfoodsă(LêăV năĐứcăandăLêăNgọcăTr Volumeă1ă151).ă 

What is striking is that curried Vietnamese foods do not generate disgust as the 

curried Indianăfoodsădo,ăfromăVietnameseăperspectives.ăVươngăHồngăSển,ăaăfamousă

historian and writer, describes that Vietnamese audience traditionally believes that Indian 

curried foods are associated with foul smell odor because “ifăyouăeatăthemătoday,ăinătheă

next day you expel gas and thenăconstipateămoreăoftenăthanăotherădays.”ăThus,ă

southerners have a very common folkăsaying:ă“chàăvàăỉaăcứtădê”ă[chàăvàăexpelsăgoatăshit] 

(VươngăHồng Sển, “Nếpăsốngăc aăngoạiăkiềuăsinhăsốngătạiăMiềnăNam”ă119).  A similar 

perception about the association of Indian curried foods and smelly gas exists among 

northerners. The novelist Duyên Anh in ConThúy:ătruyện dài (Saigon:ăTuổi ngọc,ă1972) 

recounts that children of his northern homeland, KiếnăXươngă(TháiăBình),ăsingătheăfolk- 

song “Ôngătâyă enănằmătrongăcáiăbồ.ăĐánhăcáiărắmălàmăbánhăgatô” (the black westerners 

lie in baskets, emitting gas to Gâteaucakes) while throwing a stone at Indian textile 
                                                           

274 Portal Thuốc ắngchongư ingh̀ohttp://thuocdangianchonguoingheo.com 
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sellers’ăshops.ăTheăprolificăwriterăPhanăTứă(1930-1995),  who in the year of 2000 

received the Hồ Chí Minh prize, one of the highest honors given by the Vietnamese 

government for cultural and literary achievements, also quotes a similar version of the 

song in the three-volume novel Ngư icùngqû (1985, 1995, 1997): “Ông tây en nằm 

trong cái bồ,ăcó muốn oánh thì là oánh lô lô” [the black westerners lie in baskets, if they 

want to fart, they fart lô lô] (PhanăT́ toàn tập, volume 3 392).ăăXuânThiềuă(1930-) in his 

shortă“B́ăAn”ăquotesăă“Ông Tây en nằm trong cái bồ.ăBánh ga tô là bánh cứt khô”ă[Ông 

tây en nằm trong cái bồ, Gâteaucakes is dry shit cake] (Tổng tập nhà v n quân ội,ăkỷ 

yếu và tác phẩm 332). Another example of unpleasant Vietnamese experiences with 

Indianăcurriedăfoodsăisătheăuseăofătheătermă“càări”ăasăanăadjectiveăamongăsoutherners.ăLê 

NgọcTr ăinăTầmănguŷnătừă iểnăViệtăNamă (1993) provides the common southern saying 

“trôngăcóăvẻăcàăriălắm”ă(heălooksăveryăcurry)ă(497),ăsuggestingăătheătermă“curry”ăalsoă

means selfish, cunning, and messy. And a Vietnamese scholar recalls that her old aunties 

in Hanoi sang in front of her the folk-songă“theăblackăwesternersălieăinăbaskets,ămakingă

farts as big as Gâteaucakesăare”ă(ôngăTâyă enănằmătrongăcáiăbồ,ă ánhăcáiărắmăthànhăbánhă

ga-tô) as a way of criticizing her marriage with a Pakistani man. The song, as also known 

elsewhere, attacks curried foods as the cause and embodiment of the savage, unclean 

Indian body. 

The absence of Vietnamese curried foods in these abusive written and orally 

transmitted accounts suggests a political context, out of which came into existence of 

Vietnamese hostile responses to Indian food practices and preferences. Food practices 

and preference form one of what Deborah Lupton calls "bodily processes." "Bodily 
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processes" include food practices, smell, disease, sexuality, and death; all are associated 

with the "animality," wildness, dirtiness, temporariness, and subservience to the flesh. 

Accordingly, "bodily process" is believed to block the progress of civilization – 

cleanliness, purity, rationality, stability, culture, order, and morality (1-3). Lupton 

suggests that food practices and preferences form the core and the source of other bodily 

processes; they have causal relations with smell, disease, sexuality and death. Out of 

many food practices and preferences of the Indians, Cà ri" (curried foods or curry sauce) 

andătheăeatingăwithăfingersă( năbốc,ă năbằngătay)ăconstituteăcharacteristicsăofăIndians’ă

eating habits in Vietnamese writing across time and space.   

“Càări”ăisăfirstăknownăamongălocals in colonial Vietnam as a seasoning and a food of 

Frenchmen and bourgeoisie. TheăfirstăVietnameseăaccountăofătheătermă“càări”ăisăinătheă

French textbook for Annamese Manuelădeăconversationăfranco-tonkinois.ăSáchădẫnă àngă

nói truyện bằng tiếngăPhalansaăvàătiếng Annam ([Tonkin ?] : Imprimerie de la Mission, 

1889) by M.M Bon (Cố Bàn) and Dronet (Cố Ân):ă“càări”ăisătheăAnnameseătranslationăofă

theăFrenchă“aueăsauceăauăcarry”ă(135);ăthisătranslationăisăindicativeăofătheăcontemporaryă

existenceăofăFrenchăknowledgeăaboută“curry”ăandă“càări.”ăInăAppetites and Aspirations in 

Vietnam: Food and Drink in the Long Nineteenth Century (2011), Erica Peters describes 

in details that it was a wide belief among French colonial settlers that bread and curry 

formedăbasicăcuisineăofătheăFrenchăwhileăriceăandă“nước mắm”ăformedăfoodsătypicalăofă

local “Vietnamese” (See more in Société académique de Nantes et du département de la 

Loire-Inférieur 88). Even if the limitation of food supplies from France had made 

Frenchmen in the colony to manage to eat rice, they would mix rice with curry to ensure 
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their national and economic difference from and superiority than the local commoners. 

French colons retained using curry in their dining to differentiate their foods and their 

associated bodies with the Annamese, which also meant to maintain their superiority and 

their immunity to the ingenious population (Peters 161-162). The local also perceived 

curried recipes as cuisines in houses of Europeans in particular and bourgeoisie in 

general. As noted by Erica J. Peters, one anonymous native author strikingly added a 

numberăofă“kari”ărecipesăinăhisăPetite cuisine bourgeoise en Annamite (1889, 1914), a 

contemporary popular cookbook, to provide cookery instructions on cuisines of French 

and bourgeoisie. This addition suggests, according to Erica, a common belief among 

native cooks that familiarizing with curried cuisines would enhance the chance of 

employment in French Western or elite householders (208-212). This source reflects and 

contributes to solidify the image of cà ri as a cuisine typical of the French and 

bourgeoisie. In short, although curry recipes did not constitute the elite dining culture in 

colonial France (Monroe 240; James 250-251; Collingham 135), they functioned as 

dining signs of the Frenchness and the associated elite and bourgeois-ness in the colony 

(Peters 161-162).  

In the emergence of anti-colonialism in the late nineteenth century and twentieth 

century, Vietnamese intellectuals targeted French cuisines, indirectly resisting French 

colonization. Radical mandarin intellectuals such as NguyễnăĐìnhăChiểu (1822-1888) 

directlyăattackedăFrenchăcolonialismăbyădemeaningăFrenchăproductsăincludingă“xàă

phòng”ă(soap)ăandă“rượu ngọt”ă(champagne)ă(ĐoànăLêăGiangă87;ăVũăQuỳnh Tiến 312). 

The metaphoric connection between the colonial regime and bourgeoisie class to French 
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foods were still in place in 1929 when Vietnamese nationalists still fervently criticized 

Rabindranath Tagore's consumption of champagne during his visit to Saigon.275 

However, these attacks are direct; reformist intellectuals would choose an indirect way of 

anti-colonialism,276 given their professional associations with the French regime and 

given the constant colonial censorship (Smith R.B 131-50; McHale 17, 59).277 Therefore, 

a construction of the association of cà ri as a typical food of the Indians – the unwelcome 

migrants -- might have been needed. Cà ri is also associated with the custom of eating 

withăones’ăfingers,ăthisăcustomăisăhighlightedăbyăVietnameseăintellectuals as a typical 

Indian eating style in the aim of provoking anti-colonial sentiments.  

To indicate, in Dictionnaire Annamiteă(SàiGònă:Impr.ăReyăetăCuriol,ă1895-1896), the 

earliest Vietnamese dictionary, Huình-TịnhăPaulusăC a278 usesătheăidiomă“ nănhưăchàăvà, 

vàăbốcăvàălùm”ă(eatingălikeăChàăvà,ăgrabbingăscoopingăup,ăgrabbingăheapingă[food])ătoă

illustrateătheătermă“bốc”ă(scoopingăup).279 This illustration suggests the contemporary 

public’săfamiliarityăwithătheăknowledgeăofăeatingăwithăfingersăasăaătypicalăeating habit of 

the Indians. Later accounts associate the Indian migrants with both “ năbốc” as their 

eatingămannerăandă“càări”ăasătheirătypicalăfood.ăOnăNovemberă15,ă1907,ă L cătỉnhătânăv nă

published a discussion about Indian eating style. TheăauthorăĐinhăNgọc Từ reminded his 
                                                           

275 Read Chi P Pham. The Rise and the Fall of Rabindranath Tagore. Dissertation.[Riverside, Calif.] : 
University of California, Riverside, 2012 

276 See more in Chapter 1 (Section 1) 

277 See Chapter 2 

278 “Huình”ăisăhowăităwasăwrittenăinătheăcoverătheăpublicationăDictionnaireannamite (Paulusă
TịnhCuaHuỳnh,ăSàiGònă:Impr. Rey et Curiol, 1895-1896) 

279 See more in Chapter 1 about contemporary AnnameseămisnamedăIndianămigrantsăasă“chàăvà”ăasă
suggested by contemporary French intellectuals.  
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Annamese contemporaries of the typical Indian cuisine practice: this person habitually 

eats cà ri with all kinds of meats (chicken, duck and dried fish); and particularly, they 

only “ năchùm"ă(aăsynonymăofă" năbốc").  Eight years later, in 1915, contributors of 

Nông cổ mínă àm portrayedă“ năbốc”ăandă“càări” as the racial and cultural difference of 

the Indian migrants from the locals. In the July 6, 1915 issue, Nghi P.P published:  

Why are you not embarrassed to get married to them? 
There is not lack of men but you get married with chà 
Are you crazy with a crowded gang of them 
Falling in love with bánh rế [yellow, oily, and spicy] to bury your life/  
To dry your flavor to create thousands of anger 
To destroy your flowers, cleverly managing domestic works 
Ităisătooăeasyătoăblameătheă“fate’sădebt” 
There is no good fate in our ancestry.   

Or in Volume 53 of the same year, Nông cổ mínă àm publishedătheăpoemă“Gáiăl yăChà:” 

Ităisănotătheămatterăofă“chúăkhách”ă[Chinese]ăorăanhăchà [Indians] 
I am happy to fall in love [with them] and do not think too long 
I prefer to follow the destiny belonging [to anh chà] to white silver coins 
Despiteătheirăblackăskin,ătheyăareărighteousăandăbenevolentă(nghĩaănhơn) 
Deposing my body [to anh chà] leaning on their shadow 
Complaining about my fate is just a light wind 
Whether anh chà is bad or good, God decides [me to get married to him] 
I do not care about rice curry (Ka ri nị) 

NguyễnăV năHầuăusesăalternativeătermsăofă“ năbốc”ăsuchăasă“và”ăandă“sốc” to emphasize 

theăwildnessăofă“ năbốc”ăeatingămanner;ăheăemphasizesătheătaste,ăflavorăandăcolorăofătheă

Indianămigrants’ăcurriedăfoodsăasăbeingăcoveredăwithăhorriblyăgreasyăappearances: 

There is not a lack of men, why do you get married to Chà 
Eating rice withoutăchopsticksăandă“và”ă[putăaălotăofăriceăintoămouth] 
she is happy to use to soak in sesame oil 
Just seeing oiled meat is enough to be sick 
Close to black skins, who eat wildly? 
Seeing their white teeth from afar makes them look like ghosts 
Please look for other places to make marrying attachments 
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To help each other when getting old (1915)280 

And the detective novel C nănhàăbíămật (Saigon:ă?ă1931)ăbyăPhúăĐức (1901-1970) also 

suggests the widely-perceivedăassociationăof”càări” withătheă“Indians:”ăanăIndian man is 

deformed and people could see the viscera filled with curry drop out of his body.281 In 

these accounts, curried foods are criticized, particularly when they are constantly 

connectedăwithătheăpracticeăofăeatingăwithăfingers,ăwhichăisăexaggeratedăasă“ năbốc”ă– 

“theăactăofăgrasping food in a large amount with five fingers in a careless manner."282 

                                                           
280 In năhọc Miền Nam L c tỉnh, tập 1. Thành phố Hồ Chí Minh: Nhà xu t b̉n trẻ, 2012, p. 219. 

281 This seems to be a true event as in at the same time, Trung Lập (29 July, 1931) issued the news 
“Cáiăchếtă ángăthươngăc aătênăchàăvà.” 

282 Greediness and wildness as a meaning of the term "bốc" and the associated Indian eating style is 
the most evident in a series of Vietnamese poems by groups of Vietnamese diasporic authors in France in 
2011. This group of authors composes poems centering the term "Chà Và Ma La Tà." 10 out of 14 poems 
portrayătheă" năbốc" and way of eating cà ri of the Indian migrants. Nguyễn Thành Tài wrote the poem 
“BốcăHốt”ăaddressătheăIndianămigrants’ăeatingăpracticeăandăcàă– ri intake:  

their faces covered in oil make them look like a demon; 
 their beards stuck with rice make them look like devils 

TrươngăSỹăBìnhăinătheăpoemă"Chàăvàămaălaătà,"ădescribesăIndians'ăeatingămannerăasălikeăaăwar:ătheyă
scream,ăbellowăroar,ăcryă("rống,"ă"gào")ăandăstrikeăkungfuă("Tungăquyềnăxúâtăcước"),ătoăcompeteăwithă
other eaters for food. 

MỹăLinh’săpoemăexaggeratesătheăspicinessăandăoilinessăofăcàări 

One friend invited [me] to eat dishes from the Indian area 
Using fingers, not chopsticks to grasp the food 
Theămeatăwasăexquisite,ăveryăspicy…ăshouting aloud 
The eggplant was delicious, so greasy and cloying  
that it made me stick my tongue out, in ecstasy looking like a monkey 
Swollen mouth, mouth contoured (with pain) like a ghost 
I tried to water my mouth to soothe the burning, but too late 
My stomach was in pain, lasting the whole night 

(Cóăbạnămờiă nămónăxứăChà 
Hênăsoă ũaăch́năkhỏiătayăvàă... 
Thịtătrừuăthơmăphứtăcayănhiềuă...ăh́t 
Càătímăngonălànhăng yăquáă...ăla 
Lèălưỡiătêămêătrôngăgiốngăkhỉ 
Xưngămồmăḿoăxệchăngắmănhưăma 
Nướcăvôăchữaălửaăeărằngămuộn 
Cáiăb ngă auăêăsuốtănguyệtătàă– MỹLinh)ă(Source:ăViệtăNamăthưăquán, thưăviệnăonlineă
http://diendan.vnthuquan.net/tm.aspx?m=390857&mpage=36) 
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Oily images and wild actions, infused in those accounts, all imply the insanity and 

inhumanity of the Indians. In general, the Indians appear, through images of their food 

practices, as unrespectable, uneducated and mundane. Noticeably, the associations of 

curry foods with images of savagery – “ năbốc cà ri” (eating curried food with fingers) -- 

must have generated among the locals certain fear and disdain towards the Frenchmen, 

who, to repeat, constantly held on curry as their French identity in the colony. In this 

way, the Indian migrants are also constructed to be more associated with the Frenchness: 

they share food with the colonizer.  

Moreover, Vietnamese intellectuals’ăconstructionăofă“cà ri” foods and eating with 

fingersăasătheăIndianămigrants’ăassociationăwithătheăcolonizerăaimsăatăprovokingătheă

modern, civilized figure as a desirable future of Annam. This national figure must have 

grown out of Vietnamese intellectuals’ăfaithăinătheăpromisesăofăprogressăandămodernityă

thatăwereăintroducedăbyătheăFrenchăgovernment’săcivilizingămission-based establishment 

of modern institutions of education and journalism (Peycam 6; Marr, Vietnamese 

Tradition on Trial 138-139). Among policies of civilizing the colony, the French 

government introduced various health programs and institutions to educate the locals 

about hygiene and nutrition. These programs were laid out through curriculums of 

French-Vietnamese schools (Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial 72-77; Hoa 12-17; 

Kelly, French Colonial Education 18;ăTrịnhăV năTh̉oă180-184) and healthcare programs 

(Jennings 40-48, 118-125). From 1860 to the turn of the twentieth century, French 

teachers in governmental schools in Cochinchina taught majors in hygiene (Marr, 

Vietnamese Tradition on Trial 72-77; Kelly, French Colonial Education 4). A number of 
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publications appeared, aiming at educating the native population about hygiene (Henchy 

124; Marie Paule Ha 108).283 From the turn of the twentieth century, many hygiene 

manuals in Vietnamese were published (Cooper 150), including Vệăsinhăcầnăyếuă

(EssentialăHygiene,ăSaigon,ă1928)ăbyăTrươngăMinhăụăandăVệăsinhăth́cătrị (Practical 

Hygiene,ăSaigon,ă1928)ăbyăTrầnăPhongăSắcă(Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial 214).  

In addition to general hygiene education, the colonial government colonial built 

numerousăsanatoria.ăTheăanxietiesăoverătheăindigenousăpopulationăasă“vectorsăofădiseaseă

andăagentsăofăcontamination,”ăthusăaădangerăto public hygiene, grew among colonial 

settlers. Although the hygienic education and sanitoria aimed at protecting white bodies 

from disease transmission while being in the colony, they inspired the colonized 

population (Cooper 149-153). Ways that Vietnamese intellectuals presented the Indian 

migrants’ăfoodăpracticeăasăgreasyăandădirtyămustăhaveăreflectedătheăcolonialăgovernment’să

hygiene education programs. Given the association of hygiene educations and civilizing 

mission, such presentations of the Indians' food practices develop metaphors through 

which Vietnamese intellectuals introduced their imagination of a unique, civilized 

Annamese nation. As discussed in Chapter 2, making benefits from colonization did not 

stop reformist intellectuals from struggles for the national independence as well as for 

“seriousămodernization”ă(Marr,ăVietnamese Anticolonialism 1885-1925 80-81; Duiker 

104-105).ăThroughăuncivilizedăimagesăofătheăIndians’ăfoodăpractices,ăVietnameseămustă

have suggested to the public the need of civilizing the nation – this civilization could 

                                                           
283 Recognizing women's role in modern families, the French set up a journal for women in 1918. This 

journal aimed to popularize ideas of science, medicine, and hygiene (Henchy 123- 4)  
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form a way of liberating it from the French oppression (c.f. Marr, Vietnamese 

Anticolonialism 1885-1925 5).   

Noticeably, the colonial program of physical study, medication and hygiene 

education aimed at reformulatingătheăcolonized’săbodiesătoăfulfillătheălaborăneedsăofă

growing colonial industrialization (Hoa 12-17; Cooper 145-9 Kelly, French Colonial 

Education 4-22). In this colonizing process, colonial administrators believed that under-

nourishment brought on the native physical ills and psychological crises: the lack of 

nutritious food resulted in the natives' insensitivity, apathy, and placidity, which 

produced wildness and uncontrollability, which formed a threat to the colonialist goal 

embedded in the civilizing mission (Thompson 43, 53; Cooper 145-50). Viewing the 

indigenous population as the bearer of disease, the "rampant, uncontrollable, and 

pernicious forces of nature" (Thompson 43), colonial administrators highlighted policies 

of modernizing the native about nutrition. Within the “interconnectedăinter-textual 

milieu”ăofăGreatăFrance,ăVietnameseăintellectuals’ăconstructions of nasty and savage 

images of the Indian eating habits indeed aimed at fostering an awareness about food, 

eating habits and economic productivity among the local population. Contemporary 

reformist intellectuals promoted healthier diets in the aim of improving the modernized 

andăcivilizedăfigureăofătheănation.ăPhanăKếăBínhă(1875-1921), in essays published in 

1913-1914 in NamăPhongăt păchí,ăcriticizedătheănatives’ălackăofăknowledgeăandăconcernă

about nutrition, which made them unproductive: 

Eating and drinking must nourish the body; they must be hygienic. Although it is 
true that we should privilege eating for a living, instead of living for eating, [you] 
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must know ways of eating, ways to nutritionalize your bodies, so that your bodies 
are energetic and healthy, so that you can handle hard work in life. Do not eat 
withoutămindfulness…ăotherwise,ăyourăbodiesăbecomeăweak,ăthin,ăso you cannot 
do any hard work. (124, emphases added) 

Bính explicitly promoted pragmatic ends of eating only for nourishment; hygienic and 

nutritious food practices are all inclined to meet the need of manual workers in growing 

colonial factories, mining explorations, and cash-crop productions. Recommending 

modernized food practices and emphasizing their economic benefits, Bính draws his 

fellows' attention to his project of leading Vietnam into modernity (Peters 7-8). This 

ideology probably mirrored the republican French government's projects of transforming 

the metropole into a modern nation-state and presenting its universal civilization through 

self-assigned missions of bringing under its wings populations of colonies including 

Vietnam (Peycam 36-37). The colonial policy of modernizing the colony resulted in the 

economic improvement (Cooper 29-30), raw-material production, and craft and farming 

oriented nourishment (Kelly 14-16). The colonial policy built in contemporary 

Vietnameseăintellectuals’ădesiresăfor and trusts in modernity – progress, science – as the 

inevitable future of the nation (Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial 177; Peycam 5-7). 

GivenăLupton’săsuggestionăonăfoodăandăculinaryăpracticesăasă“extraordinaryăpowerăină

definingătheăboundariesăbetweenă‘us’ăandă‘them’”ă(26),ătheăpoeticăcriticismsăonăIndians’ă

food customs signify a belief in modernity as the Vietnamese national identity in term of 

eatingăhabit.ăPutădifferently,ă“natural”ăandă“uncivilized” food practices must have been 

constructed as markersăofătheăIndians’ăstatusăofănotăbelongingătoă"us."  Thus, the 

discourses about Indians' dirty undisciplined eating styles must have aimed at centralizing 
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theirăbeingăpoliticală“others,”ăwhichăwouldăsecureătheăculturalăsamenessăofătheă

Vietnamese nation.  

Colonizers, who constantly competed with local capitalists to control the colony, 

must have not wholeheartedly appreciated this modernized figure of the nation, as 

mentionedăinăChapteră1ăandăChapteră2.ăAsătheăhistorianăPhạmăCaoăDươngăpointsăout,ătheă

French never wanted local capitalists to be really civilized and wealthy because they 

would govern the Vietnamese society, which would put the French domination in danger 

(169-170). In the case of the intellectuals who contribute literary and journalistic critiques 

of the Indians and its eating habits to the early quốcăngữăjournals such as L cătỉnhătânăv n 

and N̂ngăcổămínă àm, the version of an economically competing nation is obvious, as 

discussed in Chapter 2. By their portrayal of “Chà” (andăChệt),ătheseăauthorsăencouraged 

Vietnamese to set up industrial and agricultural entrepreneurship and to gain economic 

independence from foreign companies (Peycam 56-57). Thus, the construction of savage 

Indians’ăeatingăhabitsămustăhaveăaimedăatăencouragingătheălocalătoăcompeteăwithă

foreignersăandăultimatelyătoăconstructăaămodernizedănationăthatăincludesăsolelyă“us.”ă 

Moreover,ăinăconstructingătheăsavageăimageăofăIndians’ăpracticeăofăeatingăwithă

fingers, Vietnamese intellectuals must have aimed at asserting the cultural superiority of 

Annamese, those, who traditionally eat with chopsticks. Before falling to the French, the 

Nguyễnădynastyăstrivedătoărealizeătheăideaăofăaădistinctă“Vietnamese”ăcuisineăacrossă

ethnic groups and geographical areas to shape a culturally homogenous empire (Peters 

25). Using chopsticks was the most important Vietnamese [Kinh] eating habit that the 
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Nguyễn dynasty forced to implement to all ethnic groups. Nguyễnăemperors’ăwayăofă

forcibly spreading chopsticks as the basic utensils of all ethnic groups must have derived 

from the traditional belief in chopsticks as the marker of culturally superior status (Wang 

Chopsticks 10-12; Dawson  342; Erica 30-32; Kế Bửu 62-64; Tôn Th t Bình 27). In this 

tradition, those who do not understand chopsticks are seen as barbarians or infants (Peters 

31;ăLêăSiêuăV nă104;ăLỦăKhắc Cung 199-200). Likewise, the Vietnamese intellectuals' 

portrayal of the Indians' eating with fingers as savage must have aimed at provoking in 

the public mind the image of a civilizing and unique image of the Vietnamese nation. The 

provoked image would then produce a public resentment against those who do not eat 

like "us," who thus do not belong to "us," who eventually should not exist in the 

Annamese soil. Here, it is possible to read out the native intellectuals' indirect and 

suggestive way of provoking a doubt in public about the dominance of Frenchmen who 

resisted using chopsticks (Peters 20-30). 

In the making of the savage Indian eating, native intellectuals also erect a traditional 

fine cuisine as a national identity in responding to colonial discourses on barbarian native 

eating. Portraying Indians’ăeatingăhabitsăasăsavageăisăanăindirectăwayăthroughăwhichă

Vietnamese intellectuals highlight humble, disciplinary eating behaviors as markers of 

civilized people. In 1915, the first Vietnamese ethnographer  PhanăKếăBínhă(1875-1921) 

described the Vietnamese traditional appreciation of the cultural fulfillment in culinary 

practices more than of the physical needs. This appreciation is evident in folk proverbs 

that Bính quotes in ViệtăNamăphong t c.ăTheseăproverbsăincludeă“ năhươngă năhoaă

(eatingăflavorăorăeatingăflower),ă“miếngă năquáăkhẩuăthànhătàn”ă(overeatingămakesăpeopleă
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disabled)ăandă“sốngăvềămồăvềăm̉,ăkhôngăsốngăvềăc̉ăbátăcơm”ă(livingăforăpassedă

ancestors, not living for rice bowls) (339).ăAllătheseăunderestimateăhumanăbeings’ăinterestă

in the amount of food intake, suggesting the importance of appropriate eating manners. 

Details of these eating manners are summarized in Tuyểnătậpăquốcăv năgiáoăkhoaăthư 

(1941), a textbook on national writingăforăelementaryălevelăeditedăbyăTrầnăTrọngăKimă

(1883-1953)ăandăhisăcolleagues.ăThisătextbookăcontainsălessonsăsuchăasă" năuốngăcóălễă

ph́p"ă(eatingăandădrinkingărequiresărituals)ă(16),ă" năuốngă…ăchớăcóăthamălam"ă[youă

should not drink and eat greedily] (35)ăandă" óiăchoăsạch,ăráchăchoăthơm"ă[evenăyouăareă

hungry, you still need to be pure; even you are tattered, you still need to be fragrant] (57). 

Children learn a series of dining rituals such as never being the first one who take food 

and never complaining about or making demands on foods; children have to greet all 

people before taking meal and say "excuse" before leaving the meal. Specifically, 

childrenălearnănotătoămakeăloudănoisesăwhileăeatingăandăparticularlyănotătoăchewă"nhồmă

nhoàm" ("puffing mouths, making the sound "top tep" and [eating] clumsily). In this 

context, intellectuals' critiques of the imagined savage eating of the Indian migrants must 

have reminded the public of existing local dinning rituals. This reminder must have 

aimed at reacting against colonial discourses on the uncivilized eating practice of 

Annameseăandăonătheă“hauteăcuisine”ăofăFrench.ăThisămightăhaveăalsoăaimedăatăattackingă

the contemporary belief of France as the home of civility and high culture embodied in its 

famous fine dining (Trubek 3, 56; Leong-Salobir 52; Ferguson 35). Frenchmen either 

back in France or in Vietnam maintained their pride of fine cuisine as an essence of the 

Frenchness in general and the great French nation in particular (Peters 150). This national 
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pride was evident in the French settlers' resistance against consuming native foods (Peters 

50); it is also evident in French colonial accounts that emphasize the wild eating manner 

and raw foods of the natives (Vassală177;ăD’Orleansă149-150; Pavie 69). In these 

writings,ătheănativeăappearăasăsavages,ăgivenătheăcontemporaryăvastăbeliefăină“morală

force,”ă“principle,”ăandă“duty”ăasămarkersăofătheăcivilizedăandă“physicalăimpulses,”ă

“appetizer,”ăandă“desire”ăasămarkersăofătheăuncivilizedă(Rousseau in Thatche 51; Cook 

11).ăVietnameseăintellectuals’ăperceptionăofătheăIndianăeatingăcultureăasăsavageăindeedă

promoted the existence of sophisticated dining practice – the civility – among the locals. 

This is a subtle way of resisting the idea that helped to maintain the French colonization, 

the idealized supreme of the French civilization, which is partly marked by the fine 

dining tradition.  

In short, Vietnamese intellectuals constructed the colonial reference of the Indian 

migrants' eating practices in attempts of making a target for social criticisms – criticisms 

that aimed at provoking in the public mind anti-colonial sentiments and enthusiasm for 

the modernized nation. This way of portraying the Indian migrants' eating practices and 

practices is consonant with the Vietnamese tradition of presenting the unwelcome Indian 

migrants: this population, either in professions, in skin colors or in eating habits, forms 

constructed target of Vietnamese national and class struggles. 

2. Overthrowing Colonial Foods 

The constructed colonial associationăofătheăIndianămigrants’ăeatingăpracticesăandă

preferences might have formed a reason of why they disappear in socialist realist writing 
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of postcolonial Vietnam. “Cary,”ă“phóămát”ă(cheese),ămilkăandăpât́ăonlyăareădefinedăasă

“shamefulăforeignăfoods”ăoră“imperial,ăcolonialăfoods,”ăallăbelongăexclusivelyătoătheădeadă

pastăofătheăVietnameseănationă(VũăBằng, Thươngănhớ mư i hai 22;ăTường Hữu 232). The 

disappearance of these so-calledă“imperial,ăcolonialăfoods”ăinănorthernăwritingsăactuallyă

reflects and facilitatesăDRVN’săattemptsăofăproletarianizingăsupposedlyăbourgeois 

population, among which there were Indian residents, as discussed in Chapter 4. Until 

1959,ă“cary”ăstillăappearedăinăfoodăpracticesăofăforeignăsettlersăinăHanoiăasărevealedăinătheă

Circular 05-BYT/DC issued on March 16, 1959, by the Ministry of Medical. This circular 

ordered all private and state food manufactories to send their products to Centers of the 

Ministry of Medical for food safety inspection. Accordingly, manufactories of "cary" and 

food powders such as milk, rice, cassava, and manioc were required to pack 200gram 

each in sealed boxes or jars to avoid moisture before sending them to inspection centers. 

The acceptation of foreign foods in the landscape of the national foods at this time was in 

tuneăwithătheăDRVN’săattemptsătoăincorporateăsupportsăfromăallăclassăandănationalitiesăină

the early socialist construction, as mentioned in Chapter 4.  

One telling example of this strategic acceptation is the continuation of the Indian 

cow farm in postcolonial Hanoi. In the memory of Mr. Hùng, before years of 1960 and 

1961, a cow farm managed by Indian residents in Hanoi was still in operation. Hùng’să

father was a stockholder of the cow farm located at the present-dayăLòăĐúcăstreet.ăTheă

farm’săpolicy was that all stockholders were eligible to take milk bottles every day in 

accordance with the number of children in their families. In those days, every morning, 

staff of the farm brought four bottles of milk to Hùng's house. The milk bottles were 
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made from glass, corked by banana-buttons. Early each morning, the Indian staff put the 

four bottles of milk through a chink under the folding iron door of  Hùng's house. "As 

soon as we woke up, we just had to grasp the milk bottles and drink up. Whoever woke 

up earliest would pick the fullest bottle," Hùng recollected excitedly.284 

However, this privilege existed only during the days when Indian residents still 

appearedăHoăChiăMinh’săgreetingsăinăhisăyearlyăNewăYearăgreetings:285 the privilege 

disappeared with the Third Party Congress in 1960, particularly, with the circular 

62NT/TT by the Ministry of Domestic Trading on January 31, 1960, which called for a 

moreăfervent,ăradicalădemocraticărevolution.ăThisămeantăaăcompleteăerasureăofă“theă

capitalistăeconomy:”ăindividual,ăforeignăbusinessăsectorsăofădomesticăandăforeignătrades,ă

transportation,ăfoodăservicesăandăagricultureăhadătoăbeătransformedătoă“individual-state 

sharedăcompanies”ă(xíănghiệpăcôngătưăhợpădoanh).ăTherefore,ăthe cow farm was 

dissolved:ăitsămembersăpotentiallyăfacedătheătitleă“capitalist”ăandă“bourgeois”ă-- a 

criminalătitleăthatăcouldăbringăpeopleătoăreeducationăcamps.ăMr.ăHùng’săfather,ăwhoă

possessed more than ten houses in the Old Corner of Hanoi, sacrificed most of them to 

the stateătoăavoidătheătitleă“capitalist.”ăByăthisătime,ătheă“imperialăfoods,”ăwas,ă
                                                           

284 Personal communication, September 10, 2014 

The favorable treatment of DRVN towards foreigners is obvious in citizenship claims of some Indian 
descendants in northern Vietnam. The National Center of Archive 3 stores petitions in the late 1950s of 
these individuals to be treated as Indian citizens to "gain benefits of foreigners" An application to gain 
Indian citizenship contains a letter dated November 28, 1956, addressed to the Minister Cabinet; the letter 
describes activities of the applicant that sound smilar to anyă“standard”ăVietnamese:ăHeăisăborn in the South 
ofăVietnam;ăheăjoinedătheăResistanceă(khángăchiến)ăagainstăFrenchăandăheăwasămigratedătoăNorthăVietnamă
in 1954 under the cease-fireăconvention.ăAllăsoundsălikeălifeăstoriesăofăCaoăV năTây,ăwhoăreceivesă
VietnameseăcitizenshipăfromăHồăChíăMinh.  But the applicant requests for the Indian citizenship with the 
notesăthată“inăorderătoăreceiveăsameăprivilegesălikeăotherăforeigners. 

285Document from National Archive II, Hanoi. 
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remembered by Mr. Hùng, replaced with another popular food, the Chineseă“caălaăthầu”ă

(a type of salty pickled kohlrabi soaked in northern medicines with dark color). Although 

experiencing the loss of French foods, Indian residents in Hanoi still received a special 

policy for foreigners –“chế ộ ngoại kiều”ă-- a higher ration stamp compared to common 

Vietnamese. This exceptional treatment included 12kgs/year of sugar, 26 liters/year of 

milk, 36kgs/year of peanut oil; 26kgs/year of peanuts, 36kgs/year of green beans, 10 

packages/year of cigarettes, and 2 packages/year of tea. Noticeably, the presence of milk 

and coconut oil is indicative of the special treatment of DRVN towards food practices of 

the Indian residents, most of whom were Muslims. 

Again,ăthisăspecialătreatmentădidănotălastălong;ăină1964,ăităwasăstoppedădueătoă“chiến 

tranhăleoăthang”ă(risingăwar)ăinătheăSouth,ăasăMr.ăHùngărecalled.ăHeăsaid,ă“Theăentireă

people willingly limited their food consummation to save foods for the battle in the 

south.”286 Inăaăway,ătheăconsecutiveăimplementationăofă“nhânădânăfood” policy (state 

subsidized food) conforms to the vast proletarianization of population groups in the North 

including the Indians. This form of proletarianizing eating practices and preferences of 

the Indian migrants aimed at further erasing the foreignness and the self-interest oriented 

ideology. The Indians were seen as the vestiges of colonialism and associated capitalism 

that need to be cleared out, as fostered fervently at the third Party Congress. Details of 

state-subsidized foods for Indian residents appear in applications of these people in the 

years of 1974 and 1975 to resume "chế ộ ngoại kiều”ăappliedătoăthemăbeforeă1964.ăTheă

ArchiveăCenterăofătheăHanoiăPeople’săCommitteeăstoresăaăseriesăofăthese applications: 
                                                           

286 Personal communication, September 10, 2014 
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applicantsăaskedătoăresumeă“chế ộ ngoại kiều”ăinătermsăofăfoodăsupply;ătheyăjustifiedă

that the application that the American military was no longer in the South, the national 

struggle was less severe, thus, their privileged food policy should be returned as 

promised. There is no evidence the petitions were approved, but the archived applications 

reveal the completion of proletarianization of the Indians in terms of food consumption: 

apparently not foreign and bourgeoisie foods remained; food amounts are the same for all 

foreigners and Vietnamese citizens. Specifically, all foreigners share the same categories 

ofărationăstampsăwithăVietnamese:ăstarchăfoodă(lươngăthực),ăclothă(v̉i),ămeatăfoodă(thựcă

phẩm),ăsugară( ường)ăandăburningămaterialsă(ch tă ốt).ăHùngăand other foreign residents 

working in socialist manufactories – they were then proletarians -- received food ration 

stamps similar to Vietnamese workers. Handwritten petitions, dated January 3, 1975, by 

A.Gă(residingăatăHàngăLượcăstreet)ăand dated January 2, 1974, by A.A (residing at Hàn 

Thuyên street),287 describe food ration ofătheiră“governmentalăofficialsăandăstaff”ăstatus:ă

starch food, 20.5 kg; cloth, 5 meters; meat food, 500 grams; and sugar, 350gram. 

Meanwhile, Indians who did not work in state manufactories received the food ration of 

"nhân dân," similar to Vietnamese population (students, manual workers, domestic 

women and individual laborers): cloth, 4 meters; meat food, 300gram/month; sugar: 

100gram/month; and burning material, C slab. The equation of food type and the amount 

of consummation between the Indian residents and the Vietnamese in general and 

proletariats in particular indicates the completion of the national, class struggle in 

northern Vietnam. The absence of "cà ri" and other so-called colonial, bourgeois foods in 

                                                           
287 Full names and exact addresses are omitted for security purpose 
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the socialist government's food policy provides a further indicator of such completion and 

the associated invisibility of the Indians in Vietnamese historiography and society. As 

discussed in Chapter 1 and Chapteră4,ătheseăpeopleăappearăinătheăcategoryăofă“côngănhân,ă

viênăchức”ă– workers – of the socialist figure of Vietnam, this population only eats 

proletariat foods.  

Whileă“càări”ădisappearsăinăwritingăofăNorthăVietnam,ă"càări"ăoră"càăry" appears 

redundantly in writing of South Vietnam. What is noticeable of this redundant 

appearance is that "Indian" does not form the only ethnicity of the imagined “cà ri”; 

instead, this food is integrated into supposedly multicultural Vietnamese food culture. 

The Republic of Vietnam emphasized the cultural assimilation and conformity of 

foreigners to Vietnamese, which resulted in the disappearance of the Indian migrants in 

Vietnamese society and historiography.288 Narratives about “cà ri” provide another way 

of furthering the invisibilityăofătheăIndiansăinăRVN’săattemptsăofăreinforcingătheă

Vietnamese ethnicity: “cà ri” is accommodated to be a part of the imagined culturally 

tolerated Vietnamese nation.  As mentioned above, cà ri appears in Vietnamese 

dictionaries of the South. TheăArchiveăCenterăofăHCMC’săPeopleăCommitteeăcontainsă

fourteen applications to produce and sell curry powder and curried foods of local and 

foreign residents in Saigon from 1957 to 1962. The archived documents depict the very 

availability of curry- related products to any ethnicities rather than the Indian. In 

particular,ăată“48ăTônăTh tăThiệpăStreet,”ăaăFrenchăcitizenăofăIndianăoriginămadeăandăsoldă

curryăpowderă(1962).ăăAtă“22/15ăPhúThọă- ChợLớn,”ăthereăwasăcurryăpowderăgrindingă
                                                           

288 See more in Chapter 4 
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shopărunăbyăaăChinese.ăAtă“91 terCôngLý – Saigon,”ăthereăwasăaăshopăsellingăfiveătypesă

ofăcurryăspiceănamedăBombayăBavani;ăanăIndianăcitizenăranăthisăshop.ăAtă“121ăLỦăNamă

Đế,ăChợlớn,”ăaăVietnameseămanăranătheăbusinessăofăcurryăsauces.ăAăfemaleăVietnameseă

ran the business of making curryăpowderăbrandedă“NamăThái,”ăwhichăwasăsaidătoăbeă

derived from the umbrella brand named “theăThailandăCook”ă(Ngườiă ầuăbếpăTháăiLan)ă

ată36ă“PhạmăThếăHiển,ăSàiGòn.”ăTheăcurryăpowderăofăthisăVietnameseăwoman,ăasă

advertised, is the perfect combination of cooking talents of Thailand cooks and those of 

Muslims and Indians; it is not only tasteful but also healthy; it is good for digestion. At “7 

HaiăBàTrưng,” District 1, another French of Indian origin opened an Indian food shop. 

Four other Vietnamese women made and sold curry powder at “135/51AăăL căTỉnhă

(1959),” “145Că– BìnhăThới,ăSàiăGòn”ă(1969),” “24/1ăofătheălaneă419ăPhanăĐìnhăPhùng,”ă

andă“1/10,ăslotăH,ălaneă524ăPhanăĐìnhăPhùngăstreetă(Districtă3)”ă(1968).ăAtă“219 Hàm 

Nghiăstreet,”ăoneăMuslimăIndianăranăanăIndianăfoodăshop.ăOneăVietnameseămanăopenedăaă

shopăofăcurryă“bún”ă(riceănoodle)ăandăplainăriceăsoupăată“39ăT̉năĐà,ăChợăLớn.”ă(1959;ă

anotherăVietnameseămanăproducedăcurryăpowderăată“121ăLỦăNamăĐế,ăChợăLớn”ă(1963).ă

The picture of the domination of ethnic Vietnamese in cà ri-related foods reflects the 

contemporaryăgovernment’săattemptsăofăminimizingăforeigners’ăbusinessesăforătheă

national sovereignty, as discussed in Chapter 4. Particularly, this domination is indicative 

ofătheăIndianămigrants’ăassimilationăintoăVietnameseăculture.ăCàăriănoălongerăexistsăasă

whatăVươngăHồngăSểnă(1966)ăcallsă“theăIndians’ămonopoly”ă(Tuyểnătậpă 437).  

But this collapse does not aim at freeing the image of the Indians from the status of 

being unwelcome migrants, or particularly, colonial capitalists, given the long-standing 
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political construction of the” cà ri” (and eating with fingers) as the typical eating practice 

of this population. Instead, the announcement of the loss of the Indians' monopoly 

reflects and renders the rising disappearance of this population in historical writing of 

Vietnam. Precisely, the documented loss reflects and fosters the surrender of the Indian 

migrants in their struggles of maintaining their culture in the face of the vigor and vitality 

of the ethnic Vietnamese. The loss signals the inferiority and the resulting submission of 

this populationăintoătheădominatingăethnicăVietnamese.ăTheăIndianămigrants’ăsurrenderătoă

theăVietnameseăcultureăisăreflectedăandăstipulatedăină“Nếpăsốngăc aăngoạiăkiềuăsinhăsốngă

tạiăMiềnăNam”ă(LivingăStylesăofăForeignersăinăSouthăVietnam)ăbyăVươngăHồngăSểnă

published in 1966 and reprinted in 1974 and 1978 in the newspaper Chọnălọc. This is a 

narrativeăofătheăVietnamese’săaccommodationăofăOthers’ăculturesăandăofătheăIndians’ă

parallel conformity to cultural standards of the majority.  Eating preferences and practices 

form theămostăconvincingăaspectăthroughăwhichătheăethnographerăVươngăHồngăSểnă

examinesătheăIndianămigrants’ăintegrationăintoătheăVietnameseăsociety.ăTheănarrativeă

centers on a Vietnamese, who is constructed to be open-minded towards and be 

knowledgeable about histories of migration and settlement of ethnic Indians in Saigon. In 

additionătoăretainingăcommonănarrativesăaboutăeconomicăpracticesăofă“Chàăvà,”ăe.g.ă

money-lending business, the Vietnamese character deconstructs the long-standing 

Vietnamese presentation of eating practices and preferences – “càări”ăandă“ năbốc”ă-- of 

theăIndianămigrants.ăInăexhaustiveădescriptionsăofătheănarrator,ă“ năbốc”ăandă“càări”ăturnă

out to be real arts and rituals. The narrator, a Vietnamese youth, excellently plays the role 

of an ethnographer, who participates in these rituals with humbleness and curiosity. His 
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eating with fingers practice improves gradually; he is gradually addicted to cà ri. He 

observes acts and objects related to eating and drinking practices of an Indian he happens 

to know and "befriend with." The Vietnamese ethnographer also conducts informal 

interviews with this Indian friend, asking why the Indians appreciate eating with fingers, 

why they break lemons without using a knife and why they drink water without touching 

lips to the cup or bottle. In general, the Vietnamese narrator emphasizes his power of 

conquering the otherness; the knowledge about the Indian eating practice presented to the 

public functions as a cheer towards such successful conquest. Similarly, what is the most 

visible in the ethnographic picture about cultural practices of the Indians is the superior 

status and knowing-everything condition of the Vietnamese ethnographer. Moreover, 

stories about the Indians who give up their supposedly traditional cultural practices 

(wearing a dress, drinking water without touching lips, and eating only animals killed by 

themselves) while settling in Vietnam are also added up to celebrate the assimilatory 

power and success of the Vietnamese. To be short, the ethnographic account about the 

Indians is an integration narrative of the ethnic Vietnamese, in which the integration 

happens in only one way: the Indian identity, including food habits, is completely 

assimilated into the Vietnamese (e.g. only Vietnamese language exists in the narrative), 

giving way to the visibility of the Vietnamese majority (c.f. Bernards 165). This way of 

telling the assimilation narrative conforms to the Republic government's policy of ethnic 

Vietnamese hegemony, as mentioned in chapters 1 and 4. 

TheăVietnamese’săethnicăconquestăfosteredăbyănation-makers can also be found in 

portraits of happy Indian faces in posters included in applications to do business on curry 
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thatăareăaforeămentioned.ăTheăposterăofăNamăTháiăcurryăpowderă“Bộtăcàăriăhiệu Nam 

Thái”ăadvertisesăthatăcàăriăisăbothătastyăandăhealthy;ăspecifically,ăcàăriăNamăTháiăăusesă

authentic, high-quality Indian  ingredient, thus  it can produce delicious curried meat 

foods and can cure metabolism problem.289 Similarly, "Cà ri Tinh" branch occurs as a 

versatile spicy: it can be added to any food and even with a small amount, it can make 

food taste good; besides, "cà ri Tinh" can boost digestion and stimulate appetite.290  The 

posters evoke the image of curry as exotic with information about Indian ingredients; the 

posters also evoke health benefits of curry. What is more striking lies in portraits of the 

Indian figures which all look full, round and satisfied regardless of their brown skin. The 

lines of face muscles of the figure on Nam Thái curry poster all go up in the direction that 

similar to the lines of a laughing mouth, which results in a vitally laughing face. The 

stylish mustache lines, the three big, gap teeth and the unclear eye lines due to big laugh 

create the friendly appearance of theăfigureă(Figureă1).ăTheăposterăofă"Càăriăláăthơm"ă

depicts a shining Indian face: the big, wide smile reveals an extremely white teeth; the 

black color of the face skin and the thick dark of the beard make the whiteness of the 

teeth more radiant. The red lips and the wide-open eyes of the figure also form a gentle, 

affable appearance of the Indian figure (Figure 2). In general, these figures provoke in 

public the triumph of the ethnic Vietnamese in conquering the Indian migrants: the image 

of this population is both exoticized (foreignness) and domesticated (friendliness and 

                                                           
289 FileăNo.ă4659ă“GPăxinămở tiệm làm bột cà ri tạiă…ăSàiăGòn”ă(someădetailsăareăomitted) 

290 FileăNo.ă4654.ă“TTAăxinănhận chế tạo và bán bột cà ri tại…”ă(someădetailsăareăomitted) 
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decentness).  Thus, in all means, even in the posters with pictures, the Indiansis still 

invisible or shadowed. 

 

 

Figure 2 
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Figure 3 

As said, the association of cà ri and the Indian migrants is presented and highlighted 

in the emergence of anti-colonialism. And as said above, the integration of cà ri and other 

cultural practices supposedly of the Indian migrants into Vietnamese culture does not 

meanătoăexculpateătheăIndians’ăstatusăofătargetsăofăVietnameseănationalăandăclassă

struggles.  The narratives on the integration solely aim at presenting the assimilating 

power of the ethnic Vietnamese. The derogative connotation of the term cà ri is strong, 

particularly when it appears in matters related to national and class struggles. In the novel 

ảoaăhậuăBồăĐàoăNha,ăpublishedăină1963,ăBìnhăNguyênăLộcărevealsătheănegativeămeaningă

of the term through the name of one Indian character: this female character is named 
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Hoàng. She interprets her name that "Hoàng" means yellow color, in Sino-Vietnamese 

meaning; yellow color is associated with curry, the supposed Indian identity. Hoàng 

explicitly says that it is a great fortune for her that her father does not name her "cà ri," 

otherwise, she would be ashamed. In another example: In a letter (1971) that sent to 

many contemporary newspapers, Mohammach Apdoul Hamide, representative of 

Saigon’săIndianăAssociationăattacked the playwright XuânăPhát’săallegedlyăintentională

use ofă“càări”ătoănameătheăIndianămoneylenderăcharacterăinătheădramaăTình anh b y Chà. 

291According to Mohammach ApdoulăHamide,ătheăuseăofătheătermă“càări”ăbyăXuânăPhátă

was politically deliberate because he tended to depict Muslim Indians as sét-ty (foreign 

and greedy). Mohammach Apdoul Hamide pointed out, Muslim people were not involved 

in money trading following Muslim law; Brahmin Indians were the capital accumulators.  

                                                           
291 The August 12, 1971 Vietnamese Theater and Television, Cinema and New Music (Sân kh u 

truyền hình ViệtăNam,ăĐiện nh, Tân nh c) magazine summarized an opposing letter to Indian residents 
about the recently performed drama "The Love of Anh B̉y Chà" (Tình anh B̉y Chà), which was seen to 
distort the Indian culture and to overseas Indians' personality. According to the summary, the South 
Vietnam Television had broadcasted the drama four times until July 25, 1971, when members of the Indian 
Association in Saigon expressed their opposition. As mentioned, they accused the playwright of offending 
the Indian people by ridiculing their religion: 

On Sunday night, July 25 [1971], the [South]Vietnam Television launched the tuồng c̉i 
lươngă“TheăLoveăofăAnhăB̉yăChà”ă(TìnhăanhăB̉y Chà); this is a social drama written by the 
playwright Xuân Phát and performed by Dạ LỦăHươngătroupe.ă 

After watching the above drama, Saigon Association of Indian Diaspora (Hội n Kiều 
Saigon) got offended with denigrating, cursing and smearing images of their religion. 

Therefore,ăthisăassociationăsentăoutălettersătoămediaăaskingătoăpublishăthemătoă“correct”ătheă
play writer Xuân Phát. Accordingly, Mr. Xuân Phát does not understand anything about customs 
of the Indians. What he brought in Tình anh B y Chà to mock the Indians is completely fallacious.  

As known, the Indian Association extremely opposes unfair attitude and actions of Xuân 
Phát through his drama. 

Stronglyăaccusingătermsăsuchăasă“phỉ báng”ă(denigrating),ă“mạ lỵ”ă(cursing)ăandă“bôiănhọ”ă(smearing)ă
demonstrateătheăIndianăresidents’ăextremeărefusalătoăwaysăthatăVietnameseăpeopleăunderstandăandăpresentă
their culture. 
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However,ătheădressăofătheămoneylenderăcharacterăinăXuânăPhát’sădramaăwasăinăMuslimă

style;ăBrahminămoneylendersăonlyăworeăwhiteă“blanket”ăwithoutăhavingăaăhat.292 In 1972, 

mainstream newspapers such as Tiềnăphong (e.g. volumes 639 -641, 1972; volumes 802-

804, 1975)ăconstantlyăaddressedăIndiaăasă“càări”ă(oră“chàăvà”)ăcountry.ăThisăfrequentă

associationăofătheătermă“càări”ăwithătheăIndiansăandăIndia must have stemmed from 

lingering class and national struggles in postcolonial South Vietnam. Particularly, since 

theăearlyă1970s,ăwithărisingăpoliticalăallianceăbetweenăNorthăVietnamăandăIndiraăGandhi’să

government, the negative meaning of the term cà ri – foodăofăchàăvà,ătâyă en,ăwhichă

means food of national and class enemies – were circulated freely. In short, by all means 

of Vietnamese representations, the Indian is still invisible; it still appears only in the form 

of subjects for the homogeneity and sovereignty of the Vietnamese nation.  

3. Vanishing Uncategorized Indians 

Advertisementsăofă“càări”ăprevailăinăcontemporaryăVietnameseămedia.ă“Càări”ăisă

among imported commodities listed in a number of circulars issued by the Ministry of 

Trading (e.g. 07/2007/QĐ-BTM dated Feb 28, 2007; 20/2010/TT-BCT dated May 17, 

210) and Ministry of Finance (82/2003/QĐ-BTC dated June 13, 2003; 201/2012/TT-BTC 

dated November 16, 2012) since 2003. Even the present-dayădominationăofă“càări”ăină

Vietnameseămarketsăincludeătheăreturnăofă“Indianăcapitalists”ăwhoăleftăVietnamăafter the 

                                                           
292 In 2008, the website C iălươngăVietnam publishedătheăfullătextăofătheădisapprovalăandăXuânăPhát’să

response to it. More specifically, committee members of the competition on tuồng, c iălương and vọng cổ 
composition,ăorganizedăbyătheăAssociationăofăOverseaăSouthernăVietnam’săClassicăMusică(Hội Cổ nhạc 
Miền Nam Việt Nam h̉i ngoại), brought up the letter of three decades ago in order to emphasize the 
requirement that composers needed to be careful and needed to study their subjects closely to avoid 
“similarăunexpectedătroubles.”ăBothătheătextsăofăXuânăPhátăandăMohammach Apdoul Hamide, 
representativeăofăSaigon’săIndianăAssociationăareăprintedăinăfull 
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FallăofăSaigon:ăthatăisătheăreturnăofăbrandă“CàăriăBàătám,”ătheăfamousăcurryăbranchăină

Saigon since 1940 (Ảiaăvị-Cà ri Bà Tám).   

Althoughă“càări”ăinătheăaforeămentionedăadministrativeădocumentsădoesănotăcarryă

Indian identity (it is imported from many countries other than India), in public life, curry-

related foods are increasingly stipulated as the so-called typical Indian foods. As such, 

there are attempts of exoticizing curried food in present-day Vietnam.  For instance, new 

Indian restaurants raiseătheătitleă“càări”ătoăindicateătheirăIndianăauthenticity.ăOnătheă

famous website for restaurants in Vietnam www.foody.vn, there is a separate section for 

Indian restaurants with highlighted title: "restaurant with cà ri style." The exoticization of 

"cà ri" as the so-called typical Indian foods reflects and facilitates cultural and economic 

lives of the new Indian migrants, who are seen as practically useful for the future 

industrialized figure of Vietnam. 

 The rise of the descriptions of “càări”ăasăanăexotic,ăIndianăfoodăfurtherămarginalizesă

those who are, as discussed in Chapter 6, descendants of the old Indian migrants from the  

community of newer Indian migrants in Vietnam. Precisely, recently rising perception of 

“cà ri” as an exotic, Indian food further marginalizes the Indian descendants from any 

ethnic, national categories and thus provides more evidence on the unavoidable 

disappearance of Indian associations of this population. First, the marginalized state of 

the Indian descendants is due to their economic inferiority, which makes them be unable 

to access the so-called Indian curried food – the food that is apparently only accessible 

for wealthy members of the third Indian migration to Vietnam. Each food portion at 
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Indian restaurants costs at least 170.000 VND, which equates to 1/15 monthly salary of a 

new government employee. To Mrs. L, wife of a deceased Indian guru, mother of the 

four male Indian descendants, “cà ri” is inaccessible for her family presently. In the past, 

underăRVNăgovernment,ăeverythingăwasăveryă“cheap,”ăMrs.ăL.ărecalled.ăSalaryăofăaă

normal government employee was enough to buy a motorbike meanwhile a chicken cost 

onlyă20ăcents.ă“Weăcouldăeatăcurriedăchickenăeveryăday!ăItăjustătookăaătinyăpartăofăthe 

income.ăItăwasălikeănothing,”ăYếnăsaid.293 An additional story from H.L, an Indian 

descendant working in one of the former Indian religious centers, is more indicative of 

the inaccessibility of the Indian descendants to "Indian curried foods." H.L family has run 

a business related to curried foods for generations since the former regime. H.L recalled 

thatăinătheăpast,ătheămonthlyăsalaryăofăaăgovernmentalăemployeeăwasă4000ă" ồng,"ăwhichă

allowedăpeopleătoăbuyăaăHondaămotorbikeă(3500ă" ồng").ăTheăchickenăcost only around 

tenă" ồng";ăfiveăcentsă(cắc)ăcouldăhelpătoăbuyăgarlic,ăginger,ăandămanyăotherăspices;ăriceă

onlyăcostă"severală ồng."ăH.Lărepeatedătheăwordă" năthỏiămái"ă(eatăfreely)ăandă" năsaoă

hết?"ă(Howăcanăweăspendăallăthatămoney?),ăemphasizingătheăfinancial sufficiency living 

under the old regime. In the past, his family members ate curried foods every day; they 

lived prosperously. Every day, his parents gave him 15 cents for breakfast. He did not 

spend it buying food. Instead, he usually bought a movie ticket to sleep in the Indian 

cinemaăLongăPh ngăafterăcomingăbackăfromăhisăclass.ăNonetheless,ăsinceă1975,ă

ingredients for curried food are costly; thus, he uses local herbs such as turmeric and chili 

peppers; these sources are more available and cheaper. This story reveals that people only 

                                                           
293 Personal communication July 7, 2014  
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by chance eat curried rice and when they eat curried foods, they only go to dazzling 

Indian restaurants run by the overseas Indians. His family business on curried food is 

almost bankrupt.294 Stories of M.L emphasize economic disadvantages of the Indian 

descendantsăasăcausesăofătheirăinaccessibilityăofătheă“Indian”ăfoods,ăwhichăalsoămeansătheă

collapse of their Indian identity as perceived by present-day Vietnamese public.  

VươngăHồngăSểnăprovidesămoreădetailsăaboutăthisăcollapse of Indian identity of the 

Indian descendants in his ethnographic comparisons of cà ry in the past and cà ry in 

present-dayăVietnam.ăInă“SàiăGònă năuống,”ă[1985?],ăVươngăHồngăSểnărecallsătheă

“authentic”ăcàăriăfoodsăatăaăshopăownedăbyăanăIndianăinăoldădays of Saigon. He 

memorizes that in those days, the Indians were able to import curry seeds from India; 

different dishes used different curry powders; flavors of curried dishes were unique from 

eachăother;ătheătasteăwasă“noble”ăandă“special.”ăHowever,ăafter 1975, although this Indian 

remains in Vietnam, his curried foods are no longer sophisticated because there are 

longer flights that carry curry seeds over. Then "indigenous curried dishes" are made 

provisionally; the Indian man puts too much turmeric, cashewăoil,ă"ngũăvịăhương"ă[fiveă

spices] and many chili peppers. "It is no longer Indian curry," the narrator asserts (Tuyểnă

tập 438).ăDescriptionsăofăSểnăfurtherătheăIndianădescendants’ăstatusăofănotăbelongingătoă

the group of Indian newcomers. Being marginalized from this group also, as discussed in 

Chapter 6, means being marginalized from the contemporary Vietnamese society – where 

only those who, to repeat, are useful for the vision of the national industrialization are 

included.   
                                                           

294 Personal communication July 22, 2014 
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The second immediate reason of why the Indian descendants are marginalized from 

the officially idealized Indian community lies in their Vietnamized cultural practice, as 

describedăbyăHồăAnhăTháiăinăhisăshortăstoryă“Ngườiăláiăxeăởăxứăquán”ă(2013).295 As told, 

among events happening around life of an Indian driver of the Vietnamese Embassy in 

Delhi,ătheăeventărelatedătoătheăgroupăofă“Việtăkiều”ă(overseasăVietnamese)ăsoundsătheă

mostăridiculous.ăTheăgroupăofă“Việtăkiều,”ăasătheănarratorăidentifies,ăincludesădescendantsă

of a couple of Indian husband and Vietnamese wife. An Indian businessman settled in 

Vietnam and then got married to a businesswoman living in the Old Corner of Hanoi. 

They both died a long time ago in Vietnam. In the early 1980s, many Vietnamese left the 

country searching for happier lives elsewhere in the world. In that context, children of the 

Indian-Vietnamese couple suddenly remembered that "they have Indian blood; they have 

some part of foreignness." Then they applied to "repatriate to India. Repatriation. But that 

was the first time they come to India." They grow up in the Old Corner of Hanoi, 

acquiring a little English but knowing none of their father's language, "Hindi." These 

Indian descendants do not know that their lives in India are more difficult because of 

cultural differences:  the Indians do not eat beef; the Indians do not eat pork; the landlord 

of the house which the Indian descendants are renting is a pure vegetarian; Indian 

descendants, growing up in the Old Corner of Hanoi, buy pork and beef and then cook 

freely; smell pours out, filling their rented apartment. The landlord was terrified, asking 

theăIndianădescendantsătoălookăforăotherăhouses.ă“Iăamăveryăscaredăofăyou;ăyouăeatăanyă

animal,”ătheălandlordăexclaims.ăSheărepeats,ă“Youăeatăanyăanimals.ăYouăallăhave to 

                                                           
295Providedăbyătheăauthor.ăEventsăinăthisăstory,ăasăsaidăbyătheăauthor,ăareă“99%ăfactual”. 
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leave.”ăTheăsarcasticănarrativesăindicateăthatătheăso-called Indian culture no longer exists 

among the Indian descendants and that this population is more associated with the 

Vietnamese culture.  

In the rising Indian culture in Vietnam that is designed and fostered by the new 

Indians, many Indian descendants are suddenly reminded of their Indian origins. They 

attempt to adopt the Indian cultural practices, including food preference, to be identified 

with the dazzling, wealthy Indians and probably to gain some similar privileges from the 

Vietnamese state. Nevertheless, that process looks tortured, which is indicative of the fact 

that the Indian descendants are no longer Indians culturally. Here is the story on the 

failure of the Indian descendants in efforts of following the so-called authentic Indian 

culture 

Premcham (fake name) is an Indian descendant; he was an assistant of one Indian 

religious center during the Vietnam War. With the collapse of the South government in 

1975, Premchan left for a South American country (Chanda, 1993, 36) and there, he ran a 

number of importing-exporting companies. Premcham helped Vietnam export woods, 

silk and coconuts – supposedlyă“useless”ăinălocalăcirculationă-- to the world and donated 

thousands of USD to the religious center that he once assisted. These considerable 

contributions make him a respectful patriotic character in eyes of Vietnamese authorities, 

whichăthenăgrantăhimătheăpositionăofăană“authenticăIndian”ăwhoseăunderstandingăofăIndiană

culture is seen the most credible. With the strong financial contribution, which makes 

him an authentic Indian, Premcham is also a dominating character in Indian ritual 
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functions in an Indian religious center.  He is acknowledged as the one who contributes to 

return the cleanness to the Indian religious center: he successfully requested local 

authorities to stop Indian descendants from cooking in the center; the fish source smell 

pollutesătheăcenters,ăwhichăareăsupposedătoăfunctionăasă“anăauthenticăIndianăreligiousă

centerăforă“authentic”ăIndians.ă 

Moreover, most ritual and material activities of the temple on special days are 

inclined to respond to and conform to observations and instructions of Premcham. Take 

the gate closure ceremony of the center on October 12, 2013, as one example. During the 

ritual, Premcham, folding his hand, stood quietly at the left gate; his face looked radiant 

while watching the ceremony. Overseas Indians put their hands on their chests; some 

others put their hands on their heads; all mumbled their prayers. The priest, one Indian 

descendant, moved slowly to the uncle-god altar while the believers moved along. When 

the priest moved to the aunt-god altar, people did the same. After the ritual of worshiping 

at the altars, the priest held a small bronze bowl of red and white powder and stood inside 

the fence that separates the shrine from the public stadium. The priest brought with him a 

tray on which there was a plate of firing candle and a plate of red and white powder when 

he gradually stepped outside the fence. Believers moved around him. They tried to put 

their hands near the candle to catch up some warm and then put on their faces, head, and 

necks. The priest applied the red powder on foreheads of overseas Indians. Many Indians 

after getting the red powder put money on the tray and bowl that the priest was carrying. 

At this time, Premcham approached the priest, giving him a metal pot of water, asking 

him to offer this "sacred water" to believers. Immediately, the priest took a spoon of 
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water, pouring on palms of Indian believers, who attempted to the falling water and 

applied it on their faces and hairs. Some people strived to maintain the sacred water in 

their palms to put it in their mouths. About Premcham, after reminding the priest, he 

came back to his position at the gate, continued observing the ritual with satisfactory 

smiles on his face.  

Not only observing and giving instruction on rituals, Premcham is given the freedom 

of acting as an authentic Indian in public events that the center involves. On October 14, 

2013, the religious center organized a function of Indian food giving to the public. 

Premcham ordered three hundred boxes of Indian food to offer lunch to believers. The 

food was put in a spongy box with three sections. The biggest section had curry rice with 

some peanuts and chopped basil leaves. The first small section had "Holland bean" 

cooked with brown bean, potato, onion and basil leaves; the second small section 

contained sweet made from crushed green been and milk. People chose to sit around the 

temple, taking their food. Among those who received the Indian foods, there were Indian 

descendants. A girl asked her mother to take the food for her, as she could not finish it. 

Herămotherărefused,ătellingăher:ă“youăneedătoăeatăit;ăităisăaăgiftăfrom God.”ăTheăgirlă

reluctantly grasped a small amount of rice, putting in her mouth after taking a deep 

breath. Her face was slightly twisted as though she was suffering a physical pain. Her 

mother did not look much happier. She also slowly put a tiny small of rice and bean into 

her mouth, shivering before swallowing them. Meanwhile, Premcham most of the time 

stoodăatătheătempleăgate,ăhappilyăwatchingăbelieversă“enjoy”ătheă“Indianăfood”ă

Sometimes, he went around, asking believers and visitors if they liked the food; he also 
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gently and patiently explained about ingredients of the curried foods; he likely knows that 

many Indian descendants are not comfortable with the food he ordered.   

All the stories about cultural practices, including religious performance and food 

preference habits, indicate that the Indian descendants are far away from the community 

of overseas Indians and the associated Indian culture while coming closer to Vietnamese 

culture -- this population is disappearing into the Vietnamese soon. Nevertheless, 

regardless of these observable cultural practices, political status and ethnic identity of the 

Indian descendants in Vietnam remained a dilemma: as documented in their paper works, 

this population is not seen as fully Vietnamese by nation-makers. This is due to, as 

discussed in Chapter 6, the remains of the colonial metaphor of the Indian bloodsuckers 

or vampires in nation-makers’ăattemptsăofădrivingăVietnameseănation-building towards 

the socialist, sovereign goal. To be precise, the metaphor of bloodsucking Indians and 

associated disgusting presentations of the Indian eating habits will be remained in 

attempts to form class and national enemies (colonialists and capitalists), the enemies that 

are needed for the continuation of socialism and nationalism as the principles of 

Vietnamese nation-building.    
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AFTERWORD 

Being categorized as bloodsucking beings -- unwelcome migrants associated with 

colonialism and capitalism -- in Vietnamese writing since the colonial time, the “Indian” 

are not visible; they are not known and seen as a group of actual human beings. Indians in 

Vietnamese writing appear as the subjects of Vietnamese intellectuals’ăparticipationăin 

national and class struggles. Noticeably, their status as an imagined target of these 

struggles obscures the voice and visibility of these people in the Vietnamese ethnic and 

nationalălandscape:ăanăethnicăminorityăcalledă“Indian,”ătheăpeopleăofăIndianădescendantsă

(analogueăwithătheălatelyăcategorizedă“Hoa”ăethnicăminorityăforăChinese descendants), 

has not appeared. Conialism (and associated capitalism) will remain in public minds, 

given the invented tradition of referencing Indians as bloodsucking entities. An 

ethnographic approach towards living descendants of the “Indians” provides more 

evidence of the immediate impact of such imagined reference on the institutional and 

bureaucratic marginalization – invisibilization -- of these “strangers.” The lingering 

material impact of the metaphor of “bloodsucking Indians” on historically different 

projects of Vietnamese nation-building suggests that nationalism still forms the main and 

vital force in present-day Vietnam.   

The dissertation suggests that Vietnamese nationalism as one form of post-colonial 

nationalism – class and national struggles -- remains vital through ongoing work of 

retainingătheămetaphoră“Indianăbloodsuckerăorăvampire”ăandătheăsimultaneousăvisibilityă

of the Indian migrants in the big family of Vietnamese ethnicities without having a name. 

The dissertation seconds criticisms of Neil Lazarus (1993) on the rising move to disavow 
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nationalism in postcolonial scholarship since the late 1980s. Postcolonial scholarship 

critically focuses on examining political betrayals and economic and cultural failures in 

postcolonial states; itădramatizesătheă“cacophonyăofăbourgeoisătriumphalism”ăandă

marginalizes conditions of common people including working classes, women and ethnic 

minorities (Guha 1997; Spivak 1985 1999; Chatterjee 1993; Parry 2004). Lazarus argues 

that there is a clear profound hostility towards nationalism among these postcolonial 

discourses: nationalistădiscourse,ăseenăasă“coercive,ătotalizing,ăelitist,ăauthoritarian,ă

essentialist,ăandăreactionary,”ăisădisparagedăasă“aăreplication,ăaăreiteration,ăofătheătermsăofă

colonial discourseăitself”ă(70-71). Noticeably, the discursive pessimism about the stability 

of nationalisms in third world countries seems to complement the rising idea of the 

inevitable collapses of the nation-state as the result of worldwide, global expansion of 

capitalism.  

In general, from the postcolonial view, postcolonial states exist in a vulnerable, 

volatile space. They are evanescent: sooner or later, the project of post-colonial liberation 

will vanish. The continuity of the metaphor of the bloodsucking Indian in colonial and 

postcolonial writing and society, as examined in the dissertation, suggests the continuity 

of postcolonial nationalism in Vietnam: nation-makers in different historical contexts 

might take different national projects – constructing the hegemonic and homogenous 

Vietnamese identity in South Vietnam, fostering the socialist figure of the nation in North 

Vietnam,ăandăpromotingăinternationalăintegrationăinăunifiedăVietnamăsinceă" ổi mới" --  

they all mean to maintain the national independence, unity, and prosperity. The 

continuityăofăVietnameseănationalismăisămoreăinătheăformăofăwhatăFanonăcallsă“natională
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consciousness”ă-- the combined revolutionary efforts of an oppressed people that aim at 

liberating the country and create a nation-state. Fanon emphasizes the collective 

consciousnessătowardsătheănatională“would-be-hegemony”ă(Lazarusă72)ă– a 

consciousnessăthatăisăformedă“atătheăveryăheart”ăofătheă“collectiveăthoughtăprocess”ăofăaă

people to describe, justify and extol the action whereby they have joined forces and 

remainedăstrong”ă(Fanonă168).ăVietnameseăintellectualsăformăthisă“natională

consciousness”ăbyăconstantlyăextollingăVietnameseăpeople’sătriumphsăoverăcolonialismă

and capitalism – triumphs that are allegorized in images of the bloodsucking Indians, 

forever belonging to the dead past. Moreover, Vietnamese intellectuals maintain such 

national consciousness by constantly reminding their public of the bloody exploitation of 

colonialism and capitalism, which in Vietnam is traditionally associated with the image 

of the bloodsucking Indians. To be precise, the imagined association of the Indian 

migrants with colonial capitalism in Vietnamese writing was formed and has been 

maintained to sustain a possibility of the formation of a nation, a nation that usually 

includes only those who share the common negative sentiment about such non-socialist 

forces in the nation-state (cf.  Culler 72).  

As such, the dissertation attends scholarship on writing and the nation. 

Imre Szeman asserts that reading third-world literature as national allegory, as developed 

by Fredric Jameson (1986), is a strategy of (post)colonial people in their realization of the 

“culturalărevolution”;ăcolonialăandăpostcolonialăwriting producesă“authenticăandă

sovereign subjectivityăandăcollectivity”ăthatăundoătheăsetăofă“feelingsăofămentalăinferiorityă

and habits of subservience and obedience,”ădevelopedăinăsituationsăofăcolonialistă
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domination (Szeman 810). In other words, the use and the appreciation of the national 

allegory inăliteratureăasă“particularăkindă[s]ăofăculturalăstrategy”ă(Szeman 816) in national 

struggles function in the sense that they present discursive attempts of third world 

intellectuals in provoking and maintaining united wills, hearts and minds towards issues 

of community – a mental unification that is able to form a condition for the formation and 

continuation of nation-states (Culler 43-72; Anderson, The Spectre of Comparisons 70; 

Anderson, Imagined Community 1-8). As such, colonial and postcolonial writing, with a 

strong performative character, poses challenges to material power of imperialism and 

aftermath, given that the national allegory -- theă“authenticăandăsovereignăsubjectivityăandă

collectivity”ă-- isă“aăvitalăresponseătoăinfrastructuralărealities…ăasăattemptsătoăresolveă

moreăfundamentalăcontradiction”ă(Jamesonă78).ăThisăstrategicăuseăandăappreciationăofă

colonial and postcolonial writing as national allegory could be particularly important in 

the context of disappearing national identity and collapsing national economy in the face 

of globalization (Szeman 817;ăJameson,ă“NotesăonăGlobalization”ă54-80, Krishna 7-30). 

And, in the Vietnamese tradition, writing has continually been seen as a sharp weapon in 

the fight against any hindrances to the nation’săsocialistăconstructionăandăindependence 

since colonial time. Thus, in examining Vietnamese presentations of the Indian migrants 

asăallegoriesăofăVietnameseăintellectuals’ă“revolutionaryăefforts”ăaimingăatăstrengthening 

the democratic and hegemonic figure of the nation, the dissertation tries to show that 

literature and, in a wider sense, writingăplaysăaădistinctăroleăinătheă“culturalăstrategy”ăofă

colonial and postcolonial nationalism.  
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In addition to engaging with the scholarship on nation and literature, this 

dissertation addresses a question to diaspora studies in general and to Indian diaspora 

studies in particular. The Indians in Vietnam have been frequently seen and presented as 

unwelcome migrants. However, the images of the Indians in Vietnamese writing are not 

congruous with ascriptions of characters of the  Indian diaspora in the scholarship of 

Indian diaspora studies.  One of the characteristics of Indian diaspora emphasized by 

authors such as Gijbert Oonk is diversity. Oonk emphasizes the need to be more specific 

thană“Indian”ăbecauseăIndianădiasporaăgroupsămigratedăinădifferentătimes,ăinădifferentă

circumstances and came from different areas in India.ăThus,ătheătermă“Indian”ăinătheă

phraseă“Indianădiaspora”ăneedsăreconsideration:ăIndian” as a flat and fixed national 

identity is inappropriate; it should be dissolved into terms that refer to specific ethnic 

groupsăsuchăasă“Bengalis,ăGujaratisăandăTegulus”ăandăspecificăsub-castesăsuchăasă“Patels,ă

LohanasăandăCutchis”ă(13).ăThisăinterpretation tends to fix identifies of members of the 

Indian diaspora to ethnic groups in modern India; this is home country-oriented 

specification of the Indian diaspora does work in the case of the Indian migrants – 

members of the second wave of Indian migration to Vietnam, i.e. those who came to 

Vietnam  in the wave of the French. The Indians in Vietnamese writing are imagined as 

including solely unwelcome migrants from the Indian subcontinent who are associated 

with the presence and growth of colonialism and capitalism. They are presented merely 

as targets of the national and class revolutions imagined by Vietnamese intellectuals. 

Thus, the ethnic specificity within this group of people in Vietnam is invisible: images of 

this population are fixed in characteristics associated with the metaphor of the 
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bloodsucking creature, a dangerous generalization. In the case of living Indian 

descendants, the concept of the “Indian diaspora” as defined by Oonk does not work, 

either. Their ethnicity, as documented in I.D cards, is “Indian,”ă(or “Pakistani” or 

“Bangladeshi”), which rather refers to present-day South Asian nation-states than ethnic 

groups.   

Scholars in diaspora studies concur that regardless of changes in the formation of 

theăconceptăofă“diaspora,”ăthe concept retains the reference to the migration of people and 

the maintenance of their identification with a country or land of origin (Dufuix 1-34; 

Tölölyană“TheăNation-StateăandăItsăOthers”ă3-7). The living Indian descendants and 

many Indian characters in Vietnamese writing areănotăpeopleăwhoă“dispersedăfromăoneă

place”ă(Dufuixă2);ătheyădoănotăholdăonăconnectionsătoăIndiaăphysicallyăandătheyăareă

lacking in a collective memory of homeland elsewhere rather than Vietnam. They are 

descendants of those who first put their feet on present-day Vietnamese land almost two 

hundred years ago; they are not nostalgic for something lost “back home,”ăbutătheyăhaveă

been struggling to maintain their lives in Vietnam. Most importantly, these people do not 

maintain so-called cultural practices of India, as discussed in Chapter 6 and 7: they have 

assimilated to Vietnamese cultural and political life. Members of what scholars would 

callătheăIndianădiasporaăinăVietnamăareănoăwayăactorsăofă“transnationalămovements”ă

(Tölölyan,ă“RethinkingăDiaspora”ă3-36)ăandă“transnationalăties”ă(Pande,ă“Diasporaăandă

Development”ă34)ăthatăchallengeătheănation-state homogeneity and hegemony; their 

material and cultural affinity to the Vietnamese makes them an interesting case study of 

(“Indian”) diaspora studies.  
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Saliently, the case of Indians and their descendants in Vietnam could suggest the 

possibility of understanding political functions of diaspora studies:  this scholarship is 

expected to be associated with nation-building in both host and home countries. Khachig 

Tölölyan in the preface of the first volume of Diaspora: A Journal of Transnational 

Studies (1991) highlights ways in which nationalism  – a notion of collective identity -- 

shapes and is shaped by the diaspora as the central concern of the Journal (“TheăNation-

State andăItsăOthers”ă3-7); the research scope of the Journal itself carries exclusion: 

diaspora studies only count the populationsă“onătheămove,”ăwhoăcarry “transnational”ăandă

“infranational”ăcorporationsăandăthusăwouldăpotentiallyăaffectăcollective identities of 

home and host nation-states, and even foster nationalism in both nation-states. Under this 

research scope, only members of the third wave of Indian migration to Vietnam could be 

counted:ăthisăpopulationăis“transnational”ăandă“infranational,”ătheyăareăseenăasă

contributors to the shift to globalization in post- ổiămớiăVietnameseănation-building and 

as representatives of the global emergence of Indian enterprise and energy; all these are 

discussed in Chapter 6. Meanwhile, members of the second wave of Indian migration to 

Vietnam would find no place in the scope of diaspora studies that is defined by Diaspora: 

A Journal of Transnational Studies, given that this population is fixed within the border 

of Vietnamese land and culture.  

The exclusive trajectory of diaspora studies defined by Tölölyan suggests the 

association of this scholarship with nationalism. Amba Pande, from Jawaharlal Nehru 

University, is one of the scholars who is most explicit about this association: she 

systematically asserts that the growth of Indian diaspora studies depends on the Indian 
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government’săhistoricallyădifferingărecognitionăofătheăroleăofătheăoverseasăIndiansăinătheă

Indian nation-building (Pande, “Airlift’ăpara.8-9; Pande “IndiaăandăitsăDiaspora”ă125-

138; Pande,ă“DiasporaăandăDevelopment”ă36-46). To be precise, the Indian diasporic 

population as the subject of Indian diaspora studies exclusively consists of those, whose 

“doubleăbelongingăcanăbeăenrichingăbothăoriginăandădestinationăcountries”ă(Pande,ă

“DiasporaăandăDevelopment”ă36).ăWithăthisămeaning,ăităisăunderstandable  why the 

“Indians” in Vietnam – those who are traditionally imagined as enemies of the class and 

national revolutions in the host country and are economically and culturally 

disadvantaged in comparison with the rich and well-educated members of the third wave 

of the Indian migration  -- areăabsentăinătheăIndianăgovernment’sădescriptionsăofăitsă

overseas Indians as discussed in Chapter 6. Further examinations of the formation and 

growth of (Indian) diaspora studies and nationalism could reveal efforts of  intellectuals 

(in diaspora studies) at provoking and maintaining public concerns about nation-building, 

thus, these examinations could attend  existing scholarship on the vitality of nationalist 

forces, at least, in third world countries.  

In addition to suggesting a further examination of nationalism and diaspora studies, 

the ethnic identity of the Indians and their descendants in Vietnam presents the question 

of how ethnic studies are associated with dominant administrative power. Oscar Salemink 

insists on the conformity of ethnography to colonial power in the sense that the 

institutionalization of representations of ethnic minorities is made on the basis of 

agreements among and involvements of ethnographers and administrative colonizers in 

the service of the colonial establishment (Salemink, The Ethnography of Vietnam 38-40; 
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Salemink,ă“Introduction:ăFiveăThesesă1-34).ăĐặngăNghiêm’sădescriptionăofă“ethnică

identificationăinăVietnam”ăsuggestsăaăsimilarăcontrolăofătheăpostcolonialăVietnameseă

government in ethnic studies. In particular, results of ethnographic studies are first 

presented in scientific meetings before they are submitted to a congress consists of 

representatives and authoritatives of the studied ethnic group (elders, religious leaders, 

oldăartisans…)ăandărepresentativesăofălocalăadministrations.ăAsăsuch,ăethnicăstudies 

traditionally conform to the ethnic administration and bureaucracy: it largely studies 

ethnic groups that are officially categorized by the state and are visible in state’ăs census 

statistics open to the public. Much scholarship in the past addressed Vietnam’săethnică

minorities that have been publicly counted and classified. However, no study has ever 

been published on the Indians and their descendants in Vietnam as an ethnicity:  "Indian" 

is a term that has never been listed as an ethnic minority category in Vietnam through two 

nation-wide projects to systemize the "ethnic composition of Vietnam" in 1958 and 1979 

(Pelley 383). As defined in the Introduction: the Indian descendants are Vietnamese 

citizens of an "Indian" ethnicity, this ethnicity is documented only in personal papers of 

specific individual Indian descendants; it is no way seen in demographic statistics 

available to the public. This type of hidden ethnicity asks ethnic studies to go beyond 

institutionalized ethnographies and archived documents, examining the possible 

invisibilization of some ethnic groups and the concurrent formation and continuation of 

nationalism.  Literary accounts with its typical metaphoric (allegoric) way of 

(re)presenting the material reality could potentially maintain some reference to the 
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visibility of knowledge and human groups that are made invisible in mainstream 

historiography and society for the maintenance of a specific nationalist power.   

Suggesting doubt about the validity of institutionalized knowledge for the visibility 

of invisibilized knowledge and subject, this dissertation touches upon the postcolonial 

theoretical question on the voice of "the other," "the outsider," and "the minor" (Spivak 

1988, Chakrabarty 2000, JanMohamed 1990, Guha 1997).  Postcolonial arguments are 

often about seeking out subaltern voices that have been silenced and could be made 

invisible in colonial and postcolonial discourse; scholars have been trying to disclose 

ways in which colonial and postcolonial discourse (re) present voices of subaltern 

subjects. Guha offers the idea of listening to the voice of subalterns that echo and interact 

withă“counter-insurgencies”ăgivenăthatădiscourseănever monolithică(“The Prose 

of Counter-Insurgency”ă45-84). Henry Schwarz suggests that theăsubaltern’săvoiceăisă

retrieved not only through counter-insurgent documents as pointed out by Ranajit Guha, 

butăalsoăinătheă“mirrorăimage”ăofătheăcounter-insurgent documents that are used to 

suppress it, as developed by Partha Chatterjee. In order to visualizeăwhatăisăinătheă“mirroră

image,”ăSchwarzăoffersătoăreadătheă“mainstreamăhistoryăinănewăways,ăsearchingăoută

oppositionalămomentsăfromătheătextualărecordăandăinterpretingăthemăanew”ă(316).ăTheă

Bakhtinian heteroglossia, which refers to the coexistence of divergent voices of different 

social, geographical, historical and professional groups and individuals, could help to 

revitalize mainstream discourse that pays attention to voices of the marginalized, as 

Schwarz suggests. In attempts to read Vietnamese writing and make the historically 

invisibilizedăIndiansăvisible,ăthisădissertationăsomehowăcomplementsăSchwarz’să
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recommendation on implementing Bakhtinian heteroglossia and reading mainstream 

history in a multivocal way.  However, this dissertation by no means aims at presenting a 

total picture of actual voices and images of the marginalized Indian migrants. Author of 

the dissertation is a Vietnamese citizen who is working for a governmental research 

institute and is completing a research for a degree in the United States. (Re)presenting the 

so-called actual voice and virtual visibility of the “Indians” – the invented Other of the 

Vietnamese nation-state and the subject of postcolonial studies –will easily fall into 

presenting the dissertation author's voice and visibility, as suggested by Rey Chow 

(1993). Additionally, attempts at writing the voice and image of the Indians in Vietnam  

might face the risk of modifying these people in the way that, as Spivak once suggested, 

conforms to typical academic writing style and theory required for a dissertation, gaining 

a degree being the practical motivation of research(Sharpe 609-624).  Huggan Graham 

(2001)ăevenăassertsăthatăcriticalăwritingsăaboutătheă“other”ăis a kind of cultural 

commodification (5-8). Bearing such critical views on postcolonial scholarship, this 

dissertation presents the ways through which the Indians in Vietnam have been made 

invisible; there is a paradox in this presentation: the description of how Indians have been 

made invisible in Vietnamese writing and in Vietnamese life implies to making  them 

visible again. The visibility of the Indians in Vietnam is reconstructed through processes 

of deconstructing Vietnamese nation-makers’ădiscursiveăandăbureaucraticăpracticesăofă

invisibilizing these people in efforts of maintaining the national homogeneity, hegemony 

and prosperity. In doing so, the dissertation will provoke, in communities of intellectuals 

and general audiences, a curiosity about a group of people and its associated knowledge 
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that are made to disappear in the formation and existence of the very mainstream 

figuration of a nation. The process of portraying such disappearance is a way of making 

such lost population and knowledge reappear in public. The visible is made invisible, the 

invisible is made visible again. 

 

. 
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